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PREFACE

This study focuses on the music reviews in two New York news

papers, the Times and the Tribune, between 1831 and 1876. More 

accurately, since the concert season in New York ran from September 

through May, this examination begins with September 1851, which, 

coincidentally, was the month in which the Times began publication.

The research concluded with two events, the American Centennial cele
bration and the premiere presentation, of Wagner1 s Per Ring des 

Nibelungen in Bayreuth, both of which occurred during the summer of 

1876, It was felt that this twenty-five-year span would provide a 
workable time frame that was at the same time broad enough to reveal 

changes of taste and the establishment of trends, and yet small enough 

to permit a detailed examination.
Since the critics were concerned primarily with "art music," 

music which at that time was mainly European in origin or in inspira

tion, this study deals not so much with American music as with music 

that was performed in America, or more specifically, in New York. Native 
American music, what Hitchcock called the "vernacular tradition," was 

of little concern to the critics, apart from occasional references to 
such events as minstrel shows, "Old Folks" concerts, or programs by the 
Jubilee Singers. Reports of these and similar occurrences, when they 

are found, prove particularly serendipitous to today's reader, and



provide a certain comic relief from the occasional tedium of the myriad 
"Trovatores" and "Piano Soirees."

I have chosen to depart from standard procedure and not to itali

cize titles of newspapers, because of the frequency of their appearance 

in this study. Books, magazines, and journals, however, are treated in 

the customary fashion.
One problem with working in the area of newspaper criticism in the 

nineteenth century lay in the fact that the reviews were most nearly 

always unsigned, a circumstance which indicates that emphasis was placed 

by the newspaper editor on what was being reported, rather thad on who 

was reporting it. I have chosen a similar approach in the treatment of 

this subject, and have therefore not attempted to ascertain conclusively 

the definite authorship of the reviews. One critic, however, Tribune 

music editor William Henry Fry, is of such historical importance and 

his writings are so uniformly characteristic that, with occasional 

supportive data (principally from his biographer, William Treat Upton), 

it was sufficiently easy to refer to him by name in many cases, even 

though his reviews were also unsigned.
This study could not have been accomplished without the assistance 

and support of a number of persons. I wish to express my gratitude to 

these individuals for their advice and guidance: Dr. Wallace McKenzie,

Mr. Paul Louis Abel, Dr. Kenneth B. Klaus, Dr. Milton Hallman, Dr. Richard 

Cox, Miss Ruth Starling, Mrs. Nelda Brown, Mrs. Sandra Evans, and my 

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Olen McKnight.
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ABSTRACT

Reports and comments on daily events in newspapers provide an 

invaluable tool in the study of a particular period or area of research. 

This study is concerned with the music reviews in two New York news
papers, the Times and the Tribune, between 1851 and 1876. This period 

in the history of the United States was above all one of transition. 
Social upheaval prevailed as a result of the Civil War and the abolition 

of slavery. In addition, America was rapidly gaining ascendancy in 
science, technology, and as a major political power. This evolution at 
the broader national level was accompanied by changes in the cultural 

and musical life of New York. Although the transitions at these two 

levels may have been contemporaneous, we may observe a certain paradox 
in the fact that, as Americans were boasting of their advancements in 

the fields of science and literature, musically, they were being drawn 
more closely to Europe, especially Germany. Despite America's chau

vinistic claims concerning the superiority of its "home-grown" artists, 

such as soprano Adelina Patti and pianist Louis Moreau Gottschalk, its 
citizens who were serious in their pursuit of a musical career still 

looked to Europe for final acceptance.
Although musical life in New York during the period of this study 

was varied and complex, it was dominated, socially at least, by Italian 

opera. The term "Italian opera" during this period was used to denote 
any work in the "grand opera" tradition. Major opera companies in New
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York routinely performed even French and German operas in Italian.

During the course of the period, New Yorkers witnessed a transition from 

the vocally florid music of Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti, through the 
more declamatory mature works of Verdi, to a positive public and critical 

reaction to Wagner’s "Music of the Future." The course of this transi

tion was temporarily altered by the brief, yet intense, vogue of French 

opera bouffe during the late 1860s. Despite this definite direction 
toward German music in New York, we may perceive a certain irony in the 

fact that the acceptance of Wagner's operas in New York was effected 

only after they had been presented in Italian, the language which 

composer-critic William Henry Fry had called "the only great method and 

style."

In orchestral music, the period was dominated primarily by the

New York Philharmonic Society and the Theodore Thomas orchestra. It was

through the efforts of these German-oriented organizations that the seeds 

of acceptance of the "Music of the Future" were first sown. The consis
tent programming of Wagner's orchestral music and excerpts from his 

operas, often despite initial harsh reactions from the critics, resulted 
in a gradual appreciation, if not a total understanding, of Wagner's 
music, and made possible the eventual acceptance of full performances of 

his music dramas.
The most fascinating aspect of such an examination as this lies in

the opportunity it affords the reader io witness first-hand the

day-by-day occurrences in the musical life of a city, as well as a 

broader overview of a particular period. In this particular study, the 
writer discovered, amid the occasional tedium of the myriad "Trovatores"
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and "Piano Soirees," an active and vigorous musical community, one that 

was an integral part of the total fabric of life in New York, and one 

whose musical tastes were both reflected and guided by the music criti

cism of the period.



CHAPTER I

MUSIC CRITICISM IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY 

NEW YORK; AN INTRODUCTION

Reports on daily events and comments on the significance of the 

events in newspapers provide historians with an invaluable tool in their 
research of a particular area or period of time. This dissertation deals 

with reports and reviews of musical events found in two New York news

papers, the Times and the Tribune, during the period from 1851 through 
1876, a period which saw the beginning of America's "coming of age" in 

the musical world. New Yorkers during this period witnessed a surge in 
all types of musical activity: the New York Philharmonic Society, founded

in 1842, was flourishing; a growing taste for Italian opera led to the 
construction in 1854 of New York's first successful opera house, the Acad
emy of Music; people interested in choral music could attend concerts by 

such organizations as the Harmonic Society and the Mendelssohn Union; 
concerts by groups such as Eisfeld's Classical Quartette provided "soirees" 

for lovers of "classical" music; and those persons desiring lighter enter
tainment could attend any one of a number of "miscellaneous concerts," 

featuring a variety of types of performances.

Despite this increase in activity, the United States still depended 
on Europe for its "culture." Many of those musicians who contributed so 

much to musical life in New York were themselves European immigrants. Such 
men as Carl Bergmann (1821-76), Henry C. Timm (1811-92), Theodore Eisfeld
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(1816-32), Leopold Damrosch (1832-85), and Theodore Thomas (1835-1905), 
all German-born, helped formulate musical taste in New York during this 

period. In addition, many of the leading performers in Europe made tours 

to the United States, tours which of course included New York. Such 
names as Jenny Lind, Henriette Sontag, Giovanni Mario, Giulia Grisi, 

Sigismond Thalberg, Anton Rubinstein, and Hans von Billow comprise only 
a partial list of the many performers who toured the United States, 

usually with much financial success.
Because of these various influences, Europe continued to provide 

the standard by which American artists were judged. For example, 

Gottschalk was rated by the critics as the equal of "the great names 

in Europe," George Frederick Bristow’s opera, Rip Van Winkle, was 

praised as "thoroughly conventional,” and Niblo's Garden, a leading 
theater, was pronounced as being "larger than the Paris Opera."

The fact that some critics were either European born or educated 
contributed to Europe's continued dominance in America's musical life. 
William Henry Fry, American born and trained, spent several years as a 

foreign correspondent for the Tribune. In Paris for six years (1846-52), 
he was a part of the Parisian musical scene, especially that of opera. 
Although championing American composers and their music, Fry failed to 
break away from French and Italian influences in composition, and his 
criticism reflects this European domination.

One of Fry's successors at the Tribune, John Rose Green Hassard, 

continued the tradition of advocating European music by becoming one of 
the first American critics to support and promote the music of Wagner. 
Hassard's report on the Bayreuth Festival of 1876 (published 1877), was 

considered the most complete account of any that appeared in American 
newspapers.



Survey of Concert Life in New York— 1851-76
Surveying twenty-five years of New York's musical life through news

paper accounts revealed both small, insignificant yet interesting details 

at one level and, at a broader level, the evolution in the musical tastes 

of the public. As reports were examined year by year, the development of 

trends and changes in taste became increasingly perceptible.

By 1851 New York had become the nation's leading metropolitan center, 

due in large part to the many European immigrants, mainly German, who were 

settling there. Among these immigrants were many professional musicians, 

men who added much to New York's musical establishment by teaching and 

performing in orchestras, bands, and chamber music ensembles. Also, in 

ever-increasing numbers, came the great names of the European stage to 

tour the United States. With phenomenally successful tours by Jenny Lind 
and Ole Bull having just ended, the Times reviewer wrote in 1852: "Scandi

navia has New York by the ears." Despite the furor created by Jenny Lind's 

singing, the reviewer made a revealing statement about his fellow New Yorkers 
when he wrote that Jenny Lind's performance of Home Sweet Home drew a much 

better response from the audience than a good rendition of a Mozart aria. 

"Classical music is not popular," he declared.

Other notable musical events in 1852 included American debuts by two 

of Europe's leading prime donne, Italian contralto Marietta Alboni (1823-94) 

and German soprano Henriette Sontag (1806-54), and, on 1 November at Niblo's 

Garden, the premiere of one of the most popular comic operas of the period, 

Flotow's Martha.

The next year saw two important events, the New York debut of Louis 
Moreau Gottschalk and, beginning in August, the first of a series of suc

cessful tours by Jullien's renowned orchestra. Two other operatic stars



from Europe made their American debuts in 1854, appearing together in 

Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia at Castle Garden. The two singers, soprano 

Giulia Grisi (1811-69) and tenor Giovanni Mario (1810-83), were members 
of what Henry Pleasants has called "the Great Quartet," along with basses 

Antonio Tamburini (1800-76) and Luigi Lablache (1794-1-858) .! in October 
Grisi and Mario appeared in Norma, the opening performance in the newly 

constructed Academy of Music, the opera house that would be the home of 

Italian opera in New York until the construction of the Metropolitan 

Opera House in 1883.
While increasing emphasis was placed on Italian opera throughout 

much of the period, English, German, and French opera was also performed 

with some regularity. The Louisa Pyne English Opera Company had a success 

ful season in New York in 1854, and in October of that year Miss Pyne's 
company presented one of the most popular operas in the English repertoire 

Maritana, by Irish composer William Vincent Wallace (1812-65), with the 

composer conducting.
During the latter half of the decade, audiences attending Italian 

opera in New York heard an increasing number of Verdi operas, which began 
to supplant the standard Rossini-Bellini-Donizetti repertoire. In 1855 

and 1856 three Verdi operas had their New York premieres at the Academy
of Music: Rigoletto, on 19 February 1855; II Trovatore, on 2 May 1855;
and La Traviata, on 3 December 1856.

For lovers of chamber music, Theodore Eisfeld, one of the leading

German immigrants, produced a series of chamber music concerts which were 

billed as "Eisfeld's Classical Quartette Soirees." Pianist William Mason

■ Ĥenry Pleasants, The Great Singers (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1966), p. 176.



(1829-1908) and German violinist-conductor Carl Bergmann began a series of 

matinee concerts during the 1855-56 season. In 1856 virtuoso pianist 

Sigismond Thalberg (1812-71) also made his first tour to New York, earning 

praise from critics as the greatest pianist ever heard in New York; the 

next season Thalberg toured the United States with violinist Henri Vieux- 

temps (1820-81).

A growing taste for choral music, especially oratorio, was noted by 

the Times critic in a review of a performance by the Harmonic Society in 

May 1856. On the program were a cantata by Carl Loewe (1796-1869), en

titled The Seven Sleepers, and Bristow's Te Deum. In February of 1857 

another choral organization, the Mendelssohn Union, had presented the 

premiere of Rossini's Stabat Mater (1842); in 1858 the same group per
formed Mendelssohn's St. Paul oratorio (1836) with much success.

Throughout the period under examination, the New York Philharmonic 
Society was criticized time and again in the newspapers for performing 

too much "modern" music, by which was meant works by Schumann, Berlioz, 

Liszt, and Wagner. All of these composers were judged harshly because of 

their "lack of melody." At that time, melody ranked as the most important 
element in musical composition, according to the conservative critics of 

the newspapers. During the 1859-60 concert season the Philharmonic per
formed the American premiere of the Introduction to Lohengrin (1850), 

which was described in the Times as "coarse." The same critic referred 

to Wagner's Faust Overture (1840), performed at the first concert of the 
Brooklyn Philharmonic, as "insipid."

Also during the 1859-60 concert season two American sopranos,

Adelina Patti (1843-1919) and Clara Louise Kellogg (1842-1916), made their



formal debuts on the operatic stage. Adelina Patti, although born in 

Spain of Italian parents, was American by adoption and became one of the 

most celebrated sopranos in operatic history, making her debut in Lucia di 

Lammermoor at age 16. Clara Louise Kellogg, whose private debut in 

Donizetti's II Poliuto (1848) took place in April of 1860, was American 

born and trained, a noteworthy distinction for that period.

The years 1861-65 saw an increase of patriotic fervor due to the 
Civil War. While there was little perceptible decrease in musical activity 
during the Civil War period, newspaper coverage of this activity was often 
limited because of news of the war. In 1862 violinist-conductor Theodore 

Thomas began a series of concerts with his own orchestra, an orchestra 

which would in time successfully challenge the Philharmonic. Thomas's 

orchestra, while smaller than the Philharmonic, was composed of first-rate 

players and introduced many important compositions to New York audiences.

Important operatic premieres during the Civil War period included 

Verdi's Un Ballo in maschera in 1861, Meyerbeer's Dinorah in 1862, Aroldo 

by Verdi and Gounod's Faust in 1863, Wagner's Tannhauser and Don Sebastian 

by Donizetti in 1864, and Verdi's La Forza del destino and Meyerbeer's 

L'Africaine in 1865.
In the years following the Civil War, Italian opera faced a challenge 

for the public's attention from French op£ra bouffe, which provided audi
ences with sparkling music, amusing situations and witty, if slightly 
risqu^, dialogue. Among the most popular of these works were Offenbach's 
La Grande duchesse de Gerolstein (1867) and La Belle Helene (1864), and 

Le Petit Faust (.1869), a parody by Herve of Gounod's Faust. The fact that 

these works were condemned as immoral entertainments in the critics' columns 

probably only contributed to their popularity.
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The final years of this study (1861-76) saw a gradual movement towards 

more modern music, especially that of Wagner, and an accompanying rise of 

the Theodore Thomas orchestra to a position of superiority over the New York 
Philharmonic. The Tribune in 1872 referred to Thomas as "a missionary of 

art and entertainment." The conductor inaugurated a series of summer garden 

concerts featuring lighter, more popular music in addition to his regular 

winter series of concerts. During the 1872 summer season Thomas presented 

an all-Wagner program, including music from Die Walkure (1856) which, 

according to the Tribune critic,' "electrified the house."

In 1874 the Academy of Music presented for the first time Wagner's 

Lohengrin, an event which marked the acceptance of Wagner by the public 

and critics, and which signalled the beginning of a trend away from the 
Italian opera tradition of Verdi. In an article on 8 October of that year 

the Tribune critic questioned whether the Donizetti-type opera "had seen 
its day."

European stars continued to visit America with much success. In 
1872 and 1873 Anton Rubinstein (1829-94) toured the United States, re

ceiving unqualified praise from every corner, and in 1875-76 Hans von 
Bulow (1830-94) made an equally successful visit to this country.

The year 1876 was marked by two important events, the United States 

Centennial celebration and the Wagner Bayreuth Festival. The Times and 

Tribune covered both events. While these two events were unrelated, Wagner 

figured prominently in both, having been commissioned to compose the 

official Centennial inauguration march for the opening of the Centennial 

Exhibition in Philadelphia.



Founding the Tribune and the Times

In his bibliography of New York newspapers, Louis H. Fox cited the 
period from 1820 through 1850 as the most important in the history of the 

American press.2 Such developments as the steam railroad and the telegraph 

greatly facilitated the gathering of news during this period. Also, the 
increasing number of European immigrants created a market for cheap news

papers. Many of the features of modern journalism can be traced to this 

thirty-year span of history. One of the most significant of these develop

ments was the beginning of the penny press in the 1830s. Prior to this 

time, daily newspapers were sold by publishers on a yearly subscription 

basis. These newspapers were referred to as sixpence (or six-penny) sheets. 

They could be purchased individually at newspaper offices, although many 

publishers refused to sell single copies at all.

During the 1830s New York printers became interested in the idea of 

publishing smaller, tabloid-sized, daily newspapers because of their ac
quaintance with similar efforts in Boston and Philadelphia and the success 

of the English Penny Magazine. The first successful New York penny daily 
was the New York Sun, founded in 1833 by Benjamin H. Day. Filled with sen
sational news and human-interest stories written in a fresh, amusing style, 

the Sun attracted a new reading public and paved the way for later news
papers of a similar nature. Day adopted the "London plan" for distribution, 

sending newsboys into the streets to "cry" his paper on a cash-in-advance 

basis. By the next year, Day's paper claimed a circulation of 15,000, far

^Louis H. Fox, New York City Newspapers, 1820-1850 (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1928), p. 1.
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surpassing that of any other daily paper in the United States and, with 

one or two exceptions in London, in the world.^

In 1835 James Gordon Bennett founded one of the most serious of 

the Sun's competitors in the penny-paper trade, the New York Herald.

Bennett carried sensationalism in the press even further than did the 

Sun. Although the Herald became quite successful and eventually overtook 

the Sun in circulation, Bennett was often charged with journalistic abuses, 

among them bad taste, coarseness, overemphasis on crime and sex, and dis

reputable advertising.4
In reaction to these abuses, the New York Tribune was founded by 

Horace Greeley in 1841. Greeley sensed the demand for a more conservative, 

morally conscious newspaper and campaigned against "the immoral and de
grading Police Reports, Advertisements, and other matter which have been 
allowed to disgrace the columns of our leading Penny Papers."5 In addition, 

Greeley advocated prohibition, abolition of slavery, and took a moral stand 

against the theatre, stating that "each Theatre contains within its walls 

a grog-shop and a place of assignation," not to mention the fact that "a 
large proportion of those connected with the Stage are libertines or 

courtezans [sic]."6 Nevertheless, the Tribune accepted theatrical adver

tising, although Greeley did not actively seek it.

^F. L. Mott, American Journalism (New York; Macmillan, 1962), p. 62.

4Ibid.

^Log Cabin, 10 April 1841, quoted in W. G. Bleyer, Main Currents in 
the History of American Journalism (New York; Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1927), p. 212.

% e w  York Tribune, 11 May 1841, quoted in Bleyer, p. 217.
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Another difference between the Tribune and the other leaders of the 

penny press concerned politics. The Herald and the Sun both favored the 

Whig party, whereas Greeley was a Democrat. Greeley also became involved 

in the Social-Reform movement, based on teachings of the French Communist 

Charles Fourier, and preached in this country by Albert Brisbane. Fourier

ism, as Greeley saw it, involved the organization of society by the pha
lanx system, a joint-stock investment in lands and homes, and "the most

complete education and the pleasantest social relationships for all."^
The movement became quite popular in America during the 1830s and 1840s. 

Several Utopian experimental communities were being attempted in various 

parts of the country, among them the Oneida community in New York; New 
Harmony, Indiana; and Brook Farm, Massachusetts. From 1841 through 1846 

Greeley lectured and wrote extensively on Fourierism. In 1846-47 he was 
involved in a series of twelve newspaper articles debating the subject 

with Henry J. Raymond, Greeley's first editorial assistant, who had since 

been employed by the Courier and Enquirer. Serious discussion of Fourier

ism was ended with this series of formal debates.
It was Greeley's somewhat eccentric views which prompted Raymond, 

along with financiers George Jones and Edward B. Wesley, to begin pub

lication of the Times in 1851. The three men saw the need for a cheap 
paper which would avoid both the sensationalism of the Herald and the Sun 

and the erratic doctrines of the Tribune. The Times issued its first news
paper on 18 September 1851. Marketed, like the other penny papers, on the 

London plan, it sold for one cent a copy. However, the editors raised its 

price to two cents after the first year, as the Herald and Tribune had done

^Mott, p. 274.
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earlier. The Times became known for its well-balanced, copious coverage 

of news and for its "self-possessed good manners" and found a large reading 
public.8 By the third month of its existence, it reached a circulation 

of 20,000. It is interesting to note that whereas the Tribune had begun 

ten years earlier with a capital of $3,000, the Times required a $100,000 

capital to begin operation and had expenses of $78,000 its first year.

In terms of circulation, both the Times and the Tribune ran behind the Sun 

and the Herald. The Tribune’s greatest success, in fact, was not even its 

daily but its weekly edition, which had a circulation of 200,000 in the 

East and the Midwest.
While the Tribune was more opinion oriented, the Times excelled in 

news coverage, with special emphasis on foreign affairs. At the beginning 
of its publication, the newspaper consisted of four six-column pages under 
the title New York Daily Times. The word "Daily" was dropped from the 
title in 1857. News included "New York City" and "Brooklyn" items on page 

one, political news, "Recent Deaths," national and international news on 
page two, classified ads on page three and, on page four, European news 

and other national items. Music and theatre reviews were generally found 

on page one. A year later when the Times raised its price to two cents 

per copy, it also increased the number pages to eight. Circulation tempo
rarily dropped, but revenue increased due to more space for advertisements. 

Editorials and reviews were usually found on page four, and there were now 

two pages of advertisments, which always included notices of various amuse
ments. The coverage of news had increased to include columns of reports

8Ibid., p. 280.
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from the surrounding areas, sports news, religious items and financial 

information.
The Tribune, which had begun publication ten years earlier, on 10 

April 1841, also started as a four-page, one-cent newspaper. It consisted 

of five columns per page at first, later expanding to six. Less column 

space in the Tribune was devoted to actual news and more attention was 

given to editorializing, literary reviews, poetry, and novel serializations. 

Local news was printed under the column entitled "City Intelligence," which 
included notices of musical performances, gossip-like items and weather 

reports, as well as news of fires, stabbings, and murders. Other columns 
included financial news and records of marriages and deaths.

Ten years later, when the Times was founded, the Tribune had expanded 

its size and its range of coverage was broadened. It now consisted of 
eight six-column pages, the first three devoted to classified ads. This 

format differed from that of the Times, which put its major news stories 

on page one. Like the Times, however, the Tribune usually printed its 
editorials and music reviews on page four. During the ten-year interval 

between the foundings of the two newspapers, the Tribune had increased its 
coverage of the news so that its attention to national and international 

events was more complete. Local news was still reported in columns headed 

"City Intelligence" or "City Items." The Tribune retained its attention 
to politics and to literature, having begun the first regular literary 
department of any American daily newspaper, with George Ripley as editor, 
in 1849.9

^Bleyer, p. 219.
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Background of Music Criticism in New York

Although Americans may have been dominated culturally by Europe 

during the nineteenth century, the function of music criticism in American 

journalism was viewed from a different perspective than was its European 

counterpart. In "The Function of Musical Criticism," an article appearing 

in the first issue of Musical Quarterly, influential music critic William 

J. Henderson (1855-1937) of the New York Sun pointed out the practical 

nature of American criticism. Henderson described his profession as merely 
one department "in the complicated service of the daily newspaper."-^

This pragmatic view of the function of music criticism is shared by many 

critics, including Edward Downes, who observed a fundamental difference 

between American criticism and that by European critics. Downes cited this 

difference as being related to the fact that many European newspapers his
torically have been primarily journals of political opinion, whereas those 
in America put a greater emphasis on actual reporting of news. European 

reviews were most often published several days after the performance; re
views in American newspapers usually appeared the next day. This fact 

reflects the reportorial function of the American newspaper critic.^

Because most of the articles that appeared in American newspapers 

of the period were not signed, it is impossible, in most cases, to

■'"̂ William J. Henderson, "The Function of Musical Criticism," Musical 
Quarterly 1 (January 1915): 69.

■^Edward Downes, "The Taste Makers; Critics and Criticism," in One 
Hundred Years of Music in America, ed, Paul Henry Lang (New York: Grossett
& Dunlap, 1961), pp. 230-31,
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determine the author of the article from reviews. No review examined was 

found signed with a full name, and only in a few instances was an article 

found initialed. Those articles which were signed with initials were most 

often special reviews of events in other cities to which the critic had 
been sent by the newspaper. For example, each article of the series on 

the Bayreuth Festival published in the Times was signed "F.A.S.," the 

initials of Frederick A. Schwab, who wrote for the Times from around 1874 
to 1890.^2 In another instance, "C.C.B.S.," as was signed on several 

articles for the Times in the 1850s and '60s, was actually Charles C.

Bailey Seymour, the Times music and dramatic editor from near the beginning 
of its founding until his death in 1869.12

We shall probably never be able to ascertain fully the names of all 

those men who wrote reviews and criticisms for the newspapers in the period 
under examination. Critics active during the latter nineteenth century, 

by contrast, made great names for themselves. It is generally agreed that 
music criticism in New York began its "classical age" about 1880. In Com

poser and Critic: Two Hundred Years of Musical Criticism, Max Graf listed

the "Great Five" among New York music critics of this period: Henry T.
Finck (.1854-1826), Henry Krehbiel (1854-1923), Henderson, James Gibbons 

Huneker (1857-1921), and Richard Aldrich (1863-1937). Graf stated that 
these critics "called up the rain, the sun, and the clouds over the fields 

of music," and described the "Great Five" as "imposing figures; their

12John Rothman, The Origin and Development of Dramatic Criticism in 
the New York Times, 1851-1880 (New York; Arno Press, 1970), p. 13.

13Ibid., p. 7.
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voices sounded above the tumult of the city, speaking words of learning, 

experience, and intellectual energy.
Edward Downes also noted this increase in "literate music criticism" . 

in New York starting in the 1880s. He cited the same five men that Graf 

had listed as "guiding the musical taste of the nation at large . . . for 
forty years."1-5

While the "Great Five" have become well known and honored in the 
field of music criticism, their predecessors have been unjustly ignored. 

Only a few of them, such as William Henry Fry (1813-64) and John R. G. 

Hassard (1836-88), are mentioned in dictionaries or other reference books. 

These earlier reviewers may not have risen to the great literary heights 
of their successors; nevertheless, they served a no less important function 

and their opinions have no less validity simply because they are less known 

today.

One music critic active during the period under consideration who 

is quite well known in history is John S. Dwight (1813-93) of Boston.
Dwight is credited by historians with establishing American music criticism 

as an instrumental force in influencing public opinion and educating the 

public in musical matters. The means through which Dwight put forth his 

ideas and opinions was his Journal of Music, which was founded in 1852 and 
and ceased publication in 1881,

Although he had studied theology at Harvard, Dwight gave up his plans 
for the ministry to become a member of Brook Farm, a Transcendentalist

14Max Graf, Composer and Critic (New York; W. W. Norton & Company, 
Inc., 1946), p. 312.

"^Downes, p. 240.
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experimental community. There Dwight taught classics and German music 

and "directed the musical life of the community. His career as a critic 

began at Brook Farm as well, for he wrote a series of more than one hundred 

articles for The Harbinger, the journal published by members of the Brook 

Farm community. Brook Farm failed, and in 1848 Dwight returned to Boston. 

After deciding against accepting a position with the New York Tribune,

Dwight began publishing his journal in 1852. Dwight's publication became 

the longest-running music periodical in America and was the most successful 

American journal devoted to music during its years of existence. In it 

were included critical reviews, analyses, reports on concert life in the 

United States and in Europe, essays on music history and theory, and trans

lations from German and French musical treatises, biographies, and journals. 
In his musical tastes and opinions Dwight was conservative, opposed to 

both Wagner and Brahms. Despite his narrow views, Dwight possessed high 

ethical standards and spoke out against charlatanism and the "clap-trap" 

which characterized much of the music of his day.
Another pioneer in music criticism was George P. Upton (1834-1919),

who, as Chicago's first music critic, wrote for the Chicago Tribune, be

ginning in 1861. Upton acted in this capacity for twenty-five years, and 

was active in supporting the development of Chicago's musical life. He
was a friend of Theodore Thomas and enthusiastically promoted Thomas's
orchestra in its visits to Chicago. Upton also edited the two-volume 

autobiography of Thomas.

16George Willis Cooke, John Sullivan Dwight (Boston: Small, Maynard,
& Company, 1898), p. 61.
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Boston may have served as the literary center for music, but New 

York remained the center in which the most musical activity took place.

For this reason, New York did not lack for music critics and writers on 

music. Criticism could be found both in the major newspapers of the city 

and in journals devoted to music. Richard Storrs Willis (1819-1900) 
edited, from 1852 through 1860, a periodical entitled Musical World and 

New York Musical Times, a counterpart to Dwight's Journal of Music.

Willis, like Fry, both composed and criticized, and was a prominent voice 

in New York musical matters. In 1854 he became embroiled in a controversy 
with Fry and Bristow over the performance of compositions by American 

composers. The initial cause of the controversy was Willis’s review of 

Fry's Santa Claus: A Christmas Symphony, which had recently been per

formed by Jullien's orchestra. While the review was not unfavorable, Fry 

was displeased with the lack of attention to what he considered a major 

composition, and replied to Willis in a lengthy letter in which he re
quested more consideration to American composers by Americans. Fry 

further accused the Philharmonic of having failed to perform a single 

American composition in its eleven years of existence. There followed a 
series of charges, rebuttals, and rejoinders between Fry and Bristow on 
one side and Willis and officials of the Philharmonic Society on the other.

From Boston Dwight lent his voice to the cause on the side of Willis,

while admitting his admiration for Fry’s "smart eccentric spicy talent."^ 
Shanet cited the dispute between Fry and Willis as marking "a critical

point not only in the history of the New York Philharmonic but also in the

^John Sullivan Dwight, "Mr. Fry and the Critics," Dwight’s Journal 
of Music, 4 February 1854.
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history of American musical culture." He compared their pleas to the 

ideas of Emerson who, in his essay on "Self-Reliance," called for Amer

ican artists to create their art from "native materials.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, New York saw the 

founding of a large number of newspapers. These newspapers represented 

a number of different points of view on political matters, as well as in 

their approaches to the coverage of news. It was inevitable that rival

ries would develop between certain newspapers. Perhaps no stronger 

rivalry existed between any two New York newspapers at this time than 

that between the Herald and the Tribune. This rivalry existed at the 
editorial level and manifested itself as well in other departments, in

cluding that of music criticism. The Tribune's standard term for the 

Herald in its editorial columns was the "Satanic press."
In the spring of 1855 the Herald and the Tribune became embroiled 

in a battle, again with William Henry Fry at the center of the controversy. 

Fry had just completed his Stabat Mater, which was scheduled to be per
formed on Good Friday at the Academy of Music. The performance had to be 

postponed for two weeks, however, because of extra rehearsals for the 

premiere of William Tell. An article appeared in the Herald which stated 
that the production of Fry's work would "disappoint and disgust" everyone 

"except the composer's friends," and warned the management not to produce 
the work. Then a later issue of the Herald announced the new date for the 

performance of Fry's work and described the composer as "an amiable, modest 
and accomplished musical genius from Philadelphia." The article continued:

18Howard Shanet, The Philharmonic (Garden City, New York: Double
day & Company, Inc., 1975), p. 114.
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"We understand that his name is Mr. W. H. Fry— not Mr. A.S.S. Fry as some 

have supposed." On the day of the rescheduled performance, the Tribune, 

without giving an explanation, issued a statement that the Stabat Mater 
would not be performed. The next day the Tribune ran an article which 

accused the Herald of having prevented the performance of Fry's works on 

several occasions. The Herald, in turn, boasted that it controlled the 

management of the Academy of Music and stated: "We have taken them com
pletely under our wing."-^ The Times sided with Fry, writing that "fear 

of the Herald appears to be a real curse. The shareholders say 'please 

may we play this or that tonight; and please won't you publish the adver
tisements.' The Majesty of Fulton Street [Herald publisher James Gordon 

Bennett] replies at his dread will."^
Another instance of conflict between newspapers occurred in 1864.

In December of that year, the Herald was taken to task for unprofessional 

journalism, on this occasion by the Times. On 6 December the Herald 
printed an article which discussed the current opera season and singled 

out three operas, Daughter of the Regiment, Faust, and Don Giovanni, for 

especially harsh criticism. Of Daughter of the Regiment the Herald's 
critic wrote that it could succeed only when "great artists, such as 

Zucchi or Patti," were in the lead. Of Faust the reviewer declared:
"The irrepressible Faust is almost as troublesome as the irrepressible 

Negro." He stated further that people were tired of Faust and accused

19William Treat Upton, William Henry Fry (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1954), p. 152.

^%ew York Times, 20 April 1855.
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21the producer Maretzek of suffering from "Faust on the brain," This 

criticism was interpreted by the public and press as an indirect insult 
to Clara Louise Kellogg, the American soprano who happened to be the prima 

donna in all three operas. The next day the Times lambasted the Herald 

for attacking these three operas "with its customary fatuity." It called 
Miss Kellogg "the greatest artist this country has produced" and criticized 

the Herald for not even mentioning her name in its review. The article 

also included a reply by Maretzek in which he pointed out that many more 

operas were produced in New York than in England during a season. The' 

Herald apparently sensed that it had gone too far. In a review of 
Daughter of the Regiment which appeared on 11 December, the reviewer 

stated that Miss Kellogg was "as charming as usual," and that the part 
"suited her." The Times review of the performance appeared a day later.

The reviewer wrote: "Miss Kellogg sang so admirably that the Herald has

taken back all it said about her in a recent editorial. Nothing can ex-
22ceed the variety of that journal's opinions except their wildness."

Early American Newspaper Criticism
Information concerning early newspaper criticism in America is 

scarce. Eighteenth-century newspapers in this country gave most of their 

space to European news and dispatches from surrounding areas, and showed 

little interest in reporting musical and theatrical events. Attention to 
cultural affairs by newspaper editors gradually increased toward the end 

of the century, but reports of concerts and theatrical and operatic events

New York Herald, 6 December 1864.
22New York Times, 12 December 1864.
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were sporadic before mid-century. One of the reasons for the lack of 

attention to these events was the fact that American journalism itself 

was still in its infancy. During the first quarter of the century, news

papers had been established in the three largest colonial cities. These 

early publications included the Boston Gazette (1719), the American Weekly 

Mercury in Philadelphia (1719), and the New York Gazette (1725). News

papers in the southern colonies began somewhat later. However, the 

Maryland Gazette was founded as early as 1727 at Annapolis, and in 1732 
the South Carolina Gazette was founded in Charleston.

The dearth of criticism in newspapers does not necessarily indicate 

any lack of musical or theatrical activity. Newspapers often published 
advertisements and notices of public entertainments. These notices have 

provided valuable information about theatrical and musical life in the 

colonies. Through such notices the movements of the earliest performing 
groups may be traced. Small troupes of actors and singers travelled up 

and down the Atlantic coast, performing dramas, ballad operas, comedies, 

and farces. One of the earliest of these companies was William Hallam's 
"Comedians from London," which began its American career in Williamsburg, 

Virginia, in 1752. From Williamsburg, Hallam's company travelled to New 

York in 1753; the following year the troupe moved to Philadelphia. After 

the Philadelphia season ended in failure, Hallam and company journeyed to 
Jamaica, by way of Charleston, A year later Hallam died and his widow 
married David Douglass, who succeeded Hallam, and reorganized the troupe 
under the new title the American Company. This company became the fore

most theatrical company of the latter half of the eighteenth century, and 
performed with great success throughout the principal cities in America.



While notices and advertisements of entertainments may have been 

frequent in newspapers, reviews and reports of performances which had al

ready taken place were not so readily found. In his study of early American 

concert life, Oscar Sonneck cited a concert benefiting John Salter of 

Charleston as being historically important as the first concert to be re

ported in a colonial newspaper. The performance was advertised in the 25 

October 1732 edition of the South Carolina Gazette. The following 

Saturday (28 October) there appeared in the column of "Local News" this 
item: "On Wednesday night there was a Concert for the benefit of Mr.

Salter, at which was a fine Appearance of good Company. A Ball was after

wards opened by the Lord Forrester and Miss Hill."23
The first serious theatrical criticism published in Philadelphia 

was described by Thomas Clark Pollock in his history of the Philadelphia 
theatre in the eighteenth century. The criticism, of a performance of 

Thomas Arne's masque Alfred the Great, was not found in a newspaper but 

was presented in a dramatic form prior to the performance of the masque. 

Performed by students at the College of Philadelphia in January of 1757, 
the masque was altered and adapted by Provost William Smith, making it the 

first drama at least partially American which has survived. Before the 
masque began, the players offered a prologue, satirically criticizing the 
prevailing custom of presenting prologues and epilogues which clashed with 

the spirit of the play. The performance is also interesting to music his
torians; it is believed that Francis Hopkinson participated in the

23Oscar Sonneck, Early Concert Life in America (New York: Musurgia,
1949), p. 13.
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performance, "accompanying the songs, one of which he wrote, on the harp

sichord.
One of the earliest newspaper notices reporting a concert in 

Philadelphia appeared in the 18 April 1765 issue of the Pennsylvania 

Gazette. The performance, a concert of vocal and instrumental "Solemn 

Music" under the direction of James Bremner, had been advertised in the 

same newspaper on 4 April as a "Benefit of the Boys and Girls Charity 

School.
A review in the 22 January 1767 edition of the Pennsylvania Ga

zette was cited by Pollock as being one of the first theatrical criticisms 

found in a Philadelphia newspaper,26 and by Sonneck as being the first 

critical notice of an opera printed in America.27 The piece reviewed was 

the American Company's performance of Love in a Village by Arne. The 

review was not written by a critic on the newspaper staff but rather by 

a "gentleman contributor" in a letter to the newspaper. This practice, 

in which newspapers relied on laymen to contribute reviews of musical 

and theatrical events, persisted throughout the century.
Despite these earlier efforts in reporting musical and theatrical 

happenings, newspaper reviews appeared only infrequently until the 1780s. 

This was due in part to the turmoil created by the Revolutionary War, 

However, two more immediate factors may be observed as contributing to

^Thomas Clark Pollock, The Philadelphia Theatre in the 18th Century 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1933), p. 12.

25Sonneck, p. 67.

^Pollock, p. 20,

^^Sonneck, Early Opera in America (New York: B. Blom, 1963), p. 38.
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this slow development. One of these factors concerned the action by the 

Continental Congress in 1778 which banned holders of public office from 

having any association with "theatrical entertainments." Another was the 

law enacted by the Pennsylvania legislature the next year prohibiting the 

production of all types of plays. Although this law remained in force 

for ten years, play companies often circumvented it by calling their pro
ductions "lectures," "concerts," or "Spectaculum Vitae.

The New York press, which had lagged behind Philadelphia in publish

ing criticisms, began to show an increased interest in the stage toward 
the end of the century. Part of this reason was the steady growth in the 

importation of novelties from England. Exception to these new plays was 
taken by a lay-critic in the New York Packet of 10 October 1785, who crit

icized the "lack of energetic tragedies, abounding in excellent morals 

. . . and comedies replete with justest satire, where vice and folly meet 
perhaps the severest castigation."^

In Philadelphia on 4 May 1786, a "Grand Concert of Sacred Music" 
occurred, directed by Alexander Adgate for the benefit of the Pennsylvania 

Hospital. Sonneck noted this concert as being one of the most ambitious 
yet undertaken in America. The editor of the Pennsylvania Packet was "so 

deeply impressed with the boldness, magnitude and success of the charitable 
enterprise that, contrary to all traditions, he reviewed the concert at 

length and with a minuteness foreshadowing the future of musical criticism."

^Pollock, p. 44.
29Sonneck, Early Opera, p. 70.
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This review was considered by Sonneck to be a "noteworthy historical
document.

Although this "Grand Concert of Sacred Music" took place on 4 May,

the review of the performance did not appear until 30 May. Today in

America a review is normally expected within twenty-four hours of the

performance. Journalism in the eighteenth century moved much, more slowly.

Sonneck stated that the public cared little when they received news, "as

long as they received it in a somewhat stilted and grandiloquent lan- 
31guage." An example of such language may be found in a review of another

"Grand Concert of Sacred Music" which took place in Philadelphia on 14 July

1790: "Never were the charms of vocal and instrumental music more happily
united. The soul attuned to harmony, forgot for a moment its heavenly
fetters, and soared upon the wings of melody to its kindred skies."32 

In his history of the American musical stage before 1800, Julian

Mates discussed the role that morality played in the criticism of stage
productions in the eighteenth century. He cited a 1794 article entitled

"Remarks on the Use and Abuse of Music, etc. as a Part of Modern Education,"

which stated that opera and drama "must be useful in polishing the manners
and correcting the hearts of men."23 often in these reviews music was

mentioned only in passing, as in such remarks as "the opera is rich in

inSonneck, Early Concert Life, p. 109.

31Ihid., p. 116.

32Ibid., p. 119.
33Julian Mates, The American Musical Stage Before 1300 (New Bruns

wick, N.J., Rutgers University Press, 1962), p. 221.
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music, but for plot and dialogue, the most despicable thing tolerated on 

our stage." The eighteenth-century critic attended the theatre more for 

moral and educational fulfillment, than for pure pleasure.

As time progressed, critics began to view their role as one of in

struction as well as one of criticism. Aspiring artists were regularly 

reviewed with praise, qualified by recommendations for further study and 
a "little stage degag^e." As a rule, the spirit of most critiques remained 

friendly. However, Sonneck cited a series of reviews of Thomas Wignell 

and Alexander Reinagle's troupe in the Maryland Journal of 1785, which 
severely blasted the company. Although, according to Sonneck, the troupe 

included the finest performers outside of London, the critic persisted in
his attacks for three weeks before he was silenced by the editor of the 

35paper.

Serious and consistent criticism in New York appeared in 1796 with 

the organization of a group of theatrical critics who, according to their 
contemporary, William Dunlap, wished to correct the abuses "existing in 

the costume, demeanour, and general conduct of the actors on the stage.

John Wells, Elias Hicks, Samuel Jones, William Cutting, Peter Irving, and 

Charles Adams formed the nucleus of the group; these men were joined from 
time to time by other men of letters. The group "put down their remarks 
on the play of the evening, meeting next evening to criticise the critique,

34Ihid.
3 5^Sonneck, Early Opera, p. 166.
36William Dunlap, History of the American Theatre (New York: Burt

Franklin, 1963), p. 373.
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and give it passport to the press."3  ̂ Reviews were signed with several 
initials representing the critics, the last initial being that of the 

author. For example, a review of the premiere of The Archers, an opera 

by Dunlap and Benjamin Carr, appeared in the New York Diary 20 April 1796, 

and was signed "H.C.S.A.W." The author of this review, probably John 
Wells, devoted his comments primarily to the emergence of a national 

theatre; "the productions of the American muse are disregarded because 
they are not foreign. . . . Our stage should represent to us the superior 

excellence of those manners which result from strict morality and the
O Qproper exercise of our political principles."00 Only in the review of 

the second performance, signed "A.D.A.S.M.did there appear any mention 

of the music of The Archers, and then only in the suggestion that some of 

the songs be eliminated!39

With the turn of the nineteenth century, two newspapers appeared 
in New York which continued the new interest in criticism. These two 

papers, the Morning Chronicle, edited by Peter Irving, and Alexander 
Hamilton's New York Evening Post, edited by William Coleman, both exhibited 

a "liveliness and vigor" previously unknown in New York journalism, with 
the possible exception of the Commercial Advertiser.^3 Many of the reviews 

in these newspapers were signed either with pseudonyms, such as "Minor 
Critic," or with initials such as "L." and "K." The Chronicle also

3^Ibid., p. 374.

33Mates, p. 223.

39Ibid., p. 225.

^George c, D. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, 15 vols. (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1927-49), 2:149.
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published a series of critical letters which were signed "Jonathan Old- 

style," who in reality was editor Peter Irving's brother, novelist Wash

ington Irving. These letters, the first of which appeared on 1 December 

1802, were mildly satirical, in the manner of British essayist Sir Richard 

Steele. On one occasion, Oldstyle advised the manager of a particular 

company, whose supernumeraries were particularly stiff in their stage 
demeanor, to furnish each one with a trap-door through which he could make 

his exit.̂ -*- Evening Post editor William Coleman also penned criticisms 

for his newspaper, writing under the name "Arouet." Coleman was an iras

cible critic who, according to George C. D. Odell, "knew no fear and 
accomplished a great many r e f o r m s . " ^

The Post and the Morning Chronicle also noted musical entertainments 

other than operas and stage productions. One of the highlights of the 

1801^02 concert season was the annual Ladies' Concert of the Columbian 
Anacreontic Society, featuring Mrs. Oldmixon from Philadelphia, Mrs. Hodg- 

kinson, and several members of the society, who assisted in "the vocal 
harmony of the evening." The reviewer in the Evening Post praised Mrs. 

Oldmixon for "the prodigious compass of her voice" and her "flute notes 

in alt," Mrs. Hodgkinson's "Sweet Passion of Love" was given "with a 

delicacy of tone, a distinctness of articulation, a force of emphasis, 

and a degree of impassioned tenderness which reached every heart."^3

43Ibid., p. 159.

42Ib.id., p. 158.

43Ibid., p. 142.



From 1807 to 1808 Peter Irving and his brother, Washington, pub

lished Salmagundi, a periodical containing humorous essays reflecting 

social, cultural, and political life in New York. The issue of 4 Febru

ary 1807 reviewed an "interesting" concert directed by "J. Wilson." The 

program included compositions performed by a "full band," songs, piano 
works, and three waltzes played by an ensemble composed of piano, flute, 

triangle, and tambourine; the performers shifted instruments from waltz 

to waltz. The review, while focusing little attention on actual perform
ances, is noteworthy for its satirical description of the concert room in 

the City Hotel where the concert took place. The room was described as 

"beautifully marbled with smoke"; the "flatness of its ceiling" was 
"calculated . . .  to repress those impertinent reverberations of the 

music.
During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, New York wit

nessed an expanding population. As the city prospered, affluent New 
Yorkers attained a higher level of sophistication, and cultivation of the 

arts flourished. The public became less influenced by the tradition of 

the Yankee singing masters, with their psalms and ballads sung in "dis

tinctly nasal" tones. The arrival of British musicians who brought their 
more subtle styles of polished and more sensitively phrased music sig
nalled a change in musical taste for the concert and opera-going New York 
public. This new style, which began during the 1790s, had great appeal 

for the socially conscious New Yorker. Newspapers reflected this appeal 
in their reviews of musical events. Many critics began their reports by 

commenting on the audience, rather than on the performance. "A more

44Ibid., p. 286.
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elegant and fashionable audience have [sic] never assembled in the Park 
Theatre"; or "a more numerous assembly of beauty, fashion, and taste, has 
never before crowded within the Walls of Chatham," are just two examples 

of the typical musical or theatrical review.^5

In November 1825, the Garcia opera company brought the first Italian 
grand opera to New York with their performance of Rossini's II Barbiere 

di Siviglia (1816). This event marked the beginning of a shift in New 

York's musical taste from the Anglo-American tradition to a preference 

for continental European music. Italian opera became the favorite enter

tainment of New York society, while English opera grew to be regarded as 
somewhat old-fashioned. In 1829 the New York Mirror stated that "every 

lady warbles delightful, unintelligible Italian. English is getting out 

of f a s h i o n . T h e  press was generally sympathetic to this foreign 

influence. The Mirror, which had originally bemoaned the decline of 
English language opera, later warned that failure of Italian opera in the 
United States would indicate that Americans were not ready for "the spread 

of refined musical taste."47
As the musical tastes of the New York public grew more "refined," 

newspapers necessarily required more knowledgeable critics. In an 1831 

review of a concert organized by an English musician named Gear, the 
critic from the Mirror made several astute observations: the violins did

not use mutes as the score required in a scena from Per Freischutz: Ros

sini's William Tell Overture calls for a minimum of six cellos in its first

4^Shanet, p. 55.

4^Ibid., p. 58.

47Ibid.
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movement and Mr. Gear, who couldn't get that many, used four violas to make 

up the difference; and the solo in Rossini's second movement, played on 

a ‘clarinet in this concert, was really written for the corno inglese, "an 

instrument of beautiful and peculiar quality, and totally unknown in this 

country."48

The arrival of Italian opera in New York was followed by a growth 

in instrumental, and especially, orchestral music. This activity was 

spurred by the increasing number of Germans immigrating to the United 

States. Many of these immigrants were skilled players who quickly found 
employment in New York orchestras. Musical societies were organized and 

musical festivals became more and more popular; serious concerts became 
the foremost attractions for New York audiences. In 1841 the Herald pro
claimed that legitimate theatre in New York was dying; "the taste of the 

educated and intelligent classes have merged [sic] into music of the very 

highest order, and an occasional patronage of opera. . . . The attention 

of the elite is turned exclusively at present to music, and will be for 
some time to c o m e . '"̂ 9

In 1842, partly as a consequence of the arrival of talented German 

musicians and the current popularity of concert music, the New York Phil

harmonic Society was founded. Two earlier Philharmonics had been attempted, 
one in 1799 and another in 1824, but these organizations were founded as 

private societies, and both eventually failed due to lack of support. In 
1842, however, conditions were more favorable and the third Philharmonic

48Ibid., p. 67. 

49Ibid., p. 74.
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flourished. The first concert was signalled by one critic as "the com
mencement of a New Musical Era, in this western world."50 The Society 
gave three concerts the first season, and was given credit for elevating 

musical taste in New York. Programs of the Society still followed the 

traditional format: a symphony, a vocal solo, an overture, a chamber-

music piece, more vocal music, an instrumental solo, with an overture 

usually ending the concert, Beethoven was the most popular composer, 
being represented on all three concerts, Other composers included in 
that first season's concerts were Weber, Kalliwoda, Rossini, Mendelssohn, 

Haydn, Mozart, Hummel, Romberg, Bellini, and Spohr, The influence of the 

new Society was discussed in an article in The Pathfinder in which the 

Society's first season was analyzed: "We do not think any thing has ever

been attempted in this city that will conduce to the advancement of musical 

taste, than the formation of the above society. . . .  We, ourselves, in 
many houses have seen Beethoven's Symphonies arranged as duetts on the 

Piano Fortes of young ladies, where we used to see Quicksteps and 
Gallops.

Times and Tribune Critics

Listed below are biographical sketches of men who are known to have 
served as music critics for the Tribune and the Times during the period 

under consideration.
WILLIAM HENRY FRY (1815^64)— The most prominent member of this group,

Fry was a composer as well as a journalist and critic. He re
ceived his journalistic training through his father, William,

50Ibid., p. 87.

~*̂ The Pathfinder, 6 May 1843, in Shanet, p. 96.
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who published the Pennsylvania Gazette. He studied musical compo
sition with Leopold Meignen, a graduate of the Paris Conservatoire 
who had immigrated to America. Fry’s opera, Leonora (Philadelphia, 
1845, in English; New York, 1858, in Italian), is known today as 
the first grand opera composed by an American. Fry also composed 
four descriptive symphonies, a Stabat Mater, and lesser works.
From 1846-52 he served as the Tribune's European correspondent, 
and lived in Paris. He returned in 1852 to become the music editor 
for the Tribune, a position he held until shortly before his death 
in 1864 in the West Indies.

HENRY COOD WATSON (1818-75)— Born in London, Henry C. Watson came to New 
York in 1841, where he lived for the remainder of his life. Watson 
was prominent in New York music, art, and literary circles, and 
was involved with numerous publications in New York during his 
lifetime. In his book Pianos and Their Makers, Alfred Dolge cited 
Watson as the founder of "piano-trade journalism."52 jn 1843 
Watson founded the Musical Chronicle, which was later known 
variously as the American Musical Times, Philharmonic Journal, 
and finally, The American Art Journal. Watson was also instru
mental in founding the Philharmonic Society and the Mendelssohn 
Union. He succeeded Fry as music critic for the Tribune, a post 
he held from 1863 to 1867. Watson also presented numerous lectures 
on music at the Vocal Institute.

JOHN ROSE GREEN HASSARD (1836-88)— A native New Yorker, Hassard was
active as a journalist and man of letters and played a prominent 
role in Catholic literature as well as in musical criticism. In 
1865 Hassard became editor of Catholic World; in 1866 he joined 
the Tribune as an essayist and music critic, and remained affili
ated with the newspaper until his death. Hassard did much to 
promote the music of Wagner; his correspondence from the Bayreuth 
Festival in 1876 (published 1877) was cited as the most complete 
and detailed account of the event that appeared in any American 
newspaper.

CHARLES C. BAILEY SEYMOUR (1829-69)— Born in London, Seymour came to 
New York in 1849 and became associated with the Times shortly 
after its founding in 1851. He served as musical and dramatic 
editor of that paper until his death. In 1865, he edited the 
New York Weekly Review with Theodore Hagen, and also published 
a book, Self-Made Men, in 1858. In 1864 Seymour served as a 
United States representative to the Paris Exhibition.

FREDERICK A. SCHWAB (1844-1927)— In his obituary (11 June 1927), the 
Times reported that Frederick Schwab served as musical and 
dramatic critic for the Times "from about 1875 to 1890," although 
the actual period of time is open to dispute. Schwab was a charter

52Alfred Dolge, Pianos and Their Makers (Covina, Cal.: Covina
Publishing Company, 1911), p. 416.
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member of the Lotos Club, founded in 1870 as a social organization 
of critics, journalists, actors, and artists. He is known to have 
presided at a reception the club held for Offenbach, the French 
opera-bouffe composer who visited New York in 1876. Schwab was 
constantly criticized by other newspapers, chiefly the Dramatic 
News, as "unethical."



CHAPTER II

FOUNDING OF THE NEW YORK TIMES TO OPENING 

OF THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC 
(1851-1854)

The New York Times began publication on 18 September 1851. In 

their prospectus, which had appeared earlier in the summer of that year, 
the publishers included a promise to deliver daily to the newspaper's 

readers "criticisms of music, the drama, painting, and of whatever in 

any department of art may merit . . . attention."
The Tribune, established ten years earlier, had been printing notices 

and reviews of events for several years. These reviews were most fre

quently found in the "City Items" column of the newspaper. Critical 

comments were generally short and were confined to capsule summaries of 

performances and descriptions of audiences and their reactions to perform
ances. It was not until William Henry Fry assumed the position as music 

editor of the Tribune in November 1852 that music reviews began to appear 

in their own column and music criticism in the Tribune began to attain a 
more serious and consistent level of journalism.

VOCAL MUSIC

Opera

Musical activity in New York during the second quarter of the nine
teenth century revolved largely around the rise of Italian opera. Beginning

35
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with its introduction in 1825 by the Manuel Garcia troupe, Italian opera 

gradually became established as the basis for "high art" in New York.

Since there were as yet no American singers capable of performing the 

vocal pyrotechnics of Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti, European artists 

soon discovered fresh, new audiences to conquer in the United States.

After the initial endeavors of Garcia, one of the earliest and most 
successful operatic impresarios to bring artists and operas to the United 

States was Max Maretzek (1821-97). Maretzek was a Moravian conductor who 

came to New York in 1848 to direct the Italian Opera Company. After set

tling permanently in New York, he frequently toured the United States, 
Cuba, and Mexico. Maretzek’s endeavors were not always financially 

successful. In fact, he ended many seasons with a deficit, vowing never 

to open the doors of Italian opera again in New York. These threats were 

never carried out, however; Maretzek would return and begin again more 

vigorously than before.
The first season of Italian opera in New York during the period 

under consideration began on 3 November 1851 at the Astor Place Opera 

House, by a company managed by Maretzek. The opening performance, Bel
lini's Norma (1831), was briefly noted the following morning in the 
Tribune’s "City Items" column. The correspondent, praising the archi

tectural details of the opera house, reported that the soprano, Signorina 
Balbina Steffanone, had returned after a long absence. The Times (5 

November) reported only that a season of Italian opera had begun at the 
"Italian Opera House" (Astor Place). This was the only report of opera 

in the Times for the rest of the season. The progress of the season was 
noted regularly in the Tribune, only with little critical comment. On one 

occasion, the reviewer did question whether Signorina Steffanone could
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take a breath without an "audible gasp." Operas performed that season 

(through the end of December) included Bellini's Norma; Donizetti's La 

Favorita (1840), Lucrezia Borgia (1833), Lucia di Lammermoor (1837), Maria 

di Rohan (1843), and Don Pasquale (1843); and Verdi's Ernani (1844).

Among the singers in Maretzek's company were several members of the Havana 

Opera Troupe. A company of Italian artists that had been brought to New 
York from Havana in 1848 by Don Francesco Marty y Torrens, the group included 

Steffanone, G. Bettini, Cesare Badiali, and Sesto Benedetti. Other per

formers in the Maretzek company included Rosina Pico and Appolonia 
Bertucca-Maretzek, wife of the impresario. Mme. Bertucca-Maretzek was 
also a harpist and frequently assisted on concerts of other performers.

After her performance in Lucia di Lammermoor, the Tribune critic (11 Novem
ber) stated that Mme. Bertucca-Maretzek performed better while singing 

with her harp than on the operatic stage.
During the month of January 1852, several members of the Havana 

Company broke with Maretzek and formed the Artists Union Italian Company.
On Tuesday, 13 January, the Tribune reviewed favorably their first pro

duction, Lucia di Lammermoor, sung at Niblo's Garden by Angiolina Bosio, 

Bettini, and Badiali. The next performance noted was that of Norma, 

which, was produced the following Wednesday. Although the opera was well 

received, a "thin audience" was reported. Maretzek provided competition 
for the new troupe when he opened his season on 19 January at Astor Place, 
with Steffanone, Salvi, Beneventano, and Carlo Patti (elder brother of 

Adelina Patti) in La Favorita. The artists at Niblo's countered with 

Lucrezia Borgia. The two performances were reported in the Times of 
Wednesday, 21 January. This was the first musical notice of the year in 

the Times; the reviewer stated that the performance was not "memorable"
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except for Steffanone. The Tribune of 22 January reported performances 

of both companies the previous night. A "large and fashionable house" at 
the Astor Place heard the return of the illustrious opera star, Teresa 

Parodi, along with one of the "strongest casts ever heard on our stage," 
in Lucrezia Borgia. The Artists Union production of Bellini’s I Puritani 

(1835) at Niblo’s was also announced as successful.
Competition between the two companies grew keener, and the Artists 

Union company announced a reduction in admission price from one dollar to 

fifty cents. The Tribune (27 January) reported that since the reduction 
in admission, Niblo's had been having large crowds at every performance.

On Wednesday, 28 January, the Times printed a notice of the Maretzek troupe's 

performance of I Puritani; the critic praised the tenor, Salvi, and stated 
that the orchestra and chorus were "ahead of the opposition at Niblo's."

The following week an article appeared in the Times (2 February) which dis

cussed the finances of the Maretzek company. Maretzek had been forced to 

follow his competitors in lowering admission prices. The cheaper prices 

were to go into effect with that evening's performance of Maria di Rohan.
The article praised Maretzek for having "done much for Opera and Opera 

Singers," while his "pecuniary rewards" remained "indifferent," The next 
day the Times printed a review of the Artists Union performance of Don 

Giovanni (1787) by Mozart, which was termed a "very palpable hit . . . 
every part of the performance was in the best taste." The reviewer ex

pressed his conviction that "no opera on the list" was so heavily dependent 

on the orchestra, and praised the conductor, Maestro Luigi Arditi, He 
foresaw a "long run" for the opera and felt that only a "few days" of 

rehearsal would make the performers "acquainted with the libretto"!



The Tribune had been silent on musical matters since it printed a 

notice of a "first-class performance" at Astor Place with Steffanone in 

the leading role (31 January). However, the article failed to identify 
the title of the opera performed. The next notice appeared on 10 February, 

when the critic reviewed a performance of Meyerbeer's "greatest opera," 

Robert le Diable (1831), sung in Italian by the Astor Place company. It 
was another triumph for Steffanone. Of the opera itself, the reviewer 

wrote that nothing could "succeed the scientific talent and industry” of 
the work. The competition at Niblo's produced Don Giovanni to a very 
crowded house. The critic called Mozart's opera the "best and most diffi

cult" of operas, and added that the work required "the most absolute 
respect for the music." The three leading soprano parts were sung on 

this occasion by Bosio (Zerlina), Virginia Whiting (Donna Elvira), and 

Rosa Devries (Donna Anna) . The Tribune (JL3 February) reported a perform
ance of Maria di Rohan at Niblo's in which the "three capital B's" (Bosio, 

Bettini, and Badiali) "delighted the house." This was the final perform
ance by the Artists Union Italian Opera Company in New York; the troupe 
faced financial failure and travelled to Boston to try their fortunes.

In his book of reminiscences, entitled Crotchets and Quavers, rival 

manager Maretzek remarked on the failure of the company. He reported 

that after two weeks in Boston the company disbanded, "amidst quarrels, 

blows, and mutual vituperation, having lost not only their time, but all 

the loose cash they had embarked in their untoward speculation.

Maretzek's own troupe was not much more fortunate. He admitted that

Max Maretzek, Crotchets and Quavers (New York: S. French, 1855),
p. 205.
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"the defeat had ruined the victor. Two weeks after they had ingloriously 

fled from New York, I was obliged to succumb. Bled to the last drop in 

my veins . . . the doors of the Astor Place Opera House were closed upon 
the public.

The failure of the opera companies is somewhat surprising if one 

only reads the reviews of their performances. From the time the Artists 

Union left New York until the closing at Astor Place, the reviews which 

appeared in the Tribune were all favorable; no mention was made of the 

troubles the company was suffering. The last opera of Maretzek's aborted 

season was Rossini’s La Gazza ladra (1817), which took place on Wednesday 

6 March. The review in the Tribune appeared two days later and was sur

prisingly unfavorable. The reviewer reported that the opera was "success

ful," but then he proceeded to criticize the "carelessness and caprice" 
of Steffanone. The critic then commented on the failure of the season, 

stating that no audience in New York was willing to pay the high prices 

for a whole season of opera. This seemingly sudden change in tone may 

possibly be due to the fact that the reviewer had been overly kind in his 

reviews throughout the season in order to encourage the company and to 

boost attendance. The final failure of the company provided the critic 

with the opportunity to express his opinions more forcefully. Also, he 

must have forgotten the fact that, midway through the two companies' 

seasons, their managers had lowered admission prices.
The Italians were not the only nationality who brought their art 

to New York; Germany and France were represented on the New York stage

2Ibid., p. 213.
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as well. On 18 September 1851, Niblo's Garden was the scene for the New 

York debut of Mme. Anna Thillon in Auber's The Crown Diamonds (Les Diamants 

de la couronne, 1841). In his Annals of the New York Stage, George C. D. 

Odell stated that Mme. Thillon had created the role at the Opera Comique 

in Paris, where it played over a hundred nights. Mme. Thillon was English 
by birth, and had been trained for the French stage by her husband, a 

Frenchman.^ The first notice of Mme. Thillon in the Tribune was a 25 March 

1852 review of her performance in The Black Domino (Le Domino noir, 1837) 

by Auber. The Tribune reviewer, criticizing. Mme. Thillon for "exaggerating 
too much," conceded that she was "thoroughly French." The soprano was next 

mentioned in a 30 March notice, again in the Tribune, of Donizetti's Daugh

ter of the Regiment (La Fille du regiment, 1840). On this occasion the 

reviewer stated only that she was "pleasing" in her role. Although most 

of the operas produced were French works starring a "French" singer, the 

performances in all probability took place in English translations. This 

may be deduced from the fact that titles were given in English and the fact 

that members of the supporting cast (listed in Odell) were either English 
or American.^ The comment mentioned above regarding Mme. Thillon as "thor

oughly French" probably referred to her method of vocal production, which 
was generally considered to be different in French singers than in Italian, 

and not as acceptable to New York critics, who were more accustomed to 

Italian singing.

While Mme. Thillon's "French" operas may not have been performed 

in their native tongue, New Yorkers did have the opportunity of hearing

30dell, 6;163. 

4Ibid.
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authentic French opera during the summer of 1852, when a visiting French 

opera troupe, managed by Monsieur Flot, produced a season of opera at 

Niblo's Garden. M. Flot's company alternated evenings with the Rousset 

Ballet Troupe, also from France. The Times (5 July) published a notice 

of Flot company, in the process of becoming "established" at Niblo's.

The Times reviewer praised their productions, the latest one being Ambroise 

Thomas' Le Caid (1849). He stated that the troupe far surpassed the 

Italians "in scenic appointments and toilettes," and described Mme. Fleury 

Jolly, the leading soprano in the company, as "admirable." The next ref

erence to the French troupe was found in the Tribune (3 August), in a no

tice of their performance of Auber's Les Diamants de la couronne. The 

critic was not overly enthusiastic toward the company, stating only that 

Mme. Fleury Jolly was a "tried performer." , Two days later, he admitted 

that, while Mme. Fleury Jolly "improves on acquaintance," he considered 

it "charity" to speak only briefly of the rest of the troupe.
Although Italian opera had long since replaced English opera as the 

favorite musical pastime of New York society (despite the recent failures 

of the two Italian companies), singers frequently were employed at such 
establishments as Niblo's Garden for seasons of English opera. Most 

often, "English" opera was any opera performed in the vernacular. Most 

popular with English companies were the French operas of Auber and the 

Italian works of Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti, as well as the English 

operas of Michael Balfe (1808-70) and William Vincent Wallace (1812-65).

On 1 November 1852, an English opera company at Niblo's under the direc

tion of Mr. Bochsa, produced the New York premiere of a new German work, 

Martha (1847) by Friedrich von Flotow (1812-83). The cast included Anna
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Bishop, Rosa Jacques, Signor Guidi, Mr. Leach, and Signor Strini. The 

Tribune noted the significance of the event in a review the following day, 

stating that this was a new opera of a "new school," a fact which made it 

"doubly an event." The critic described Martha as a "pleasing specimen 

of more recent German composition . . . light, graceful, sentimental, 

without the noise of the Italian or the sparkling brightness of the French 
school." He then observed that the opera required the "finest acting and 

singing," which it "failed to receive" from the Niblo's troupe. The Times 

(20 November) ran a short notice of the company's performance of Lucy of 

Lammermoor, an English version of Donizetti's opera. The review is worth 

noting only for its witty "put-down" of the cast, which, according to the 

reviewer, "should rehearse at mid-day, and not before the audience."

Visiting Prime Donne

Due to America's increased interest in artistic matters during the 

mid-nineteenth century, European musical stars began to tour the United 

States in ever-increasing numbers, often with lucrative results. The 
first European concert artist to visit New York during the period of this 

study was Catherine Hayes, who made her debut on 23 September 1851 at Trip- 

ler Hall. Miss Hayes's debut occurred at a time when Americans were still 

under the spell of Jenny Lind, who had made her American debut in New York 
the previous September, and was still touring the United States. The 

first concert of Miss Hayes, who was billed as the "Irish Nightingale"
(a reference to Jenny Lind's nickname, the "Swedish Nightingale") was re

viewed in the Tribune's "City Items" column the following morning. She 
was welcomed with "boisterous enthusiasm," although the critic felt that 

she "lacked the presence" of Jenny Lind. The reviewer also cited the



"intensity of feeling" in her aria Ah mon fils from Meyerbeer's Le Prophete 

(first presented just two years earlier in Paris) as being more outstanding 

than in her attempts at singing ballads.
This concert, also mentioned in the Times on the same day, was the 

first notice of a musical event in the newly founded paper. It appeared 

in the column entitled "New York City." The reviewer noted that this was 

Miss Hayes’s first concert, but added that "at this time we shall not at

tempt a criticism of the performance." He did report, however, that the 

soprano's reception "was enthusiastic in the extreme . . . three bushels 
of bouquets" were thrown onto the stage after the performance. The review 

stated further that "the wildest enthusiasm" followed her performance of 

the ballad Why Do I Weep for Thee? Contrary to his intention not to 

"attempt a criticism," the writer did present his opinion that, while 

Miss Hayes's rendition of The Harp That Once Through Tara's Halls was re

ceived by the audience with "the wildest expressions of joy and satis
faction," it was "unsatisfactory to us." He felt that it contained "too - 

much embellishment to suit us," and he stated that he was "forced to 

contrast it with the chaste, unadorned and yet highly finished manner in 

which Jenny Lind sang the same class of ballads." The review ended with 

an acknowledgement of Miss Hayes's assistants on the program, Mr. Augustus 

Braham and Mr. Mengis, both of whom sang, and Mme. Bertucca-Maretzek, who 

performed on the harp. The whole concert was deemed "highly successful."

Miss Hayes's second concert was reported the following Friday 26 
September in both the Tribune and the Times. The Times reviewer on this 

occasion presented an actual critique of Miss Hayes's performance, point

ing out her vocal strengths and weaknesses, and again comparing her with 

Jenny Lind. He felt that she ranked as "a second-rate cantatrice," if
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Jenny was to be regarded as "first-rate," although he acknowledged the 

enthusiastic reception she had received from the New York public. The 

Tribune review of the concert was much less detailed, mentioning only Mme. 

Bertucca-Maretzek and "several other artists" who assisted Miss Hayes, as 

well as the orchestra, which was criticized for playing too loudly. Miss 

Hayes gave numerous concerts throughout the remainder of the year, and 

was the subject of all but two of the Times's notices and reviews. The 

next reference to her in the Times was in a review of her performance in 

a concert of Handel's Messiah, found in the Friday, 3 October edition.

The reviewer stated only that he preferred her singing of ballads to her 

performance in oratorio.

In 1852, New Yorkers had the opportunity of hearing three of the 

most celebrated singers from Europe— Jenny Lind, Marietta Alboni, and 

Henriette Sontag. In 1911, Henry Edward Krehbiel stated in his history 

of opera in New York, Chapters of Opera, that these women were "three 
names still resplendent in operatic annals.

No European artist had created a greater furor in the United States 

than had Jenny Lind (1820-87), who had been brought to this country in 

1850 by P. T. Bamum. Under Barnum's shrewd management, Jenny Lind's 

two-year visit of this country was the most phenomenally successful con

cert tour that any European artist had ever made of America. The most 

highly anticipated event of the 1851-52 concert season in New York occurred 

in May 1852 with the series of three farewell performances by Jenny Lind 
(who, having recently married her accompanist, was billed as Mme. Otto

"’Henry Krehbiel, Chapters of Opera (New York: Henry Holt and Com
pany, 1911), p. 68.
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Goldschmidt). Mme. Goldschmidt's first farewell concert took place 18 May 

at Castle Garden. The following morning the Tribune critic proclaimed a 

"rare triumph by the rarest genius." Jenny Lind was accompanied in her 

performance by Theodore Eisfeld, who led a large orchestra. Other per

formers on the program included the Italian tenor Badiali, violinist Joseph 

Burke, and Mr. Goldschmidt, who was praised as a "true artist" for his 

performance of Weber's Konzertstuck for piano and orchestra. Mme. Gold

schmidt scored a second "brilliant triumph" the following Friday, and the 

Tribune critic enthusiastically stated that in her performance of Batti, 

batti (from Don Giovanni) she was Zerlina "as Mozart knew her." The 

Times (24 May) stated that the pieces "best received" were the ones "whose 

merits were those of association rather than intrinsic beauty." While 

Home, Sweet Home brought down the house, Batti, batti was received "with

out the least animation." The critic then asserted that "classical music 

is not popular."
The final performance by Jenny Lind brought seven thousand fans

crowding into Castle Garden to hear the "Swedish Nightingale" perform

her most popular pieces, among them Casta diva from Norma, Comin' Through

the Rye, and the Ecno Song, as well as a Farewell to America, written by

E. P. Cranch and set to music by Goldschmidt. The Tribune discussed her 

career in America and stated that the influence of her "genius" remained 

unequalled in the progress of music in America.

Normally, the musical season in New York ended with the advent of 
summer. Wealthy New Yorkers usually left the city to spend their summers 

in the Catskill Mountains, at Newport, or in Europe. In 1852, however, 
those New Yorkers who remained in town had the opportunity of hearing one 

of the most famous mezzo-sopranos of the nineteenth century, Marietta
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Alboni (1826-94). The Times referred to her as the "new star of song," 

and the Tribune proclaimed her debut a "brilliant triumph." Among the 

most popular arias that Mme. Alboni performed was Non piu mesta from 

Rossini's Cenerentola (1817).
After a summer tour of other United States cities, Alboni returned 

to New York and opened the 1852-53 concert season with another series of 

concerts, beginning on 7 September 1852, at Metropolitan Hall. Her return 

was noted the following day in the Tribune, which announced another 

"triumph." The Times reviewer," evidently not as impressed with the Ital

ian star’s talent, stated only that she "improves on acquaintance."
Later in September, Alboni was forced to share the spotlight with 

another European singer, Henriette Sontag (1806-54), who made her New 

York debut on 27 September. Sontag created the greatest sensation among 

New York audiences since the arrival Jenny Lind two years earlier. The 

Times, reviewing her second concert (30 September), stated that she "not 
so much astonishes as gratifies her audience," and added that her perform

ance of selections from the "modern Italian school of opera" (Rossini, 

Bellini, and Donizetti) created a remarkable sensation. Sontag contin

ued her series of concerts until 11 October, performing seven concerts 

to packed houses, and receiving rave reviews after each performance.

Alboni's concert series lasted even longer; she continued until 15 October, 

although her concerts were less successful than those of Sontag.

After a successful concert tour, Sontag returned to New York in 

November. The Tribune (November 30) announced her return in a review of 

the first concert of her new series, performed the previous evening. In 
the critic?s judgment, Sontag’s voice was even "fuller" and "cleaner than



before." Notices of subsequent concerts, which appeared on 4 December,

7 December, and 9 December, were all full of praise.

Alboni returned to New York to appear in a season of Italian opera 

at the Broadway Theatre, beginning on 27 December. This was the mezzo- 

soprano’s operatic debut in America; the opera performed was Rossini’s 

Cenerentola. The following morning, the Tribune called the role of Cen- 

erentola (Cinderella) Alboni's "great character," although the critic felt 

that the opera was "unequal throughout." It was noted that portions of 

Rossini’s William Tell (1829) were used in the score. The Times was also 

complimentary of the opera, which it referred to by its English title.
The reviewer observed that the Italian version was quite different from 

the English translation (which had been heard frequently in New York for 
several years). The following day, the Times reviewed the second perform

ance of the opera, declaring that it was a "treat to hear Rossini's 

sprightly music." The third performance was reviewed in the Tribune on 

Friday 31 December, and the critic cited the fact that Italian music be
fore Rossini "lacked brilliancy," mentioning two earlier Italian opera 

composers, Giovanni Paisiello (1740-1816), and Domenico Cimarosa (1749- 

1801).
After singing in four performances of Cenerentola, the next opera 

in which Alboni appeared was Donizetti’s comic masterpiece, Daughter of 

the Regiment (La Fille du regiment), on 4 January 1853. The Times the 

next morning declared that the production possessed much spirit, but a 
later review (10 January) criticized the tenor (unnamed in the article) 

as "deficient."
On 10 January 1853, Alboni received some operatic competition when 

Sontag began a series of performances of opera at Niblo’s Garden. Sontag’s
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choice of Daughter of the Regiment for her operatic debut in New York 

provided the critics with the opportunity of comparing her with Alboni.

Their verdict was in favor of Alboni, although Sontag*s performance was 

well received. The Times (11 January) regarded Sontag*s interpretation 

as "tame, when compared with the ad captandum performance of her rival."

The Tribune of the same day praised the production, the critic declaring 

that he preferred Niblo's to the "grand opera houses of Europe." (This 

was evidently Fry writing, since he had just recently returned from Paris.)

Alboni’s season of opera ran successfully at the Broadway until its 

close on 28 January. During that time she also performed the leading roles 

in La Sonnambula (she was "unsurpassed" as Amina); The Barber of Seville 

("charming, but equal to Cenerentola"); and Norma (a "delicious rendering"). 

Sontag had a long season at Niblo’s, singing there until 21 March. The 

list of operas in which she appeared included The Barber of Seville,

Lucrezia Borgia, La Sonnambula (Bellini, 1831), Don Pasquale, Lucia di 

Lammermoor, Linda di Chamounix (Donizetti, 1842), and Maria di Rohan.

Sontag was especially praised in those roles which exhibited her "spirit," 
"sparkle," and "youthful vivacity." The Times seemed rather partial to 

Alboni, however, and published a lengthy article (22 January) in which 
the two ladies were compared. This was one of the most comprehensive and 

knowledgably written articles yet to appear in the recently founded paper. 
The writer discussed the requirements for a "first-rate" dramatic vocalist, 
among them "power, musical quality, compass, flexibility, a persevering 

devotion to labor, a dramatic capacity, and the power to awaken emotion."

He then praised Alboni and Sontag for approaching "most nearly the consum
mation of these powers." Alboni was complimented for the way in which her 

"three voices" blended so well, while Sontag's vocalism was described as
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an example of the "school of singing for singing's sake," although the 

critic noted her tendency to sing sharp.
The Tribune reviewer of these performances was probably Fry. Be

ginning at this time, many of the Tribune's reviews included instructive 

statements regarding the background of works, composers, and musical 

genres, all of them written in Fry's rather pedantic style. For example, 

a review of La Sonnambula, with Alboni (21 January), stated that the char

acter suited her dramatically, but noted that the role was originally 

written for a soprano, and that, having been transposed for a "contralto" 

(Alboni was variously identified as both a contralto and a mezzo-soprano), 
it lost its original character. A critique (22 January) of Lucrezia Borgia, 

starring Sontag, discussed Donizetti and his critics, but added that for 
knowledge of the voice, Donizetti remained "unsurpassed." Fry also de

scribed Donizetti's operas as being "full of beautiful melodies and dra

matic effects."
During the latter part of March, a new opera troupe, the "Grand 

Combination Italian Opera Company," was formed. This company was the 

result of a merger between Alboni's troupe and the company managed by 

Maretzek, which had recently returned to New York from a tour in Mexico.
The new troupe presented its first production, Donizetti's Don Pasquale, 

on Monday, 28 March at Niblo's Garden. Principal performers included 

Alboni, Salvi, Ignazio Marini, and Beneventano. The Times critic praised 

the company, but was less enthralled with the opera, stating that the 

"genius of Donizetti was thrown away on the story of a fat old fool and 

a young widow." The price of admission, one and two dollars, was cited 

as "too high for the public at large." (The most expensive theatrical 
entertainments in New York at this time charged only fifty cents for the
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boxes, twenty-five cents for the "pit" and 12 1/2 cents for the 

gallery.6)

The Combination Company remained at Niblo's until early May. The 

list of operas performed offered little novelty to the opera-goer:

Daughter of the Regiment, The Barber of Seville, La Favorita, La Sonn

ambula , La Gazza Ladra, Lucrezia Borgia, and Don Giovanni. The Tribune 

critic spoke most highly of The Barber of Seville. He strongly praised 

the cast as "equal to any in Europe," and declared Rossini's opera "the 

purest classical form of Italian comic music." The writer also ques
tioned whether the "excessive floridity" of some portions of the score 

were really "relished" by the public. He was less impressed with Alboni's 

performance in La Favorita, stating (9 April) that the character was "too 

dramatic" for her. He added that she had performed the role in French at 

the Paris Opera, The Times critic (11 April) expressed his preference for 

the opera's conductor, Arditi, and cited Arditi's advantage over German 

conductors in being "alive to the Italian method." On 6 May the Tribune 

reported the final performance of the company, a benefit honoring the 
troupe's manager, LeGrand Smith. The reviewer included a lengthy dis

cussion of the opera, Don Giovanni, mentioning changes in opera composition 

since the time of Mozart. The opera was described as "pensively and 
sublimely" written, as if Mozart realized he was "doomed to die early." 
Except for Alboni's performance, the opera was not well received. The re

viewer included a statement severely criticizing opera singers in general, 

complaining that opera was "continually connected with avarice, jealousies, 

and quarrelings," and condemning the "crazy cupidity" of artists, which

^Shanet, p. 4.
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he blamed on Jenny Lind's "auctioneering, charity-giving, angelic char

latanism." He ended his tirade by suggesting that singers in America 

should be paid "as they are in Italy, a percentage of the receipts plus 

travel expenses."
Despite the fact that many regular opera patrons were away for the 

summer, Maretzek began a summer season of opera at Castle Garden on 11 

July 1853. In addition to the regular members of his troupe, he was able 

to obtain Sontag, who sang Lucia in the first performance. Steffanone 

appeared the following Wednesday in Norma, one of the most popular operas 

at that time, according to the Times (14 July). The Tribune of the same 

day praised Steffanone as the best Norma in the United States. The per

formance of Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable (Roberto il diavolo in the Trib
une) was especially noteworthy because of the appearance of the President 

of the United States, Franklin Pierce, who created a sensation when he 

arrived during the intermission after the third act. The Times reported 

that the performance was "far from a success," however, and the Tribune 

criticized the lack of appropriate scenery. The Tribune reviewer never

theless praised the work itself as "Meyerbeer's masterpiece," citing its 
abundance of "fresh flowing melody," one of the most important elements 

of musical composition, in the point of view of Fry, the author of the 

article. Other operas performed during the summer season included La 

Sonnambula and Don Giovanni (both of which were described as "universal 
favorites" in the Times of 23 July), La Favorita, The Barber of Seville, 

Ernani, Daughter of the Regiment, L'Elisir d'amore (1832, Donizetti), 

Lucrezia Borgia, and I Puritani. The troupe's last regular performance 

occurred Monday 22 August with the season's third production of Don Gio

vanni. The Times critic (23 August) noted the increasing popularity of
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the opera and announced his hope that it "will supplant the eternal Son

nambula." Badiali was praised for his performance in the title role, 

but the other males in the cast were pronounced "wretched." Odell re

ported that on 23 August the company presented Maretzek with benefit 

performances of Lucrezia Borgia at four o'clock in the afternoon and 

Lucia di Lammermoor at eight o'clock that evening.7 Neither the Times 

nor the Tribune mentioned the performances. Sontag remained in New York 

through early autumn, making a few more concert appearances. She then 

embarked on a tour of Mexico, where she contracted cholera and died in 

the spring of 1854. Her death was reported in the Times (28 June 1854), 

in a long obituary that highly praised her talent and accomplishments.
Theatre managers in New York during this time often sponsored con

certs, the attraction of which lay in their novelty rather than in their 

intrinsic musical value. One such concert, which was reported in the 

Times (1 April 1853) and in the Tribune the following day, featured the 
"Black Swan," Miss Elizabeth Greenfield, who performed at Metropolitan 

Hall before a large audience. The novelty of the concert apparently lay 

in Miss Greenfield's race, for she was evidently black or a "person of 

color." The Times noted the uniqueness of the event, but stated that the 

concert was "not worthy" of criticism. The paper also reported that prior 

to the concert, there had been "threats" made against the Hall, but that 

none of them were carried out. The Tribune was charitable toward Miss 
Greenfield, criticizing those who laughed at her performance. But the 

critic then stated clearly that she "sang like a child," rather than in 

the normal female soprano voice, and expressed his "disgust" at women who

7Odell, 6;175.
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sang "low notes." The writer then reported that no "colored persons" had 

been permitted to attend the concert.

More Italian Opera— Important Premieres

Opera impresario Max Maretzek began a fall season of Italian opera 

on 19 September 1853 at Niblo's Garden, without the services of Alboni or 

Sontag, but with a good troupe of singers nevertheless. A "brilliant 
audience" heard the opening performance, I Puritani, sung by Steffanone, 

Salvi, Beneventano, and Marini. The reviewer from the Times the fol

lowing day expressed his preference for this work over Bellini's other 

operas, stating that I Puritani contained less of the "sweet and some

times insipid pathos of Norma and II Pirata" (1827). He noted that the 

performance was successful, but criticized the use of the American and 

Italian flags as "props" in one scene of the opera. Following the second 

production of the company, which was Norma, the Times reported an "ex

cellent house," but criticized the audience's tendency to "vociferate 

too much."

Maretzek presented nothing new in the way of operatic novelties 
until 17 October, when he brought out Verdi's I Lombardi (1843). Al
though this was not the premiere of the work in New York (the first 

performance was in 1847), it received more than the usual attention in 

the newspapers due to the infrequency of its production. Critics in both 
papers praised the unusual excellence of the choral and orchestral forces, 

and the care taken by Maretzek in the musical production. Scenery and 

costumes were criticized, however. The Times reviewer took the opportunity 
to comment on Verdi, whom he called "one of those unfortunate men of gen

ius who fail to excite the sympathy of a general audience." The writer 

noted that, while Verdi "avoids the mannerisms of the school he studied"
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(that of Donizetti and Bellini), his own mannerisms "are no less objection

able." Some of the "peculiarities” to which the critic particularly ob

jected included Verdi's "excessive use of brass" and his choral writing, 

in which the "repetition of hurried passages" was "chopped up into staccato 

notes." The writer then cited Verdi's lastest opera, Rigoletto, as being 

too much in the opposite direction, describing it as "remarkable for its 

timidity and softness." The Times critic concluded that Verdi "needs to 

find a happy medium." The reviewer's conservative musical tastes were 

evinced further in a review of Emani (15 November) , which he called "one 

of the few modern operas which will bear repetition."
The critic in the Tribune had less to write about I Lombardi,

stating only that it required "robust voices." He did provide a com
ment on the "American desire for change," noting that there were usually 
no "runs" (consecutive performances of the same work) in Italian opera in 

New York. (This was true throughout the period of this survey; only in

the case of important operatic premieres were there consecutive perform

ances of the same opera.)
Maretzek produced another novelty on 27 October, when Masaniello 

(1828, also known as La Muette di Portici) by the French composer Auber, 
was brought out. This was not the first performance of Auber's opera in 

New York; Julius Mattfield's book A Hundred Years of Grand Opera in New 

York reported an English version of the work in 1831 and a production in 
French in 1833. However, Mattfield failed to mention the performance in 

question, but cited instead an 1855 production at the Academy of Music 

as the first New York performance of Masaniello in Italian.8 Auber's

QJulius Mattfield, A Hundred Years of Grand Opera in New York (New 
York: The New York Public Library, 1927), p. 66.
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opera was considered the "hit of the season" by the Tribune (31 October).

The production was a true "spectacle," employing a large chorus and a 

corps de ballet; the Times praised the "ambitious spirit" of the management. 

However, exception was taken to the scenery, which the Times reviewer de

scribed as "wretched." Of the opera itself, the Tribune praised Auber's 

"treatment of national-domestic life," and remarked that the "fine" over

ture provided a "splendid introduction" to the opera. The Times critic 

acknowledged the "excellent libretto" and "sparkling" music of the work. 

Masaniello received two more performances and closed on Wednesday, 2 

November.
The final significant operatic event of 1853 occurred with the New 

York premiere of Meyerbeer's grand opera Le Prophete on Friday, 25 Novem

ber. First performed in Paris only four years earlier, the opera had 

received its American premiere in New Orleans in 1850. The New York pro

duction (in Italian) received warm praise in both newspapers. The Tribune 

(26 November), in a lengthy, four-column article, proclaimed it "an 

indisputable triumph," and stated that it was "remarkably smooth" for a 

first performance. The Times critic (also 26 November) remarked that the 

production was "extremely satisfactory," considering "the limitations of 
Niblo's." The "magnificent chorus" and "superb spectacle" were also cited. 

As to the opera itself, the Tribune described most of the "many cuts" as 

"judicious" (the opera was in five acts), but stated that the Italian 

translation did not "always work so well." A detailed account of the plot, 

characters, and principal musical numbers was given, and the reviewer la

mented his inability to include musical examples in his critique. He also 

provided background information on Meyerbeer's career as a composer. The 
Times praised Le Prophete as a "gift to posterity," as "beautiful as it is
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awful," and stated that it "compares with the modern Italian school as 

gold to brass." Meyerbeer's opera ran for eight performances and closed 

Maretzek's season on 16 December. In summing up the fall opera campaign, 

the Times (10 December) reported a "tolerably unsuccessful" season for 

Maretzek. The writer, questioning the reasons for the lack of success, 

cited "more than average" houses and a "lenient" press. He also expressed 

his preferences of Masaniello and Le Prophete as the only operas "done 

with any style."
Italian opera was not heard in New York again until the summer of 

the following year, when Maretzek began a season on 30 June 1854 at Castle 

Garden. The first opera produced was Lucia di Lammermoor, performed by 

an almost entirely new company of singers, including leading soprano 
Donna Valerie Gomez, Graziani, Colletti, and Quinto. Little notice of 

the performance was given in the newspapers the following morning. Both 

the Times and the Tribune noted Donna Gomez's "lack of power," the Tribune 

remarking on the "young, fresh voices" of the company. Of the work it

self, the Times critic stated that "Donizetti seldom rises to any great 

climactic of passion [sic], but a talented artist can impart the correct 

moral from his suggestions."
Maretzek's summer season was not successful, due to a rather undis

tinguished cast; the conductor was further plagued by an epidemic of 
cholera, which struck Maretzek as well as three members of his troupe.

Both newspapers, while acknowledging the weaknesses of the company, were 
sympathetic in their reviews of the troupe's performances. The Tribune 

(13 July) announced the debut of a new contralto, Mme. Martini d'Ormy, 
who appeared in Donizetti's Maria di Rohan. The Times proclaimed a 

"genuine success" for Mme. d'Ormy. However, the critic in the Tribune
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expressed "constitutional horror of seeing the worst of farces, a woman 

dressed in man's clothes, and strutting duello-like about the stage," and 

condemned such roles as "running in the face of nature."
Maretzek recovered from his illness and returned to the company in 

time to produce the only novelty of the season, the New York premiere of 

Verdi's Luisa Miller (1849). The Times critic felt that this opera, un

like any other of Verdi's works, exhibited "more mature and sober judgment," 

and added that the orchestra and chorus were treated with "increasing so

briety." The critic cited the opera as "remarkable for three good choruses, 

a duet, a quartet, a trio, and several fine arias." Leading soprano Donna 

Gomez's role was criticized as "insufficiently studied." The Tribune 

critic was equally reserved in his praise, criticizing the plot and li

bretto (by Salvatore Cammarone), and declaring Scribe and Romani "the only 

decent librettists in Europe." The critic called the plot "simply melo

dramatic" and the characterizations "academic." Of the music, he stated 

that, admitting Verdi's "faults," there was a large array of beauties to 

be found, although melodically the opera was not as good as Ernani. The 

faults to which the reviewer referred were Verdi's "straining of voices" 

and his too-frequent "repetition of certain mannerisms." The critic ended 
his review by proclaiming the work a "success, on the whole." Luisa Miller 

enjoyed a moderately successful run of five performances; the opera would 

never achieve the popularity with New York audiences that Verdi's later 

works received.
Maretzek's company continued at Castle Garden throughout most of the 

month of August, performing Auber's Masaniello, Bellini's I Puritani, 

Donizetti's Maria di Rohan and Lucrezia Borgia, and a repetition of 
Luisa Miller with a new prima donna, Mme. Manzini. The season concluded
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23 August with a performance of Lucrezia Borgia benefiting Maretzek and 

his wife.

Grisi and Mario
"No event in the musical history of New York deserves to be chron

icled with more exactitude." These were the words written by the Times 

critic (5 September 1854) regarding the New York debut the previous 

evening of one of the most famous operatic couples of the nineteenth 

century, soprano Giulia Grisi (1811-69), and her husband, tenor Giovanni 

Mario (1810-83). Grisi and Mario had appeared at Castle Garden in Lucrezia 

Borgia. The Times referred to the couple as "the greatest artists of the 

stage," and added that they "simply speak with the passion of the moment 

and the intensity it demands— in song." The Tribune described Mario's 

voice as "of surprising delicacy," and remarked on the dramatic ability 

of Grisi, stating that she was "vocal and dramatic at the same time."

Also praised was the new baritone, Susini, who made his debut in New York 

as well. While the Tribune praised the "superior orchestra of forty- 
eight," led by Arditi, the Times was critical of the chorus and costumes 
("ridiculous"), as well as the "disgraceful" scenery and props, and stated 

its "disappointment" in the management for allowing speculators to over
run the purchase of tickets. (In a 2 September article on the auction of 

tickets for the first performance, the newspaper stated that the first 

choice of seats had been sold for $250.)
After a second performance of Lucrezia Borgia on 6 September, the 

next opera in which Grisi and Mario were heard was Norma (11 September).
The role of Norma was praised in the Times as a "wonderful creation in the 

hands of Grisi." The critic was perhaps hinting at the soprano's vocal 

decline, however, when he wrote of her "dramatic, rather than musical,
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excellence." The Tribune review, written by Fry, remarked on the other 

hand, that her aria Casta diva was "as good as when we heard it eight 

years ago in Paris." The most successful production of the couple's 

season at Castle Garden was I Puritani, which was performed on 25 and 28 

September. The soprano role of Elvira had been written for Grisi by 

Bellini; her performance was "never better," according to the Times, 
while Mario sang "divinely." The Tribune critic proclaimed the perform

ance "the most complete exhibition yet of the powers of Mario and Grisi." 

He added that while the work was "dramatically poor," the vocal writing 

was "unimpeachable."

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

The three main types of instrumental musical performances heard in 

New York during the period under consideration were those by orchestras 
(chiefly the New York Philharmonic Society), chamber music groups, and 
solo instrumentalists. Of these three categories, orchestral and chamber 

music usually received the most detailed criticism in the newspapers; 

music performed on these concerts was generally of a more substantial 

nature than that found on concerts by solo performers. Solo concerts 

almost invariably included a variety of performing "assistants," in 
addition to the main performer; a singer might be assisted by a harpist, 

cometist, or flutist, as well as by a pianist, other singers, and an 
orchestra. These events, often referred to as "miscellaneous" concerts, 

were by their very nature attractive to a larger sector of the population. 
Critics often made a distinction between "mixed audiences," who attended 

"miscellaneous" concerts, and "connoisseurs," who attended the more 
serious chamber music and orchestral concerts. Concerts by the
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Philharmonic were, in addition, popular with the more affluent members of 

New York society, the same people who attended Italian opera because it 

was "fashionable."

The New York Philharmonic Society
The first review of a New York Philharmonic Society concert during 

the period under examination appeared in the Tribune on 12 January 1852. 

The concert, reported in the "City Items" section of the newspaper, was 

the second one of the orchestra's tenth season (at this time a season 
usually included four concerts). The critic had little to write about 

the event, mentioning only that a "full and effective" orchestra of sev

enty performed Beethoven's Eroica Symphony; William Sterndale Bennett's 

Die Waldnymph overture (1841); the G minor piano concerto by Mendelssohn, 

performed by Otto Goldschmidt (fiance of Jenny Lind); and Weber's over
ture to Oberon (1826), Although the review failed to include the name of 

the conductor, Odell stated that George Loder conducted the concert.9 

Both the Times and Tribune failed to report on the remaining two Philhar

monic Society concerts of the 1851-52 season.
The next concert reported was the opening performance of the Phil

harmonic Society's eleventh season on 13 November 1852 at Niblo's Saloon. 
The Tribune reported the concert glowingly three days later: "Excellence

is now traditional in the annals of the Society." Eisfeld conducted the 

orchestra, which performed Beethoven's Eighth Symphony (the Allegro move

ment was encored), a Hummel piano concerto (Henry Christian Timm was 
soloist), Nils Gade's Ossian concert overture (1840), and Henry Litolff's

^Odell, 6:76.
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Robespierre overture (1845). In addition a (string?) trio performed 

variations on a theme from Mehul's opera Joseph (1807), and Miles. Mina 

and Louisa Tourny sang. The reviewer cited as a "characteristic fault" 

of the orchestra its "tendency of loudness." He termed the Ossian over

ture a "great success," and noted that Gade was no longer under Mendels

sohn's influence; but was now "completely original." Gade (1817-90) 

was a Danish composer and conductor who had served as Mendelssohn's 

assistant conductor of the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig from 1843 

to 1847. It was added that "his Excellency, President Timm" played the 

harp part of this composition on the piano. Timm's performance of the 
Hummel concerto was praised for its "purity, ease, and elegance," al
though a lack of balance between the piano and orchestra was noted.

The variations on Joseph (composer not named) were "too monotonous," 
and the Litolff composition was described as "a good specimen of thunder- 

and-lightning claptrap." Litolff (1818-91) was an English composer who 

was also active as a pianist and music publisher.
The final concert of the 1852-53 season (23 April 1853) was the 

only other performance by the Philharmonic Society that was reported in 

either newspaper for that season. New Yorkers attending this concert 
heard the American premiere of Schumann's First Symphony, in B-flat 

major (1841). The Tribune critic was not overly impressed with the 

composition. He admitted Schumann's rank as an artist, but added that, 

''like Mendelssohn, Schumann wants melody," The other orchestral pieces 
on the program were Beethoven's Leonore Overture and Weber's overture 

to Euryanthe (1823), which the critic compared to Beethoven's work. He 
called Beethoven's composition "large and characteristic," but stated 
that he "so immeasurably preferred" Weber's overtures "that we shall not
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dwell on it." He described Weber as combining "cantabile passion and 

chivalric heroism of style in his orchestral works beyond any other 

author." Soloists included Miss Rosa Jacques and Mr. Philip Mayer, both 

of whom sang, and pianist August Goeckel, who performed Weber's Kon- 

zertstiick (1821) and his own Polchinella Caprice-Burlesque. The Weber 

composition was regarded by the critic as "the clearest revelation of 

modern pianism . . . up to its time."
The only other report of a Philharmonic Society concert during 

the time covered in this chapter was the Tribune's review of a perform

ance on 14 January 1854; it was the second concert of the society's 

twelfth season. The concert was performed under the direction of The

odore Eisfeld. at the Broadway Tabernacle. (Originally a place of worship, 

the Tabernacle had a seating capacity of 2,500 and was used for various 

meetings, conventions, and concerts.) Fry, the author of the review, 
began his article by listing the instrumentation of the orchestra: 

thirty violins, eleven violas, seven violoncellos, ten double basses, 

three flutes, two "hautboys," two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, 
three trumpets, three trombones, and one pair of "kettledrums." Among 

the compositions performed on the concert were Schumann's Second Sym
phony (.1846) , the Adagio and Rondo for bassoon by Weber (1813) ,

Beethoven's Symphony No. 2, and Mendelssohn's Calm Sea and Happy Voyage 

(Meerestille und gluckliche Fahrt, 1828), in addition to "Rejoice 
Greatly" from Handel's Messiah and Schubert's Ave Maria, both sung by 

Miss Maria Brainerd. Fry discussed the Schumann symphony as being "con
structed in the classical pattern of his last [i.e., previous] symphony," 

and further stated that it is an "inflexible rule in the philosophy of 

Art," that music "must assume new forms, or the old ones should be
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He added: "We cannot think that Schumann has improved on Beethoven in

the classic symphony," and described Schumann as "inferior to his master." 

The symphony was termed a "sheer waste of powder," characterized by a 

"lack of melody." Fry concluded his exposition on Schumann by noting the 

"great deal of mosaic" in the composer's music and declaring that if the 

work had been "descriptive (which we think all music should be, dramat
ically) we might could say more about it." Mendelssohn's composition did 

not fare much better at the hands of the critic, who questioned the desig

nation of "overture" for this work. The overture was declared "destitute 

of a singular memorable idea," and "equally inferior in conception and 

execution." Fry added that "if Mendelssohn's musical voyage was under

taken to steer clear of an idea, he has done so." Although the Beethoven 

symphony was "brilliantly rendered," the critic condemned Handel's aria 

for its "stupid old Italian roulades." The Ave Maria was described as 

a work "by a man of genius," although Fry criticized Schubert's use of the 
dominant-subdominant progression as "the rudest license, and at the same 
time the most offensive one, we know of in any great author." The review 

ended on an equally condemnatory note, as Fry criticized the Philharmonic 
Society for "never having done in twelve years a single American compo
sition," and added that there was "no greater slight on the American 

nation." It should be noted that Fry was at this time embroiled in the 
controversy with critic R. Storrs Willis and members of the Philharmonic 

Society over what he considered to be the Philharmonic's lack of attention 

to works by American composers. This controversy perhaps accounts for the 
unusually harsh tone of Fry's critique.
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Theodore Eisfeld's "Classical Quartette1*
One of the early pioneers in establishing chamber music in New York 

was Theodore Eisfeld (1816-82). Eisfeld was one of the many German im

migrants who had come to the United States as a consequence of political 

upheaval in Europe. In 1851 he organized a string quartet with Noll, 

Reyer, and Eichhorn. The Tribune of 11 May 1852 included a notice of the 

latest one of Eisfeld’s "Classical Soirees," as the chamber music series 

was called; the concert had occurred the previous Saturday evening at the 
Apollo Rooms. The brief report included a list of the works performed: 

Beethoven's Grand "Septette" (the ".great feature" of the concert, and 

"admirably played"); Mendelssohn's Piano Trio, op. 66; two songs performed 
by Mrs. Watson; and Haydn's "Quartette" no. 6. The critic praised Eisfeld 

for his endeavors.
A more detailed critique of one of Eisfeld's "Classical Quartette 

Soirees" was found in the Tribune for 4 January 1853. The program of 

this concert included a quartet by George Onslow (1784-1853), a Mendels
sohn piano trio, a Haydn quartet, and a group of songs performed by Mme. 
Siedenburg. The works of Onslow, who had been a pupil of Anton Reicha 

(1770-1836), were discussed at length in a Tribune review of the perform

ance the following day. The critic, Fry, stated that Onslow had first 
been inspired to compose after hearing Mehul's overture to Stratonice, 

but that "he remained insensible to the value of Don Juan [Don Giovanni] 
and Zauberflote." Fry added: "in not being particularly roused by

Mozart's music, Onslow is not singular. Often we have witnessed that 

music fall dead on the public ear." The reviewer attributed Onslow's 

skill as a composer to his teacher Reicha, "the greatest teacher of mu

sical complexities in the land." Despite the composer's skill, the writer
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felt that Onslow lacked "inspiration," and remarked that the "science of 

Onslow does not compensate for the want of a lively imagination and a 

‘lyrical warmth." Of the Mendelssohn trio, Fry declared that the piano 

trio is "one of the worst combinations in music," and added that the 

piano "is magnificent" when heard as a solo instrument or as accompani

ment to the voice. Mendelssohn as a composer did not rate much more 

favorably than did his piano trio. It was felt that, although Mendels

sohn was a "learned musician," he lacked the "genius of Schubert, Weber, 

or Beethoven." The Haydn quartet received the highest praise, being 

described as "exquisite."
The next report of a concert by Eisfeld's Quartet was a short 

notice of a soiree held on 6 January 1854. Brief mention was made in 

the Times of a quartet by Haydn (of whom the critic "never tires"), and 
of Mrs. Wallace's praiseworthy performance in a piano trio by Mendels

sohn. (Mrs. Wallace was concert pianist Helene Stoepel; she and her 

husband, Irish composer William Vincent Wallace, were currently living 
in the United States.) Eisfeld's programs were lauded as "the only 

concerts of their kind" in the city.

The third and fourth concerts of Eisfeld's soiree series were 
reported in the Times on 4 February and 11 March 1854, respectively. 
Attendance at the third performance, at Dodworth's Rooms, was described 

"as usual, of the best." The critic commented on chamber music concerts 
(calling them "Quartette parties") in general, and declared that there 
was "nothing more difficult to criticize." He stated further that cham

ber music was "the highest test of art," because "meaning and inter
pretation must go together." Eisfeld's own quartet was regarded by the 
reviewer as "very good," "balanced," and "neither too sentimental nor
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practical." Works performed on this occasion were Mozart's String 

Quartet in E-flat, K. 428, Grand Trio no. 1 by Fesca,* and Beethoven's 

String Quartet in E-flat, op. 74. The critic devoted most of his article 

to Fesca's trio, citing his own distaste for piano trios, because of the 

fact that the piano "always appears to exercise an unwarrantable tyranny 

over the violin and cello. There is never anything Democratic about a 

piano. It will not fraternize with other instruments or with the orches

tra." The critic added, however, that he was "agreeably surprised" with

Fesca's composition, the piano part of which was performed by Mr. King.

Eisfeld's fourth soiree of the season attracted another "large 

crowd" at Dodworth's on 10 March. Haydn's String Quartet in F, no. 73, 

was performed by the group for the first time. It was described in 

the Times as "delightful," "overflowing with melody and scientifically 

profound," and was "admirably performed." Repeated from the third 

concert were Fesca's Grand Trio and Beethoven's quartet, op. 74. The 

trio "went off like a sky-rocket," according to the reviewer, who

termed its composer "as jolly as a comic song." Vocal selections

were provided by Mme. Wallace Bouchelle.

"Miscellaneous" Concerts
Of the multitude of different types of solo concerts taking place 

in New York at this time, some must be regarded more seriously than 

others. As discussed above, some concerts were noteworthy only in

*Probably Alexander Fesca (1820-49). Baker's listed two com
posers named Fesca, father Friedrich (1789-1826), and son Alexander; 
both composed chamber music, although Alexander is known to have written 
four trios.
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their novelty, such as that by the "Black Swan," Elizabeth Greenfield. 

Another such "novelty" concert was one held at Metropolitan Hall (for

merly Tripler Hall) by Signor Gallegos, who performed on his own invention, 
the "plus-harp-guitar." The report of this concert, found in the Tribune 

of 6 May 1852, was critical of Signor Gallegos' tardiness in beginning 
the concert, and stated that the instrument, actually a guitar with added 

strings, made little sensation. One of Signor Gallegos’ assistants,

"Little Adelina Patti," was highly praised, however. Miss Patti (eight 

years old) performed Jenny Lind's Echo Song and her "cultivation" was 

regarded as "truly remarkable."

Later that month, on 24 May, the Times declared that "Scandinavia 

has New York by the ears." The article referred to Jenny Lind, and to 

another Scandinavian, Norwegian violinist Ole Bull (1810-80), who had 

performed to a packed house at Metropolitan Hall the previous Saturday 

evening. Bull's reputation as a violinist rested on his brilliant exe
cution of bravura pieces. The Tribune critic referred to him in its 

review as a "phenomenon . . . who stands in direct opposition to the 
classical school." Bull was then described as essentially "romantic, 
who uses music as color." Assisted by pianist Alfred Jaell and the 

Germania Orchestra, Bull gave his final concert on 27 May. The Tribune 

praised the violinist and cited Carl Bergmann, conductor of the orches
tra, as being "worthy of his position." The Germania Orchestra, brought 

to America in 1848, included a group of about twenty-five players, and 

was the first totally professional orchestra in the United States.
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Bergmann joined the group in 1850 as cellist, and soon thereafter assumed

the post as conductor.-^

Ole Bull returned to New York for a second series of concerts in 

1853. The first performance of this tour took place on 1 September at 

Niblo's and was briefly noted in the Tribune the following day, the re

viewer stating only that he was unable to see the violinist because of 

the large number persons in the audience. (Odell reported this concert 

as a benefit for the relief of yellow fever victims in New Orleans .^)

Bull gave another concert at Niblo's on 15 September. The event was 
recorded in a short notice in the Times on 19 September. Bull's con
cert was reported "well-attended" and included appearances by pianist 

Maurice Strakosch and little Adelina Patti.
With the appearance on the musical scene of New Orleans-born pian

ist Louis Moreau Gottschalk (1829-69), America's artistic ego received 
a real boost. Gottschalk made his New York debut on 11 February 1853 
at Niblo's Garden, after study and numerous successful concert tours in 
Europe. The Tribune the next morning was most complimentary, calling 

Gottschalk "one of our 'peaks' in an unvaried plain," "emphatically a 

great artist," and proclaiming that "no American compares with him."

The Times praised him as "a master of the instrument." Neither review 

was without some qualification, however. The Tribune called attention 

to Gottschalk's "new-fashioned style," and stated that by "Beethoven's 
standard of pianism" he would not "pass muster." The critic then 

admitted he "didn't expect such a massive left hand," and praised

■^Shanet, p. 137. 

U 0dell,. 6:189.



Gottschalk*s ability to handle chords and his technique of "orchestrating" 

the piano. The writer especially liked the "Creole melodies." The re

view in the Times (12 February) included the observation that Gottschalk 

had several assistants on his program, including Mme. Devries and New 

York pianist Richard Hoffman, with whom Gottschalk performed his varia

tions on Carnival of Venice, for two pianos. Gottschalk*s second concert 

was reported in the Times and Tribune on 18 February. The Times was even 

more reserved in its second review. The critic qualified his praise with 

the assertion that he could not rank him on an equal level with Sigismond 

Thalberg or Leopold de Meyer, and added that he himself was more "aston

ished" than "delighted." The critic also wrote that he did not partic

ularly admire "Bamboula," and called it "neither brilliant, imaginative, 

nor even difficult." Contrary to the opinion of the Tribune's critic, 

he also felt that Gottschalk*s left hand needed "strength" and "dexterity."

Among the debuts New Yorkers heard in 1853 were concerts by three 

women pianists, two from Europe and one American-born. Although not in
trinsically important, these three debuts are noteworthy as indications 

of the emergence of women as concert pianists. The first of these artists 
£o be heard in New York was Mme. Aurelia Ferenczy, who performed at 

Nihlo's on 31 May. Mme. Ferenczy, who also sang, received an unfavorable 

review in the Times, which judged neither of Mme. Ferenczy*s talents as 

"up to the high standard" to which New Yorkers were accustomed.
More interest was generated by the United States debut of Baron- 

ness Julie de Berg, who was heard at Niblo's Saloon on 27 August 1853. 

Advertisements of the Baroness's concert announced that she had been a 
pupil of Liszt and Thalberg. The Tribune (.29 August) praised Mme. de 

Berg as a "thoroughly educated and accomplished musician, without the
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powerful touch of male performers." The Times reviewer was much less 
impressed, however: "The day is long past when an ordinary drawing-room

performer would attract the favorable attention of an audience." He 

continued by stating that "the mere advertisement of distinguished 

teachers is not a guarantee of excellence." Mine, de Berg’s perform

ance of a Moscheles duet with Henry C. Timm was described as "a dis

advantage to the lady." Assisting in the concert were Italian opera 
singer Mme. Amalia Patti-Strakosch (older sister of Adelina Patti) and 

boy violinist Paul Julien.
Later during the 1853-54 concert season New Yorkers were intro

duced to Miss Gabrielle de la Motte of New Orleans, who had recently 

returned from study abroad. Among the works performed on her concert 

(17 November) was Beethoven’s Piano Trio, op. 87, which Miss de la Motte 

played with Joseph Burke, violinist, and Monsieur Boucher, cellist.
Again the Tribune critic (18 November) took the opportunity to criti

cize the combination of piano, violin, and cello, stating that although 
the composition was "nicely performed," the sounds of the individual 

instruments "interfere with each other." Regarding Miss de la Motte's 

performance of Liszt's fantasy on themes from Le Prophete, the critic 

wrote that he had never heard a woman who could play Liszt, and added 

that the work "requires the author or a Gottschalk to execute." He 
continued that if it were possible for a woman "to execute" Liszt's 

music, the result would be "too manly" and a "triumph in the wrong 
direction."

On 20 April 1853, the Times reported the American debut of com- 

poser-pianist August Goeckel, who had performed the previous evening at 
Niblo's Saloon before a "crowded and fashionable audience," whose
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"tendency to applaud everything" was criticized. Singled out for mention 

were Mozart's (piano?) quintet (the critic referred to the instrumental 

combination as "indifferent"), a Concertstuck [sic] with instrumental 

accompaniment, composed by the pianist (described as "too noisy"), and 

Liszt's fantasia on themes from Lucia di Lammermoor. Miss Rosa Jacques 

assisted on the concert.
Another miscellaneous concert occurring in the spring of 1853 was 

one organized by the Italian conductor, Signor Arditi, at Metropolitan 
Hall. The concert took place on 26 May and featured Alboni and pianist 

Maurice Strakosch. Strakosch's performance of the "Banjo Solo" (probably 
Gottschalk's The Banjo) prompted the Times critic (27 May) to question 

"why all the pianists should be innoculated with a banjo mania"; the re

viewer then called it "a curious and startling query. Surely there is 

nothing especially sublime in the eternal chords of that southern 
'instrument'. With equal propriety we might expect an expert organist

devote his energies to a scientific development of the capabilities of

a penny whistle."
Other instrumentalists who were first heard in New York during 

this period included violinists Camille Urso and Paul Julien (mentioned 
above), and harpist Henry Aptommas. The two violinists were among the 

more successful of several child prodigies being heard in the United 

States at this time. The American debut of Camille Urso took place on 
30 September 1852 at Metropolitan Hall. The Tribune critic reported 

the next day that he was favorably impressed by "Little Urso." Paul 

Julien was heard on 19 May 1853 at the Athaneum in Brooklyn. Master

Julien was assisted on the concert by two singers, Miss Behrend and
Signor Candi, and by an orchestra of twenty-five, conducted by Eisfeld,
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which performed the overture to Auber's Fra Diavolo (1830). The boy 

violinist performed fantasies on popular tunes from Italian opera; this 

type of composition was standard fare on concerts of all types during 

the period. The Times review of Julien's performance (20 May) stated 

that the young prodigy's intonation was "not as good as usual." This 
was not the first performance by Julien in New York; Odell reported a 

concert by the youth on 2 July 1852.^-2

Henry Aptommas was a Welsh harpist who had first been heard in 

New York in a concert by Gottschalk in October 1853. The Tribune and 

the Times each reported concerts by Aptommas during the spring of the 

following year. The Times review, found in its 22 April 1854 edition, 

reported that a crowd at Dodworth's Saloon heard "the great harpist in 

his best mood." Especially good was Aptommas's performance of Dance 
of the Fairies. Aptommas was assisted by Miss Brainerd, who sang.
A 13 May review in the Tribune compared Aptommas to Liszt, and declared 

the harpist's fantasy on Rossini's Moses (Mos£ in Egitto, 1818) "among 

the most remarkable virtuoism ever presented us."
Among the different types of concerts given in New York were 

those performances arranged and organized to benefit or honor an indi

vidual or group. "Benefit" concerts were often sponsored by a social 
organization to aid financially a worthwhile charity, a needy musician, 
or musician's widow and children. Sometimes a musician would organize 

a concert to "benefit" himself. Opera companies often included a 
series of performances at the end of seasons to benefit principal 

singers, managers, and conductors.

12Ibid., 6:190.
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A similar type of concert was the "Testimonial" or "Complimen

tary" concert, the purpose of which was to honor a particular individual 

for outstanding achievement in a certain area. If that person was a 

composer, then a concert of his works was the means by which he was so 

honored. Such a "Complimentary Concert" at Metropolitan Hall honoring 

William Henry Fry was reported in the Times of 2 March 1853. The re

view reported that a "thin audience was present, because of the weath

er." The program included "specimens of all the modern schools of music, 

American [i.e., Fry's] among their number." Fry's compositions were all 

well received. The critic felt that Fry's "Grand Chorus" from his early 
opera Christians and Pagans was "more original and masterly" than that 

from the opera Leonora. Also on the concert were Miss Behrend and Mme. 

Stephani, both of whom sang. Miss Behrend was advised by the critic not 

to "slur quite so much," as it had "an unpleasant yawning effect."
Another composer living in New York at this time who was the bene

ficiary of a special concert was the eccentric Bohemian-born composer 

Anthony Philip Heinrich (1781-1861). The Times of 21 April 1853 an

nounced for the following evening* a "Grand Valedictory Concert" 
honoring "Father Heinrich," as he was known. However, neither news

paper carried a review of the concert, which had been orgainzed to raise 

money for Heinrich's intended return visit to Europe. Heinrich's biog

rapher reported that, despite a successful concert, it was not until 1857 

that the composer was able to embark on his European voyage.

*The concert actually took place the day of the announcement.
13Upton, Anthony Philip Heinrich (New York: Columbia UniversityPress, 1939), pT "129.---  ---------
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Jullien
The American visit of French conductor Louis Antoine Jullien 

(1812-60) and his orchestra in 1853 created the greatest sensation in 

New York since the departure of Jenny Lind the previous year. Jullien 

is known today primarily as a showman and eccentric, even a charlatan, 

who used white gloves and jewelled baton for effect. Nevertheless, 

Jullien's orchestra was well rehearsed and included many of the "finest 

performers in Europe." His "First Grand Promenade Concert," which oc

curred on 29 August, was received with greatest enthusiasm in both 
newspapers. The Tribune of the following day announced that his ap

pearance had ushered in a "new era in musical art in this country," and 

described Jullien as "a man of talent and genius." The critic added that 
"if Jullien plays a quadrille, it is because a man of genius can put his 

genius into a quadrille as well as into a mass or a symphony, and a 

good quadrille has more merit than a mediocre mass or symphony." The 
Times (same day) announced: "our popular taste requires elevation . , .
except for occasional performances of Don Giovanni it seldom rises above 

Donizetti . . . the music of the lightest we have ad nauseum." The 
writer considered it "Mons. Jullien's mission to instruct us in these 

matters." Jullien's orchestra consisted of ninety-seven players, and 

was the largest orchestra to be heard in America up to that time. Pro
grams included two symphonic movements, an overture, selections from 

opera, two instrumental solos, several quadrilles or other light dance 
pieces, and vocal selections by Mme. Anna Zerr.

Jullien continued his concerts at Castle Garden nightly until 24 
September; he then began a second series of concerts on 26 September 

at Metropolitan Hall. The newspapers faithfully reported the concerts,
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usually in brief notices of the performances the previous evenings.

Jullien was also praised for performing works by American composers.

The Times of 10 October reported a "classical evening" in which a "new 

and descriptive symphony" by William Henry Fry, entitled A Day in the 
Country, was performed. The reviewer called the work a "delightful 

epic," "well expressed," and "cleverly instrumented," but criticized 

Fry for "running his movements into each other." On 14 October the 

Tribune reported Jullien*s concert the previous Wednesday (12 October), 

one which featured a movement from a symphony by Bristow. The writer,

Fry himself, used the occasion to voice once again his concern at the 

lack of attention American composers received in their own country, 

calling it "shocking and disgraceful" and a "want of pride." Jullien*s 

second concert series was reported ''drawing to a close" in the Tribune 

of 18 October. The critic expressed his opinion that the conductor's 
concerts would rank as "great events in the history of lyrical art in 
this country." Jullien returned to New York for another series of con

certs in December after a successful tour to Philadelphia.
Jullien*s visit to America ended in the spring of 1854 with a 

final series of performances that began on 15 May at Castle Garden. 

Following the initial concert, the Times (16 May) praised Jullien for 
having done "more for the cause of art than any dozen maestros before 

him." After a concert the following week, the Times (27 May) lauded 
the composer further, stating that he "has familiarized us with the 

highest compositions of the classic school." It was on this particular 
program that Jullien included a new "characteristic symphony by William 

Henry Fry," entitled The Breaking Heart. Fry's work was reviewed in 

the Times with these words: "The Breaking Heart will, for its tenderness
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and pathos, bear comparison with any symphony by Mozart, and side by side 

with the tricky modern German works to which we have been accustomed 

lately, rises in gigantic proportions." On 1 June Jullien presented the 

premiere of another of Fry's works, a "new continuous symphony," en

titled Childe Harolde, which was described by the Times reviewer (2 June) 

as an "emotional illustration of a passage from the third Canto of 
Byron's celebrated poem." The critic cited "strong contrasts" and "fine 

writing in passages," but expressed his opinion that "Childe Harolde 

does not compare with The Breaking Heart or Santa Claus." He added that 

it was played "very badly."
The next noteworthy performance by Jullien's orchestra was a "Tes

timonial Concert" honoring composer William Vincent Wallace on 3 June.

In its announcement of the forthcoming concert, the Times stated, rather 
extravagantly, that Mr. Wallace possessed the "widest popularity of any 
man living"; the writer of the article expressed his doubt of "any 
living superior in composition." The critic wrote of Wallace's compo

sitions that "even the most trifling" of his works "are elegant and 
original." A review of the 3 June concert, appearing in the Times of 
6 June, reported a "crowded and fashionable audience," which heard 

Wallace and his wife perform, among other selections, a piano duet; 
also on the program were harpist Aptommas and boy violinist Paul Julien. 

The critic continued the praise he had bestowed in the announcement of 

the concert (3 June), stating that the composer had "never written ad 
captandum yulgis, but to charm the cultivated taste and satisfy an 
artistic audience."

Jullien's final triumph in New York was perhaps his grandest and 
most elaborate. The event was advertised as "The First Musical Reunion
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hall recently constructed in New York. Attendance was reported in the 

Times (.16 June) at four thousand persons in the reserved section, with 

twenty thousand more in the galleries. Fifteen hundred performers par

ticipated in the concert, which included selections from Messiah, 
Haydn's The Creation, and Rossini's Mose in Egitto, as well as Jullien' 

famous Firemen's Quadrille, complete with "special effects." In addi

tion, there were solos by Jullien's principal flutist, Dronet, Paul 

Julien, Aptommas, and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace. Other instrumental ensem

bles on the program were Dodworth's Band and the Germania Orchestra, 
under the direction of Bergmann, The Germanians performed Wagner's 

overture to Tannhauser (1845), one of the first performances of Wagner' 

music in New York. The critic found the orchestra "good," but added 
that the group should not be compared with Jullien’s orchestra. The 
Musical Congress was declared in both newspapers a "real triumph" for 

Jullien.

PUBLICATIONS

Besides reviewing performances, the newspapers from time to time 

printed announcements of new publications in the fields of music and 

the arts. On 15 March 1852, the Tribune reported the publication of 
two new periodicals. The first one, Musical World and Journal of Fine 

Arts, was to be published semi-monthly; it was to include music, crit

ical reviews, and general news from the world of music and the fine 
arts. The other periodical was described as a "new music papers"; of 

its editor, the critic wrote that "there is no better music critic in 

the country than J. S. Dwight . . .", few critics "are so poetic and 
so precise." The Tribune's edition for 26 March of that year reported
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that the Musical Times (Musical World and New York Musical Times) was now 

under the editorship of "R. Storrs Willis, Esq.," who possessed "exqui

site musical taste."
Two years later, the Times (15 March 1854) reported another new 

periodical, the Philharmonic Journal, edited by Henry C. Watson (men

tioned above). The journal was to include four pages of music and eight 

pages of reading matter, including critiques of performances by the 

Philharmonic Society. The writer criticized these reviews as "too 

patronizing."
In addition to publishing announcements of journals and period

icals about music, newspapers occasionally printed notices of new 

publications of music. On 16 February 1854, the Times announced from 

Firth and Pond Stephen Foster's Social Orchestra, which, declared the 

writer, "deserves the most unbounded success." He described the work 
as "the only collection of modern and good music" arranged for orches

tra, as well as for solos, duets, trios, and quartets. On 12 July of 

that same year, the Times reported a new ballad by Stephen Foster, en

titled Jeanie With the Light Brown Hair, which was described as "very 
good, although not Foster's best ballad." The reviewer added that 

Foster "appears to have an inexhaustible fuel of simple melodies."

LECTURES

In 1852, Tribune correspondent William Henry Fry returned to 
New York from his six-year assignment in Paris, and in November of 

that year he became music editor for the newspaper. On 20 April 1852, 

the Tribune announced Fry's proposal for a series of ten lectures 
"upon the Science and Art of Music, and upon the most collossal scale."
His aim, the article continued, "is nothing less than to give
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a general, and, to a fair extent, adequate comprehension of the whole 

subject of musical composition, including its scientific relations, its 

history, its ethics, and its aesthetics." Fry's undertaking was quite 

lavish, and he estimated his expenses for the whole series at ten thou

sand dollars. The price for the course of ten lectures, slated to begin 

in November of that year, was set at five dollars.
During the 1850s, public lectures were a popular source of amuse

ment. Persons living in New York at this time had the opportunity of 

attending any number of these courses. In his biography of Fry, William 

Treat Upton discussed the number of lectures given in New York during 
this season. He stated that they "were being given on every side and 

on every conceivable subject," and named "Miss Brown," who gave histor
ical lectures; Irish patriot Thomas Francis Meagher, in whom Horace 
Greeley was greatly interested; and British novelist William Makepeace 

Thackeray, whose lecture tour was the only one to succeed financially.
Also listed were the Tabernacle Course, the Mercantile Library Lectures, 

the Hope Chapel Lectures, the Stuyvesant Institute Course, and wrote 

that "a veritable epidemic of learning swept over New York at this 
time." Upton also reported that, although certain lectures on musical 
subjects had been given from time to time, no series of lectures like 

those announced by Fry had ever been attempted in America.

Fry had arrived from Paris on 11 November, nineteen days before 
his first lecture was scheduled to occur. The impending series re

ceived much attention in the New York press. A 23 November editorial 

in the Times responded to an earlier editorial in the New York Mirror,

■^Upton, Fry, p. 122.
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which had questioned the validity of a series of lectures on music by 

someone whose own opera (Leonora) had been such a failure. The Times 

brought forth the point that "justly or unjustly, an idea is abroad 

that the musical ideas of the American press are not . . . what they 

should be. In Paris they call our commentaries on Alboni, Sontag, and 

the rest 'dilletantism run mad.' Is it not possible we are in want 

of teachers? Are not some canons of criticism needed?" The writer 
then proposed that Fry organize a "special class of musical editors, 
with reference to the correction of public taste. New York audiences 

need especially to learn the art of judicious sibilation. Let them 

hear Mr. Fry."
Fry's first lecture (30 November) took place at Metropolitan 

Hall. He was assisted by several of the leading Italian artists in 

New York at that time, including Devries, Pico-Vietti, Vietti, and 
Badiali. Members of the Philharmonic Society and Harmonic Society 

chorus, both under the leadership of George Bristow, also provided 
their services. The Times reported happily that Fry was received by 

a full house with "greatest enthusiasm." It stated also that the 

audience exhibited "few tokens of weariness through a performance 
which occupied upward of two hours." One of the highlights of the 
lecture for the reviewer was the "imitations of the hymns and festal 

songs of the Chinese— monotonous, occasionally ludicrous, and al
together curious." The Tribune also included a review of the lecture 
the following morning. It reported that Fry "at first labored under 

some embarassment, but it soon wore off." His elocution was regarded 

as "distinct, though somewhat spasmodic, but that fault was also mod

ified as he went on." The reviewer also focused on the examples of
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Chinese music that were given, "one of them the oldest choral compo
sition extant. This was followed by the overture to Per Freischutz, 

which marked all the advance of Christian over pagan civilization."

The Times reported Fry's second lecture the following week, a lecture 
which concerned the "earlier and probably fabulous eras of Chinese 

history, down to the Christian cacophony [sic] of the Middle Ages.

His illustrations— graphic, vocal and instrumental— were highly in
teresting; sometimes resembling ludicrously certain camp-meeting, and 

other popular tunes of these times; and always villainously inhar

monious and outre."
Other lectures briefly noted in the newspapers during this 

period included a lecture by Lowell Mason on 25 April 1853, and one by 

"Dr, Hake" on 18 May 1854. Mason's lecture, reported in the Tribune 

(26 April) was the introductory lecture of a series on music he gave 
at the Normal Mechanics Institute. This was the only lecture in the 

series that was mentioned in the newspaper. The lecture by Dr. Hake 
was announced in the Times; the doctor's subject was to be vocal music 
in England.



CHAPTER III

OPENING OF THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC 

TO BEGINNING OF CIVIL WAR 

(1854-1861)

New York Opera Houses Before the Academy of Music

The Academy of Music opened its doors to the public in October 

1854. Although, as its name suggests, the building was originally in

tended by its trustees to be an educational institution as well, this 

purpose was never realized. However, for twenty-nine years, the Academy 

was unrivalled as an establishment of Italian opera in New York.

There had been several attempts at establishing a permanent house 
for Italian opera ever since the Garcias brought the genre to New York 

in 1825. The theatre in which that troupe first performed was the Park. 

Built in the late 1790s, the Park Theatre burned and was rebuilt in 1820, 
only to be destroyed by fire a second, and final, time in 1848. An

other early theatre was the New York (later the Bowery), built in 1826. 
The New York Theatre's walls "echoed first to the voice of Malibran"

(the great soprano and daughter of the elder Garcia).1 The Richmond 

Hill Theatre, the scene of one season of Italian opera in 1832, was 

originally the home of Aaron Burr. This attempt at producing Italian 
opera in New York was engineered by Montressor, a French tenor. Although

•'•Krehbiel, p. 9.
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Montressor had brought several excellent orchestra players from Europe, 

his company only survived one season.2
Niblo's Garden, built by William Niblo, a "successful coffee

house keeper," opened around 1830. The theatre at Niblo's opened 

"refreshingly" on one side into a garden, "where one could eat a dish 
of ice cream or sip a sherry cobbler in luxurious shade."3 The garden 

eventually gave way to a hotel and other buildings, although the por

tions of the establishment reserved for refreshments were retained.

Max Maretzek, in his book Crotchets and Quavers, noted that gentlemen 

attending performances at Niblo's often enjoyed taking a "promenade 
in the Garden" during intermission; this was what he termed a "marvel

ously delicate way of intimating to a gentleman who may feel 'dry' . . . 
that he will find the time to slake his thirst. When he returns, and 

his lady inquires where he has been, he may reply if he wills it— 'Prom

enading in the garden'."^ Maretzek also emphasized the fact that calling 
the theatre a "garden" appeased the "scruples of conscience felt by a 
certain portion of the public."5 Although Niblo's occasionally featured 

Italian opera, its stage was more frequently devoted to plays or to per
formances of opera in the vernacular. In time, a smaller hall, known as 

Niblo's Saloon, was added for concerts, recitals, and lectures.

Another establishment, similar in purpose to Niblo's, was Castle 
Garden, located at the southern tip of Manhattan. Originally built as

^Ibid., p. 17.

-^Maretzek, p. 201,

4Ibid., p. 202.

^Ibid., p. 201.
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a fort, it was known variously as Fort Clinton and Castle Clinton (in 

honor of New York governor DeWitt Clinton). The building opened in 
1824 as Castle Garden, an amphitheatre capable of holding six thousand 

persons. As a theatre and refreshment center, Castle Garden was a 

favorite summer establishment with New Yorkers, because its proximity 
to the ocean made it cooler than places further inland. The building 

has since served other diverse purposes: as an immigration station

from 1855 to 1892; as the municipal aquarium from 1896 to 1941; and now, 

as a reconstructed fort known as Castle Clinton National Monument.6

The first theatre built exclusively for Italian opera in New York 

was the Italian Opera House, which opened on 18 November 1833. Con

struction of the house was due largely to the efforts of Lorenzo da 

Ponte, the Italian writer most famous as the librettist for Mozart's 

Marriage of Figaro and Don Giovanni, who was then living in New York. 
According to Henry Krehbiel's Chapters of Opera, da Ponte managed to 
persuade a group of "rich and cultured citizens" to finance the build

ing of the house, located at Church and Leonard Streets. The theatre 
was elegantly appointed, and was the first theatre in the United States 
to include a tier exclusively composed of boxes. The Italian Opera 

House remained open for two seasons of opera, before it closed due to 
financial problems. The opera house was then reopened as the National 

Theatre and was the scene of dramatic plays before its destruction by 

fire some time later,?

^Shanet, p. 430. 

^Krehhiel, p. 20.
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It was ten years after the failure of the Italian Opera House be

fore another attempt at Italian opera was made in New York, An Italian 

restaurant owner, Ferdinand Palmo, was the next person to venture estab

lishing Italian opera permanently in New York. Lacking the capital 

necessary to construct a new theatre, Palmo purchased Stoppani's Arcade 

Baths on Chambers Street and reconstructed it as Palmo's Opera House, 

with a seating capacity of eight hundred. The opera house opened on 

3 February 1844, with a troupe managed by Salvatore Patti, father of 
the later-famous soprano Adelina Patti. Palmo's, which was not as fash

ionable as the Italian Opera House had been, .remained open until January 

1845, when musicians striking over money (they demanded to be paid!) 

closed the doors of Palmo's forever to Italian opera, and Signor Palmo 
was forced to return to the kitchen for his livelihood. In 1848, Palmo?s 

Opera House became Burton's Theatre, a leading establishment for the 
production of legitimate drama in New York throughout the nineteenth 
century.8

The final attempt at constructing a home for Italian opera in 
New York before the Academy of Music was built was the Astor Place 
Opera House (see Chapter II)9 built in 1848 by Foster, Morgan, and 

Colles, and backed financially by "150 prominent men," who guaranteed 
support for five years. The Astor Place seated 1,800, and was the 

most elegant theatre yet constructed in New York; one of its most at
tractive features was the opportunity it afforded the ladies of society 

for the "display of dress." Astor was also the place where Maretzek 
began his American career. Maretzek served as conductor of a troupe

8Ibid., p. 38.
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at Astor Place managed by America's first native-born opera manager, E. P. 

Fry, brother of composer-critic W. H. Fry. Fry's management failed, how

ever, and Maretzek took over as manager as well as conductor during the 

1849-1850 season. The Astor Place Opera House remained open until 1852, 

when competition by the Artists Union Company (described above) forced 

Maretzek to "close the doors" of the Astor Place.^

The Academy of Music
In its announcement of the impending opening of the Academy of 

Music, the Tribune (2 October 1854) described the new establishment in 

a three-column article as a "symposium of art, taste and fashion." Both 
the Times and the Tribune, however, expressed serious reservations re

garding the new opera house. Although acknowledged as the largest and 

grandest opera house yet established in America (the largest in the world, 
according to some sources) and praised as an acoustical triumph, the crit

ics took exception to the architectural design of the building. With a 

seating capacity of 4,600, the Academy was conceived with the purpose of 

admitting "at cheap rates a great crowd," which would sustain an opera 

company successfully. However, the horseshoe-shape of the hall, the "old 

plan," according to the Tribune, "forbids by the science of radii a great 
portion of the laterally placed from seeing the stage, and at the same 

time by its extended periphery drives those in the front seats in the 
auditorium— which should be among the best in the house— to an unreason
able and unnecessary distance from the actors." The Times writer (3 
October) was more direct: "It appears to have been the special devise

9Ibid., p. 51.
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[sic] of the architect to keep every spectator as far from the stage as 

possible. He has succeeded . . . admirably." The critic continued by 

stating that although a rearrangement of the seating might remedy the 

defect to an extent, "the shape of the theatre is fated [sic] to any

thing like perfect vision. A giraffe could not see round some of the 

corners."
The auditorium consisted of a "parquette" and four tiers of seats, 

the fourth level being referred to as the "amphitheatre." The Tribune, 

listing ten European opera houses and their respective areas in square 

feet, disputed claims that declared the Academy the largest in the 
world. All of the houses listed by the Tribune were larger than the 

New York Academy, which had a total area of 24,020 square feet. Although 

the interior of the Academy was heavily decorated with carvings, statues, 

and balustrades, the lack of "chromatic decoration" (all the figures 
were white upon white backgrounds) was criticized in both reports as 

yielding a "cold" effect. In contrast, the dome, designed by Signor 
Allegri, was "richly and appropriately painted in embellished panels;" 

this produced a "want of harmony" with the starkness of the boxes.

Among the innovations in the new opera house were some 2,200 "iron arm
chairs, fitted up with spring seats so that they fold up when not in 

use." These chairs were the recent invention of A. H. Allen of Boston; 

Allen received a patent on his folding seats in December of that year.

The Academy was to operate under a "lessee" plan; the board of

directors would, in essence, rent the building to a particular opera 

company for a specified length of time. Max Maretzek was the first les
see of the opera house; he, in turn, sublet the house to Mr. Hackett, 

the manager of opera stars Grisi and Mario, who were currently performing
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in New York. Hackett organized a stellar company to inaugurate the new 

building. In addition to Grisi and Mario, who were "without rivals on 

the Italian stage," according to the Tribune, the company included 

Signor Susini, "unquestionably the next greatest living deep manly 

voice after Lablache, who is now near the end of his career." The 

chorus was praised as "perhaps equal to that of some of the principal 

opera-houses in Europe," and. the orchestra, under Signor Arditi, was 

regarded as superior to many opera orchestras in Europe, including that 
at La Scala.

Despite all the fanfare surrounding the opening of the Academy, 

the attendance at the first performance, Norma, on 2 October, was far 

less than had been anticipated. The Times, calling the attendance 

"disheartening" (3 October), reported a crowd of 1,500, while the 

Tribune put the estimate at two thousand, enough to "cover expenses."

In addition, there was "no enthusiasm," according to the Times, and "an 

Amphitheatrical suggestion that Mr. Hackett should receive three cheers 

was promptly rejected." As a result of the poor opening-night atten

dance, the Tribune reported (4 October) that prices, originally set 

at three dollars for parquet and boxes and fifty cents for the amphi

theatre, would be reduced as follows: first and second tiers— two
dollars (plus one dollar for reserved seats); third tier— one dollar 

(no reserved seats), and amphitheatre— fifty cents. The price of seats 

in the parquet was not mentioned. The article stated that, since Mr. 
Hackett's expenses were six times as great as those of any other theatre 
in New York, ticket prices could be reduced no further.

Despite a tenuous beginning, attendance at the new Academy gradually 

improved. Following the second performance, Lucrezia Borgia on 4 October,
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the Times reported a much "more cheerful appearance at the opera house." 

The scenery, designed by Signor Allegri, was singled out for praise. A 

production of La Sonnambula (16 October) drew the largest attendance 

yet, four thousand, according to the Times (18 October). Two weeks later 

an even larger audience viewed the less frequently performed Semiramide 

(Rossini, 1823); the production was hailed in the Times (31 October) as 
"the most perfect ever placed before an American audience in nearly all 

respects." Except for the depiction of a "modern Italian villa" in 

the second scene, the scenery was praised by the reviewer. The Tribune 

(same date) proclaimed that the opera was "never so well staged in Paris," 

although the cast was better there. The critic expressed his admiration 

of the work as well, and stated that it "contains many of the most beau

tiful things in the whole range of music, including fluency, instrumen

tation, and vocalization." Following the work's second performance, the 
Tribune critic called the production "the most magnificent historical 

picture ever presented on the American stage."
The season with Grisi and Mario continued at the Academy of Music 

until the end of December. Among other operas performed during this 
campaign were I Puritani, The Barber of Seville, La Favorita, Lucrezia 

Borgia, La Sonnambula, Lucia di Lammermoor, and Don Pasquale. A benefit 
performance of La Favorita honoring Mr. Hackett closed the season on 29 

December. The Times that morning termed the opening season at the 

Academy "an artistic success," whether or not a "financial one."

Earlier in December the Times had bestowed high praise on the season 
in progress, proclaiming that "every new production now marks an epoch 

in the annals of art," and expressing the doubt of any superior pro
duction in Europe. The critic included in his praise the orchestra,
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chorus, costumes, and sets, as well as the principal singers. The 

Tribune (11 December) attributed the season’s lack of financial success 

to the excessively high salaries the Academy was forced to pay the stars, 

Grisi and Mario, who received $4,000 per week; the writer declared that 

this sum was more than any city in Europe could afford to pay its opera 
singers. Henry Krehbiel stated in his Chapters of Opera that despite 

the "attractiveness of the house, the excellence of performances, the 

presence of . . . phenomenal artists . . . and generous public patron

age," the first season at the Academy of Music ended with a deficit of 

between fifty and sixty thousand dollars.10
With the new opera house now temporarily closed for the performance 

of Italian opera, the next event at the Academy to be recorded in either 
newspaper was a "variety," or miscellaneous, concert on 11 January 1855. 

The performance featured Grisi, Mario, Susini, and Badiali, and was 
organized for the benefit of the "Poor of New York." The Times (12 

January) proffered its "highest praise" for the performance, which, 
wrote the reviewer, was heard by the largest crowd ever to attend a 

musical entertainment in New York.
Following the departure of Mr. Hackett's troupe from the Academy, 

the next person to try his luck at producing Italian opera at the new 

facility was violinist Ole Bull. Bull published an announcement in the 
Tribune (16 January) offering $1,000 for "an American opera by an Amer

ican composer." The Tribune added that only one American grand opera 

had been performed (Fry's Leonora); all others had been "stolen from 
Europe."

10Krehbiel, p. 172.
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Bull's season opened on 19 February with the New York premiere of 

Verdi's Rigoletto (1851), which featured Mme. Bertucca-Maretzek and Mme. 

Patti-Strakosch in the two leading female roles. The Times review of 

the performance, appearing the following day, included a detailed summary 

of the plot, and stated that the opera received a good reception from the 

audience. The critic felt that the opera's music was not as "charact

eristic of Verdi as one might expect," but "better than some other 
recent music by the composer." The Times review of the opera's second 

performance two days later praised the opera's conductor, proclaiming 

that "there is not a better chef d'orchestre in America than Maretzek."

The new opera company was joined on 28 February by a new contralto, Mme. 

Vestvali, who made her Academy debut in Donizetti's La Favorita. The 

Times, calling her performance a "success rather of promise than of per

fection," suggested that Mme. Vestvali should not have chosen such a 
well-known role for her debut; the writer predicted nevertheless that 
"time, practice, and wholesome criticism will modify her defects."

Bull's attempts at operatic management proved unsuccessful, and

the company closed at the Academy barely two weeks after it had opened.
The Tribune (5 March) included a notice that the company had folded, and
stated that "Ole Bull has no desire to waste money . . . when the return
is hopeless."

The Academy reopened later in March with a company that included 

Vestvali, Bolcioni, and a new tenor, Signor Brignoli, who had made his 

debut at a performance of Luci di Lammermoor benefiting the members of 

Bull "defunct" company. The Times had compared Brignoli favorably with 
Mario and predicted his popularity. Operas performed during this season 

included Donizetti's Maria di Rohan and Lucrezia Borgia, Verdi's Rigoletto,



and, after much preparation and fanfare, the New York premiere of Rossini 

William Tell. It was the preparation of this production that figured in 
the dispute between Fry and the Herald, discussed in Chapter I. On 

Monday, 2 April the Tribune announced a "musical festival" nt the Academy 

of Music the following Saturday, "in reference to Good Friday solemnities 

To be heard at the festival was Fry’s "new manuscript Oratorio, entitled 

Stabat Mater, or the Crucifixion of Christ, with great orchestral and 
choral means, probably several hundred performers." Also on the program 

was to be the premiere of William Tell. On Thursday, 5 April the Tribune 

reported an announcement by President Phalen of the Academy that the per

formance of Fry's new oratorio would be postponed for two weeks, due to 

the need for extra rehearsals for William Tell. The report continued:

We make this explicit statement in order that the non-performance of 
this original American oratorio may not be seized upon by the Satanic 
press as a cause for a fresh, brutal and characteristic attack upon 
Mr. W. H. Fry, such as appeared in the Satanic of Sunday last, in 
which he threatened and warned the management not to produce it, in 
the tone, the composite of the sneak and bully, and said of this yet 
unheard work that "production would disappoint and disgust" every 
person in the house except a box containing the composer's friends.

William Tell made its long-heralded premiere at the Academy on 9 

April. Performed in Italian, the opera was praised by Fry in the Tribune 

as "a marked event for the musical world." Fry pointed out the fact 

that, while this was the work's first performance in New York, it was 
not the American premiere, as had been advertised; the opera's first pro

duction in America was "a touch-and-go peripatetic performance" by "our 
New Orleans friends" (1842; Mattfield reported a performance of the work 

in English at New York's Park Theatre in 1831.H )  The Times critic ex

pressed hope that the elaborate production would signal a reversal in

1ILMattfield, p. 56.
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the fortunes of the fledgling Academy: "there is a tide in the affairs

of opera houses— as well as in the affairs of men— which taken at the 

flood, leads on to fortune. That tide, we hope, has now set in." He 

added that the managers at the Academy "have had adverse luck lately, 

having to contend with Lent and Donizetti." Calling the production 
"elaborate enough to rival any house in Europe," the writer declared 
that "Lent and Donizetti (for a time) are at an end." Fry concurred with 

his colleague at the Times in the assertion that the Academy's production 
of William Tell had boosted the progress of opera in America, and called 

the progress "rapid," and equal to the "splendor in the forces and facil

ities in Paris." Both critics included in their reviews a discussion of 

the history of William Tell and a summary of Rossini's life. In addition, 

Fry offered a brief discourse on French operatic history from the time of 

Lully. He also discussed the "War of the Buffoons," and expressed a 

preference for the operas of Piccini over those of Gluck. Fry then 
pointed out that William Tell was originally a French opera, and called 

Rossini's music a "compromise of the two schools." Discussing the polit
ical overtones of the story, the Times reviewer stated that it was "odd

that such 'Republican' a work should be shelved so long in the United 
States."

Regarding the performance of William Tell, the Times declared a 
triumph, praising the conductor, Maretzek, and stating that it was rarely

that an opera was "so perfectly and forcibly given" on a first performance.

He concluded by proclaiming that "if William Tell doesn't attract large 
houses, musical taste in New York is a sham." Fry praised the perform

ance, commenting on the elaborate staging. But alluding to the numbers 
of New York "Society" that were present, he added that "the spectacle
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was not confined to the stage." Fry also discussed the musical aspects 

of Rossini’s work. Beginning with the overture, he proclaimed that as 

"descriptive or suggestive" music, the "Storm movement" was "very bad, 

as great a botch as the storm music in Beethoven's Sixth Symphony." Fry 

briefly described and discussed each musical number in the opera, and 
cited as characteristics of William Tell Rossini’s "vigor in dramatic 

treatment and accurate local coloring." He then raised the question 

as to whether music should be "beautiful or true"; by "true," he ex

plained that he meant "dramatic." Fry differentiated becween the two 

"ideals" by describing "dramatic" music as not being "bound by forms," 
or "eight-bar phrases, proper modulations, etc. . . . Beautiful music in

sists on this as necessary." Fry then concluded that William Tell con
tained both "beautiful and dramatic" music.

The success of Rossini's opera exceeded all expectations. Announc

ing the opera's fourth performance that evening, the Times (16 April) 
stated that 17,000 persons had already seen the opera since it opened. 

Meanwhile, Fry’s postponed oratorio had been rescheduled to be presented 

on 19 April, and was advertised in the Tribune daily through 18 April.

On the day of the performance, the Tribune printed an announcement that 

Fry’s work would not be performed, although the performers had been "la
boriously occupied for ten days past." The announcement added that the 

performers involved must now begin rehearsal for the premiere of Verdi's 
II Trovatore. The following day (20 April) the Tribune printed a letter 

from Fry, addressed to the editor of the Tribune. Fry discussed the reason 
why his oratorio was "suppressed" from performance at the Academy, and 
placed the blame on the Herald, "whose support the Academy desires to main
tain," for refusing to advertise the work "and all works bearing his name."
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The Times the same day commented on the controversy, siding with Fry, 

and stating that the Academy managers "tried all they could to drive 

Mr. Fry from the building in digust . . .  at present it seems that the 
Herald is the manager of opera." The Preisdent of the Academy, James 

Phalen, responded to Fry's charges in a letter to the Tribune the fol
lowing day. Phalen argued that the cancellation of the performance of 
Fry's work was the action of the Management Committee and that Fry had 

"no right" to single Phalen out for his "undeserved attacks." According 
to Phalen, the "artistes, chorus, and orchestra complained of the peculiar 

nature of the music." He stated that "whether owing to the character of 

the music, the impatient temper of Mr. Fry, or the extreme fatigue of the 
artists [following the production of William Tell] the matter went on so 
slowly" that the committee eventually decided to cancel the performance. 

Phalen also added that, contrary to Fry's assertion regarding the Herald, 
that newspaper did in fact advertise the performance of the Stabat Mater. 
(JJpton reported in his biography of Fry that the Herald advertisements 

for the performance appeared as late as 12 April, but that there was no 
mention of the program after that date.^-^) Fry, apparently not content 

to let the matter rest, published a "rejoinder to Mr. Phalen" in the 
following edition of the Tribune (23 April). The rejoinder listed Phalen's 
statements one by one, giving Fry's side to each of Phalen's charges.

The conflict between Fry and the Academy apparently lay unresolved, 

and Fry's oratorio remained unperformed. Although there was no further 
reference to the dispute in the columns of the Tribune, a virtual boycott 

of performances at the Academy by that paper continued for nearly a month

"'■̂ Upton, p. 152.
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following the conflict. The Academy presented an important premiere on 

2 May, when the company produced Verdi's II Trovatore (1853) for the 

first time in America, but there was no mention of the performance in 
the Tribune. Whereas the Tribune ignored the premiere, the review of 

Verdi's latest opera made the front page of the Times (3 May). The 
Times critic cited the great success of the work in Paris "and where- 
ever else performed," and predicted, on the basis of "the popular, rhyth

mic character of the music, and its reception last night," a similar 
result in New York. In discussing the plot of the opera, the reviewer 
stated that the "first essential of an Italian libretto is to have two 

persons in love with the same woman, one a rugged basso, or baritone, the 

other a tender languishing tenor . . . The lady is of course an inevitable 
Leonora— that name being generic for most sopranos." The writer added 

that the story of the opera "deals largely in horrors, having in this 

respect at least an equal advantage with 'Rigoletto'." In discussing 
Verdi's music as relative to the plot of the opera, the critic declared:

Signor Verdi always becomes cheerful under such influences. He does 
not thrill you with the heightening intensity of his music, but 
rather tries to subdue the harsh suggestions of the plot. After a 
small amount of decent seriousness he loses sight of the catastrophe 
that provoked it and becomes hilarious. Like Turner, the landscape 
painter, he prefers light to shade, and has a mortal aversion to any
thing black.

Verdi's work was also compared to French opera; the lack of any 

"purely dramatic situations" in II Trovatore resulted in "very little 

demand for the concentrativeness of the modern French school." To the 

reviewer, the best act of the opera, both dramatically and musically, was 
the fourth, the opening scene of which displayed "a masterly command of 

resources." Verdi's use of a "monotonous deathbell" in the scene was 
praised by the critic, but the bell used in the opening performance was
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"Anvil Chorus" in the second act, the reviewer wrote that it was written 

in a "popular Auber-ish vein, and will always be a favorite." However, 

he admonished the "hammerers" to "pay a little more attention to the 

rhythm of the music." It was also noted that in II Trovatore Verdi 

borrowed from earlier works, particularly Rigoletto, but the reviewer 

detected a change in Verdi's music, especially in the second and fourth 

acts, portions of which "indicate not only a transition but a progress. 

The early peculiarities which gave this composer so many enemies . . . 
are evidently being abandoned for something of a purer if not more vig

orous character." Again referring to French opera, the critic attributed 
this change to "the French school," whose influence on Verdi "will prob

ably caluminate [sic] in the work he is now preparing for the Parisians 

[I Vespri siciliani, performed 13 June 1855]. It seems to us that 
'Trovatore' thus far is the most 'Frenchey' opera he has yet produced." 
The cast of II Trovatore, some members of which had been beset by 

"indisposition" as well as a short rehearsal period, received overall 
praise from the critic. Signora Steffanone as Leonora was "as usual 

enjoyable, although sometimes faulty." Signora Vestvali's performance 

of Azucena was praised for its "dramatic interest," but the contralto 

was criticized for "so many breaks" in her voice and her "lack of skill 

in covering them." Of the male leads, Signor Amodio, whose performance 

of the Count served as his New York debut, generated the greatest praise 

from the critic. Other members of the cast included Signor Brignoli as 
Manrico and Signor Rocco as Ferrando. Conductor Maretzek was congrat

ulated for his "promptness and industry," and the chorus was also prais

ed, although the critic regarded the singers as "too timid."
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Despite the success of II Trovatore, the Times announced (7 May) 

that the opera would be withdrawn after that evening's performance (the 

opera's third hearing) in order that a new opera troupe, starring Mme.

Anna La Grange, could take over the Academy of Music. The soprano made

her New York debut in The Barber of Seville on 8 May; the Times the fol

lowing morning described the performance as "brilliant and encouraging."

Of the new prima donna, the Times critic wrote that she "belongs exclu

sively, we should imagine, to a past school of French culture." He added

that the characteristics of her style included "brilliant execution and

nicety of phrasing . . .. everything is finished and perfect— soft and 
flute-like. She does not suggest fire— but water." The only objection 

the critic found concerning Mme. La Grange's execution was her "alarming 

way of throwing her head about while singing, which suggests nothing but 

a fevered pillow, and is not otherwise bewitching." Two extraneous pieces 

were introduced in The Barber of Seville, according to the Times writer. 

One of them, apparently performed during the "music-lesson scene," was a 

"Hungarian melody" by Eckert, described as "exact, brilliant and fault

less." The other composition introduced in the opera was "a waltz by 
Mme. La Grange herself, and sung with astonishing facility notwithstanding 

the recurrence of rapid staccato passages, and runs of skyward tendency." 

The critic condemned the substitution of Mme. La Grange's waltz for the 
original finale, and claimed, rather cryptically, that the occasion 
covered a "multitude of sins."

In spite of a "brilliant" opening, the new troupe soon found itself 

embroiled in a controversy involving its management and that of the Acad
emy's regular opera troupe, the two of which had attempted a merger prior 

to La Grange's debut. The Times wrote of this merger in an article
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appearing on 11 May. "For real active animosity, bitterness, and in

trigue," the column began, "there is nothing in the world like a 

coalition— whether it be a coalition Cabinet, a coalition kitchen, or 

a coalition Opera Company." The writer continued by stating that "low 

cunning and petty intrigue have begun their work of inevitable destruc
tion . . . It is, from beginning to end, a disreputable intrigue."

The conflict between the two managements continued for more than a 

week; a Times review of a performance of II Trovatore by the Academy's 
resident company (14 May) reported that the dispute remained unresolved 

and that the Academy would temporarily be closed. Five days later, the 

Times reported that the conflict was resolved. La Grange's troupe would 

remain at the Academy and the other company would travel to Boston to 

perform a season of opera there. La Grange's first production on the 
reopening of the Academy was Lucia di Lammermoor (21 May), which was re

corded in both the Times and the Tribune the following morning. This 

was the first report of an Academy performance in the Tribune for more 
than a month. The Tribune noted that the Academy was now under a new 

manager, Mr. Paine, and praised the new company's performance of 

Donizetti's "threadbare" opera. La Grange's company remained at the 
Academy until 8 June; operas performed during the company's stay in
cluded Emani, Norma, and the "relatively unhackneyed" I Puritani, The 

Times (.5 June) called the story of I Puritani "more interesting to 

Americans than the blood-and-thunder legends of the modern Italian li
brettists."

On 11 June New Yorkers welcomed back the Academy's resident troupe 

for another performance of II Trovatore. The following morning the Times 
reported a "growing disposition of the public for a well organized
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Operatic Company, in preference to a thin 'star' one" (an obvious ref

erence to the La Grange troupe). The present campaign by the resident 

company was brief, and only three other.performances were reported, all 

in the Times. One of them, a performance of operatic excerpts benefiting 

Signora Vestvali, included an act from Romeo e Giulietta (1825) by Nicola 

Vaccai (1790-1848). Of the composer, a pupil of Paisiello, the Times 

critic (16 June) wrote that after composing five or six operas, Vaccai 
had turned to teaching. The reviewer congratulated Vaccai on his "excel

lent judgment in abandoning the pen."
The next performance by the company featured the debut of Miss 

Eliza Hensler (1836-1929), a young American soprano who had recently re

turned from a successful tour of Europe. Daughter of a Boston tailor,

Miss Hensler was the first American opera singer to make a debut at the 
Academy of Music, as well as one of the first Americans to create a sen

sation in Europe. The young soprano, who chose Donizetti's Linda di 
Chamounix for her debut, was applauded "with encouraging gallantry" on 

her appearance, according to the Times (16 June). The critic praised 

Miss Hensler's voice as "sympathetic and sweet," and predicted that, "with 

practice and study," she would "eventually take a high rank among eminent 

sopranos."

The final performance by the Academy troupe included the first three 

acts of Auber's Masaniello, an act of Donizetti's Linda di Chamounix, as 
well as a scene from Don Bucephalo (1847), an opera by Antonio Cagnoni 
(1828-96). The program benefited the company's conductor, Maretzek, who 

was the subject of an article in the Times (16 June). The article an
nounced the forthcoming performance and traced Maretzek's career in 

America. Referring to the impresario as "hero of nineteen opera cam
paigns," and "the defender of popular liberty against Austrian oppression,"
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the writer discussed the "vicissitudes" of Maretzek's career in New York, 

and stated that "seven years ago he landed in America with nothing but 

talent and a wooden baton. Today he has nothing but talent and a wooden 
baton. In the interval he has made and lost several fortunes." The 

critic expressed his hope that a "crowded attendance" would be present 

for the benefit.
Following the departure of Maretzek's troupe, the Academy again 

hosted La Grange's company, for an equally brief campaign; this was the 
final series of performances before the Academy closed its doors for the 

duration of the summer. The brief series was noteworthy only for its 

last performance, Don Giovanni (27 June). In his review of the perform

ance, the Times critic the following morning lamented the fact that 

Mozart's opera had been reserved for the final performance, and added 

that he felt the opera was "better adapted to the powers of the La Grange 

troupe than many of its flimsy predecessors." Critics in the Times and 

Tribune differed in their assessments of the popularity of Don Giovanni. 

The Times writer found it "peculiar" that the opera "always draws a large 
crowd, but is seldom given." The reviewer from the Tribune, Fry, stated 

on the other hand, that although Don Giovanni was a favorite with critics, 

it was not in New York a "piece de resistance." He added that it could 
only be performed once "every year or two to draw an audience." The opera 
was received "coldly" at the previous evening's performance, according to 

Fry; "even Act One ended without a hand being raised." Fry pointed out 
the fact that singers "dislike" singing it because "it is not a crowd- 

pleaser." He admonished the public to "look at the undercurrents, the 
quiet truths of declamation . . . and the value of the orchestra . . .  as
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well as the opera's points and hits." Both critics praised the cast, 

which included Devries and Seidenburg, as well as La Grange.
Following the summer hiatus, the fall campaign at the Academy of

Music began on 1 October with II Trovatore, starring La Grange, now a

member of the Academy's troupe. The Times critic (2 October) stated 

that the "delicate beauty" of La Grange's voice was "altogether too 

feeble to struggle with the masculine vocalistics" of Verdi's score.

The French prima donna was heard to better advantage in Linda di 

Chamounix, the Academy's next production (3 October).
Fry, writing the review in the Tribune the following day, took the 

occasion to discuss some of his feelings regarding the importance of 

melody in composition. He declared that "a comfortable theory is now 

enounced, with greater fervor than in Gluck's time, that melody is sec

ondary to musico-dramatic truth. If this be so, composers of the future 
will have an easy time, for the composers of the present day may be as 

dramatic as they choose, but if they fail in melody— pure and simple—  

their works fail on the stage." Fry cited two examples, Rigoletto and 

II Trovatore, as "deficient" in "salient melodies," and stated that it 

was "useless to produce operas which may be regarded as masterpieces

but which don't draw the public."

The Times critic addressed himself to the same topic in a review 

of the Academy's performance of La Sonnambula (25 October). The writer's 

approach to the subject of melody was somewhat more light-hearted and 

less earnest, however. Regarding Bellini's opera, the critic wrote that 

"the sweeter the music, the more seldom one ought to enjoy it," and 
called the work "a whole feast of nothing but sweets— a real fruit fes
tival, with an abundance of the most juicy specimens of Italian ripeness."
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Referring to La Sonnambula as an "embarras de richesse," the reviewer 

concluded that a "little less melody, a little less sentiment and sweet

ness, and we could enjoy the work much more."
Other notable performances at the Academy during the fall season 

included Eliza Hensler in Auber's Masaniello (12 October); a revival of 

Meyerbeer's Le Prophe te (5 November); Rossini's Semiramide (22 November), 

featuring the debut of a new contralto, Mme. Nantier Didiee, who was 

compared favorably to Alboni in the Times (23 November); and The Barber 
of Seville (13 December). Throughout the fall campaign, the Academy again 
suffered from poor attendance. This was attributed in part to the espe

cially rainy weather New York was suffering that autumn, as well as to 

competition from the illustrious French tragedienne, Mile. Rachel, who 
was currently in New York for a series of performances of French drama. 

Academy audiences had the opportunity of seeing Mile. Rachel onstage 

when she appeared in a benefit for Mme. La Grange on 18 November.
Rachel was returning the compliment the French soprano had bestowed by 

appearing in Rachel's benefit earlier. The performance took place on 18 

November, and featured La Grange in Act One of I Puritani, followed by 

Rachel and company in a French tragedy. The Times the following morning 

reported "a novel and highly pleasing feature— the sight of a full house." 

The Tribune stated that "ordinary declamation" seemed pale "after the 
flood of delicious sounds," and discussed the superiority of opera over 
spoken tragedy.

Don Giovanni, the opera that had closed the Academy for the summer, 

was also chosen as the final work of the fall season. Its performance 
occurred on 4 January 1856. The Times again referred to the opera's pop
ularity with New Yorkers, and reported that the opera was "well received"
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by a very large house. The critic cited "the lavish display of artistic 

resources" by the cast, but complained that "dramatic force" was "de

ficient." In the Tribune, Fry repeated his criticism of Mozart's work 

as "old-fashioned . . . chiefly as regards the pitch of the male voices," 

as well as "the nature of the climax, and the accent and form of the 

vocal pieces." He also took the opportunity to comment on the season 
just ended, listing the operas and the number of times each one was per

formed. This list is presented in Table 1. The season was described as 

"satisfactory as a whole," but Fry criticized opera managers "as a class" 
for doing an "unsteady, unsafe, unprofitable business." The opera stars' 

salaries were condemned as well. The prima donna (La Grange) and the 

"First Tenor" (Brignoli) each received $3,600 per month; this was three 
times the "normal rate" for those positions, according to Fry.

TABLE 1
OPERAS PERFORMED DURING THE 1856 FALL SEASON 

AT THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Number of
Opera Composer Performances

11 Profeta (Le Prophete) Meyerbeer 9
11 Trovatore Verdi 8
Linda di Chamounix Donizetti 4
Masaniello Auber 4
Norma Bellini 4
Semiramide Rossini 3
La Sonnambula Bellini 3
Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti 3
I Puritani Bellini 2
The Barber of Seville Rossini 2
La Favorita Donizetti 2
Don Giovanni Mozart 1



Following the end of the fall season, the Academy remained closed 

until 12 March 1856, when the resident company began its spring season 

with a performance of II Trovatore. A "brilliant crowd" was in atten

dance to hear the debut of a new American singer, Miss Adelaide Phillipps 
(1833-82), in the mezzo-soprano role of Azucena. Unfortunately, much to 

the displeasure of the audience, according to the Tribune (14 March),

Miss Phillipps did not appear, due to illiness. Regarding the brilliance 
of the opening-night audience, the Times (13 March) announced that "Ital

ian opera is a necessity of civilized life . . . Where can you find a 

fashion plate vitalized, except there?" The next performance at the 

Academy was Lucrezia Borgia (14 March), which was substituted for the 

scheduled Norma, owing to the "indisposition" of Miss Hensler, as well 

as to the continued illness of Miss Phillipps. The Times (17 March) 
stated that "American prima donni [sic] seem to be more affected by the 

weather than European artists," and praised La Grange, for her last-minute 

assistance. Concerning Donizetti's work, Fry wrote in the Tribune (same 

date) that the novelty of the work lay in the "declamatory excellence” 
of the tenor. He then launched into a discourse on the evolution of the 

Italian tenor, citing Bellini's II Pirata in 1827 as the "first opera 
written to elicit the vocal powers" of a particular tenor, in this in

stance Giovanni-Battista Rubini, "the first tenor of the world" at that 
time. According to Fry, II Pirata paved the way for Donizetti's Lucia 

di Lammermoor, composed for another famous tenor, Gilbert-Louis Duprez. 

This new style of composition was "based on a certain philosophy of 

melody viewed as representative of an oratorical statement." Fry de

scribed the style as one "in which the voice and the musical orator are 
entirely dominant over the orchestra, and in which melody, besides
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rejecting floridity, has particular accent in its harmonic relations.

These operas drew tears where other operas, ranging higher as classics, 

excite tamer emotions or set to work the colder mental operations of the 

hearer."
Miss Phillipps, recovered from her illness, made her Academy debut 

on 17 March in II Trovatore. The Tribune (18 March) praised the excel

lence of her voice and her good intonation, and stated that she had been 

trained in the "Italian" method. Born in England, Miss Phillipps was 

brought to America at age seven, and settled with her family in Boston.

In 1850 she sang for Jenny Lind, who presented her with a thousand dol

lars and a letter of introduction to Miss Lind's teacher, Manuel Garcia 

of London, son of the first impresario to bring Italian opera to New 
York. Miss Phillipps also studied in Italy, where she made her debut in 

November 1853. Throughout her stay in Italy, which lasted until the 

summer of 1855, she was billed as Signorina Fillippi.
On 24 March the Academy presented the world premiere of a new 

"American" opera, La Spia, composed by the conductor Luigi Arditi. Based 
on The Spy, a novel by James Fennimore Cooper, Signor Arditi’s opera was 

the "fourth original opera produced in America," according to the Times 
(25 March). The Times article listed the others as "Mr. Fry's Leonora,

Mr. Strakosch's Giovanni di Napoli, and Mr. Bristow's Rip Van Winkle."

Fry asserted in the Tribune (26 March) that La Spia could not actually 

be considered an "American opera" since its composer was not American, 

"either native or by adoption." Tacitly referring to his own work, 
Leonora, Fry added that "grand operas . . . written in America twenty 

years ago" had not yet been heard in New York, "due to the lack of lib

erality of opera managers." Concerning the merits of Arditi's opera,



the Times praised the libretto and cited the "choral writing" as the best 

music in the opera. The "instrumentation" was considered "generally good 

reflecting the "influence of Verdi." The writer also criticized the use 

of Hail, Columbia in the opera's finale; he stated (incorrectly) that 

this represented an anachronism, since the tune had not yet been composed 

when Cooper's novel was written. Fry praised the cast, orchestra, and 

set design, but refrained from a "musical analysis" of the work because 

he had not had the opportunity to peruse the score. Following the opera' 

third performance, Fry (29 March) expressed his "further" satisfaction of 

La Spia, and again took the occasion to discuss his opinions on operatic 

composition. He stated that in one sense, the "best composer" was the 

"best plagiarist," and added that he (the composer) "must keep up with 

the age but not compose for the future.” Fry cited as an example Mozart, 

who "took the cantibile of the Italian song, the harmony of the Italian 

church, the dramatic discoveries of Gluck, and the fugues of Bach and

Handel, and added all their good points to his own."

Mozart's Don Giovanni closed the spring season at the Academy on 

7 April. The Times (8 April) noted that it was becoming "fashionable" 

to give the opera as the "finale of the season." The performance was 

"generally satisfactory" but "not remarkably excellent," according to 

the Times critic.
The Academy remained closed for only a short time following the 

final performance of Mr. Paine's management; on 15 April the opera house 

reopened under the management of Maretzek, but with the same company of

singers as before. The troupe's selection for opening night was Eraani,

"the best of Verdi's operas," in the opinion of the Tribune critic 

(23 April). The only novelty of Maretzek's season, which lasted until 2



June, was the performance of Flotow's Martha, in German, on 26 April.

This was "the first creditable attempt at German opera" at the Academy, 

wrote the critic in the Times (28 April). That newspaper reported that 

"Germany crowded the house from pit to dome;" the Tribune (same day) de
scribed the crowd, "if not so showy and elegant," as "no less intelligent. 

Mme. La Grange sang the leading role and was praised in the Times for 

her "delightful interpretation." Flotow's work was again heard on 3 May, 

and on 10 May the Germans took over the Academy to witness a revival of 
Per Freischutz. The Times critic (13 May) was less than enthusiastic 
about the revival, stating that "this purely German opera (let us.be 

thankful that it is the only purely German opera) has been revived so 

often that it is difficult to be interested in any spasmodic vitality it 

displays." Declaring that Weber's ideas "are growing old," the reviewer 

stated: "the only recommendation now for the opera is its exclusively

romantic and admirable instrumentation."
The only other performance of interest during Maretzek's season was 

another revival, that of Verdi's Luisa Miller (23 May), last heard in 

1854 at Castle Garden (see Chapter II), The critics in the Times and 
Tribune differed in their estimates of the opera's worth; the Times re

viewer (26 May) described it as "fresh and charming," while the Tribune
critic proclaimed that he could see no need for the work's revival. He

called Verdi a "man of genius," but described his opera as "a mess,"
which contained "not enough good music in the whole opera to occupy a 
half of one work."

Two operas had their premieres at the Academy of Music in the fall 

of 1856; Meyerbeer's L'Etoile du nord (1850), which was first heard in 
New York on 24 September, and Verdi's La Traviata (1853), the American
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premiere of which occurred on 3 December. Meyerbeer's opera, which had 

received its first American presentation in 1850 in New Orleans, was per

formed at the Academy in Italian as La Stella del nord. The work was de

scribed in the Times (29 September) as "the most remarkable opera of the 

age." The Tribune (25 September) noted that the opera was "not especially 

fluent in popular melodies," but that it did contain some "charming bits." 
The writer, Fry, added that while Meyerbeer was often regarded as German, 

his style "is eclectic"; Meyerbeer "turned to Italy for melody and to 

France for melo-dramatic coloring." His German traits included his "powers 

of analysis and thoughtful care" in composition. L'Etoile du nord re
ceived four performances at the Academy, and ended Maretzek's brief sea

son at the Academy on 30 September.
The Academy was opened for a "second fall season" on 10 November, 

with the performance of II Trovatore, starring La Grange. The Times (11 

November) announced that a new conductor, Mr. Kreutzer, "took the baton" 

at the performance. Before he could begin, however, the audience "shouted 

demanding Maretzek," who was finally forced to step in and take over the 

orchestra. "The position of affairs at the Academy is very curious," 

wrote the Times critic. The company later performed Meyerbeer's L'Etoile 

du nord (14 November). The Times reviewer stated the following morning 

that Meyerbeer's music "does not take a fast hold on the public"; he de
scribed it as an "acquired taste— like olives and tomatoes and other 
wholesome things." The writer added, however, that the opera was "cer

tainly his [Meyerbeer’s] best work," but expressed his doubt that it 
would ever be as popular as II Trovatore.

In reporting the premiere of La Traviata, the Times (4 December) 
announced, tongue-in-cheek, the "complete and humiliating success" of
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Verdi's "improper opera." The writer continued: "A moralist viewing

the spectacle of keen enjoyment perceptible in the house could have none 

but the saddest apprehensions for the future prosperity of the audience, 

which entered the wicked spirit of the play with the greatest possible 

delight." The reviewer then gave his own opinion of La Traviata. call

ing it "charming," the music "fluent and easy, . . . filled with senti
ment and passion, and eminently natural and simple." The first act was 

considered the strongest, musically, its melody "perfectly champagney."

He summed up his impressions of the piece by stating that, "judged as 
a whole, the 'Traviata' will not perhaps add to Verdi's reputation," 
but it was, nevertheless, a "charming little serious opera." The cast, 
headed by La Grange, was commended for the production, which, according 

to the writer, was only in rehearsal for one week. Verdi's opera was 

regarded less favorably by Tribune critic Fry (5 December). Fry stated 

that although the opera contained "fine passages" and "some exceedingly 

well-worked-up progressions," it could not "measure lengths" with other 

works by Verdi. He felt that, in comparison with Meyerbeer's L'Etoile 

du nord, the Verdi composition showed a "curious contrast of hasty de
tail." Fry also included a discussion of the importance of melody:
"Given a certain number of memorable melodies . . . capable of standing 

alone . . . the best part of a composer's work is done . . .  An opera 
which does not please the public is practically good for nothing. It 
has no merit silent, on paper, it is made for use."

Following its engagement at the Academy of Music, Maretzek's com
pany departed for a tour to Havana, where it remained until the follow
ing spring. The Academy was again reopened in January, with a company 

managed by Maurice Strakosch and featuring Mile. Parodi as its prima



donna. In announcing the new company, the Times (15 January) declared 

that Mile. Parodi had "no equal in certain roles," and cited Lucrezia 
Borgia as one of her greatest successes. The Strakosch troupe remained 

at the Academy of Music until 13 February. Although no new operas were 

produced, Strakosch presented a new singer, Mme. Cora de Wilhorst, whose 

performance in Lucia di Lammermoor was judged an "equivocal success" in 

the Tribune (30 January). The newspaper's review added that "being 

American made the soprano's reception even greater." Following the 

company's final performance, II Trovatore, on 13 February, Fry, writing 
in the Tribune, had some harsh words for the singers. He cautioned 

them not to "butcher the music with interpolations or alterations."
The critic continued: "A melody— an inspiration— the effluence of

genius— cannot be altered by a hair's breadth. All the Italian singers 

ruin more or less the melodies of the composers." Declaring that many 
Italian opera singers "lack perception," he added: "talent isn't genius.

A second brief season by the Strakosch troupe began at the Academy 
on 23 February, with a performance of "the chronically assailed Lucia" 

(Tribune, 24 February). The only noteworthy performance of the series 

took place on the final night of the season, 20 March, when Don Giovanni 

was presented to a "densely packed house." The great attraction of the 
evening was not the opera, however, but the appearance of the eminent 

pianist, Sigismond Thalberg, who was currently performing in New York. 

Thalberg appeared between the first and second acts, playing a fantasy 
on Donizetti's L'Elisir d'amore and variations on Home, Sweet Home.

The next report of an opera performance at the Academy of Music 

appeared in the Times (22 May), which announced, rather belatedly, that 
a "brief season" had begun the previous Monday (18 May). Maretzek had
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returned from Havana and was again managing the Academy. The opera, 

Donizetti's Daughter of the Regiment, featured a "novelty," Mile. Aldini, 

who sang the tenor role in the opera. In addition, the "Liberty Duet" 

from I Puritani was performed between acts of the opera. The Times re
ported two interesting performances on 4 June and 6 June. The program 

reviewed on 4 June included II Trovatore, which was preceded by a "little 
English comedy" and followed by a French vaudeville, performed by a com

pany from New Orleans. The same format was followed at the next perform

ance (reported 6 June), which benefited Maretzek. The Times reported 

that the presentation, in which La Traviata was substituted for II 

Trovatore, was a "bumper" for Maretzek.
The summer of 1857 was an exceptionally busy one at the Academy of 

Music. In reporting the opening opera performance of 29 June, the Times 

(30 June) wrote that "a summer season of Italian opera is dangerous, but 
the opening last night seemed to offer success." Mme. La Grange, who 

appeared in I Puritani, was welcomed back as "one of the few truly great

singers in the world." A week later, the Tribune (8 July) praised La
Grange and her new conductor, Sig. Torriani. On 11 July, the newspaper 
commented on the "unusual success" of the summer season, and declared

that a "fuller house than last night" had never been seen at the Acad
emy. The writer then explained that the audience consisted mainly of 

"sojourners and visitors to the city."
In August, the Academy was the scene for a series of "promenade 

concerts," promoted by "Mr. Stuart and Mr. Boucicault" (Tribune 17 
August). The program featured an orchestra of 120, plus a "cathedral 

organ," and included seven vocal and four instrumental pieces. The out

standing composition of this group, in the opinion of the Tribune
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the performers were joined by the "eminent English violinist," Mr. Henry 

Cooper. In reporting the violinist's American debut, the Tribune (18 

August) exclaimed that Mr. Cooper exhibited a "rare gift," namely, "pas

sionate humanity"; the writer described Mr. Cooper as a "linguist without 

words."
On 2 September, the Times and Tribune both reported conflicts be

tween rival opera managers Maretzek and Ullman concerning occupation of 

the Academy of Music. The Times declared that operatic matters were 
"never in worse condition." The conflict resolved, opera returned to 

the Academy on 7 September with a new company, under the management of 

Ullman. The Tribune (8 September) reported that the Academy of Music 

was "amply and splendidly filled" for the performance of La Sonnambula, 

which featured three new singers, Mme. Frezzolini, Mr. Labecetta, and 

Mr. Gassier, as well as a new conductor, Mr. Carl Anschutz. Mme. Frez
zolini, the new prima donna, was described in the Times as a "true 

artiste," but the Tribune stated that her voice had been "injured" by 

singing "in the ultra-declamatory school of the past few years." The 
company presented nothing in the way of novelty until 21 September, 

when it produced Donizetti's L'Elisir d'amore. Citing the performance as 
well cast, the Tribune described the music as "very fluent and elegant," 
and stated that "comic opera was a relief amid the siege of stiletto 

and poison." Referring to comic opera's lack of popularity among New 

York, audiences, the writer declared that "Italian comic opera demands 

too much knowledge of the language to be as popular as serious opera."
In addition to presenting opera at the Academy during the 1857 

fall season, Ullman began a series of miscellaneous "Sacred concerts"
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held on Sunday evenings. These programs usually consisted of operatic 

selections, orchestral works, instrumental pieces, and choral compo
sitions. For example, the program for 4 October included the Beethoven 

Pastoral Symphony and Rossini's Stabat Mater, as well as various operatic 

arias and ensembles, performed by Academy company members. The Stabat 

Mater was repeated the following Sunday, with Mozart's Jupiter Symphony 

replacing the Beethoven work. A concert on 8 November featured Beetho

ven's Fifth Symphony, choral selections from five oratorios, as well as 

violin solos performed by Henri Vieuxtemps, who was touring the United 

States at this time.

Several other opera singers were presented to New York audiences 

for the first time during the fall of 1857. Among them was Sig. Taffanelli, 

whose performance of the title role in Rigoletto during the second series 

of fall performances was reviewed in the Times of 5 November; the critic 
praised the baritone's singing, but called him a "stick," dramatically 
Later that month three other Italian singers made their Academy debuts.

On 11 November Mme. D'Angri, Sig. Brignardi, and Sig. Ardavani joined 
with La Grange in a performance of II Trovatore. Mme. D'Angri was praised 

in the Tribune the following morning as the "best Azucena ever heard" in 
New York. The two gentlemen did not rank so highly in the Tribune's 

estimation.
On 21 November, the Times announced the closing of the current opera 

season and the opening of yet another one the following week. "How many 
times we have to write the same words," the critic complained. The chief 

interest in the new series of performances, this season under the man

agement of Ullman, was the American debut of Carl Formes, the famous 
German bass. Herr Formes made his debut on 30 November in Meyerbeer's
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Robert le Diable. The performance was praised in the Times (1 December) 

as "admirable in every respect." The review reported that the evening's 

receipt of $4,000 was the largest amount ever taken in at the Academy 

for a single evening. Herr Formes proved to be a popular acquisition 

for the Academy; he performed Robert le Diable there until 15 December.

The Tribune (16 December) praised Formes and discussed the bass voice in 

general, stating that composers should write more hero's roles for the 

voice, which had "more scope" than the tenor voice. The writer added 
that because of "his appearance," Formes would be well suited to portray 

hero's parts.
The year 1857 ended at the Academy with a rare performance of Bee

thoven's Fidelio. The Tribune (1 January 1858) announced a "thin audience" 
at the opera's performance the previous evening, due to bad weather. The 

review's author, Fry, declared that Beethoven's opera was "highly wrought" 
instrumentally, and that it contained "noble hits." However, he criti

cized the plot as a "major defect" of the work; "only one ignorant of 

stage requirements and effects would have chosen such a theme." The 
critic added that the lack of "one brilliant scene" and the appearance 

of a woman in man's clothes were "bad for effect . . . The audience will 

yawn every time the opera is played."

The next noteworthy performance at the Academy was a revival of 
Rossini's L'ltaliana in Algieri (.1813), which was produced on 8 January 
1858 and featured Mme. D'Angri in the leading role. The Times (9 January) 
praised Rossini's music, but described the story as "excessively poor."
The critic added that the opera was composed "when Rossini was more in

ventive, as opposed to his later years when laziness induced him to go 
over the same ground more carefully and gather the wild fruits which he



had wantonly scattered." The performance at the Academy was described 

as "excellently plaj^ed in all respects," despite the fact that all but 
three male members of the chorus struck in protest for higher pay im

mediately prior to the performance. Fry's review of the opera (11 Jan

uary) focused on the risks opera managers faced in producing revivals 

or new works. The Tribune critic added that the desire of the New York 

public appeared to be "how many operas they can gulp down in one season. 

A word of praise was also bestowed on Rossini, whose "variety and univer 

sality of genius" was declared unsurpassed among "all of the musico- 

dramatic writers." Fry also discussed the strike by the chorus members, 
and printed a statement by manager Ullman, in which the impresario de
clared his intention to obtain "a fresh chorus" from the Liederkranz 

Society, with that organization's conductor, Mr. Paur, in charge.

For the first time at the Academy, Mozart's Don Giovanni received 
more than one performance during a season; the opera was heard on 15,

18, and 20 January, the final performance of the season. Although no 
further reference to the striking chorus appeared in the newspapers, the 

Times (.16 January), praised the Liederkranz Society, which sang "with 
better evidence of musical training than we are accustomed to hear in 

an Italian opera house." Following the second performance of Don 

Giovanni, the Tribune (19 January) described the production as "more 
elaborate" than any "the composer was ever permitted to see." Declar

ing that composing for an Italian-language libretto was much easier 
hecause of the "flow of the language," Fry condemned da Ponte as "not 
a worthy poet" for Mozart. The reviewer criticized the plot construc

tion, particularly the "murder so early in the first act, after which 
there was no climax for the remainder of the act." The bass trio was
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cited as "beautifully written," but was criticized for its lack of "color 

contrast." Fry also denounced several aspects of the opera's character 

development, including both that of the tenor, whom he described as "a 
stick," and the part of Don Giovanni, whose role Fry called "disgusting." 

It was also noted that the music for the role of Zerlina was transposed 

down for D'Angri.
In reviewing the final performance of Don Giovanni, which closed 

the season on 20 January, the Times gave a brief summary of the season, 

and listed the operas produced. A perusal of the works performed during 
the season reveals a trend toward more operas by Verdi. In the fifty- 

four performances at the Academy that season, Verdi led the list with 

four operas, II Trovatore, La Traviata, Rigoletto, and Ernani; Bellini 

contributed La Sonnambula, Norma, and I Puritani; Rossini, The Barber of 

Seville, Semiramide, and L'ltaliana in Algieri; Donizetti, Lucrezia 
Borgia, L'Elislr d'amore, and Lucia di Lammermoor; Flotow, Martha; 
Beethoven, Fidelio; Meyerbeer, Robert le Diable; and Mozart, Don Giovanni.

The 1858 spring season opened at the Academy on 22 February with 

La Grange in I Puritani; Ullman was again command of the troupe. In 
announcing the forthcoming season, Fry (Tribune, 22 February) discussed 

the "beauty of Italian melody" and the "unquestioned superiority” of 

that school of singing, to which he credited the "triumph of Italian 

opera." This, he added, "despite the frequent misplaced style of the 
music and the often deficient characterization. Audiences will pardon 
everything but musical dullness." The article also included portions 

of a report in Dwight's Journal by its American correspondent in Florence. 

The article discussed the current popularity of Verdi in Italy, and also
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mentioned the success of Miss Eliza Hensler, who had returned to Europe 

from America two years earlier.
In reporting the Academy's first production of Meyerbeer's Les 

Huguenots (1836), the Times (9 March) announced that the opera had 

"spent twenty years.crossing the Atlantic." The writer erred in making 

that statement, however. According to Mattfield, the opera received its 

first American performance in New Orleans in 1839; it was previously 

heard in New York at the Park Theatre in 1845, in French, and at Astor 
place in 1850, in I t a l i a n . 13 it is likely, nevertheless, that none of 

these earlier performances matched the splendor and thoroughness of the 

Academy's production. The Times stated that Ullman had spent ten thou

sand dollars in producing the work. The Tribune (9 March) declared that 

the production "in all points" far exceeded the opera's production at 

the Academy in Paris, where the work was first performed. The critic 

proclaimed Les Huguenots "the best and cheapest musico-dramatic enter

tainment ever given in the city," and praised the singers, including La 

Grange, Tiberini, and Formes, all of whom "distinguished themselves."

The Tribune review also discussed the "excessive length" of Meyerbeer's 

operas, stating that they "must usually be shortened." The Times dis

cussed Meyerbeer's compositions as synthesizing and combining French, 

German, and Italian elements. The writer noted that "while the Italian 

school appeals to the emotions, the German school appeals to the head, 

the eye, and sometimes to the ear." He added that whereas Meyerbeer's 

earlier works were "more Italian," the composer later "captured the 

public" with Robert le Diable, and "is still the leading French 

opera composer." The critic also described Les Huguenots as

^Mattfield, p. 57.
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presenting a "horrible event [the persecution of French Protestants] as 

a photograph." In addressing himself to the Academy's production, the 
writer discussed "the 'high pressure' principle" American opera producers 

employed in being able to produce an opera in weeks, whereas European 

managers usually spent months preparing their productions.

Later in March 1858, Fry's ambition of having his opera, Leonora, 
produced at the Academy was finally realized. In announcing the perform

ance, to be held that evening, the Times (29 March) discussed the diffi

culties Fry had faced in having his work performed, and noted that the 
composer had several "marks against him." First among Fry's handicaps 

was the fact that the opera was produced "at the last minute"; second, 

there were only two nights remaining in the current season; third, it 
was Passion Week; and finally, Fry had a "clique against him because he 

is American." It should be noted that Fry had made several revisions in 
the opera since the work was first produced thirteen years earlier in 

Philadelphia. Chief among these revisions was a translation of the work 

into Italian. In its review of Leonora the following day, the Times 

found much in Fry's work to praise. The critic found the "most remark
able aspect" of the work to be its melody. He added that Fry showed a 

"fertile invention in ideas," and compared the composer to Bellini and 
Donizetti. The writer cited as one difference between Fry and other com

posers the fact that most composers used "mainly the minor mode," whereas 
Fry composed most frequently in major keys. Fry's use of brass was de
scribed as "excessive." The critic added that, as in all composers' 

first works, Leonora contained much that was "admirable," and much that 

"could be better." The reviewer termed the performance, which featured 
La Grange and D'Angri, an "emphatic success," in spite of a "hasty 

production."
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In reporting Fry's success, the Tribune was surprisingly reticent. 

After the opera's second (and final) performance, the newspaper (1 April) 

included a brief report of the event, stating that Fry had been "three 

times called before the crowd," to whom he addressed a brief speech.

The article included a portion of the speech, which was intensely patri
otic in its tone. Further discussion of Leonora was found in the Trib

une of 9 April; Fry issued a response in that edition to a harsh critique 

of his opera which had appeared in the city's French-language newspaper,

Le Courier des Etats-Unis. That publication had criticized Fry's trans

lation of Leonora into Italian, and had also accused the composer of 

plagiarism. In defending his translation, Fry wrote that "the composer 

who does not write according to the Italian, the only great method and 

style, and Italian continuity of versification, writes badly." In ex

plaining his change from writing in English, Fry stated that he found 

the "English language without form and void, as regards lyrico-dramatic 

poetry." He responded to the charge of plagiarism by citing both Shake
speare and Mozart as plagiarists, and added that Rossini was "the greatest 

plagiarist of all."
The next series of Italian opera performances at the Academy of 

Music began on 31 May with a production of La Favorita, presented by a 

troupe under the management of Maretzek. Donizetti's opera featured Mme. 

Gazzaniga, Brignoli, and Amodio, and was reported in the Times (1 June) 
as "splendidly and fashionably given." Summer audiences at the Academy 
witnessed nothing new until 21 June, when Maretzek and company presented 

the Academy premiere of Sappho (Saffo, 1840) by the Italian composer, 

Giovanni Pacini (1796-1867). Mattfield reported that the work's American
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premiere occurred at the Park Theatre in 1847.-^ In reviewing the opera, 

the Times the following morning included a discussion of opera composers 
active in Italy during the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Be

sides their more famous contemporaries, Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini, and 

Meyerbeer, a lesser-known group of Italian composers, equally prominent 

during their day, included Vaccai, Pavisi, Marlachi, Corbelli, and Pacini. 

The Times article reported that Pacini was, for many years, "the most 
popular and prolific Italian composer." Of his opera Sappho, the review

er wrote that "few modern works have as much profound dramatic skill, 

unusual melodic gracefulness, and great originality and vigor of instru

mentation." The production was praised as creditable to Maretzek, and a 
triumph in every way. Tribune critic Fry was less sympathetic toward the 

work than his colleague in the Times had been. While calling Pacini "bril

liant, for the most part," Fry described the composer's opera as "deficient 
in memorableness." He praised Pacini's treatment of the voice and the or

chestra, except for "too much use of the harp." Fry also included an 
expansive discussion of the treatment of Greek and Roman mythology in 
opera, and described Pacini's work as "deficient in ecclesiastical seri

ousness." Sappho received a second performance on 23 June. The Times 
(1 July) reported the close of the summer season of opera with a perform

ance of the third act of Masaniello and Acts Two and Three of La Traviata.

The fall opera season of 1858 featured a number of stars new to 
Academy audiences. Opening on 31 August under Maretzek, the opera company 
presented Mme. Pepita Gassier, soprano, and Mr. Ernest Perring, baritone, 

in La Sonnambula. The Times review (31 August) praised Mme. Gassier as

14Ibid., p. 73.



"the freshest voice" heard at the Academy in several years. Although 

Mr. Perring had long been active as an oratorio singer, according to the 

review, the performance of La Sonnambula served as the baritone's operatic 

debut. La Sonnambula was repeated at the second performance of the series 

the Tribune reported that Mme. Gassier was received "with furor." Verdi's 

Rigoletto was revived on 3 September, in order to introduce the company's 

new tenor, Sig. Steffani. The Times (4 September) termed Rigoletto "one 
of the least attractive" of Verdi's operas, but also "one of the most exi

gent." Steffani, who received "excellent assistance" from Mme. Gassier, 
was praised for his "perfectly magnificent voice." Maretzek's company 
remained at the Academy until 11 October; a revival of William Tell (24 

September) marked the most memorable event of this series. Having re

ceived some competition from a rival Italian opera company managed by 
Maurice Strakosch at Burton's Theatre, the Academy was induced to lower 

admission prices to fifty cents. The Times (1 October) reported the 

"experiment" as "successful."
A second season opened at the Academy on 20 October for the purpose 

of presenting a new soprano, Mile. Piccolomini, to Academy audiences.

Mile. Piccolomini was heard in La Traviata, a role in which she had 
achieved great success in England (Times, 21 October). The Tribune 

(same day) described the new prima donna's voice as "warm" and "ex
pressive," although "not of the highest quality." The Times devoted a 

considerable portion of its review to a description of the "fashionable

ness" of the crowd; "in no city is the opera crowd so intoxicating as 
here," the article declared. The writer also condemned opera ticket 

speculators, "greasy Jews, who thrust their foul tickets and still fouler 

hands in your face the moment you enter the building." Piccolomini
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proved to be a great favorite at the Academy; she was heard in three 
consecutive performances of La Traviata, as well as in Daughter of 

the Regiment and II Trovatore. The Times announced the rentree of Mme. 

Gazzaniga to the Academy on 6 November. Of the favorite soprano the 

Times critic wrote: "While as a rule we have too much of our prima
donnas, we have never had sufficient in the case of Mme. Gazzaniga." 

Gazzaniga joined Piccolomini in a performance of Don Giovanni on 8 
November. The performance was viewed by an overflow crowd. The Times 

reported that "the vitality the opera enjoys is wonderful when one re

members much of it shows age and concomitant quaintance." Mozart’s 
melodies were praised by the critic as "models of simple grace and 

tenderness." Once again, in reviewing Don Giovanni, Tribune critic 

Fry launched into an attack on the "indecency" of the opera. The

particular sentiments expressed by Fry on this occasion regarding the

"immorality" of the opera reflect certain puritanical attitudes of 
propriety prevalent in the mid-nineteenth century:

Don Giovanni was written for a community having the least possible 
idea of morals in sexual questions, and immense license on the 
stage was accordingly allowed. How modest American girls can
look on in public at the representation of an undisguised scene
of seduction, can hear the shrieks of the supposed victim, and 
see her return to the stage after the understood conquest of the 
libertine, is a question we leave them and their parents to re
solve. The whole drift of this drama— the rigamarole of his valet 
about conquests— is the same kind of brazen pruriency. The hell- 
fire at the close does not cleanse it a jot.
For several years Don Giovanni had been the only opera of Mozart 

to hold a place in the operatic repertoire of the Academy. Later in 
November 1858, the management of the Academy added another Mozart mas

terpiece to its list when it presented the premiere of The Marriage of 

Figaro in Italian to New York audiences on 23 November. The opera had
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first been heard in 1324 in an English-language version at the Park 

Theatre. The Academy's production featured Piccolomini in the role of 

Susanna, Formes as Figaro, and Mme. Ghioni as the Countess. The Times 

(24 November) praised The Marriage of Figaro as "a masterpiece," and 

"equal to Don Giovanni in invention." In the opinion of the critic, how

ever, the comic element in the opera was "not perceptible"; the music 

of the opera was described as "unmistakably serious." Two reasons for 

the infrequency in the opera's performance, the reviewer added, were the 

"unusual" demands the work placed on the orchestra, and the necessity of 

"at least two first-rate actors" in the cast. The lack of a prominent 
rol.e for the tenor was considered a "natural defect" of the opera.

Among members of the opera's cast, Formes received top honors for his 

performance; however, his rendition of Non piu andrai in German was 

criticized by the Times reviewer: "Why shouldn't Mr. Perring sing in
English, Mme. Laborde in French, Mme. D'Angri in Greek? The Academy 

has immense facilities for polyglot opera." Mozart's opera was heard 
again the following evening, "to an overflow house" (Times, 25 November); 

its third and final performance took place on 1 December. The season 

ended on 7 December with a performance of Lucia di Lammermoor benefiting 

the "star" of the season, Mile. Piccolomini.
The Academy of Music announced its reopening on 7 January 1859 with 

a new production, The Bohemian Girl, by Michael Balfe. Balfe's work, a 
staple of English opera companies, was to receive its first performance 
in a new, Italian translation, as La Zingara. However, due to certain un

explained circumstances, the opera was not performed as announced, and 

Don Giovanni was substituted in its place, This substitution afforded 
Fry the opportunity once again to attack Mozart's work as "mean and
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dirty." The Tribune critic offered readers his ideas concerning the role 

of the music critic: "our business is to keep the musical public advised

of the whole truth." Comparing his profession to "material science," Fry 

also discussed the strides he felt American music criticism had made.

His analogy of "old turnpikes and sickles" in comparison with "new rail

ways and reaping machines" reflected America's burgeoning industrial and 

technological spirit.
The Italianized Bohemian Girl made its premiere at the Academy on 

10 January. The Tribune review (12 January) predicted that the opera 
in its present version would "contribute towards the redemption of Eng
lish music." Fry was less impressed with the libretto, by Alfred Bunn: 

"anything worse of its kind would be impossible to imagine," the reviewer 

wrote. He described the "versification" as "bad," the plot as "meager 
and vulgar," and questioned, in a moralizing tone, why the Academy offered 

such "utter trash" to the New York public.
An artistic, rather than popular, success was announced following 

the Academy's revival of Donizetti's comic opera, Don Pasquale, which 

had not been heard in New York "since the days of Mme. Sontag." The 
Times (.12 February) declared that the public preferred "sensational 

operas" to comic ones, and cited as an example the "scanty audiences" 

which The Barber of Seville perennially drew. The author of the review 
added that the presence of a "full house" for the performance of Don 
Pasquale was due to the presence of Piccolomini in the cast.

Performances at the Academy during the spring of 1859 offered little 

in the way of novelty. The Tribune announced (20 April) that a perform
ance of La Traviata featured as conductor Theodore Thomas, who substituted 

for the ailing Anschutz, the Academy's regular conductor. Although Thomas
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had served as concertmaster of the Academy's orchestra since 1855, this 

was the first reference to him as a conductor found in either newspaper 
during the period under consideration.15 Another instance of "polyglot

opera" was criticized in the Times (2 May). The review, of a performance

of Martha, reported that "for some stupid self-sufficient reason," Formes
sang his role in German, while the remainder of the cast performed in

Italian. Calling the effect "ridiculous," the critic complained that 

Formes "aired his nationality at the expense of the public."
Maurice Strakosch took over management of the Academy in May 1859;

his troupe, "a better company than we have had for many months" (Times,

5 May), included Piccolomini, Brignoli, and Amodio, with Muzio as con
ductor. Later that month Strakosch's company presented the American 

premiere of Donizetti's II Poliuto (1848; also known as I Martiri). The 
Times review (26 May) reported that the opera, based on Corneille's 

Polyeucte, had not been well received by the Neapolitan authorities 
when it was first produced. After having subsequently been "shelved" 

for a period of time, the work had recently been revived in French as 
Les Martyrs, and was reported as having received a "tremendous success" 

in Paris. The review described the music of II Poliuto as "melodious" 

and "typical Donizetti." The writer added that "a work like this is a 
treat in these days of nothing but Meyerbeer and Verdi." The production
was termed "a complete success."

A performance of Pacini's Sappho on 3 June served to introduce yet

another new prima donna, Mme. Cortesi, to New York audiences. The Trib- 
* -

une (4 June), describing the mezzo-soprano's debut as a "success,"

■^Thomas, p. 51.
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praised her "passion and intensity." The critic added, however, that 

Mme. Cortesi's success would have been greater, had she been given a 

better opera in which to perform. He termed Pacini as "not one known 
for melodic beauty and intensity . . .  as the French say, he is manque."

Mme. Cortesi was again on hand for the opening of the Academy's 

fall season. Both the Times and the Tribune announced an "overflow 

crowd" of "mostly strangers" at the first performance, II Poliuto, on 
12 September. The Tribune noted in its review (13 September) that the 

locality of the Academy, which, at 14th Street and Irving Place, had 
been criticized as too far removed from the heart of New York, was be
coming "more centralized" as the city expanded toward Central Park. In 

discussing the "unhackneyed Poliuto," the Tribune critic described the 
opera as "sub-meridian" to other Donizetti works, although it contained 

some "captivating pieces" and its plot was "clear and concise." Cortesi 

handled her role "with vigor and force," the reviewer added.

Later that fall, the Academy hosted a new company of singers, 
recently brought from Europe to New York by Strakosch. In announcing 

the arrival of the troupe, the Times (27 September) stated that opera 

managers "have discovered that mere reputations will not suffice— the 

public wants voices."

The company opened its season at the Academy on 17 October, under 
very inauspicious circumstances. Mile. Speranza, the troupe's leading 
soprano, became indisposed shortly before the performance, and the sched
uled opera, La Traviata, was hurriedly replaced with II Trovatore, star

ring another new soprano, Mme. Crescimano. The situation was aggravated 
when the baritone, Amodio, was hissed off the stage after his voice 
failed during the first-act trio. The Tribune review of the performance
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the following day reported that Amodio's part in the trio was taken over 

by the orchestra's first comet, until Sig. Ardavani stepped in to sub

stitute for Amodio. The reviewer noted that American audiences were "less 

vindictive" in regard to the seemingly frequent "indispositions" of per

formers than were their European counterparts. Mile. Speranza finally 
appeared on 27 October in La Traviata. Her debut was judged an "utter 

failure" in a Tribune review (29 October); the critic lashed out at the 

opera management's "flummery" of advertisements, and stated that the 
public should not be "dragooned" into admiration. The writer admonished 

the management to publish its advertisements "with serene simplicity and 

truthfulness."
On 8 November the Times reported an "overflow house" for the Amer

ican premiere of Verdi's I Vespri siciliani the previous evening. Both 

the Times and Tribune (same day) remarked on the French aspects of Verdi's 
opera, which had been commissioned for the Academy in Paris four years 
earlier. The Times cited as "evidences" that the work was produced for 

the French stage the number of choruses and ballets (although the ballets 

were omitted in the New York production). The Tribune critic noted among 
the work's French traits the "different meters, which shape the melodies," 
as well as the "more varied and colored" orchestration. He termed the 
work as a whole "more learned," and stated that, although the melodies 
were not as "fresh," their "working-up" (i.e., their thematic and harmonic 

treatment) was "superior.” While describing the overture as a "good in
strumental piece," the reviewer declared that Rossini's overtures were 
still "unrivalled for £lan." The performance of I Vespri siciliani was, 

in both reports, praised for its carefully rehearsed, thorough production. 

The Tribune judged the work "interesting as drama, spectacle, and opera."
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The only unfavorable mark in the Times review concerned the introduction 

in the first act of a cabaletta from Verdi’s Simon Boccanegra (1857). 

Although I Vespri siciliani received five performances in succession, the 

public's reception of the opera was, at best, only moderate. Fry (Tribune, 

17 November) cited the "magnificent staging" of the work by the Academy 
troupe and the "superior value" of the opera's music. The critic added 

that "the public should be aware that the Academy's production of this 
opera is equal to that in Paris." In addition, Fry attacked British 

critics who had condemned Verdi's opera. He stated that "the absolute 
value" of I Vespri siciliani led one to view skeptically the reviews of 
British critics, who condemned every composition written less than fifty 

years ago: "The best of the modern qualities— progress— of music is at

tacked in the London press as lyrical offal." He added that these were 
the same "pens which laud the disheveled . . . formalism of old contra- 

puntalists," and advised the New York public not to listen to foreign 

critics. In a display of chauvinism, Fry proclaimed that the best thea

ters in London were "barren" in comparison to those in New York.

The Academy premiere of Mozart's The Magic Flute, in Italian, on 
21 November, was judged a "fair success" in the Times review two days 
later. "The day is over (if it ever was) when such a work could make 
a sensation, and we doubt if it ever will again. Mozart is forever 
looked up to with veneration, if listened to with ennui." Critic Fry 

(Tribune, 22 November) concurred with his colleague at the Times in his 
assessment of the opera's plot as "simply stupid." The Times review 

stated that while the libretto of Don Giovanni, "if written today, would 

be suppressed on the grounds of indecency, no composer would write a 
bar of music to the utter nonsense of The Magic Flute." In contrast
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to his opinions of the opera’s libretto, the Times critic described the 

music of The Magic Flute as "rarely and wonderfully written," and cited 
the "simple majesty of the vocal music" and the "felicity of the melodies" 

as "unsurpassed." Exception was taken, however, to the extreme floridity 

of the Queen of the Night's music: "how difficult it is for Mozart to be
brilliant," the reviewer stated, describing the character's arias as "the 
poorest examples of that kind of music to be found." The orchestration 

of the work was considered by the critic to be representative of the "con
trapuntal tendencies of the age," tendencies which the writer regarded as 

"solemnly wearisome." Fry addressed himself to this same subject in his 
review of the performance. Describing the overture "as remarkable as a 

measured fugue," and written before the appearance of "modern dramatic 

music," he pointed out the "lack of dramatic interest" in the overture. 

Musically, Fry felt, the opera bore resemblances to portions of Don 

Giovanni and The Marriage of Figaro, although the tenor's role in The 
Magic Flute was advanced "in dramatic intensity." He cited several pas

sages as sounding "almost modern in their dramatic intensity."
The Magic Flute received two further performances, on 23 and 25 

November, respectively. The lack of popularity the opera received 

reflected the relative failure of Strakosch's entire season thus far.
Due to this lack of success, Strakosch decided, perhaps in desperation, 

to introduce his young sister-in-law, sixteen-year-old Adelina Patti, 

in her first public operatic performance. Patti's debut occurred on 24 

November, which was an "off night," or one not normally part of the 
regular subscription series. According to Fry (Tribune, 25 November), 

the young soprano's performance in Lucia di Lammermoor excited "extra

ordinary interest." The role of Lucia "demands a full soprano voice



with absolute facility in the upper notes, rapid execution, great holding 

power of tones, a gentle lady-like demeanor, and, to some extent, clear

ness of dramatic action," Fry wrote. "Miss Patti possesses all these 

traits unequivocally." That "she ranks with the best singers is no over

statement," the reviewer continued. Fry also compared her to the "latest 

batch of raw singers from Europe," all of whom had been tremendously

"puffed up" by the management, and all of whom had failed. The critic

proclaimed, on the other hand, that Miss Patti's success was fully "earned. 

The Times marvelled over the "finished quality" of her performance, and 

stated that "in a debutante we do not look for the perfection which we

now find in Adelina Patti . . .  At the present moment she is a finished
artist, a most brilliant vocalist, better in some respects than any other 

in America." Patti appeared next on 26 November at a Saturday matinee 
performance, in which she sang the third act of Lucia di Lammermoor, fol

lowing a performance of The Magic Flute. The young prima donna's second 
appearance "confirmed the success" she achieved at her first performance.

In announcing the third appearance of Patti that evening, the Times (29 

November) announced that "with a single stride" she had "reached the 

sympathies of the entire musical public."
Strakosch's season closed with a "Grand Saturday Matinee" on 3 

December, featuring Patti in La Sonnambula. In reviewing the season, 

the Times (5 December) noted that "everything of novelty failed," in
cluding I Vespri siciliani, as well as The Magic Flute and Les Hugue

nots, the performances of which were described by the Times as "muti
lated." After failures by Crescimano, Speranza, Albertini, and Beaucarde, 

the appearance of Patti late during the series "changed the obvious 
destiny of the season."
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The sensational Patti returned to the Academy on 6 Febraury 1860, 

the opening night of the Academy's spring season, in I Puritani. The 

Times (7 February) praised Patti in "her most difficult dramatic role 

so far." The soprano was perhaps heard to better advantage dramatically 

the following evening in The Barber of Seville. The Times (9 February), 

citing most sopranos who played the role of Rosina as "too matronly," 

declared that the appearance of such a "young and charming" singer in the 
part was a novelty. The article also reported that for the "Lesson Scene" 

of the opera, Patti sang The Echo Song and Cornin' Thro' the Rye, two 
songs which had been closely associated with Jenny Lind during her Amer
ican visit nearly ten years earlier. Tribune critic Fry lauded Patti's 
performance as "light-hearted and exuberant," but, with characteristic 

didacticism, pointed out that the role had originally been written for 
a mezzo-soprano. The reviewer also declared that the opera was as 

"fresh" then as when it was originally produced, "when General Jackson 

arranged the cotton bales at New Orleans" (during the War of 1812).
Although Patti dominated the 1860 spring season at the Academy, 

one of the operas in which she did not appear was Per Freischutz, 

which was produced on 10, 15, 17, and 24 February. Pauline Colson 

sang the leading role in these performances, which, although sung in 
Italian, were attended by chiefly German audiences. The Times again 

expressed its dislike of the opera, and stated that, while remarkable 
in "some pieces," the "bulk of the music" was "vocally impossible, a 
collection of passages that degenerate into screams."

In reviewing a later performance of Per Freischutz. Tribune critic 
Fry (27 February) focused on the historical background of the opera.

Noting that the work was first produced "over thirty years ago," he
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praised Weber's opera as marking "an epoch in musico-dramatic art."

Fry's highest encomium went to the overture of the work. Citing the 

influences of Rossini's Semiramide, the critic stated that Weber was 

the first composer to make the overture tell the story of the opera in 
an intelligible fashion. Fry proclaimed the overture as "still the 
greatest. . . on record," and further described it as the first instru
mental composition "to rise to the level of the romantic." He had still 

more comments on the opera itself. Praising the "merits of the vocal 
parts" (in direct opposition to the opinion of the Times critic) Fry 

commended Weber's "unerring accuracy of characterization." Declaring the 

opera's "Wolf's Glen Scene" equal to Shakespeare's "Witches Scene" in 
Macbeth, Fry stated that "no music genius before Weber rose to the weird- 

height of a Shakespeare."
Adelina Patti continued her firm hold on the public's admiration.

In reviewing her performance in Martha (27 February), the Times stated 

that Patti was "thoroughly finished" in her solos, but that she was lack

ing in volume during the ensembles. The Tribune proclaimed that the 
young prima donna's reputation was "now firmly established." The re
view, reporting a "full house" at the performance, declared that the 

"jolly love-making production" was one of the few operas written lately 
to maintain a place on the stage. The writer then observed that "no 
more than one attractive opera comes out of Europe every three or four 

years," and added that there were few that were "up to the mark in 
practical stage effect," and were "profitable as well."

After the season at the Academy ended on 3 March, Patti and company 

travelled to Philadelphia for a series of performances, before opening 
again at the New York Academy on 9 April. During its second series of
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performances, the Academy was offered some competition by Max Maretzek, 

who began a season of opera on 11 April at Winter Garden. Despite the 
rivalry, the Academy's company fared well, due mainly to the tremen

dously popular appeal of its newest prima donna, Patti. On 11 April she 

sang for the first time the part of Norina in Don Pasquale, creating 

"extraordinary excitement" (Tribune, 13 April). The Times (12 April) 
added that although Don Pasquale had never been one of Donizetti's 

popular operas, "Miss Patti may make it so." While declaring the role 

of Norina as "excellently sung" by Patti, the reviewer again pointed 

out her "lack of power" in the ensembles.
One noteworthy event during this successful season of performances 

was the "private debut" on 19 April of eighteen-year-old Miss "Louisa" 

(Clara Louise) Kellogg, who sang the leading role in a special matinee 

performance of II Poliuto. The audience, present by "invitation only," 

included one thousand of the "musical elite" of the city (Times, 20 April). 

Of Miss Kellogg's performance, the reviewer declared that the "force and 

quality of her voice leave nothing to be desired," and added that the 

young native New Yorker was already technically superior to Piccolomini 
and Gazzaniga. Miss Kellogg still needed experience, the critic con

tinued, and the performance should be considered as "a point in her 
studies rather than a definitive entrance into her profession."

The most interesting performance, and the only novelty of the 
Academy's second spring series, was the revival of Rossini's Moses in 

Egypt. Originally written in Italian (1818), Rossini revised the opera 

in French; this version, known as Molse en Egypte and, in Italian, as 

II nuove Mose, was brought out first in 1827 in Paris. It was this lat
ter version, in Italian, that the Academy produced during the spring
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1860 season. The opera was also sometimes performed in concert version 

as an oratorio. In discussing the concert and stage versions of the 
work, Tribune critic Fry stated that the Church formerly presented many 

religious subjects dramatically, "with a mythical objectivity that would 

startle the spiritual sanctions of a Protestant community." Noting that 

with the growth of Protestantism oratorio gradually replaced religious 
drama, performances of operas based on Biblical subjects, such as Moses 

in Egypt and Mehul's Joseph, were at first "inadmissable" to "Anglo- 

Protestant" society. Fry also noted the "gradual acceptance" of this 

type of opera, and cited the first American performance of Moses in 

Egypt by "operatic pioneers," the French opera company in New Orleans.

In assessing Rossini's work, the critic declared that the composer was 

"never brighter or more fluent," and noted that Rossini had given "new 

life to the style which Gluck essayed to kill," namely, "the ornate as 

opposed to the declamatory."
The mid-nineteenth century was a period of great political activity 

in Italy. The movement for national unity, known as the Risorgimento , 

was in full force, under the leadership of the Italian patriot Guiseppe 
Garibaldi. Musicians and artists were active in the democratic move
ment as well. Verdi became that group's chief spokesman, and the ral

lying cry "Viva, Verdi!" came to act as an acronym for "Viva Vittorio 

Emanuele Re D'ItaliaI" The many Italian singers in New York were no 
less patriotic. They organized a money-raising campaign known as the 

Garibaldi Fund, and staged concerts and operatic performances to benefit 

this fund. During the summer of 1860, the group produced a special per
formance of Lucia di Lammermoor to aid their efforts. The Times (12 July)
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described the performance as a "financial and political . . .  as well as 

-musical success."
Following an engagement in Newport, Rhode Island, during August, 

Patti returned to the Academy of Music on 3 September 1860 for the open

ing of the fall season. Of the first performance, La Sonnambula, the 

Times critic (4 September) wrote that he had "no complaints," except for 

the "lack of ushers and a tenor." Later during the season (10 September) 

the Times critic offered some of his own "random thoughts" concerning the 

extraordinarily successful Patti, and the school of singing she repre

sented, "that of most great singers of today." He continued by criti
cizing these singers for breaking down and destroying "all of the first 

and chiefest attributes of the vocal arts, and substituting in their 

place extraordinary feats of execution . . . The true cantabile of 
Italian opera is almost non-existent today." In assessing Patti's own 

voice, the writer found it "not particularly brilliant" or "round," 
but "sweet and fascinating, every passage, even those of the greatest 

height and rapidity, most accurately precise."

Opera at the Academy during the 1860 fall season was not too well 

attended; Patties performance in The Barber of Seville (10 September), 

one of her greatest successes, failed to attract a crowd. The Times 

(.12 September) noted, however, that the soprano was encored, on which 
occasion she sang "with excellently appropriate taste that well-known 
Italian aria, 'Cornin' thro' the Rye'." In discussing the poor atten
dance at the Academy thus far that season, the Tribune (17 September) 

placed the blame on interference by "political campaigns." An addi
tional factor was the move by Mme. Cortesi to form a rival opera com
pany at Niblo's Garden. The Cortesi troupe's first appearance at
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Niblo's was on 18 September, the opera performed was La Traviata. The 

Tribune the following morning announced a successful performance, but 

expressed doubt that "a lady can direct an opera.” The Times (same 

day) added that although Mme. Cortesi was a "great lyric artist," it 
felt that she should not "play fast and loose in this way," in providing 

competition for the Academy of Music. In discussing the causes for the 

lack of sufficient patronage at the Academy thus far, the Tribune (.8 Oc

tober) again cited the "outdoor tendencies" of the public during the 
current political campaign as interfering with opera attendance. Part 

of the blame was placed on the Academy's management, which the critic 

condemned for too frequently changing operas at the last minute from the 
works scheduled to be performed. Another criticism the writer laid on 

the management was the "shabbiness of the stage and the shoddy sets" at 
the Academy. "We do feel that we are not treated like rational creatures 
when the untrue Babylon and Paris and Scotland and Venice are jumbled to

gether on a stage scantily furnished after the manner of a country rail

way station in America," the writer exhorted.

The next attempt at a series of opera at the Academy was much more 
successful. Beginning on 24 October, the opera house was turned over to 

"the Germans"; the troupe, conducted by Anschutz and managed by Ullman, 
was headed by Formes and Mme. Inez Fabbri, a German-born soprano who 

had made her New York debut at Winter Garden the previous spring. Al

though the operas were still sung in the Academy's language, Italian, 
the series of performances drew primarily German audiences for the 

majority of productions, which lasted through the end of October.
Operas produced included Robert le Diable, Martha, Les Huguenots, and 

Per Freischutz. Near the end of November, Ullman attempted another
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series of performances with the same troupe, and on 26 November brought 

out an "elaborately spectacular" production of Halevy's La Juive. The 
endeavor failed, however, and the Tribune (8 December) announced Ull- 

man's "withdrawal" from management at the Academy, "due to lack of 

patronage." The article's author expressed his "regrets" at Ullman's 

resignation, and blamed once again the high salaries paid to opera 

stars, salaries "higher than the salary of the President." The writer 

also noted that "a meritorious young artist, Mr. Thomas, has taken the 

leadership of the orchestra during the last two performances." The 
critic added: "Occasions make the man; he shows that he can hold a

graceful and firm baton."
Despite the departure of Ullman, the company remained at the Acad

emy for a few further performances, under the "Combination" management 

of Formes and Fabbri. The company produced four operas in eight days, 
performing every evening. "If variety be the spice of life, the perform

ances at the Academy are indeed high seasoning," wrote the Tribune 

(13 December). The "variety" of operas included Masaniello, Stradella 

(Alessandro Stradella by Flotow; 1837, rev. 1844), The Daughter of the 

Regiment, and Robert le Diable. Commenting on the failure of opera at 

the Academy that autumn, the Times (17 December) solemnly declared that 

"no building in the world can show so clean a record of disaster."

English and German Opera

Shortly after the Academy of Music opened in the fall of 1854, a 
new English opera company began a series of performances at the Broad
way Theatre. The troupe, headed by Louisa Pyne and William Harrison, 
was praised as one of the best English opera companies ever heard in
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New York. Following the group's first performance, Bellini's La Son- 

nambula, sung in English on 9 October, Miss Pyne was commended for her 
"exquisite soprano voice" (Times, 10 October) and her "fresh, Italian 

method" (Tribune, 10 October). Harrison was described as possessing 
a good, "English tenor" voice. Other operas the Pyne and Harrison com

pany produced included Balfe's The Bohemian Girl, Wallace's Maritana, and 

Auber's The Crown Diamonds. In discussing the troupe's performance of 

Balfe's The Bohemian Girl, the Times (14 October) stated that the work 

was "to the modern English stage what Sonnambula is to the modern Italian 
stage." Describing the opera as "crowded with beautiful melodies," the 

writer declared that "no amount of science can compensate for lack of 

melody." The critic also stated that Balfe was "closer to the English 

point of feeling than Donizetti or Verdi," and cited Balfe's influence 

on other English composers, including Wallace, Julius Benedict (1804-85), 
Sir George Macfarren (1813-87), and Edward Loder (1813-65).

"Unusual excitement" marked the performance of William Vincent 

Wallace's Maritana (1845) on 19 October. The excitement was generated 
by the presence at the performance of the composer, who conducted his 
opera (Wallace had first come to America in 1850). The following morn

ing, both newspapers pronounced Maritana a success. In the opinion of 
the Times, the most admirable aspect of the opera was its melody. The 

critic added: "Musical taste as it progresses demands this increased
amount of melody. Mere rhythm satisfies the uncultivated ear only."

The Tribune reviewer criticized the "English system" of opera with 

spoken dialogue as "adverse to pure art."
The Pyne and Harrison Company remained at the Broadway Theatre 

until 28 October. When the troupe returned for a brief engagement in
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November, it was faced with competition, not only from the Italians 

at the Academy of Music, but from another English company as well. The 
new troupe, under the directorship of Mr.' Thomas Baker, opened at Niblo's 

Garden on 20 November in the American premiere of Auber's The Siren 

(La Sirene, 1844). The Times, in an obvious reference to the company 

at the Academy of Music, cited the English troupe's freedom from the 

"star artistes" who "depress art." The only other reference to the Baker 

troupe was in a Times review (30 November) of the company's performance 

of Lucia di Lammermoor. The review condemned the troupe for doing "so 

common an Italian work" in English, and added that the work was "not

properly interpreted by the English method."
One of the most popular Italian operas adapted to the English stage 

during the first half of the nineteenth century was Rossini's Ceneren- 

tola, or Cinderella. In its English version, the opera Cinderella was 
more nearly a pasticcio, for it often included music by other composers 
as well. Cinderella was the first performance by the Pyne and Harrison 

troupe when it returned to the Broadway Theatre on 15 January 1855. The 
Times the following morning announced that the "spectacle of Cinderella 

was a complete success," and added that "taste, tact, and expenditure 

were supplied with perfect prodigality." Miss Pyne was applauded by the 
critic for her success; the writer noted that an aria by Benedict, en

titled "Skylark," was introduced by the soprano in the third act of the 

opera. Cinderella remained at the Broadway Theatre for an extended en

gagement; the Tribune announced (25 January) that the work, attracting 

"very large audiences," was the "most popular opera yet given by the
English opera company." The Times (5 February) stated that the opera

was continuing its success at the Broadway Theatre.
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In discussing a German opera company that had recently begun per

forming in New York, the Times (27 January 1855) described the theatre 

in which the company was appearing as "a little musical box in the 
Bowery (Nos. 17-19) set up with German tunes, and called the 'Deutches 

Theatre,' which is not so well known as it deserves to be. In many re

spects it appears to be a well conducted little box, and plays prettily." 
The opera that attracted the reviewer to the Bowery Theatre was Mozart's 

Die Zauberflote, which received its New York debut. The reviewer ac

knowledged the "extensive" resources required in producing Mozart’s work, 
and complimented the management on the "excellent way in which the scenic 

and sartorial difficulties were overcome." The critic added, kindly, 

that the "musical portion of the entertainment will be better on the next 

performance." The singers, Mme. Seidenburg, and Messrs. Vinte, Boutler, 

and Muller, were praised as being "sufficiently well up in the music."

The writer urged the German citizens of New York to support the efforts 

of the German opera company.
Determining that it needed a more centralized location, the German

company moved from the Bowery to Niblo's Garden, and opened there with
Flotow's Martha on 13 March. The Times the following day, reporting that

Niblo's presented an "auspicious appearance," described the scene:

Blue eyes and flaxen hair flashed from the dress circle and the 
parquette in a manner that would have been perfectly awful under 
more approachable circumstances. Gentlemen with beards to their 
waists, and an incurable habit of speaking loud! Opera books 
printed in agonizing type, and totally unconscious of an English 
disguise! Play bills a yard long, and ruinously extravagant in 
large letters! Five hundred people talking in five hundred dif
ferent accents, but all talking loud and enjoying themselves in 
a disreputably happy manner! Such the appearance of the house—  
impressing the astounded critic with the belief that the people 
present actually went to enjoy themselves, and not for the mere 
purpose of display.
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The company's performance of Martha was termed a "decided success" by the 

Times critic, who offered a suggestion to the managers to publish a trans
lation of librettos for the audience. Other operas the company peformed 

during their engagement at Niblo's included Weber's Per Freischutz,

Flotow's Thudella, and Bellini's Romeo and Juliet (I Capuletti e Montecchi, 

1830).
The summer of 1855 was an active one operatically. The Pyne and 

Harrison troupe began a series of performances at Niblo's Garden on 18 
June, when it presented the American premiere of Balfe's Daughter of 

St. Mark (1844), a "grand serious opera in three acts." The work was an 

adaptation of Halivy's five-act opera, La Reine de Chypre (1841). Balfe's 
opera remained at Niblo's until 2 July, when the company presented a "new 

English opera," Queen of a Day, by Edward Fitzwilliam (1824-57), conduc

tor of the Haymarket Theatre in London. The Times (3 July) criticized 

the opera's "tameness of dialogue" and described Fitzwilliam as closer to 

the "old English opera writers," than to "modern composers who imitate 

the Italian school.”
While the English singers were entertaining at Niblo's, German au

diences had the opportunity of hearing opera in their own tongue at 
Wallack's Theatre. A new German opera series was reported in both news

papers on 20 June; the opera performed was Donizetti's Die Regiments- 

tochter (Daughter of the Regiment), starring Mme. D'Ormy. The Tribune 

reported that although the singers were not of the "first order," the 

opera was enjoyed by the German audience. The only other notice of the 

company was in a review of its performance of Masaniello (Times, 2 July).
In a report on the successful summer the Pyne and Harrison company 

was enjoying at Niblo's, the Times (3 August) announced that the troupe
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had "the field to themselves." The company brought out Cinderella again 

on 6 August. The Tribune (7 August) stated in its review of the perform
ance that the original Italian version of the opera had never been popular 

in America because it lacked the "fairy-tale element." The writer also 

included a discussion on the adaptation of the opera by the Englishman 

Lacy, who "reworked Rossini's Libretto to make it acceptable to English 

audiences." Lacy retained most of the original music, while adding some 

music from Rossini's other operas. The critic also praised opera "in the 

native tongue" as "for everyone," not just "the elite."

During the fall of 1855, the English opera company of Pyne and 

Harrison presented the premiere of George F. Bristow's Rip Van Winkle. 

Regarded by historians as the first opera based on an American theme to 
be composed by an American, the work was advertised as a "grand opera," 

a designation to which the Tribune took exception, because of the fact 
that Bristow's opera employed much spoken dialogue. The Tribune article 

(29 September) cited Fry's Leonora, a grand opera "in the technical 

sense of the term," as the "first grand opera composed in the modern 
school by either an English or American composer." In reviewing Rip Van 

Winkle, performed on 27 September, the Tribune reported a "densely crowd

ed" house; present at the performance were the "leading artists of the 
city." The critic dealt first with the libretto of the opera, which was 

judged as "better than that of most English operas." The "main fault" 
with the opera's story was that the climax of the opera occurred in 
Act II, leaving the third act "anti-climatic." The critic added that 

Bristow, "like all writers of the London stage," lacked a "knowledge of 
the purely lyrical resources of the English language," which, the writer 

added, included meter and syllabification. Regarding the music, the
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reviewer felt that Bristow's opera compared favorably to the "established 

masters in Europe." With the recent battle between Fry and the Herald 

and Philharmonic management still fresh in his memory (see above), the 

Tribune critic ended his review on a somewhat bitter note, alleging that 

New York theatre managers were "subservient to the editor of a New York 

journal [the Herald] who has declared war on Mr. Fry, and deprived him a 

hearing for many of his operas." The critic then included a quote from 
a review of Rip Van Winkle in the "Satanic Press." The critique stated 

that if the opera succeeded, it would be "the first opera by an American 

composer who has written anything that has kept the stage beyond opening 

night." The Herald reviewer, referring to Fry's Leonora, then cited "one 

American opera which has long been a bugbear to artists. Its composer 

never loses an opportunity to endeavor to bully them into playing it."

The Times, reserving its detailed critique of Rip Van Winkle for 

the second performance (28 September), wrote the following day that "the 

character of the music may be described in a single word— it is pretty." 
The critic felt that Bristow's music reflected the "popular appetite for 

light and cheerful music, with a leaning at times towards the sentimen

tal and martial school." Criticisms of Bristow's opera included the lack 

of "unities" in the opera, the weakness of the dramatic situations, and 

the lack of attention to details of "local coloring." "We are never 
reminded that the scene before us happened a century ago among quaint 

and highly characteristic people," the writer stated. "If we shut our 
eyes we may easily fancy ourselves in a modern Italian opera house, so 

thoroughly conventional is the music."
An "immense crowd" was on hand to witness the opening performance 

by a new German opera company at Niblo's Garden on 16 September 1856.
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The orchestra, led by Bergmann, received most of the critical praise 

following the group's first production, Robert le Diable. The Times 

(17 September), suggesting that the company's choice of operas was a 

poor one, could rate the cast's performance as "only fair." The Trib

une was not quite so kind. Declaring the opera "a caricature" when heard 
"outside the Paris Grand Opera House," with all the elaborate details of 

that institution's production, the critic stated that the German company 

was deficient vocally, as well. The troupe was heard to better advan

tage in its next production, Flotow's Alessandro Stradella, performed 

on 20 September. "Neat and effective" was the Tribune's appraisal of 

that performance (22 September).
Following well received performances of Masaniello and Per Freischutz, 

the most noteworthy performance of the series of German opera occurred 
on 9 October with the American premiere of Undine (1845) by the German 

composer Albert Lortzing (1801-51), better known for his comic opera,

Czar und Zimmermann (1837). Undine was described as "poetic and charming" 

by the Tribune critic (10 October), who added that the music was "more 

gentle than romantic, and seldom highly colored." In addition to review
ing the opera, the writer suggested that the admission price of fifty 

cents be raised, in order "to stimulate better productions," This recom

mendation was certainly a curious reversal from the constant admonition 
by critics for Italian opera managers to lower their prices.

The final noteworthy operatic event of 1856 was a performance of 

Fidelio at the Broadway Theatre by the German company on 29 December.

This was the opera's first performance in German to be heard in New. York; 

it had received a performance in English in 1839 at the Park Theatre. 
Although the opera attracted a large audience at its performance, reviews
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in both the Times and the Tribune commented on the opera’s lack of pop

ularity. The Times (31 December) added that it was "interesting, pri

marily to the musician, for its musical forms, harmonic coloring, and 

orchestration." The reason for the opera’s lack of popularity, the Trib

une felt, was its "want of melody, clear, well-defined, and memorable," 

and its defect in "musico-dramatic writing." The Tribune critic added, 
however, that the opera, "well put on the stage," was an "agreeable 

change from Italian opera."
The Germans presented another "premiere" on 2 January 1857, when 

they produced "for the first time in America," Auber's comic opera The 
Mason and the Locksmith (Le Magon, 1825). The Tribune review, however, 

citing a performance of Le Mayon in New Orleans "several years ago," 

admonished the playbill writers to be "better informed of the history 

of opera productions here." Perhaps that reviewer should have been 

better informed as well; Mattfield reported that the American premiere 
of the opera occurred at New York’s Park Theatre in 1827.16

English opera was once again heard on the New York stage on 15 De

cember, when the Pyne and Harrison troupe mounted a production of Halevy’s 

Valley of Andorre (Le Val d ’Andorre, 1848). The next reference to the 
company was found in a notice of its performance of the English version 

of Lucia di Lammermoor, performed on 5 January 1857 at Niblo’s Garden. 

Later reports of operas performed by the English company included Don
izetti's Don Pasquale (Tribune, 9 January), Auber's The Crown Diamonds 

(Tribune, 15 January), and The Mountain Sylph (1834) by English composer 
John Barnett (1802-90), reviewed in the Times (20 January). The critic,

16Mattfield, p. 62.
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citing the opera as Barnett's most popular work, described the music as 

marked by "gracefulness rather than force."
Following the departure of the Pyne and Harrison company in April 

of 1857, there were no further reports of English opera until September 
of the following year, when a new company starring Miss Annie Miller 

opened at Wallack's Theatre. The troupe's first production, The Som

nambulist (La Sonnambula by Bellini), was heard on 10 September (1858).

The Tribune the following morning praised Miss Miller's "fresh soprano 

voice" and noted that the young prima donna had been known to New York 

audiences as a concert performer. The reviewer also advised the con

ductor, English violinist Henry Cooper, who led the orchestra "with a 

stick," to play more often. Describing Cooper as "the most effective 

of passionate players on the violin," the Tribune suggested that "if 

occasionally he would drop the latter [his baton] and take up the violin 
for a solo bit, it would enhance much the interest,'' Despite the emi

nence of its conductor, the English company failed to prosper, and was 

reported by the Tribune (22 September) to have folded, barely two weeks 
after it opened.

On 8 April 1859, the Tribune announced the "musical curiosity of 

the season," the first American performance of Wagner's Tannharv-̂

(1845); this was the first opera by Wagner to be heard in the United 
States. Performed at the German Theatre in the Bowery, the opera at

tracted little attention outside of New York's German community; the 

Times failed to acknowledge the production at all. The brief review in 
the Tribune praised "the nice fresh voices and the orchestra under Berg- 

mann, and congratulated "our German friends" for their labors. A more 
substantive review of the opera appeared in the Tribune a week later,
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citing "much attention" in Germany. (It should be noted that Wagner was 
still not well known to Americans.) The review discussed first the "merits 

of Tannhauser, which included the "bold, rich and dazzling instrumentation, 

and the "rapid violinism." However, in the "chief merits of composition," 

namely, "sonority and variety of ideas," the reviewer felt that "Herr 

Wagner" was less than "remarkable." The critic found Wagner's melodies 

"mostly hobbling," and lacking "musical suavity, cesural [sic] pauses, 

nice balances, and compensations." He cited the "Pilgrim's Chorus" as 

containing the best melody in the opera, "if mended to add rests where 

they should be."
During the autumn of 1859, a novel series of entertainments, re

ferred to as "Drayton's Parlor Operas," was begun in New York. Performed 

by two persons, Mr. and Mrs. Drayton, the operas were actually adapta
tions of operettas, mainly French. The Times described the productions 

as "trifles without pretense" (13 October), while the Tribune judged the 

plots of the operas as "unobjectionable morally, novel and clever." The 
review added that Mr. Drayton was an American who had studied at the Paris 

Conservatoire, and his wife was English by birth. Mr. and Mrs. Drayton 

proved to be quite popular, and enjoyed a successful series of perform

ances that fall. The Times reported (7 November) that the couple per

formed during the Saturday matinee at the Academy of Music (5 November); 

the Academy's stage was too large for their performances, the critic 
felt. In a Times report (21 November), the article named two new works 

produced by the couple, including Love is Blind and Never too Late to 

Mend (composers unknown). The Times reviewer judged the music of these 
works "pleasing, French in character, with a strong and acceptable vein
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of English sentimentalism." The Tribune (13 December) reported the con

tinuing popularity of the "operettas," and added that the Draytons had 

introduced a new work, Love's Labors Lost (composer unknown). In addition, 

the entertainments now included Mme. Oliviera, a European violinist, who 

was praised for her "pure, delicious, delicate tone." Mme. Oliviera per

formed arrangements of opera arias by Bellini.

Choral Music
Besides attending opera and instrumental concerts, New Yorkers at 

this time had the opportunity, with ever-increasing frequency, of hearing 
performances by any one of the numerous choral organizations active in 
New York. Among the most prominent of these groups were the Mendelssohn 

Union, the Liederkranz Society, and the Harmonic Society. The last- 
named organization, headed by George F. Bristow, performed primarily 

oratorios. The Tribune reported the group's performance of Haydn's The 

Seasons on 15 November 1854. The critic, Fry, wrote that portions of 
the work were "too old in ideas and instrumentation, too didactic in 

sentiment, for the musical wants of the age." He qualified his criti

cisms, however, by adding that these "faults" were only "blemishes on a 
sun of splendors." Fry added that the finale of the work was among the 

best of Haydn's compositions.
A performance by the Harmonic Society of Handel's Judas Maccabeus 

on 14 May 1856 provided Fry the opportunity of expounding on the fugue 
in Handel's composition; in describing the oratorio, he stated that it 

contained an "occasional gleam of melody to redeem the contrapuntal 
dryness." Fry added that the "fugues and all-abounding fugued [i.e., 

contrapuntal] spirit of the work possess a peculiar strength and clean

ness of the author's mind." In elaborating on the fugue in general,
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the critic described the form as "destitute of climax and oratorical 

rhetoric," and speculated on its origins "from the immensities and spir

itualities of the Gothic cathedral. . .. . Without the symbolism of the 

cathedral the fugue would be impertinence. When it is written to show 

the author's learning in an opera, it is simply unendurable." The chief 

criticism Fry had of fugal writing, however, was its "lack of the 
personal. . . . Neither passion, nor special individuality, nor dramatic 

painting is possible when the fugue is logically viewed." The writer 

felt that all "old oratorios were defective" because composers "abused 
the form" and failed to search for new methods of expression.

If "more modern, dramatic" oratorio was the desire of Mr. Fry, he 

had the opportunity of hearing an example on 13 December 1856, when the 

Mendelssohn Union presented the American premiere of Eli, an oratorio 

by English composer Michael Costa (1808-84). A "satisfactory perform

ance" of the oratorio at the City Assembly Rooms was reported in the 

Times (15 December), which noted that Costa's work had received its 

world premiere the previous year at the Birmingham Festival. Describ

ing the oratorio as "composed in a dramatic spirit," the reviewer added 
that "admirers of the old masters" were not likely to appreciate the 

work, but that "those who have advanced with Mendelssohn" would admire 

it. The critic's final assessment of Eli was that the work was 
"masterly and complete . , . without any unusual claims to greatness."

Performances by New York choral organizations during the spring of 

1857 included a program by the Mendelssohn Union on 22 February, which 

featured Rossini's Stabat Mater and Mendelssohn's setting of the Lyric 
Order of Athalia, as well as a performance by pianist William Mason.

The Harmonic Society presented, during April and again in May, programs
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featuring a cantata, The Seven Sleepers, by Carl Loewe (1796-1869), as 

well as Bristow's Praise to God and Jubilate. Little was written in 

either newspaper concerning these performances. On the occasion of 

second performance of Loewe's cantata by the Harmonic Society, however, 

the Times (16 May) noted "a growing taste for choral music" in New York; 
the writer declared "a love for the massive effects that [choral] music 

can alone produce, lies at the very foundation of and . . . constitutes 

correct taste." The critic continued by warning that the "German ultra- 

ists" were "losing sight of this fact, and doing much to undermine the 

human basis of art, by dragging it down to a level of mere mechanical 
knowledge and executive ability." The writer added that "the expression 

of the human voice is what we need most in every sort of music."

The Times critic (26 December 1857), reporting on the Harmonic 
Society's annual offering of Handel's Messiah on Christmas Day, com
mented on what he felt was the audience's lack of proper appreciation of 

Handel's music. "When [bass soloist] Mr. Formes sang a very low note out 
of tune, he was vociferously applauded, but for the 'Halleluiah Chorus,' 

given well, few applauded. We fear that singers, instead of music, is 

[sic] the attraction." The final choral event of 1857 occurred on 28 
December, when the Mendelssohn Union opened its fourth season with a 

"rarely performed" complete choral version of Rossini's Moses in Egypt.

In the Times's assessment, a second performance of the work would remedy 

the "defects" in the previous evening's performance.
During the year 1858 the Times reported three separate performances 

of Messiah by the Harmonic Society, on 30 March, 11 May, and 25 December. 
Following the final performance, the group's annual Christmas presenta
tion, the Times noted that Handel's work was no longer exciting to the
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members of the Society, and described their performance as "lacking 

spirit."
In June of 1858, "an original composition" by George Henry Curtis

was presented at Dodworth's Saloon. The work, a chamber cantata en

titled Forest Melody, was based on a poem by William Cullen Bryant and 

was written for Dr. Guilmette, five soprano and alto voices, with piano 

accompaniment. Although the Tribune critic found "deficiencies in 

emotional or passionate intensity," and in the rhythms of the words 

(the lines were all iambic), he judged the work as a whole "quite as 

good as similar ones by European masters." The critic added that in 

composing the cantata, Curtis made no attempt at writing "music of the 

future," but retained "melodic forms," in which respect he was judged 

"superior" to Schumann and Berlioz.
The fall of 1858 saw two performances of Mendelssohn's St. Paul

by the Mendelssohn Union at the Cooper Institute. The Times (22 Novem

ber) commented on the first performance favorably, and praised Mendels
sohn's "grandeur of passionate utterance not reached by Handel himself."
In announcing the second performance of the work that evening, the 

Tribune (2 December) discussed Mendelssohn's "considerable attempt at 

dramatic construction," and criticized the "lack of melody" in his 
oratorio. The writer added that the composer's "strong point" was his 

instrumentation, rather than his melody."
The performance of another American composition, a setting of Long

fellow's poem Hiawatha, by Richard Stoepel, was the subject of detailed 

reports in both the Times and the Tribune in February 1859. The Times 

(_22 February) noted that the work, employing an orchestra, chorus, so
loists, and narrator, was billed as a "Romantic Symphony," but should
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more correctly be called a cantata. The review noted the difficulty 

American composers faced in having their works produced; the writer at

tributed this difficulty to the fact that "the men in charge" of musical 
matters in America were themselves foreign-born, and were possessed with 

certain "prejudices." Stoepel's work had originally been produced in 
Boston the previous Fourth of July, at the composer's own expense. The 

writer reported that the occasion of the work's New York premiere was an 

artistic, rather than commercial, triumph. He added that when the work 

was known, its performance would "secure fifty audiences a year" in the 

four principal American operatic cities: New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

and Cincinnati. Writing in the Tribune (23 February), Fry praised 
Stoepel's composition as "a valuable addition to the concert room," and 

expressed the hope that the work would replace in part "obsolete ora

torios," those of Handel in particular, which the writer described as 
"perriwig nuisances." Cited in particular was Handel's Israelites in 

Egypt» which Fry described as "dismal rubbish set to twenty-odd fugues, 

more or less skillful, about as lyrical as the multiplication table."
He added: "We are in America, not England; neither a George III nor an

Archbishop of Canterbury here can indorse [sic] a whole pile of crude 

musical forms, filled with much of the barbarism of the day, without 
even a good melody." Returning to the composition in question, Fry de

scribed the instrumentation as "elaborately beautiful" and the vocal 

parts as "well sung." The chorus and orchestra were also favorably re
garded .

An unusual summer entertainment was held during July of 1859 by 

the Mendelssohn Union. The enterprise consisted of a moonlight musical 
excursion up the Hudson River, with music provided by members of the
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Union, accompanied by pianist S. B. Mills and conducted by George Morgan. 
The Times (22 July) reported that five hundred persons participated in 

the excursion, which was a "complete success," despite the fact that the 

caterers forgot to bring the food!
One of the most interesting of musical phenomenona in the mid

nineteenth century was the emergence of "singing families," groups which 
performed popular songs of the day and which had great appeal among the 
American masses. Among the best known of these groups were the Alle- 

ghanians, Amphions, Cheneys, Harmoneons, and the Hutchinsons, perhaps 

the most popular of the singing troupes. The "Singing Hutchinsons," 
as they were often known, came from New Hampshire, and consisted of 

three brothers and their sister Abby. They began making concert tours 

during the early 1840s, and advocated such progressive causes as tem

perance, women's suffrage, and the abolition of slavery. The Times 

(3 April 1855) reported that "a numerous audience" heard a concert by 
the family at the Broadway Tabernacle, in which the group sang Refor

mation and "other old favorite songs."

The following year, 1856, saw the first reference in the newspapers 

to another interesting musical group, Father Kemp's Old Folks, who were

heard on 2 June at the Broadway Tabernacle. The Tribune (3 June), in

a brief report of the concert, announced that the group, appearing in 
Revolutionary costumes, "sang quaint old tunes of long ago." In their 

interest in music of the past, performed with attention to historical 
detail, the "Old Folks" may be regarded as forerunners of present-day 

Collegia Musica and Pro Musica societies. Although groups such as the 

Hutchinsons and the Old Folks were immensely popular, their concerts 

invariably received little notice in newspaper reviews. A Tribune
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report (31 March 1859) of an Old Folks concert stated that the program 

was especially satisfying for the group's performance of Old Hundredth 

in "the old Covenanter's style"; this was one of the few occasions in 

which a specific composition was named in a concert review.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

The Philharmonic
In addition to serving as an accurate record of the musical life 

of the public, newspaper reviews are noteworthy in other respects.

Reports have often not only reflected the attitudes of the public and 

the beliefs and prejudices of the critics themselves, but have also 
provided information on such particulars as performance practices of 

the day. An illustration of this point may be observed in a concert of 
the New York Philharmonic Society that took place on Saturday, 10 March 

1855, reviewed the following Monday in both the Times and the Tribune.

The reviews reported that the third movement of Mozart's Symphony in 
G Minor, K. 550, was encored by the audience, a demonstration which 
showed, in Tribune critic Fry's estimation, that the audience was more 

greatly moved by "music of the heels" than that "of the heart." This 
report revealed the fact that audiences still adhered to the custom of 

applauding between movements of a symphony, a practice looked upon with 
disfavor today. Also well received by the audience was pianist Gustave 

Satter, whose performance of Beethoven's piano concerto in E-flat was 
"vehemently encored" (Times). The Times critic also reported that Satter 

then played a fantasia on themes from Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's 

Dream, a performance, the reviewer added, which "had the advantage, at 

least, of not being marred by the orchestra." In commenting on
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Beethoven’s concerto, Fry described the work as a "noble piece," although 

"not up to the pianism of later authors." As he had in the past, Fry 
again took exception-to the "combination of piano solo, long and extended, 

and mixed up and alternating with an orchestra." He added that such a 

combination was "unphilosophical and unsatisfactory," due to the fact that 

the "poverty" of the piano was contrasted with the "richness of the or

chestra." The Times had harsh criticism for the orchestra's performance 

in this work, calling it "most slovenly execrable." Satter evidently 

performed with the score in front of him, for the Times questioned why, 

"out of sixty-eight members of the orchestra, there was not one detailed 

to turn over the leaves for Mr. Salter [sic]." The Times also noted that 

Satter performed a cadenza by Liszt, described by the critic as "undoubt

edly a creation— beginning with chaos and progressing toward light."
While Satter's performance of the Beethoven concerto was "vehemently 

encored," the orchestra's rendition of Mendelssohn's Ruy Bias overture 
met with no applause from the audience. Fry, ignoring the audience's re

ception of the Mozart symphony, was sharply critical of this fact, and 
offered these thoughts on the situation:

The applause extended to solos should not be omitted when the orches
tra alone plays. This shows that music pure and high, without per
sonal display, is of slow growth. Music is of itself the highest and 
holiest of all the arts. It is the divine art— and the only one that 
of itself cannot be profaned. To expect appreciation of such an art, 
dissociated from all adventitious or inferior aids, from a general 
public, we must presuppose higher aims than the materialism of society 
allows at present.

The following season (.1855-56), the Philharmonic Society had, for 
the first time, Carl Bergmann as its conductor. Bergmann, who would share 

the post with Theodore Eisfeld, had resigned as conductor of the Germania 

Orchestra the previous year. The Times review of the season's first
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concert, held on 24 November 1855, described Bergmann as "a man of disci

pline and sentiment," and added that it had not been particularly happy" 

with past conductors of the orchestra. Bergmann was one of the earliest 

promoters of Wagner's music in America, music which was met with much re
sistance by the critics. The new conductor scheduled Wagner's overture 

to Tannhauser on his first program, a work described by the Times critic 
as "pretentious." The reviewer criticized the work for containing "no 

rest for the ear, no quiet topic for the mind to dwell upon. From the 

double bass to the piccolo there is a perpetual race for victory."
Among contemporary composers whose works were most frequently per

formed by the Philharmonic Society was Danish composer Niels Gade, whose 

symphony in C minor was played at the orchestra's next concert on 12 

January 1856 at Niblo's Garden. The Times (15 January) described the 
work as "acceptable and agreeable," but conservative when compared to 

another work on the program, Berlioz's overture, Les Francs juges. The 

critic characterized Berlioz as being "possessed of a marvelous, almost 

diseased perception of instrumental effects." Another composition by 

Gade, the Scotch Overture, was heard on the opening concert of the fol

lowing season (22 November 1856), together with Beethoven's Fifth 

Symphony and Cherubini's overture to Medea. The Times (24 November) 
reported that Gade's work, the final composition on the program, was 

"well chosen for playing out the audience," and added that "we only re
gret that it cannot play itself out of the Library of the Society."

The performance by the Philharmonic Society of Wagner's Faust 
Overture on 10 January 1857 provided the Times and Tribune critics with 
fresh fuel for their attacks on Wagner. The Times described Wagner as "a 

gentleman who supplies nightmares to the present generation— and what he
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facetiously calls ’Music of the Future' is an effort of laborious dullness 

worthy of the source whence it proceeds." The critic admitted, however, 

that Wagner displayed "excellent mechanical skill in his precise use of 

instruments," but the reviewer stated that he could detect no reason for 

calling the work "Faust Overture." He added: "it might be denominated an 

overture to 'Pongo, the Intelligent Ape' with much greater propriety."
The Tribune's criticisms of Wagner's composition centered, as might 

be expected, around what the reviewer, Fry, felt was Wagner's "want of 
lovely, flowing melody." Fry also discussed the "issues now in Germany"' 

concerning the controversy over Wagner and his musical ideas, and declared, 
with some sarcasm, that such a controversy could not take place in America, 
"for we will do our public the justice to say that they are absolutely 

indifferent to all artistic discussions of the kind."

The music of Robert Schumann and Richard Wagner may be easily dif
ferentiated by today's listeners, but to the critics in New York during 
the 1850s, these composers' "ultra-modern" compositions shared a common 

flaw, namely, the lack of a "clearly defined melody." "They [the modern 

composers] give us chords and odd bits of progressions, which are well- 

instrumented but deficient in ideas." This was the opinion of Fry in his 
review of a Philharmonic performance of Schumann's Manfred Overture 
(Tribune, 23 November 1857). The critic added that modern composers 
were "determined to make more of music than nature intended." "Since the 

symphony only gives four concerts a year," Fry concluded, "it should use 
great discretion in its choice of works."

Although American compositions were still largely ignored, the Phil
harmonic Society continued to program works by contemporary composers.
In March 1858, the Society presented a "new manuscript symphony" by
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Ferdinand Hiller (1811-85). Hiller was also active as a conductor and 

critic, as well as founder and director of the Cologne Conservatory from 

1850 until his death. He was described by the Times (8 March 1858) in its 
review of the concert as "a composer who enjoys ample fortune, a remarkable 

amount of scientific attainment, and a limited number of ideas." The 

critic characterized Hiller's symphony as "a vexatious work," which con

tained "good merits," but also included an "incessant recurrence of clap
trap passages and brassy ensembles suggesting French comic opera."

Gade was again heard on 20 November 1858, when the Philharmonic 

performed the composer's Fifth Symphony, in D minor, at the first concert 
of its seventeenth season. The symphony featured a part for piano obbli

gato, performed in the concert by Henry C. Timm. The Times (22 November) 

regarded Gade's "somewhat uninteresting" work as "more or less a contest 

between the piano and orchestra," and concluded that there was "too much 

Chickering and too little symphony." Also on the program were Spohr's 
Concert Quartet, op. 131, and Rossini's overture to The Siege of Corinth, 
described by the critic as "a burst of sunshine on a cloudy day," which 

"rejuvenated the fagged-out audience."
After congratulating the Philharmonic Society for included works by 

living composers, following the orchestra's performance of Hiller's sym

phony in March 1858, the Times (15 February 1859) complained the next 
season that the group had lately been performing "too much of the modern 
school." The critic added that "pure melody and profound harmony" were 

being "replaced by dislocated rhythms and hideous dissonances." These re
marks were directed toward the Society's inclusion of Schumann's Fourth 

Symphony, in D minor in its third subscription concert of the season. The 

programming of a symphony in D by Haydn on the concert as well, provided
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the critic with the opportunity to compare the two works. The Schumann 

symphony, wrote the reviewer, was like a "dark background to Haydn's bright 
picture." While the Schumann composition,possessed a "startling boldness," 

its "frantic color" created a "hazardous effect." The writer acknowledged 

the work as a good "exhibition of orchestral manipulation," but declared 

that the overall effect was "wearisome."
The Philharmonic's next concert (26 March) should have been satis

factory for those persons who sought more recognition for music by Amer

ican composers; the group performed Bristow's Third Symphony, in F-sharp 

minor. The Times (26 March) judged the symphony as "frequently and ill- 
sustained," but "agreeable to a mixed audience, however." (The term 

"mixed audience" referred to one which was composed of both the general 

public and serious musicians.) The reviewer further explained that a 

symphony composer required intelligence "superior to the writer of ordi

nary dance themes." As if not to appear too unkind, the critic offered 

Bristow encouragement by claiming that the composer would probably show 
improvement if he were offered more opportunities to have his music per

formed, This particular concert was also noteworthy for the New York 
debut of English pianist Sebastian Bach Mills (1838-98), "fresh from the 

Conservatoire." Although virtually forgotten today, Mills was immensely 
popular with New York audiences, so popular that he settled there and be

came an active force in the musical life of New York for the next several 

years. The Times called Mills "almost in every respect, the most remark
able player" ever heard in the United States, words of praise that disre

garded such notable performers as Thalberg and Gottschalk. Mills performed 
Schumann's Piano Concerto in A Minor, op. 54, described by the Times critic 

as "full of recondite suggestions, that have to be acted on by the player
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and explained impromptu." The reviewer added that Mills’s "sentiment 

carried the work over to the audience." Mills’s technique was-"not truly 

apparent," however, until he performed Liszt's concert paraphrase of 

Mendelssohn's Wedding March. The critic described Mills as belonging to 

Liszt's "school," which exploited the piano's "orchestral effects" and 

demanded "characteristics of strength and flexibility of touch."
For the Society's seventeenth season (1858-59), the directors sched

uled, for the first time, five concerts in place of the usual four. This 

move was prompted by financial losses suffered the previous season; the 
directors felt that the additional concert, "with no increase in the price 

of subscription," would make the season more attractive. The society's 

fifth concert on 30 April again featured an example of "Music of the 
Future," on this occasion Liszt's Les Preludes, which was performed to

gether with Beethoven's Fourth Symphony and Weber’s overture to Euryanthe. 

The. Times (2 May), favorably impressed with Liszt's work, described Les 
Preludes as a "gorgeously-colored piece of modern instrumentation— rich 
in all of the wind-instrument effects so popular with the 'Future' school 

of composition." The critic added that Liszt had all of "Berlioz' know
ledge of instrumental effect without his dryness," and described Liszt's 

melodies as "shapely, and susceptible of massive treatment."

In 1858, New York's neighbor, Brooklyn, acquired its own Philhar

monic Society, a smaller orchestra, but one that borrowed many of its 

members from the New York Philharmonic. Many of the works appearing on 
New York Philharmonic concerts were often programmed by the Brooklyn 

Society as well. On the Brooklyn orchestra's first concert of the 1859- 
60 season, for example, the directors programmed Wagner's Faust Overture, 

which the Times (7 November) again took the opportunity to condemn. The
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critic labelled Wagner's overture as "insipid mediocrity, tailored out of 

the fourteen chords of Harmony for the purpose of showing that the common 

chord is the one that Mr. Wagner most readily can dispense with." The 
writer continued: "in the specialties of imagination, passion and senti

ment, the common elements of such trivialists as Beethoven, the work is 

absolutely devoid." Also on the program was pianist S. B. Mills, who per

formed the "seldom heard" Piano Concerto No. 2 in F Minor by Chopin. The 

reviewer praised the "modern Steinway piano" (just recently developed) as 

"superior . . .  to the old Erard for use in the concert hall." The de

velopment of the modern overstrung concert grand, with its steel frame, 
created a better balance between orchestra and soloist and served to 

pacify those critics who had complained of the "ineffectual" combination 
of piano and orchestra in concerto performance. In response to Mills's 

rendition of Liszt's La Campanella, the Times noted the trend away from 

the popular operatic fantasias so common on concerts of the period, but 
criticized Liszt's work for its "lack of breadth": "The ear, accustomed

to modern music, demands a grandiose introduction, an elaborately har

monized theme, and a conclusion, or coda, with a palpable culmination 
in it."

The final concert of the New York Philharmonic's 1859-69 season is 

noteworthy for the New York premiere of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. Fry 
writing in the Tribune, found much in the work to criticize. The first 

"peculiarity" to which he objected was the mixing of voices, "solo and 

multitudinous," with an instrumental symphony. The major fault of the 
composition, however, was its length; Fry complained that each of the 
symphony's four movements was long enough to be heard separately, An
other criticism of the work was Beethoven's treatment of the voices.
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Fry felt that vocally, this symphony was "below" Beethoven's "standard," 

and that it contained "no climax, no intensity, no brilliancy, no de
clamatory function, besides screeching." He added that "the common sense 

of Americans makes them yawn over such inflictions." Having completed 
his attacks on Beethoven's vocal writing, Fry turned his discussion to 

other aspects of the symphony. While praising the Scherzo and Andante as 

"worthy of Beethoven," Fry lashed out at one of Beethoven's compositional 

techniques the critic labelled as the "kaleidoscope effect," a procedure 

he described as "treating an idea many different ways" in the course of 
a composition. This was "child's play to any composer with brains," Fry 
declared, adding that finding an "original theme— a motive— is nine-tenths 

the battle." Fry concluded his remarks concerning Beethoven's Ninth Sym
phony by suggesting to the Society that if it wanted to include choral 
music in its programs, it whould perhaps consider "the Conspiration Scene" 

from Les Huguenots, Haydn's Mass in D , or Weber's Grand Mass. He added 

that these works "are not didactic— they have blood and fire."

Chamber Music

Chamber music in New York during the 1850s continued to increase in 
popularity as a growing number of chamber music ensembles became estab
lished. Besides the "quartette soirees" of Theodore Eisfeld, similar series 

of concerts were begun by pianist composer William Mason and Carl Bergmann; 
Bergmann was replaced after the first season by Theodore Thomas.

A Hummel septet in D minor and a nonet by Spohr were the featured 
compositions at a concert of the Eisfeld Quartet Soiree series on 17 April 
1855. The Times the following morning described the Spohr composition as 
"tedious," and added that "nine instrumental pieces are too suggestive of
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an incomplete orchestra to be enjoyable, unless executed with faultless 

_ precision."

The Times (19 November 1855) reported the opening concert of Eisfeld's 

"classical soirees" for the 1855-56 season. The reviewer noted that Eis- 

feld's chamber music ensemble had "scarcely got into fair practice yet," 
the result being "coarseness" of tone quality and lack of precision. These 

inadequacies were especially evident in the opening piece, Mendelssohn's 

Quartet Concertante, op. 12. The Times critic compared the "artistic 

elegancies" of Mendelssohn to "ladies' jewels, very pretty in their way, 
but offensive the moment they are out of place." Also on the program were 

Mozart's Quintet in G Minor, K. 516; two German songs, performed by Mrs. 
Clara Brinkerhoff; and, "the grand feature of the evening," Chopin's Piano 

Trio in G Minor, op. 8. Richard Hoffman, who performed the piano part, 

was praised by the Times as "one of the few who possess the spiritual el

ement so necessary in the interpretation of Chopin, without which, indeed 

his music is mere lifeless science."

The third concert of the 1855-56 season (26 January 1856), featured 

Haydn's String Quartet in G Major, no. 57; Piano Trio in D Minor, op. 59, 

by Mendelssohn; and a Beethoven string quartet, op. 74, in addition 
to two compositions by Eisfeld, a vocal quartet and a serenade for male 
voices. The critic declared that "we cannot have Haydn too often, espe

cially when the license of modern music has almost destroyed ancient land
marks." The piano part of the Mendelssohn trio was performed by Mme.
William Vincent Wallace. The reviewer cautioned Mme. Wallace not to allow 

"domestic life" to keep her from performing, and added that she would "lose 

her abilities" if she stopped playing.
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Eisfeld's fifth soiree of the season (22 March) was described by 
the Times (24 March) as "instructive” as well as "entertaining." Move
ments from four quartets, by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Onslow, were 

performed, in order "to show the growth and development of the Quartet as 

a composition." The writer added that he saw "nothing wrong" with playing 

excerpts of compositions. Also on the program were a "manuscript violin 

sonata" by Mr. John Pyorowski and a quartet in F by Anton Rubinstein. The 

violin sonata exhibited "scholarly ability," in the opinion of the Times 

critic.
Eisfeld’s fourth classical soiree of his eighth season (23 March 

1858) featured the New York premiere of Schumann’s Quartet in F , op. 41, 

no. 2. The Tribune cited the "great mechanical difficulties" of the work, 

which were "ably mastered" by the performers. The critic added, however, 

that the piece was "somewhat bald of musical effects." The Times reviewer 
agreed. He described Schumann's quartet as "more remarkable for skill 

than for genius." In contrast,, another work on the program, Piano Trio 
in E-flat, op. 100, by Schubert, exhibited "both genius and skill." The 

Times declared of the trio that "in all of chamber music there is nothing 

more delicious. In each movement there is a distinct melodic form, glis

tening like a classic statue amid clusters of wild flowers and lovely 
sculptured fragments." The pianist for the performance was Gustave Satter 

of Boston, proclaimed by the Tribune as "one of the best in the world." 
Another work by Schumann, his piano quintet in E-flat, featured on the 

final concert of the season (12 May), was even less warmly received by 

the Times. The review (13 May) called the piece a "dismal work, which is 
only interesting as an evidence of the rough and thorny paths which all 

must tread who would seek novelty without the light of genius." This was
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the final concert of Eisfeld’s soiree series. During the summer of 1858, 

Eisfeld was involved in a tragic fire when the ship Austria, on which he 

was a passenger, suffered an explosion at sea. Eisfeld was one of the few 

survivors of the tragedy, but his health suffered greatly from exposure 

and shock, and he never fully recovered from the ordeal. He left New York 

in 1866 and returned to Wiesbaden, where he lived until his death in 1882.

After Eisfeld's endeavors in offering chamber music to New York au

diences, the next, and perhaps more widely known, effort was the series 

of chamber music concerts begun by William Mason in 1855. Mason, son of 

Lowell Mason, had recently returned from lengthy study in Europe, in prep
aration for a concert career. However, having discovered that the constant 

travel associated with the career of a virtuoso was too demanding, Mason 

decided to settle in New York, where he gained a reputation as an excellent 

teacher and promoter of chamber music. In 1855, Mason formed a chamber 
music ensemble consisting of himself and a string quartet composed of The

odore Thomas, first violin; Joseph Mosenthal, second violin; George Matzka, 
viola; and Carl Bergmann, cello. Billed as the Mason-Bergmann Musical 

Matinee, the first performance of the group occurred on 29 November 1855 

at Dodworth's Rooms. The program, which consisted of vocal and piano 

solos as well as ensemble pieces, is listed below, as it appeared in 

Mason’s autobiography, Memories of a Musical Life:-̂ -̂

"^William Mason, Memories of a Musical Life (New York: Da Capo
Press, 1970), p. 194.
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Tuesday, November 27, 1855

1. Quartet in D Minor, Strings Schubert
2. Romance from Tannhauser,

"Abendstern" ..................  Wagner
3. Pianoforte Solo, Fantasie Im

promptu, Op. 66 (first time) Chopin
Deux Preludes, D flat and G,
Op. 2 4 ..........................  Heller

4. Variations Concertante for
Violoncello and Piano, Op. 17 Mendelssohn

5. "Feldwarts flog ein Voglein" Nicolai
6. Grand Trio in B Major, Op. 8,

Piano, Violin, and Cello (first
time) ......................   . Brahms

The Times (29 November) reported that the concert was "classical in 

the severest sense of the word," and added, that a "slight admixture of 

something not German would have been a relief, particularly in the vocal 

department." The critic termed Wagner's romanza "simply heavy and unin

telligible," and described Nicolai's song as "lugubrious." While criti

cizing the Scherzo of Schubert's posthumous work as "fragmentary, incomplete 

and brief," the critic praised the Presto as "singularly charming and vig

orous." The group's performance of the Brahms trio was the work's first 
performance in America. In assessing the trio, the critic acknowledged 

Brahms's "sound musicianship" and "many good points," but added the fact 
that the work also possessed "the usual defects of a young writer, among 

which may be enumerated length and solidarity." The critic listed as one 
of the "best features" of the trio "the extreme difficulty of the work," 

which "evokes some new effects." The performers were praised in their 
efforts as "artistic, excellent and faultless." The reviewer applauded 

Mason for his ability to perform both solos and "concerted music," but 

criticized his instrument for its "clipping thin sound;" for this reason, 
the critic felt, Mason's performance of Chopin's Fantasie-Impromptu 

"failed to realize the effect we anticipated."
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The second Mason-Bergmann Musical Matinee was held a short time 

later, on 18 December, again at Dodworth's Rooms. The Times (19 December) 

listed'the four works on the program: Beethoven's Quartet in F, op. 50;

"Meditations on Bache's [sic] first Prelude for the piano, arranged by 

Chas. Gounod"; Ballade in A-flat by Chopin (op. 47); and Schumann's Piano 

Quartet in E-flat Major, op. 47. The Times called Beethoven's quartet one 

of his "most vigorous and happy compositions." The critic was not so fa

vorably impressed with Gounod's "Meditation":
Mr. Gounod's meditations, if they are all like this, must be of a 
very dry and rudimental character. This one is decidedly suggestive 
of the elder Willett, who used to stare at a copper boiler without 
thinking of anything in particular. We really think that Mr. Gounod 
must have meditated on Bache's [sic] theme in a similarly unproductive 
frame of mind. By splitting up a good prelude into three parts, he 
has neither improved the one nor made the others interesting.

In contrast to the frequent criticisms of Schumann's music in the New York 

press, the critic on this occasion praised the composer's quartet as "fine
ly conceived, . . . the subjects . . . elaborately defined, and elaborated 

with classic ease and finish."
The third of Mason and Bergmann's matinee series, held on 29 January 

1856, featured a trio by another "new composer," Anton Rubinstein. The 
Times the following day commended Mason for "carrying chamber music a step 

further in New York by playing the best works of the promising young com
posers of our day." The writer then referred to the "fine, remarkable trio 

by Brahms," the same composition that had "carried consternation into the 

camp of the Bostonians" when Mason had performed it in Boston with members 
of the Mendelssohn Quintet Club a short while previously. Regarding the 

trio by Rubinstein, the critic praised the "clear design and exact pro
portions of the work."



Rubinstein's trio was repeated on the next concert of the series, 

held on 26 February. The Tribune (27 February) reported that the work was 

"loudly applauded," but Fry launched his characteristic attack on the 

"stupid combination" of piano with violin and cello. The final work on 

the program, Bach's Triple Concerto in D Minor (for "three pianos and 

strings") was described by Fry as "interesting for its antiquity." He 

added that it was composed "at a time when such music was emerging from 

the fugue, and has neither passion, nor rhetoric, . . . nor yet transcen

dental harmonies . . .  to recommend it." "The concerto is only proper 

as a relic of the past," he concluded.
The Mason-Bergmann chamber ensemble gave six concerts its first 

season. The final concert, heard by a "very large and enthusiastic au

dience" on 29 April, was described in the Times (1 May) as "more curious

than interesting." Besides three piano solos, performed by Mason, and
<

vocal assistance by Mme. von Berkel, who made her New York debut on this 

occasion, the group performed Beethoven's Quartet in B-flat, op. 130, and 

Schumann's Piano Quintet in E-flat, op. 44. The Times reviewer was un
usually critical regarding Beethoven's composition, calling it one of his 

"craziest," and "not a pleasant work, but interesting to the music student. 
The critic was even less kind to Schumann's quintet, which he described 

as a "pretensious [sic] work," containing a "limited number of ideas, 
magnificently elaborated." He added that he had heard "too much Schumann 
this winter."

In his autobiography, Mason reported that after the first year of 

the Mason-Bergmann Matinee series, Bergmann resigned, due to "friction" 
between himself and Thomas. Frederick Bergner, a member of the Philhar
monic Society, replaced Bergmann as cellist in the quartet, and the
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organization was now called the Mason-Thomas Quartet. Mason added that 

"so styled it won a wide reputation throughout the country." Thomas took 

over as leader of the group, and selected the programs for the ensemble's 

concerts. Mason credited Thomas with the rapid improvements the quartet 

made, and praised his ability in selecting and arranging the order of works 

on each program.
Under Thomas's leadership the quartet continued the high standards 

established during the group's first year of existence. Beethoven and 

Schumann remained prominent on the quartet's programs, but attention was 

also paid to lesser known modern composers, as well as to composers of 

"antiquity," particularly Bach and Handel. A concert by the group on 

30 January 1858 at the Spengler Institute included, besides quartets by 

Beethoven and Schumann, a piano trio by German composer Robert Volkmann 

(1815-83). The Times (1 February) described the work as "trivial," al

though "pleasant" and "perfectly orthodox." Solos performed by Mason 

included a Liszt operatic transcription ("involving technical trash") 

and a "fine Etude" by Henselt. The Tribune (19 April), reporting the 

season's final Mason-Thomas Matinee, praised Thoraas as an "irreproachable 

timeist [sic]" as well as a "young and rising artist," whose "modesty is 
only equal to his merit."

Thomas's fame as a conductor has overshadowed his earlier reputation 
as a violinist. In his memoirs, Mason assessed his young colleague: "He

lacked the perfect finish of a great violinist, but he played in a large, 

quiet, and reposeful m a n n e r . T h e  Times (19 December 1855) had a

18Ibid., p. 196.

19Ibid., p. 197.
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similar appraisal of Thomas. It described him as a “young and praise

worthy artist, who reads with great accuracy, but who is not quite steady 

in the upper part of his instrument as a sensitive ear requires."

The sixth and final concert of Mason and Thomas's 1858-59 season, 

which featured quartets by Mozart (no. 1) and Beethoven (no. 14, op. 131), 

provided the Times reviewer the opportunity to compare the two composers.

The critic stated that Mozart's music possessed a "quaintness" that was 

lacking in Beethoven. Mozart's quartet was composed in a "staid but in

telligible manner," while Beethoven's work exhibited the "disparate ec

centricities of an exhausted brain." The writer declared op. 131 "so 

puerile" that it was "more than wearisome." He enlarged his attack to in

clude Beethoven's entire output written during his "third period," during 
which Beethoven composed "under a cloud." The critic concluded by declaring 

that it was "not without reason" that op. 131 and other late Beethoven works 

were "rejected by the most eclectic of Beethoven's admirers."
The following year,. 1860, Mason and Thomas moved their concert series 

to evenings. Their first evening performance, on 3 March 1860, was held 

at the Chickering Rooms. The group performed Schubert's Quartet in G Major, 

op. 161, and Beethoven's Piano Trio in D Major; Mason played a Chopin bal

lade. The Times reviewer (15 March) questioned the designation of "ballade"

for Chopin's composition. He argued that, since it was "filled with mel

odies" and was marked by "strong effects," it was not a "simple uninter
rupted musical narrative as a Ballade be."

Solo Instrumentalists

Solo instrumental music in New York during the latter 1850s seemed 
to increase with greater profusion than any other medium during the period.
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The majority of the solo artists were pianists, but there were also 

harpists, violinists, organists, as well as persons who performed on such 

"novelty" instruments as the "Alexandre Organ," and the concertina.

William Mason, although more famous as a pedagogue and performer of 

chamber music, made his New York debut as a concert virtuoso. Mason's 

first concert in New York following his European studies occurred on 12 

October 1854 at Niblo's Saloon. The Times (14 October) praised Mason as 
"a thorough master of the modern German school of pianoforte playing." 

Mason's touch was described as "wonderfully vigorous" and his "harmonies 

. . . massive." The reviewer noted that Mason did not follow the Thal- 

berg school; his playing was marked by "thoughtful completeness rather 

than brilliant flippancy."
The pianist with whom Mason was compared in the quotation above, 

Sigismond Thalberg, made his own visit to the United States in 1856. 

Thalberg's New York debut, on 10 November at Niblo's Saloon, was hailed 

in the Tribune as the "most remarkable event of this season." The Times 

was even more ecstatic, calling Thalberg, next to Liszt, "only one of the 

two great pianists of the day," and the "greatest pianist ever heard in 
America." In addition, both articles cited Thalberg's influence on a whole 

generation of performers. The Tribune declared that Thalberg had discov

ered "new sound possibilities for the piano . . .  he bridged over the 
separated lands of the piano. He created a school." The Times described 
how Thalberg had "combined the schools of mere execution and mere harmonism, 

. . . added the inspiration of his own genius," and created "the voice of 
nature." Thalberg most often performed works of his own composition, and 
those works were primarily transcriptions and fantasias based on themes 

from the popular operas of the day. Among Thalberg's own pieces performed
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on his first concert in New York were arrangements from La Sonnambula, 

Masaniello, and L'Elisir d'amore, as well as his Etude in A . Similarly, 

Thalberg's third concert (13 November) featured fantasies on themes from 

Les Huguenots, Lucia, and Semiramide. The critics, whose praise often sub

sided after opening performances, were no less enthusiastic in their fas
cination with Thalberg following his third performance than they were after 

his first concert. "Amid all of the showering of mechanical pianism," 

wrote the Times the following morning, "the voice of nature— melody— is 

heard and is scrupulously maintained."
Thalberg remained in the United States for slightly more than a year, 

departing in January 1858. He alternated between stays in New York and 

concert tours to various major U.S. cities. Following his first concert 

tour, Thalberg returned to New York in February 1857, when he began a 

series of afternoon performances "chiefly for ladies" (refreshments were 

served by black servants), in addition to his regular series of evening 

concerts. On these matinees, Thalberg departed from his usual format and 

performed such classical works as Beethoven's Sonata in C-sharp Minor and

Trio in B Major, as well as pieces by Chopin. Thalberg also introduced

on these matinees a new musical instrument, the "Alexandre Organ," which 
the Times (21 February) described, without explanation, as a "type of 

harmonium which can sustain tones." The Alexandre Organ, or Alexandre 
Harmonium as it was sometimes called, was the invention of Jacob Alexandre
(1804-76), a French organ builder and leading developer of the reed or

cabinet organ. The Alexandre Organ was again heard in New York during the 

autumn of 1858, when Mile. Emma Wellis performed on the instrument in a 
series of concerts at Niblo's Saloon.
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During the autumn of 1857, Thalberg was joined in his tour by French 

violinist Henri Vieuxtemps. The Times (16 September) praised Vieuxtemps 

by declaring that few artists "have a more solid reputation as performer 

and composer," and cited his violin concerto in E as "superior to the 

majority of Beethoven symphonies." In honor of Thalberg's visit to Amer
ica, the opera impresario Ullman planned a "Grand Testimonial" for the 

pianist at the Academy of Music on 2 January 1858, immediately prior to 
his departure. The affair began with a matinee performance of Donizetti's 

Lucia di Lammermoor, and an evening concert which included Beethoven's 

Fifth Symphony and Consecration of the House overture, vocal selections 

by Mme. Caradori and Mr. Formes, solos by Vieuxtemps and Thalberg, and 
the feature of the evening, Mozart's seldom performed Requiem. The Times 

(4 January) described the Requiem as "a 'learned' work written in strict 
church style." Although well performed, the work "played out the house" 

and should have been given alone, the Times critic concluded. Thalberg's 

Testimonial was repeated the following Monday (4 January), with La Traviata 
being the opera performed. In assessing Thalberg's impact on America fol

lowing his extended visit here, the Times (1 January) declared that Thalberg 

"has killed mediocrity in the concert room."
Although Thalberg's visit to the United States generated the greatest 

excitement during the late 1850s, America's own Louis Moreau Gottschalk 

continued to attract crowds during his visits to New York. Gottschalk be
gan a series of performances in December 1855, and remained through the 

spring of 1856. The Times (26 January 1856) reported, at length, Gott- 
sehalk's ''‘Thipd Soiree1' at Dodworth's Saloon. As was customary, almost 
all of the pieces Gottschalk played were of his own composition. He began 

the concert with his fantasia on the first-act finale of Donizetti's
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Lucrezia Borgia, which was followed by "the new ballade 'Solitude"'; the 

Times noted a "leaning more towards the German school of writing than we 

are apt to look for in Mr. Gottschalk." Gottschalk also performed his 

Valse poetique; Souvenir d'Andalousie; and El Cucuje, a fantasy on Cuban 

dances, "remarkable for its strange rhythms." Other works on the program 

included the March and Finale from Weber's Konzertstuck; two movements from 

Beethoven's Violin Sonata in A (the "Kreutzer," op. 47), performed with 
Joseph Burke, violinist; and Liszt's fantasia on the septet from Lucia, 

in addition to "four or five encores." Following Gottschalk's fifth con
cert, the Times (15 February) reported that the pianist, who was late 

("through no fault of his own"), was hissed because of his late appear

ance. The Times wrote that it was "refreshing to hear a hiss in a concert 

room— people should express their opinions more often."

Most of the other pianists heard in New York during this time are 

forgotten today. During the latter 1850s, New Yorkers heard such performers, 

both foreign and native-born, as Gustave Satter, Oscar Cometant, C. Jerome 

Hopkins, Charles Goldbeck, William Saar, Arthur Napoleon, Sebastian Bach 

Mills, Richard Hoffman, and Mme. de Bienville. Most of these performers 

received little notice from the critics beyond the acknowledgement of their 

performances and perhaps one or two complimentary or critical remarks.
For example, a Times review (8 January 1858) of Mme. de Bienville's second 
concert, on which the pianist had performed sonatas by Hummel and Mozart, 
suggested that she play from the score rather than from memory: "Playing

classical works without the score is a poor modern affectation, which 

punishes itself very speedily."
One of the more important pianists performing in New York at this 

time was Sebastian Bach Mills. Mills, who had made his New York debut
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with the Philharmonic Society in March 1859 (see above), performed his 

first concert as a soloist the following May. The Times (23 May) called 

Mills among the "foremost rank of living pianists." Although praising the 
concert as a "gratifying success," the reviewer criticized the program as 

"too serious in character." Mills had opened his concert with a Mendels
sohn piano trio, "too long and reticent for a miscellaneous concert," the 

Times declared. In addition, the program included Thalberg's Tremolo 

Etude, Liszt's arrangement of Wagner's March from Tannhauser, a tran

scription of excerpts from Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's Dream, and 

a number of works by Chopin, as well as a Moscheles duet, Homage to Handel, 

which Mills performed with his wife. The Times critic quipped that the 

Moscheles work should instead be called "Hommage to Ennui." The reviewer 

concluded that Mills excelled in those compositions "of full orchestral 

character."

AMERICAN MUSIC ASSOCIATION

A brief notice in the Times of 16 February 1856 announced that a 
musical soiree would be held that evening at Clinton Hall, featuring "all 

music from the pen of native composers." The announcement added that the 

performers would also be American. The endeavor was organized by Mr. 
Charles J. Hopkins (1836-98, later to be known as C. Jerome Hopkins). If 
the opening concert was successful, the group planned to present a concert 

each month, under the title, American Music Association.
The Times review of the concert (18 February) reported that there 

indeed was a good attendance, "quite large enough for the limited capacity 

of the apartment." The concert included a "miscellaneous collection" of 

nine pieces; the two works "of importance" were Hopkins' Life Symphony
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and a sonata for violin and piano by Mr, C. Hommann. The Times critic 

made no further mention of Hopkins's symphony, but wrote of the violin 

sonata that it bore "a family likeness to . . . other well-known works."

The reviewer added, however, that this "reminiscence" was "a necessity of 

all young writers who have studied vigorously." The remainder of the
pieces on the program were described by the critic as "up to concert pitch,

but not beyond it." Expressing his hope for "better instrumental music" 

at the Association's next concert, the critic added that the "eminent mu
sicians" of New York should participate in the Association. The reviewer 

then disputed what he considered to be an "unjust passage" in the Associ

ation's prospectus. The passage read thus:
We do not wish it to be thought that the object of our enterprise is
an earnest of our total and unreserved renunciation of all except
native American music; but we do wish it clearly to be understood, 
that we consider the prevalent opinion that the birth of an individ
ual on American soil renders "null and void" his claim to original 
genius a disgrace to the age we live in.

The critic responded to this charge by citing such composers as Fry 
(Leonora) and Bristow (Rip Van Winkle), as well as such concert artists 

as Gottschalk and William Mason, as being well received by American au

diences. "Whenever American music has been good for anything, it has met 

with hearty appreciation from the public," the reviewer declared. He 
blamed American composers themselves instead for the lack of attention 

they received:

The evil that we see in the present state of music in New-York [sic] 
is, that Americans do not work together. Their influence is not felt 
so much as it is exercised. Every man goes on his hook. There is no 
cooperation. The consequence is that the Germans who do cooperate with 
each other, have command of all the avenues that lead to the public.
An American finds it difficult to obtain a hearing for his works. He 
must spend a lifetime in negotiating with Committees. He must submit 
to the ill-will of all the executants. He must patiently bear up 
against unjust comparisons. He must have the maw of an ostrich to 
digest all the harsh and stupid things that will be said of him. But 
when he has reached the public he will find no lack of sympathy.
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The reviewer ended his article with a rather patronizing plea for public 

support of the new group's endeavors: "it [the Association] will not

teach the public anything, but it will benefit the artists; it will not 

injure foreign music, but it will do good to that of the native artist."

The second soiree by the Association was briefly reviewed in the 

Times of 4 April 1856. Reporting a "highly appreciative audience" at the 

concert at Stuyvesant Institute, the Times reviewer cited as the "princi

pal feature" of the evening a "Quintette" by Mr. Hommann of Philadelphia. 

The critic described Hommann's work as "classically written," and added 
that it received a "highly creditable performance." Also mentioned in 

the review was Mrs. Brinkerhoff, who sang Alone by Gottschalk, with the 

composer at the piano. Gottschalk capped the evening with a performance 

of his "most popular piece," The Last Hope.

The organization's final concert of its first season took place at 
Dodworth's Saloon on 30 May, and attracted a good audience, according to 

reports in the Tribune (2 June) and the Times (3 June). The Times re
viewer, writing that the "youth of the Society and the peculiar circum

stances under which it has sprung into being forbids anything like a . . . 
detailed criticism for the present," mentioned only two of the eleven 

pieces on the program. One of these, a "Quintette" by Mr. Hommann, was, 

it may be assumed, repeated from the group's previous concert. The other 
composition noted by the Times was "a very peculiar vocal quartet" by Mr. 

Fry, which was "rich in harmonic resonances." The Tribune review, even 
briefer than that in the Times, stated only that the concert featured some 

"beautiful solo voices," and added that the "young body [the Association]
. . . requires a good deal of kindness from the public in order to work."
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Two concerts by the Association were reported in the Times during 

1857, on both occasions only briefly. The first concert (27 February) 
featured an anthem by "Dr. Hodges," Hymn to the Virgin by Deems, selections 

from Fry's Stabat Mater, and a "Grand Duet" for two pianos (composer not 

named). The Times review of the other concert (30 May) mentioned only that 

a "good audience" was present at the performance, which included "around 
twelve" pieces; no composers or titles were given. The review named only 

the performers on the program, and commended them for their "enthusiasm 

for art, when no material benefit is possible."
The American Music Association presented its final concert in 1858.

A program on 12 February of that year, reviewed in the Tribune the fol

lowing day, featured an anthem, Hide Not Thy Face, by "S. P. Tuckerman,

Mus. Doc.," composed, according to Tribune critic Fry, "within the sanc

tions of English eccleastical music"; a ballad by Wallace; a violin 
fantasy on Daughter of the Regiment, composed and performed by the English 

composer-violinist, Henry Cooper; an Ave Maria by Bassini; Scena and Aria 

by Labarre; and a drinking chorus by Thomas Ward, in addition to a selec

tion of piano compositions by Richard Hoffman. Fry praised the tastes of 

the American public, which, he said, were based on what it liked, rather 

than on a composer's reputation. The Times review of the concert (16 Feb
ruary) announced that this was the final concert by the "now defunct" 
organization. The Times saw the failure of the Association as a reflection 
on the American musician himself, whom the paper called "indifferent to 
nationality in art . . .  In general, [he] is nothing but a superfluous 

appendage to the skirts of Germany: he sings German songs, plays German
music, drinks German lager Bier." The writer cited as an example George 

Frederick Root, who "changed his name to Wurzel to secure the patronage
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of some of his countrymen." The critic then declared that "more good 
songs are written in America than in any other country. American songs 

captivate other countries by their fresh,,healthy beauty."
Although the Times had reported in February that the American Music 

Association was "defunct," the Tribune announced one further concert by 

the group on Monday, 26 April, to be held the following Friday. The arti

cle discussed how the art of music "grew in Italy by 'home-culture'," and 

cited a "snobbish indifference to American art in New York" for the fail

ure of the American Music Association. Snobbery was perhaps not the only 

reason for the demise of the Association. The rather abrasive personality 

of the Association's founder, C. Jerome Hopkins, may have been a contrib

uting factor. Robert Offergeld characterized Hopkins as "monomaniacal" 
in the cause of American music, and added that "in some quarters he was 

regarded as seriously unbalanced." Offergeld stated that "in practice," 
however, '"American music' as defined by Hopkins often turned out to be 

music by; Hopkins— and woe betide those who took their commitment to it 
lightly."20 jf the Times or Tribune critics considered Hopkins as men

tally unstable, the refrained from revealing their sentiments in print.

SUMMER ENTERTAINMENTS

During the hot New York summers, New Yorkers naturally moved out- 

of-doors for their musical entertainments. A variety of different types 

of entertainments were available to visitors and residents of the city. 

They could attend any one of a number of open-air concerts at the various

20Robert Offergeld, jacket notes for The Wind Demon (New World 
Records NW 257).
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"gardens"; visit the frequent music festivals at such rural settings as 

Jones Wood (located at 66th Street); or attend the Saturday concerts at 

the new Central Park.
In 1853, the New York state legislature had authorized 624 acres in 

New York City to be set aside for formation of "a Central Park," located 

between 59th and 106th Streets. Work was begun in 1857 draining the creeks 

and open sewers, and clearing the area, which had originally contained 

numerous hovels, hog farms and bone-boiling works. In 1858 Calvert Vaux 

and Frederick Law Olmstead submitted the winning entry in a contest pro

moted to find a plan for landscaping the park. When landscaping was 
completed in 1859, the park's north boundary had been extended to 110th 

Street.21

Prominent among all the summer musical offerings were brass bands.

One of the foremost bands in New York at this time was the Dodworth Band, 
sometimes called Dodworth's Germania Band. The Dodworth family was quite 

active in New York during the mid-nineteenth century. Four members of the 

family, Harvey B., Allen, C. R., and Tom, were organizing members of the 

Philharmonic Society in 1842. They played both stringed and brass instru

ments, conducted orchestras, organized one of the first military bands, 
composed, and operated a music store and recital hall on Broadway, vari

ously known as Dodworth's Saloon, Dodworth's Hall, or Dodworth's Rooms.
The Dodworths also encouraged and supported young talent in New York, most 

notably Theodore Thomas.

21Encyclopedia Americana, 1979 ed., s.v. "Central Park."
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The eldest Dodworth brother, Allen, conducted the Dodworth Band from 

1836 to 1860, when younger brother Harvey took over. Harvey also served 
as conductor of the 13th Regiment Band, a position he had assumed in 1839 

at the age of seventeen. Harvey and Allen were responsible for several 

innovations in band instrumentation in America. Before saxhorns became 

available, they had invented a valve tenor and a valve alto horn, the 
"ebor cornas," to provide middle harmony in the band ensemble. Later, 

Harvey introduced to American bands such instruments as the saxophones, 

the bass clarinet, and the BB-flat tuba.22

In the summer of 1859, the Times (11 July) reported the first in a 

series of open-air concerts by Dodworth's Band at the recently completed 
Central Park the previous Saturday afternoon (9 July). Approximately two 

thousand persons attended the initial concert, which included a number of 

selections from popular operas. The concerts, which were free, proved to 
be a tremendous success. In announcing the second concert, to take place 

that afternoon, the Tribune (16 July) praised Dodworth's Band as "superior 

to the Imperial bands of France or the Royal bands of England." The Trib
une announcement also listed the selections to be performed that after

noon, a program which included a number of marches, as well as selections 

from La Sirene, L'Etoile du nord, William Tell, Ernani, Martha, and Le 

Prophete. Following the band's eighth concert, on 20 August, the Tribune 

(22 August) reported that the Saturday concerts were "becoming an indis- 

pensible popular institution." The latest program, which lasted three 
hours, attracted a crowd estimated at five thousand, including many "prom

inent families and visitors." The report praised the "excellent quality"

22H. W. Schwartz, Bands of America (New York: Da Capo Press, 1975),
P. 78.
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of the music as a "civilizing influence." These sentiments were reported 
in the Tribune's report of the band's tenth concert on 3 September. The 

Tribune (5 September) stated that the audience, "while listening to the 
melodies of Meyerbeer, Beethoven, and other great masters, appeared to 

forget their social distinctions."

PUBLICATIONS

In addition to covering the increasing number of operas, concerts, 
and other musical events, music critics still found time to report on, 

and occasionally review, the newest publications in the field of music. 

These publications included the latest sheet music, as well as method 

boods, instruction manuals, and periodicals. In 1855, Fry announced in 

the Tribune (2 February) the publication of a new weekly journal, the 

Musical Gazette, by the Mason Brothers (Daniel and Lowell). Fry took 
issue with a statement in the Gazette which asserted Germany had always 

led "the way in musical phases." Declaring that the "mother of Arts" is 

Italy, Fry cited the Italians as leading the way in many instances. Later 

that year, the Tribune (12 September) announced the recent publication of 

the complete sonatas of Beethoven, by Oliver Ditson of Boston. The an

nouncement also noted that there were now three journals in the United 

States devoted to music, the editors of which were the Mason Brothers 
(the Musical Gazette), Dwight (Dwight's Journal of Music), and Willis 

(Musical World).
The following year, the Masons began another publication, the New 

York Musical Review. Notice of this publication appeared in the Times 

of 23 January 1856. Publication of another new journal, Our Musical 
Friend, was announced in the Times of 5 May 1859. Although the publisher
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was not named, the notice described the journal as a "periodical devoted 

to the publication of music," and predicted that Our Musical Friend would 

supply the "growing needs of the public's necessary demands for music."

It was added that both "modern and classical" music, as well as compo

sitions by American composers, would be included.

Artists' successes in the concert room often created a ready market 

for their own music; a celebrity's visit to New York frequently coin

cided with the publication of his latest concert favorites. For example, 

during Gottschalk's stay in New York during the spring of 1856, William 

Hall and Son published two of his compositions, Marche de nuit and The 
Last Hope, which were described in the Times (8 April 1856) as "chaste 

and exquisite art creations glowing with the genius of the master." The 
following year, after Gottschalk had left New York, the Times (4 November 

1857) announced two new Gottschalk pieces, Chant du soldat and Valse 

poetique. The review called the waltz "Gottschalk's best production," 
and one that contained "evidences of more care than we usually look for 

in his compositions." When Thalberg paid his first visit to New York in 

the fall of 1856, the Tribune (1 December announced the American issue 

of Thalberg's compositions by Firth, Pond and Company. "No piano player 
who aims to have the reformed and perfected resources of the instrument, 

as set down in black and white by its great interpreters;, should be with
out Thalberg's music," the announcement declared.

Perhaps in response to the mid-nineteenth-century American's desire 

for self-improvement, home-instruction manuals and books on musical tech
nique flourished. The publication of a new organ method, published by 
Hall and Son, was announced in the Times of 5 January 1857. Entitled 
Loud's Organ Study, the manual was designed both for "church worship
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and private devotion," and included not only instruction in organ, but 

also in harmonium and melodeon.
One of the best-known voice teachers in New York during the mid

nineteenth century was the Italian singer Caelo Bassini. Fry, in the 

Tribune (28 February 1857), reported a new publication from Ditson en
titled Bassini*s Art of Singing. In discussing the new book, the critic 

condemned Bassini's inclusion of vocal variations, such as that on 
Rossini's Non piu mesta: "Why meddle with the holy of holies, Genius?

All vocalists, all singing-masters, have a way of butchering such great 
originals in a manner inconceivably monstrous." The following year, the 

Times (15 December 1858) announced another text by Bassini, his Method 

for the Baritone Voice. The report cited the "pre-eminence" of the 

Italians in the "cultivation of singers."
In response to a growing public interest in the guitar, Hall and 

Son published a new instruction book, The Guitar at Home, reviewed in 

the Times of 4 November 1857. The Times described the book as a "new 
Guitar manual"; included was "its exaggeration, the banjo." The writer 

predicted that "a few months' study of such a manual will enable any 

player to support the voice in an agreeable and musician-like manner."



CHAPTER IV

CIVIL WAR PERIOD 

(1861-1865)

Although the Civil War affected New York only indirectly, her 

citizens nevertheless felt the impact of the conflict. The declaration 

of war in April, 1861 caused an immediate cessation in the concert life 
of the city, but the hiatus was only temporary and musical activity 

gradually returned to a state of normalcy. In 1862, Fry, writing in 
the Tribune (11 November), stated that "in these times of doubt and 

desolation, of war and waste, it is too much to expect a fine opera, 
rich in all the appointments of novelty, excellence, amplitude, contrast. 

A regular season is not possible." The following spring, however, the 

conditions at the Academy of Music had improved so that the Tribune 

critic could write: "the week has been one of the most brilliant

prosperity at the Academy. The Man in the Moon suddenly visiting us, 

and going to the Academy now, would never suppose that we were engaged 

in a desperate civil war, where the stakes were Liberty or Slavery,

Union or Disunion."

VOCAL MUSIC

Italian Opera
In January, 1861, before the actual outbreak of the Civil War, 

the New York Academy of Music received some competition when New York's
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neighbor, Brooklyn, opened its own Academy of Music. The Brooklyn 

Academy, like its New York counterpart, was designed primarily for 

the production of opera, rather than as an educational institution.

As with the Brooklyn Philharmonic Society, most musicians connected 

with the Academy were "imported" from New York.
The Brooklyn opera house opened on 15 January 1861, with a 

"Grand Inaugural Concert" of vocal and instrumental music, featuring 
many of the most distinguished artists of New York: Mme. Colson,
Brignoli, Ferri, Susini, Muzio, Eisfeld, and a full orchestra conducted 

by Noll. Besides being regarded as a city of music-lovers, Brooklyn 

was also known as the "City of Churches," and Brooklynites were somewhat 

more prudish than their New York neighbors. Thus, when the opera 

company engaged by the Brooklyn Academy of Music announced its choice 

of La Traviata as the first production at the new facility, several of 
the Academy's directors objected to the "immoral" implications of the 

opera's plot, and the opera was replaced by Mercadante's II Giuramento 
(1837). The company performing in Brooklyn was the "Associated Italian 

Artists," the same company that was performing concurrently at the New 

York Academy. After presenting II Giuramento on 21 January in New York, 
the company took the opera to Brooklyn the following evening for the 

opening operatic performance at the new opera house. In reporting the 
first production at the new Academy, the Times the following morning 

joked that "Camille remains out in the cold as a punishment for her 
crimes, poor thing." The reviewer noted that Mercadante's opera had 

been popular in the early days of New York opera, and described the 
music as now "somewhat insipid." The critic added that the conductor
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substituted the overture of another opera, Verdi's Joana d'Arco
(1845; usually referred to as Giovanna d'Arco), for that of II Giuramento.

The opera house iteself was declared "acoustically successful," and

the company's performances were pronounced as better than at the New York

Academy the evening previous.

On 23 January, yet another native American soprano made her 

operatic debut in New York. This latest home-grown candidate for 

operatic stardom, Miss Isabella Hinckley, was a native of Albany and, 

at age twenty, had recently returned from study abroad. Her appearance 

in Lucia di Lammermoor was well received by the critics. The Tribune 
(24 January) described Miss Hinckley's voice as "a high soprano of smooth 

quality;" the Times (same day) praised her as a soprano of the best 

class, and characterized her performance of scale passages in the 
"slightly hackneyed" opera as "a chain of pearls." The Times critic, 
however, was offended by her "peculiar style of mouthing," which he 

called "churchy" and "defective."
The opera company performing in Brooklyn was subjected to further 

censorship by the directors on 28 January, in a performance of Verdi's 
I Vespri siciliani, starring Mme. Colson. The Times (29 January) 

reported that the "tarantelle" fsicl in the opera was not danced, "as 

it should have been, for the presumed reason that dancing, although an 

innocent past-time of the Sicilians, is an abomination in the eyes of 

the very much superior Christians who direct the affairs at the Academy." 

The critic continued his complaint by stating, rather sarcastically, 

that while the point of the scene was lost, the world had been benefited 

by the "civilizing . . . Brooklyn example."
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As the threat of secession loomed larger and larger, the months 

prior to the outbreak of the war were filled with patriotic fervor.

This intensified feeling of patriotism found expression in music, as 

patriotic and nationalistic songs were published and performed with 

ever-increasing frequency. Patriotic sentiments made their way onto the 

operatic stage as well. The young American star, Miss Hinckley, created 

one of her greatest successes by singing, with great fervor and while 

holding an American flag, The Star-Spangled Banner, during the "Lesson 
Scene" of The Barber of Seville in Brooklyn on 5 February 1861. The 
Times (6 February) reported that everyone in the audience stood in 

respect as Miss Hinckley sang, and afterwards responded "enthusiastically." 

Later that month, on Washington's Birthday, Miss Hinckley sang both 
The Star-Spangled Banner and Hail Columbia, during a performance of 

Verdi's Un Ballo in maschera (1859).
Verdi's latest opera, Un Ballo in maschera, performed for the 

first time just two years previously in Rome, received its New York 

premiere on 11 February at the New York Academy of Music. The 

circumstances involving the background of Verdi's opera are rather 

intriguing. The opera's plot was adapted from a play by Scribe,

Gustave III ou la bal masque, which was based on a historical incident, 

the assassination in 1792 of Sweden's Gustave III, while the king was 
attending a masked ball in Stockholm. Auber had composed an opera on 

Scribe's libretto in 1833, but the work failed. When Verdi first 
set about writing his version of the story, he moved the setting to Naples, 

but the government authorities protested the implications of the plot, 
and the locale was changed to colonial Boston. The Times review of the 
opera (12 February) noted that the number of changes the work had
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undergone had somewhat damaged its "local coloring." "It is okay for a 

Neapolitan to sing a barcarole," the reviewer noted, "but an Englishman 

in Boston would do better to sing a convivial song of the good old 

two-bottle stamp, or a square-out psalm-tune in common metre." Regarding 

Verdi's music, both the Times and Tribune critics remarked on the care 
with which Verdi had striven for "dramatic passion." Fry described the 

opera as "melodically inferior" to Verdi's earlier works, and pointed 
out that "dramatic music” is more closely tied "to the scene" for which 

it is composed. He criticized the music that Verdi composed for the 

ball scene as "inferior" to that of Auber. The Times critic noted that 

Verdi's concerted pieces were never merely composed "for display," but 

were written instead in order to illustrate the various emotions in a 

scene. The Times reviewer also discussed the changes that Verdi intro

duced in regard to vocal treatment. The reviewer credited Verdi with 

having created, or at least rescued, the baritone voice (in his 
operas, the great medium of musical speech"). The critic also noted 

that the soprano role in the most recent Italian operas was no longer 

"all-important."
After a successful run of seven performances, Un Ballo in 

maschera was withdrawn ("it is typical that works enjoying popularity 

and good performances are withdrawn," complained the Times on 23 Feb

ruary). The next noteworthy event at the Academy was the public 
debut of Clara Louise Kellogg. Miss Kellogg, another native New 

Yorker, had made a private debut earlier at the Academy, in April 

1860 (see Chapter III). At a time when most operatic debutantes 

made their initial stage appearances in such "tried and true" roles as 

Lucia di Lammermoor, the Times praised Miss Kellogg's selection of
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Rigoletto for her debut as "a bold and praiseworthy deviation from the 

beaten track." The young American singer was described as one of the 
"new generation" of sopranos, whose "expression and ability to strike a 

tone with energy" was now more important than the "mere ability to sing 

a scale trippingly." After successful performances of Don Giovanni, 
the opera company closed its spring season with productions of Linda di 

Chamounix at a New York matinee, and Norma in Brooklyn that evening.

Following a successful engagement in Boston, the Associated 

Artists troupe returned to New York on 8 April with Un Ballo in 

maschera. In announcing the return of the company, the Tribune (4 

April) noted that although Verdi's latest opera had enjoyed a success 

in America, it had been "quite a failure in Paris." The newspaper 

also cited the failure in Paris of another opera, Wagner's TannhMuser, 

which was poorly received, in spite of an elaborate production funded 

by Napoleon III. The critic, Fry, gave his own explanation for the 

two operas' lack of popularity: except for a few spots, they were
deficient in clear, defined, popular melody, which Fry termed the "meat 

of an opera." The rest, he declared, was "the sauce. The composer who 

is not able with prodigal hand to write melody, melody, melody, had 

better not essay the opera."
Besides their initial performance of A Masked Ball, the Associated 

Artists produced, in New York and Brooklyn, Bellini's La Sonnambula, 

Hal£vy's La Juive, and Donizetti's Linda di Chamounix, before the actual 
outbreak of war on 12 April. Immediately following the declaration of 

war, entertainment of all varieties in New York came to a virtual stand
still. The Associated Artists, who had been performing an engagement in
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Philadelphia when war broke out, disbanded. The first event reported 

in either newspaper following the outbreak of fighting was a Volunteer 

Fund benefit performance at the Academy on 4 May, three weeks after the 

declaration of war. This concert was the first of many patriotic 

endeavors to raise money for the Union cause during the war years.

The Tribune (27 May) reported another money-raising concert for the 
Volunteer Fund, this particular event organized by Bristow. The review 

stated that twenty-two pieces were performed, "most of them of a 

war-like nationalistic temper." The works performed included solos, 
choruses, and orchestral compostions. Two pieces singled out by the 

article for mention were Yankee Doodle and a chorus from Handel's Judas 

Maccabeus.
On 18 October, the Times observed that during "normal times, this 

would be the opening of the Early Winter Season" at the Academy of 

Music. The times were not "normal" however, and opera in New York 

suffered badly during the fall of 1861. Impresario Ullman did attempt 

to raise money for a season of opera, and presented in October a series 
of benefit performances designed with that intention in mind. His first 

performance took place on 17 October, and featured Miss Kellogg and 
Mme. Patti-Strakosch in Un Ballo in maschera, "the most popular work of 
Verdi, besides II Trovatore" (Times, 18 October). The event attracted a 

brilliant audience in good humor, perhaps wishing to forget the troubles 
of the war for a few hours. The Times was charitable toward the two 

leading ladies; the reviewer declared that Miss Kellogg "approximated" 

the performance of Mme. Colson last season, while the substitution of 

Mme. Strakosch for Miss Phillipps was "not for the better." The 

Tribune came out much more vehemently against Verdi's opera than it had
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on the opera's premiere the previous February. Critic Fry described 

the music as "failed and jaded," and the plot as "pointless" and "with
out characterization or interest." The only further operatic performance 
occurred on 21 October and featured Miss Kellogg and another American 

singer, mezzo-soprano Adelaide Phillipps. The pair were heard in two 

French operettas, Les Noces de Jeannette (1852), a one-act work by 
Victor Masse (1822-84), and Donizetti's two-act opera, Betly (1836).

The performance served as the New York premiere for Donizetti's opera; 

the work by Masse had been heard in an English translation in 1855 at 

Niblo's Garden. Some significance may be seen in the fact that the 

operas were sung in their original French versions. Rarely, excepting 

occasional performances by German companies, had any opera been heard 

at the Academy in any tongue but Italian. The performance of these 

operettas foreshadows the later popularity of opera bouffe in New 

York during the second half of the decade. The Times failed to mention 
the performance in more than passing;the Tribune discussed the two 
operas in slightly greater detail. Les Noces de Jeannette, advertised, 

according to Fry, as "now the rage in Paris," came off as a "big bore" 

to the audience. The Tribune's critic observed that Masse's operetta, 
involving only two characters, was lost on a stage as large as that of 
the Academy. Fry found the music "academically clean and elegant," but 

lacking in "individualized and prominent melody." The critic noted that 

Donizetti's Betly was composed under the influence of Rossini: "When
Rossini invented musical brilliancy for the stage, Donizetti followed in 

his footsteps and tossed lots of nice things." In addition to the pair 

of novelties, the opera management presented, as an entr'acte-type of
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entertainment, a concert featuring sisters Carlotta Patti and Amalia 

Patti-Strakosch, with Theodore Thomas, violinist.

Opera was again attempted the following January, 1862. The Times 

(17 January) reported that Mr. Grau, the present director of the 

company, had at last received permission from the directors of the 

Brooklyn Academy of Music to produce La Traviata. Grau's company, 

featuring Miss Kellogg in her first appearance as Violetta, performed 

the opera in New York on 15 January and in Brooklyn the following 

evening. Verdi's work, which provided Miss Kellogg one of her finest 

successes, "excited unusual curiosity among Brooklyn's fashionable 

and religious circles." The Times added that among the crowded 

audience were many of the leading clergymen of the city.

There were numerous short operatic "seasons" in New York and 
Brooklyn throughout the winter and spring months of 1862, under a 

variety of directors and conductors. -The Times (28 April) discussed this 
sporadic system of opera management in an appropriately military 
metaphor. The writer referred to the method as "overthrowing the regular 

campaign, with its elaborately c-rganized army of melodious artists, and 

substituting in their place a species of guerilla adventures, frequently 

repeated, with small detachments of performers, and the least possible 

encumbrance in the way of equipage." The critic added that this method 

of management only "entices the audience for more," and declared that 

New Yorkers deserved "better treatment."
While Miss Kellogg and Miss Hinckley (now Mme. Susini) remained 

audience favorites, there were, surprisingly, a number of new singers 
who were first introduced to New York audiences during these months.
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A new baritone, Signor Ippolito, was heard on 3 February, in the role 

of Germont in La Traviata. The Times (4 February) praised the singer's 

"rotund baritone voice." Mezzo-soprano Mme. de Lussan was first heard 
in La Favorita on 26 March; on 22 April, the beginning of yet another 

series, a new tenor, Signor Tombesi, made his debut in Rigoletto; and, 

in one further short season which opened on 11 June, Mme. Comte 

Borchard made her first New York appearance in Donizetti's Lucrezia 

Borgia, which was conducted by Theodore Thomas. The company assembled 

for this production, which also included Mme. D ’Angri, tenor Brignoli, 

and bass Susini, was praised in both newspapers as one of the finest 
casts heard at the Academy in a long time. The "extraneous" enter

tainment offered by the manager, Signor Abella, between acts was 

condemned by Tribune critic Fry, however. Fry reported (13 June) that 
Gottschalk performed between the first and second acts of Lucrezia 

Borgia; an even worse abomination occurred between acts two and three, 

when Mr. Herrmann, a well-known magician, performed some juggling 

tricks. Fry expressed his relief that the opera had only three acts: 

"heaven knows what might have been thrust between the third and final 

acts." The critic condemned the entertainments as a ploy to attract the 

"vulgar public,” and added that "this sort of thing is not even done at 

Bamum's Museum." Much to Fry's consternation, Gottschalk and Herrmann 

repeated their performances during a matinee presentation on 14 June.

In addition to the added offerings of piano music and magic, and the 
complete opera, Lucrezia Borgia, the company presented scenes from 

Daughter of the Regiment. Following this latest production, Fry was 
even more indignant: "it is a sorry sight to find misplaced piano solos

and juggling at the Academy of Music necessary to keep music out of the
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alms house. A community vulgar enough to admit such things requires a 

thorough course in civilizing treatment before hope for better things 

can be maintained."
Although the onset of war had driven Adelina Patti to Europe, 

another singing Patti, Adelina’s sister Carlotta, remained in New York. 

As a vocalist, Carlotta was reputed to have had as sweet and lovely a 
voice as her more famous younger sister. Carlotta, however, was 

crippled from birth, and had hitherto confined her singing to the 

concert stage. During the autumn of 1862, the Times (22 September) 

announced that, through "scientific resources, Miss Patti’s unkind 

accident of Nature" had been remedied, and that she would appear in 

a series of operatic performances beginning that evening. The 

soprano's debut, in which she appeared as Amina in La Sonnambula, was 

well received by the press, but it was clear that Carlotta would not 

be the rage of opera-lovers that her sister had become. Both the 
Times and the Tribune the following day referred to her vocalization 

as "remarkable," but Carlotta's lameness still prevented her from the 
freedom of movement on stage that was necessary for opera performers. 
Miss Patti performed in New York and Brooklyn until 3 October; besides 

singing in La Sonnambula, she was also featured in Lucia di Lammermoor 

and I Puritani.
A regular season of opera began at the Academy on 11 November 1862 

under the management of Jacob Grau. Grau was forced to open his series 

of performances without the services of last season's stars, Miss 

Hinckley, who had, tragically, died during childbirth the previous 

summer, and Miss Kellogg, who was performing on tour. The impresario 

had a new candidate for the public favor, however, in the person of
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Genevra Guerrabella. This soprano with the Italian name was in reality 

another American singer, Genevieve Ward. Daughter of a prominent New 

York family, Miss Ward had decided upon a singing career at age fifteen, 

and subsequently travelled to Europe. After a brief marriage at age 
sixteen to a Russian nobleman, Constantine de Guerbel, the young New 

Yorker returned to her studies, and at age twenty was performing in 
Italy under the name Guerabella. Mme. Guerrabella's Academy debut 
occurred on the company's opening night, 10 November, in La Traviata. 

While her voice was judged as thin and lacking in volume, the soprano's 

acting was praised as spirited. The Times (11 November) expressed doubt 

concerning Mme. Guerabella's operatic career, due to her "lack of 

voice." These doubts were borne out, and Mme. Guerrabella later 

abandoned the opera in favor of a theatrical career, under her 

American name.
Perhaps due to wartime conditions, or simply because of the

inevitable evolution of social custom, Italian opera was no longer the

vehicle for public display it had formerly been. Fry addressed himself
to this development in his review of the opening night of the troupe

starring Mme. Guerrabella:
According to the old sanctions and canons of the opera, an evening 
dress is indispensable. A gentleman would no more think of pre
senting himself at the Queen's Opera House, for example, unless 
habited for a party, than he would go to a solemn dinner in a 
red shirt and fisherman's boots. But we have changed all that. 
Whether for the better or worse, it is not difficult to determine; 
for after all, civilization is but an observance of certain 
symbolisms, which upset or contemned, society is not held together 
by laws which can refine it as it needs.

We were struck last night with the free-and-easy air of many of 
the men present in frock coats, overcoats, and shooting jackets, 
and it did not seem like the refined, refining, and elegant opera. 
Everything in its place. . . .
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In the ensuing performances at the Academy, two other Americans

with Italian names made their Academy debuts. Performing for the first

time in the company's next production, II Trovatore, was Mile. Morensi

(n^e Kate Duckworth), a contralto. The New York native, praised as

"superb" in the role of Azucena (Times, 13 November), was also known in

French as Mile. Montmorency. Although Fry (Tribune, 13 November) was

impressed with Mile. Morensi's performance, he lashed out at Verdi's

opera, calling its plot "beyond comprehension." He continued: "We

have many stupid plots in English, varying from weakness to the

periphery of idiocy— but none incurably idiotic like the Trovatore."

Fry responded more favorably to the opera's music, but even still he

found much to fault:
As to the music— there are some charming, popular, ingenious, 
artistic, great points; then there are others egregiously vulgar 
and rowdy. The Anvil Chorus, for example, is about equal to a 
scene of mending a sewer set to music; or repairing a pair of 
cast-off leather breeches— and as fit for the apprehensions of 
any audience, above the level of hopeless snobs and imbeciles.

Alternating with Mme. Guerrabella as the company's leading 

soprano was another New Yorker, Virginia Whiting Lorini, heard in a 

revival of Norma on 14 November. The Times (15 November) reported 

that Mme. Lorini had not been heard in New York for seven years, and 

added that her years of European study during the interim had improved 
her method. Fry concurred with his colleague at the Times in his 
assessment of Mme. Lorini's vocal improvements. The company's revival 
of Bellini's Norma, an opera not heard in New York for several seasons, 

pleased Fry greatly, and provided him with the opportunity to expound 
on the "degenerate" state of modern music: "when we compare the limpid,
lovely melodies [of Norma], composed before it was discovered that
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rudeness and disorder, incoherence and foam, constituted a large part 

of the music, we feel the decline of present art. Of this there can 

be no question."
The Grau company continued at the Academy until 15 December.

The highlight of the troupe’s series was the New York premiere of 

Meyerbeer’s Dinorah, (Le Pardon de Poermel, 1859), which was produced 

on 25 November in Italian. Meyerbeer's latest opera, which had received 
its American premiere in New Orleans in 1860, was well received in both 
the Times and the Tribune. The Times praised the opera as "thoroughly 

delightful," and predicted that Dinorah would enjoy great popularity in 

New York. The critic declared that the soprano, Mile. Cordier, was a 

"fortunate choice" as the heroine. Both newspapers cited Meyerbeer’s 
exceptional orchestration. The Tribune noted the historical antecedents 

for Meyerbeer's "instrumentations": "In all M. Meyerbeer's works he

takes care of his orchestra. In this department novel uses of instru

ments were made by few composers before M. Meyerbeer first began to 

write for the orchestra. Rossini had upset a good many traditions for 

the orchestra; and Weber put instruments to new poetical uses . . .

In Dinorah . . . M. Meyerbeer makes use of his instrumental palette 
according to custom— painting situations by suggestive tones when 

possible." Dinorah remained at the Academy until 1 December. The Times 
reported that the withdrawal of the opera was not due to any lack of 
success, but because the production "excluded several popular artists."

Grau’s company completed its season on 15 December, and the 
following January, 1863, Grau began a new series of performances. The 

first production of the new season, Donizetti's Poliuto, featured Clara 

Louise Kellogg, who had been absent from the Academy stage for some time.
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Grau was soon forced to suspend performances, however, due to the illness 

of his star tenor, Brignoli. Upon Brignoli's recovery in early February, 

Grau's company returned for four more productions, including Martha,

I Vespri siciliani, Don Giovanni, and a double bill of Norma and Les 

Noces de Jeannette. Regarding the shortness of the latest season, Fry 

commented in the Tribune (9 February, 1963) that "it seems a little 

strange that New York, after boasting of its metropolitanism, has not 

yet made opera a paying, settled, full-storied establishment as it is 

in Europe." Fry also discussed the scarcity of new European operas 

being composed, and added that the only new French grand opera produced 

the previous year, Gounod's La Reine de Saba, had been a failure.
The next season at the Academy proved to be much more successful. 

Under the management of the Academy's old friend, Max Maretzek, the new 

season opened on 6 March with a completely new company, recently arrived 
from Havana. Appearing in the opening production, II Trovatore, were 

Giuseppina Medori, Henrietta Sulzer, Francesco Mazzoleni, and Domenico 
Bellini. The Times was impressed with the new cast, and welcomed the 

return of Maretzek. In an indirect criticism of Grau, the Times reviewer 

complained that, insofar as opera production, the Academy had "sunk 
lower" than most opera houses in small European towns. The critic 

happily announced that the opera house now had a pit orchestra of 

forty-five players, and that although in recent months, many operas had 

been produced in incomplete or altered versions, II Trovatore was played 
"without cuts, transpositions, or interpolations."

Maretzek's company remained at the Academy until 20 April. Other 

operas heard during the troupe's engagement included Un Ballo in maschera, 

Ernani, La Traviata, Norma, Linda di Chamounix, Semiramide, and Lucia di
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and the premiere of an opera by a young Italian composer, Errico 
Petrella (1813-77). The opera, lone, or the Last Days of Pompeii (1858), 

based on the novel by Bulwer-Lytton, was performed on 7 April. The 
Times the following morning noted that the presentation of both a new 

opera and a new composer was a "doubly interesting" event. The 

reviewer welcomed the addition of a new opera composer: "While Italy

may be the Mother of the Arts, we must confess that lately she has not 

had many additions to her family. Verdi, her favorite child, is wearied 

now and writes seldom . . . Petrella is the only composer young enough 

in years and vigorous enough in talent to have a future." The Times 

critic described Petrella's opera as "bold, massive, and melodious," and 

marked by a "charming frankness." The reviewer continued by stating 

that Petrella avoided the "suave generalities of Verdi," and that although 

the composer's music lacked the "fluency of the present Italian style," 
it possessed a "quaint, pleasing originality all its own." Fry (Tribune,

8 April) praised Petrella and added that the composer evinced "a complete 
training in lyrical rhetoric and in the uses of the voices and 

instruments." The Tribune critic was not as pleased with the plot, 
however. He noted that there was "much tragic music" in the opera, but 

he felt that the element of tragedy was missing from the story: "the

lovers are finally set right, and, as the children say, live in peace 

and die in Greece. We therefore experience a certain disappointment 
at the denouement. It would be highly gratifying to have all the people 

on the stage killed."
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lone had a run of four performances at the Academy, all of which 

were well received by the public. The next production by the troupe,

Verdi’s I due Foscari (1844), served as a benefit for Maretzek (15 April). 

The Tribune (16 April) reported that "distinguished persons were 

present in abundance," and added that the performance was magnificent.

The Times (17 April) similarly reported an "immense triumph," but was 

not favorably impressed with Verdi's opera. The reviewer wrote that 

I due Foscari was "not one of Verdi's most felicitous efforts . . . [it] 

abounds in his instrumental noise and vocal difficulties, without the 

passionate melodies of his later works."
Following a two-week vacation in April, Maretzek's forces returned 

to the Academy for a "summer" season of performances. Beginning on 4 

May, the season opened with another Academy premiere, Verdi's Aroldo 
(1857). The Times (6 May) described the opera as "well-written for the 

voice," but "devoid of local coloring," and "not quite as fresh" as 

some of the composer's later works. In his review of Aroldo (Tribune,
5 May), Fry devoted a substantial portion of his article to the historical 

antecedents of Verdi's opera. The music of Aroldo was derived from 
Stephen, an earlier, unsuccessful opera by Verdi; its libretto was based 

on the story of Harold, the Knight. Fry traced the roots of Verdi's 
use of "the declamatory" in Aroldo back to Bellini's II Pirata (1828).

In that opera, Fry explained, Bellini introduced a new style of composition, 

based on the "large, simple theory and practice of declamation." This 
new compositional technique had a remarkable effect on other composers, 

among them Donizetti. Fry cited as an example Donizetti's Lucia di 
Lammermoor, which, he noted, was actually "Gluck's theory of declamation
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sonority and prominence of the orchestra, with its fresh and improved 
instruments." In Aroldo, Fry added, we find the elements of this "new 
school" combined with the "touch of Verdi's genius." Maretzek's "summer 

season" of opera was not as successful as his "spring season" had been. 

Heavy rains during May had interfered with attendance at the opera; the 
Times (18 May), announcing the final performance of the series that 

evening, sympathetically stated that "the month of May has not been 

kind [to Maretzek], it has used him scurrily."
Even a brief examination of the works performed by Maretzek's 

company during the spring of 1863 indicates that the popularity of 

operas in the older, more vocally florid style of Rossini, Bellini, 

and Donizetti was being supplanted by an increased interest in the 

more dramatic musical offerings of Verdi and the younger Italian compo
sers. A tally of works performed by Maretzek's troupe during both 

their "spring" and "summer" seasons, reveals six operas by Verdi; three 
of Donizetti; and one each of Bellini, Rossini, and Petrella. The 
changes opera composition had undergone since Rossini's early successes 

were particularly apparent in the newspaper reviews of Semiramide, 

performed on 30 March. The Times (31 March) stated that the opera 

contained "all that a lover of pure vocalism could admire." Even Fry 
always the champion of "melody, pure and simple," wrote (same day) that 
Semiramide was "almost cloyed with the richness of its ornate passages." 
He continued: "the fashion for music has changed, but the. sumptuous

character of the strains of Semiramide remains -unsurpassed." The 

Times (2 April) made a similar observation concerning the seemingly 

old-fashioned nature of Bellini's Norma. Reporting a full house at
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the opera's performance the previous evening, the critic declared that 

Bellini's music was "certainly no longer attractive in itself;" it 

required "vitality" from its performers to be successful.

The announcement of the coming fall season of opera at the Academy 

of Music, again to be presented by a company assembled by Maretzek, 

provided the Times (14 September) with the opportunity to comment on the 

state of American opera. Referring to the possibility that Fry’s opera 

Esmeralda would be performed the coming season, the Times reviewer 

declared that Fry's work, which had been "promised last season," should 

be given top priority by the company, and not be put off until the end 
of the season. The critic cited the success of American letters and 

other forms of American music in Europe, but lamented that "opera as a 
channel is closed. It is sad, but nevertheless a fact, to think that 

burnt cork [i.e., Negro minstrelsy] is essential to the birth of 

American music.”
Maretzek's company opened its fall season on 5 October with 

Donizetti's seldom performed Roberto Devereux (1837), starring Mme. 

Medori and Mazzoleni in the leading roles. The Times (6 October) noted 
that Maretzek had been responsible for presenting the American premiere 

of Donizetti's opera at Astor Place (1849). Although the opera "passed 

off with eclat" (Times), it‘proved to be unsuccessful with the public, 

and the second performance of the opera (7 October) was poorly attended. 

"Verdi's finest" opera, Rigoletto, presented on 9 October, provided the 
setting for the rentree of New York's own Clara Louise Kellogg. The 

Tribune proudly declared the following day that Miss Kellogg was an 
example of "what can be effected musically on this tight little island."

The next noteworthy performance at the Academy occurred on 21 

October, when Maretzek's troupe presented a revival of Verdi's Macbeth
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(1847), described by the Times (22 October) as the "most successful 

production of the season thus far." The writer observed, however, that 

"Shakespearean representations" of opera had never been popular with 

American or English opera audiences. Such operas as Othello (Rossini), 

Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet (I Mbntecchi e Capuletti, Bellini) and The 

Merry Wives of Windsor (Nicolai), "all of undoubted merit," were "rarely 

found on the bills," the critic observed. In assessing the merits of 

Macbeth, the Times reviewer declared that "few Italian operas can 
compare with the freshness of style and the positive dramatic intensity" 

of the opera.
Another premiere was heard at the Academy on 11 November, when 

Judith, (Giuditta, 1860), by Achille Peri (1812-80), was presented.

Peri’s opera was received with little fanfare. Although the Times 
declared that the work was "pleasing both to the multitudes and the 

exigent taste of professors," and lauded the "excellence of the music 

and the mise-en-scfene" of the opera, the lack of a detailed critique, 

which most Academy premieres received,, may perhaps be interpreted as 

"damning with faint praise" by the Times reviewer. The Tribune ignored 

the performance altogether, choosing instead to devote its columns to 

the opening performance of a rival opera company at Niblo’s Garden.

The troupe, under the management of Jacob Grau, was announced as having 
recently returned from Europe with two new prima donnas, Vera Lorini 

and Paulina Castri. Grau’s "season" of opera, which began on 11 
November with La Favorita, lasted only two nights, "the shortest ’season' 

on New York records," quipped Fry (Tribune, 12 November). The critic 
continued by condemning "the abuse in terms of [opera] advertisements" 
which, he declared, had "reduced what used to mean from three to ten 
months— to three to ten nights."
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The premiere of Gounod's Faust (1859) in Italian on 25 November

proved to be one of the greatest successes in the Academy's existence.

Mattfield wrote that "after its first presentation in New York, [the

work] became one of the major operas in the managerial rivalries of

the 60's, 70's, and 80's."'*' Appearing in the leading roles in the

premiere were Mazzoleni as Faust, Biachi as Mephistopheles, and Miss

Kellogg in the role of Margherita, a part which, reported Odell, the

soprano was to make her own "in this country till Christine Nilsson,
2almost a decade later, took it away from her . . . "  The Times (26 

November) devoted considerably more column space to the premiere of 
Gounod's opera than it had to the premiere of Judith two weeks earlier. 

In discussing the opera's plot, the reviewer noted that Gounod based 

his work, not on Goethe's story of "the legend used by Spohr," but 

on the melodrama by Barbier and Carre, which, he added, had played the 

previous season at Niblo's. Regarding the music of Faust, the critic 

found, "in manner rather than matter, frequent traces of well known 

masters in Gounod's score." Among influences the reviewer observed were 
Meyerbeer's "use of violins" and Mendelssohn's "weird combinations of 

woodwinds." These influences did not detract from the opera's "merit 

and originality," the reviewer hastened to add. The critic displayed 
a certain degree of perception in citing Faust as the "pioneer work of 
a new school of French opera." He added: "we may hopefully look to the

^Mattfield, p. 52. 

2 Odell, 7:581.
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French for the juste milieu of intelligence, dignity, and emotional 

warmth, which Germany has sought for in vain and Italy is not destined 

to supply."
Inexplicably, the Tribune had not printed a review of the premiere 

of Faust. There were, in fact, no music reviews at all in the Tribune 

until 3 December, when the newspaper reported the first performance of 

a German troupe that had occupied the Academy for a series of presen
tations. Critic Fry had perhaps been ill or out of town, but whatever 

the reason, he was on hand when the Germans presented their version of 

Faust on 18 December. Fry reviewed the opera (Tribune, 23 December) in 

an article more than four columns in length. He prefaced his comments 

on Faust with a detailed discussion on the preeminence Italy had 
attained over other European countries in the realm of opera. This was 

due, Fry maintained, to the "inherent superiorities of the Italian 

language for musical ends." Italy prevailed not only in musical art,
Fry continued, but also in its "ascendancy over the rest of Europe in 

the elegant arts, science, and classic culture." As to the future of 
opera in Italy, however, Fry was less optimistic: "the very latest

additions to [Italian] opera have afforded little or no hope toward 

extending this standard and threadbare list." Regarding Gounod's Faust, 
Fry cited the fact that the structure of the vocal music, based as it 

is on the French language, "is melodically disproportioned, some bars 

crowded with notes, others without enough to fill them so as to secure 

continuity of phrasing." The critic viewed this "asymmetry" as a flaw 

in Gounod's composition. In discussing the criteria for a successful 

opera, Fry declared: "given a good musico-theatrical treatment, the
first thing to look to is melody , . . This melody should possess dramatic
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character and be so symmetrical that it can be readily apprehended and 

remembered by the hearer. No opera that does not possess such melody 

can recompense a manager, or, in other words, hold possession of the 

stage." Although Fry felt that Faust lacked "the indispensable vitality 

of divine melody," he praised Gounod's treatment of the orchestra, and 

called the composer "a master . . .  He displays the knowledge, 

scientific and artistic, which may be gained by a man of high talent, 
with devout study, bringing all the rays of his mind to a special focus."

Maretzek's season of opera during the spring of 1864 was one of 

immense success, due mainly to the tremendous popularity of Faust, 

which upon its final performance on 20 April, had been heard thirty- 
two times at the Academy since its premiere the previous November. The 

Times (20 February) observed of the opera's popularity that "no opera 

ever produced in New York has seized the general public so completely." 
The writer praised Miss Kellogg's interpretation of the opera's heroine 

as the "Goethean ideal of Marguerite."

Despite the success of Italian opera in New York during the 

spring of 1864, no "novelties" were presented by Maretzek. The chief 

noteworthy operatic event of that season, in fact, was found, not in 

New York, but rather in Philadelphia, where, on 4 May, at the Academy 

of Music there, Fry's latest opera, Notre Dame of Paris, received its 
world premiere. This was the same work (Esmeralda) to which the Times 
had earlier referred in an article on the prospects for Maretzek's fall 

1863 season (see above). That Fry, one of New York's leading musical 

personalities, should turn to Philadelphia for the production of his 
opera should not be surprising when one considers that the composer, 
a native Philadelphian, had brought out his first opera, Leonora, there
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in 1845. It should be remembered, as well, that Fry had constantly been 

at odds with New York opera managers over securing performances for his 

works. The Times, which sent a correspondent to cover the event, alluded 
to the difficulties the composer had experienced in New York, and stated 

that the Philadelphia production proved that Fry’s opera, which had been 

declared "impossible" to mount by New York opera directors, was indeed 

capable of being produced. Fry’s work, which was presented at the opening 

of the Sanitary Fair, was elaborately staged, in a production that 

included, in addition to the principal characters, a large chorus, a corps 

de ballet, a military band of thirty, and a drum corps of ten, as well as 
an orchestra of sixty, conducted by Theodore Thomas; the Times (6 May) 

estimated that at times during the opera there were nearly three hundred 

persons on stage. The troupe engaged to present the opera, the American 
Opera Company, included the "finest New York artists," including William 

Castle, Edward Seguin, Mme. Comte Borchard, and Jenny Kempton.
In reviewing Notre Dame of Paris, the Times (6 May) discussed the 

libretto by Fry's brother, Joseph, who had based his text on the novel 
by Victor Hugo. The critic praised Joseph Fry’s "versifications" as 
"unusually clear and melodious," and "better than most popular libretti 

of the day." Regarding the music of Fry’s opera, the reviewer considered 

it "much better" than the composer’s earlier work, Leonora, and described 
it as composed in the "fluent Italian style, the only style recognized by 

Fry as appropriate for the delineation of musical subjects." The 
primary flaw the Times critic observed in the opera was Fry's "disregard 

to prudential restraints," that is, the opera’s climax occurred too soon. 
"The wary composer saves the gallop for the end," the critic advised, 

whereas the third and fourth acts of Fry's opera were "tamer" than the 

first two.



The Tribune also sent a correspondent to report on Fry's premiere 

the correspondent, who signed his article with the initials E. H. H., 

respectfully declined to review the work of the man "who is the critic 

in these very columns." If the writer was correct, the production of 

Fry's opera had generated more interest "in distant cities" than in 

Philadelphia itself. The opera's opening performance, the reporter 
added, was attended by a large, but not overflowing, audience. The 

writer predicted that Fry's "musical reputation" would be greatly aug
mented by Notre Dame of Paris, and observed that the operas of Bellini 

and Donizetti "do not show such closely studied orchestral writing." 
Fry's opera received six performances, and, according to the Times (9 

May), had a favorable reception from other reviewers. The critic 
declared Fry's opera "no doubt the best American opera in existence," 

but questioned the fate of the work, adding that "notorious influences 

[in New York] will prevent its production at the Italian opera [Academy 

of Music]."
Upton called the Philadelphia production of Notre Dame of Paris

3"the great consummation" of Fry's artistic career. Seriously ill 
throughout the preparation and production of his final opera, Fry 

resumed his duties as the Tribune's music editor following the work's 
presentation in Philadelphia, but in the autumn of 1864 his tubercular 

condition forced him to leave his post. The Times (16 November) 

reported that Fry was departing for St. Thomas for a period of 
recuperation. The article called Fry "the most prominent musician 

America has yet produced," and added that "as a critic," Fry was

3Upton, p. 170.
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leaving "a void that cannot easily be filled. His style is trenchant, 

his observations rapid and correct, his language peculiar but happy, 

and his manner is always that of a gentleman." The eulogistic tone of 

the comments in the Times portended the impending death of Fry, which 

occurred on 21 December 1864.

In October 1864, Maretzek returned to the New York Academy of 

Music with several additions to his company, among the most favorably 

received of whom were soprano Carlotta Carozzi-Zucchi and tenor Bernardo 
Massimiliani. The new singers appeared in the opening-night performance 

(3 October) of II Trovatore, and received favorable, though not overly 

laudatory, reviews the following day. The most successful works 
presented during the fall of 1864 included Faust, with Miss Kellogg again 

in the leading role, and Donizetti's Poliuto, starring Mme. Zucchi. 

Maretzek brought out on 25 November the American premiere of Donizetti's 

"latest and best" opera, Don Sebastian (1843). Composed to a libretto 

by Scribe, the opera, which was based on the "unfortunate" life of the 

King of Portugal, was written and produced for the Paris Opera; the 

work, accordingly, included the customary ballet and stage spectacle 

associated with operas produced in Paris. The Times (26 November) 
praised Scribe's "superior" libretto and described the music, "like 

all Donizetti," as "light and graceful, but impressive." After the 
second presentation of Don Sebastian (28 November) the Times critic 

declared that as a "spectacular work," the opera was the "best ever 
staged" in New York. The Tribune (28 November) was impressed with the 

opera, but felt that it deserved a better reception by the Academy 
audience, which the critic described as "incapable of an original 

expression of opinion." The reviewer added that the audience may
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have been "brilliant and fashionable," but "brilliance is not 

intelligence, and fashion is not understanding." The Academy audience, 

he continued, "is as a rule, cold and indifferent except to the favorite 

blandishments of individual artists." Whether or not New Yorkers were 

affected by the excoriating comments of the Tribune reviewer concerning 

their "intelligence," Don Sebastian increased in public favor, and on 
19 December the Times declared that the opera had taken "a firm hold on 

the public's fancy."
In December 1864 the New York Herald found itself the center of 

a controversy resulting from some remarks it had printed that were 

critical of Maretzek and his opera company. In an article on 6 December, 

that newspaper had criticized three operas in the repertoire of 

Maretzek's company for being performed too frequently. These three 

operas were Daughter of the Regiment, Faust, and Don Giovanni. Of the 

first opera in this list, the reviewer declared that Donizetti's work 

could only succeed when performed by such "great artists" as "Zucchi 

or Patti." The present cast, the critic continued, was neither strong 

nor popular. Concerning Gounod's tremendously popular opera, the 

reviewer complained that "the irrepressible Faust is almost as trouble
some as the irrepressible Negro." Proclaiming that people were tired 

of Faust, the writer quipped that Maretzek was "suffering from Faust on 
the brain." These derogatory comments by the Herald created a storm of 

controversy among the New York musical establishment, and the Times 
joined in as a leader of the defense against the Herald for its unwar

ranted attacks. In a rebuttal of the Herald's article, the Times the 
following day offered some observations of its own. The paper, citing 

the "customary fatuity of the Herald," noted that the three operas
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singled out for criticism by the Herald happened to be the three works 

which featured Miss Kellogg in the leading role. New Yorkers had inter- 

preted this as an "indirect insult" to the American prima donna, "the 

greatest artist this country has produced." The Times added: "every

two or three weeks the Herald slobbers out something about independent 

criticism, a subject with which it is totally unacquainted." In 

addition, the Times included in its article a reply that Maretzek had 

written to the Herald, in which the impresario pointed out that "far 

more operas" were presented in New York than in Europe during a season.

The Herald, obviously not prepared for the controversy which its 

remarks had bestirred, was obliged to offer an apology of sorts to Miss 
Kellogg, following the soprano's performance in Daughter of the Regiment 

on 10 December. The Herald critic declared that Miss Kellogg was "as 
charming as usual" (a comment that could be interpreted in more than 
one way), and added that the role "suited her." Although hardly a 

total apology, the statements apparently appeased the Times, which, in 
its review of Donizetti's opera, stated that Miss Kellogg "sang so 

admirably that the Herald has taken back all it said about her in a 
recent editorial." The Times added that "nothing can exceed the variety 

of that journal's opinions except their wildness."

Donizetti's Don Sebastian opened the spring season of Italian opera 

at the Academy of Music on 2 February 1865. The opera featured two stars 

from Maretzek's company, Mme. Zucchi and Sig. Massimiliani, in the 
leading roles. The next performance by the company (3 February) was 

Auber's Fra Diavolo (1830), which had been brought out the previous 
December in a new Italian version. Auber's comic opera had long been 

a popular staple in the English opera repertoire. The "grand,"
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Italian version of the work was described by the Times (22 December 1864) 

as having been recently produced by Auber, who had also added some newly 

composed music to the score. In its review of the performance of Fra 

Diavolo on 3 February 1865, the Tribune the following day praised the 

opera as "one of Auber's most genuine inspirations," and, comparing the 

music to that of Haydn, described it as "charming, fresh, and sparkling."
Maretzek's season of opera, occurring as it was during a time 

filled with the hope of approaching peace, achieved a great deal of 

success. In discussing the prosperity of the season thus far, the 
Times (13 February) cited as one reason for the company's good fortune 

the numerous "strangers and travelers" in New York who comprised a 

portion of the Academy’s audiences. The article declared that Italian 

opera was "a great treat for our country cousins," and listed as 
favorite operas of the "country cousins" II Trovatore, Norma, Lucia di 

Lammermoor, and Lucrezia Borgia.
One of the visitors' favorites, Norma, had been heard at the 

Academy on 8 February, with Zucchi in the title role. The Tribune 

praised the soprano as approaching "the best standard," but criticized 

the fact that through Zucchi's overuse of the tremolo, her voice had 
lost much of its spontaneity. "The tremolo [originally] added power 
to dramatic expression, . . . but now it is the fashion to shake on 
every note as though each and every singer enjoyed the infliction of 
St. Vitus Dance." The Tribune critic complained that the tremolo 

had become a "universal blemish."
The highlight of Maretzek's spring season took place on 24 

February when Verdi's latest opera, La Forza del destino (1862), was 

presented for the first time in America.. The fact that the opera was



heard in New York before it was produced in Paris or London greatly 

pleased the Times (25 February): "once again, as in Trovatore, La

Traviata, and Un Ballo in maschera, we anticipate the verdict of London 

and Paris." The critic declared that this fact proved the advantage of 

having "liberal and enterprising musicians at the head of our musical 

establishment." It should be noted that the Academy production of La 

Forza del destino, which had its premiere in St. Petersburg, preceded 

any performance of the work in Italy as well. Verdi's opera created a 
favorable impression on the Times critic, who called it "in some respects, 
the finest work in the modern Italian repertoire." The reviewer stated 
that the "ingenious . . . contrasts" of Verdi's libretto resulted in 

"an opera of fine proportions, not overcharged with tunes, but filled 

with broad, masterly effects, and far better, we think, than any late 

work from his pen." In announcing the second performance of the opera, 

the Times (27 February) provided some additional observations on La 

Forza del destino. Reporting that critics had been unanimous in their 

praise of the work, the newspaper declared that it had scarcely seen 

such "unanimity of opinion." The review also commented on the 

gradual acceptance of Verdi among critics: "only a few years ago, it
would have been considered good taste to cavil at, and take exception 

to, the music of this master." Citing the threat by a certain New 
York critic, following the premiere of La Traviata, to refuse to notice 
the opera if the management insisted on playing the opera again, the 
reviewer noted that Traviata had become a "favorite" in New York.
Verdi's maturity as a composer was also evident to the critic: "[La
Forza del destino] may not have the freshness of Ernani or the exquisite
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feeling of La Traviata, but it is a firmer and better made work than 

either of those operas. Youth is prodigal, age is thrifty, in the end 

we admire thrift."

English and German Opera
In a review of recent musical events occurring in New York, the 

Tribune (22 September 1862) declared that New York was "more cosmopolitan" 
than either Paris or London. This "cosmopolitanism," writer Fry 

continued, was evident from the fact that New York had recently heard 

musical entertainments in French, Italian, English, and German. English 

opera had been offered the previous spring by a company featuring Miss 

Caroline Richings, who made her debut on 14 April at Niblo's in Balfe's 

The Enchantress (1845). Miss Richings proved to be a hit, and The 

Enchantress ran a total of eight weeks, when it was replaced with an 

English version of Auber's La Sir^ne (1844) on 9 June, again featuring 

Miss Richings. The Tribune (16 June) reported that the English 

soprano had added to Auber's opera the aria Casta diva from Norma, and 

was "much admired and applauded."
Miss Richings' final performances in her successful season of 

English opera at Niblo's during the spring and summer of 1862 were in 

an operatic adaptation of Adolphe Adam's ballet Giselle (1841). Known 
as The Night Dancers, the work had been adapted in 1846 by Englishmen 
George Soane and E. J. Loder, and had first been performed in New York 

in 1847. A considerable amount of ballet was retained in the operatic 

version, however; the Times (9 July) referred to the work as "half 

ballet and half musical drama." The Tribune (same day) judged the 
dancing "brilliant, as usual," and described portions of Miss Richings' 

music as "brilliant and pathetic."
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New York's German community again had the privilege of hearing 
opera in its native tongue when Wallack's old theatre was opened on 15 

September 1862 for a series of performances of German opera conducted 

by Carl Anschutz. No report of the company was given until 22 

September, when the Tribune reported a performance of the "ever 

beautiful and glorious Freyschut^'[sic] on Friday, 19 September. The 

most praiseworthy performance in the opera was that by Mme. Johannsen 

as Agathe. Fry discussed the background of Weber's work, and explained 

that at the time of its production, "forty years ago," the opera was 

revolutionary, and ushered in a "new romantic school." The critic 

condemned the German company's poor production of the opera, and 

declared that the work's "supernaturalism," which could have been 

"terrible," came across as "laughable and silly" in the performance by 

Anschutz's company.
Despite such criticisms of the company's stage productions, the 

Germans presented an interesting and successful series of operas during 

the fall of 1862. The premiere, in German, of Mozart's Die Entfuhrung 

aus dem Serail, on 10 October, received a favorable notice in the Times 

(13 and 20 October). Following a performance of Francois Boieldieu's 
Johann von Paris (Jean de Paris, 1812), the Times (24 October) called 

the German company's success "phenomenal . . . The world does not realize 

that other lands than Italy have done something good." The critic 

commended the company's "enterprise," and added: "the critic, not
cramped by prejudice, detects in every performance something which 

raises it above the average ordinary performance." Boieldieu's music 

was described by the reviewer as "full of graceful lines and melodic
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charm." Another French work, Le Postilion de Lonjumeau (1836) by Adam, 

was presented by the German troupe on 31 October; it was praised by the 

Times (3 November) for its "fluent, strongly marked melody."

On 12 November, the company presented Mozart’s "elaborate and 

luscious form of nonsense," Die Zauberfl<3te, and, in an entirely 

contrasting mood, performed on 17 November Fidelio. Concerning 

Beethoven's opera, the Times (18 November) wrote that opinions regarding 

the work "are already formed," and added that many people hear it "out 

of a sense of duty." Beethoven wrote Fidelio, the critic continued, in 

order to "seize emotion at its height, as the ancients wrote tragedies.” 
Although "overlaid and heavy to the ordinary run of people," added the 
reviewer, Fidelio is a work "full of magnificent imaginings, and delight

ful to the dilettant who views music as music, and not as a poetic shadow 

of life."
"One of the heartiest and most uproarious comic operas ever heard 

in New York" was the description made by the Times critic (1 December) 

in regard to the American premiere of Per Wildschutz (The Poacher), 

composed by Albert Lortzing in 1842. The reviewer termed the work 

"peculiarly German in character, depending largely on dialogue and 

jocularity of a provincial kind." The music was described as "full of 

freshness and gaiety."
English opera was again heard at Niblo's Garden in February 1862, 

when Caroline Richings opened in the American premiere of Balfe's 

Satanella (1858), which included pantomime, ballet, and "tricks of 
fantasy." The opera was characterized as "theatrical salad" by the 
Tribune (24 February). Odell reported that Miss Richings performed 
three roles in Satanella: in addition to the title role of Satanella,
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the "spirit of Beauty," she played the part of Julian, a demon page, and
4Arimane, the master fiend. The star sang "with good effect" (Times,

24 February), and the musical entertainment ran for three weeks, when 

the previous season's hit, The Enchantress, was revived.

Throughout the spring of 1863, German opera had continued to 

prosper, under Anschutz, and in April the company was heard at the 

Academy of Music, which had recently been vacated for a brief period 
by the Italian troupe. The Germans also performed at the Brooklyn 

Academy of Music. The success of the troupe prompted the Times (25 
May) to declare that German opera was now "established as an institution 

in the United States." The Times critic added that English opera was 

presently being offered the same chance to succeed, due to the forth

coming premiere performance, under the direction of Anschutz, of Gluck's 

Orfeo ed Euridice (1762), to be sung in English. The production, which 

featured Mme. Felicita Vestvali in the leading role, provided critics 

with the opportunity to discuss the operatic innovations introduced by 

Gluck a hundred years earlier. The Times (26 May) saw a relationship 

between the ideas set forth by Gluck and the present aims of the 

German modernists: "Gluck was a reformer, who, with real genius,

attempted to do a hundred years ago what the 'School of the Future' does 

now— his theory corresponds with the wordy doctrine of the modern 
non-melodists." The reviewer continued by noting that it was "difficult 

now to estimate [Gluck's] influence on art . . . [He] imparted largeness 
to the prevalent Italian style and gave the scena a simple intensity and 

earnestness that were unknown until then." It was ironic, the critic

40dell, 7: 486
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observed, that to the "modern Public" hearing Orpheus (as the opera 

was so billed), the "melody alone now gives it zest." Tribune critic 

Fry went further in his discussion, by describing Gluck's revolutionary 

declamatory method: "he simplified the theory always,— though not
always in practice— of [reducing] vocalization to the recitative method, 

of making each syllable answer to a single note of music— sometimes two 
notes offering an exception; instead of many notes to a syllable, 

constituting the florid of effeminate or false style."

During the summer of 1863, New Yorkers were offered a world 

premiere, when Edward Mollenhauer presented his tragic opera, The 

Corsican Bride, on 15 June at Winter Garden. Mollenhauer was a German 

immigrant, who, along with his brother Friedrich, had come to America 

as a violinist in Jullien's orchestra. Following the departure of 

Jullien, the brothers remained in New York, and, having been joined by 

another brother, Henry, a cellist, became active in the city's musical 

life. In addition to playing in the Philharmonic and appearing as a 

frequent soloist with that orchestra, Edward Mollenhauer served as 

conductor of the Winter Garden theatre orchestra. Mollenhauer's opera 
received generally favorable reviews from the critics. The Tribune (16 
June) noted the opera's "Germanic" tendencies, in "contradistinction 
to the cantibile style and clear-cut melodies" of the Italian method. 

Mollenhauer employed a "measured dramatic recitation to the chords and 

musical figures in the orchestra," observed Fry. The Times urged 
Mollenhauer to use "lighter themes," and stated that the opera exhibited 

the composer's "potential."
During December 1863 and January 1864, Anschutz's German opera 

company was heard in a series of performances at the Academy of Music,
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during the interregnum of the Italian artists. Noteworthy productions 

by the Germans included a performance of Flotow's Alessandro Stradella 

(1837; rev. 1844), Faust (which had recently received a sensational 
premiere by the Italians), and Boieldieu’s La Dame blanche (1825).

Fry (Tribune, 12 January 1864) cited the 1000th performance of 

Boieldieu's opera recently presented in Paris and recalled the time when 

no stack of music books "was deemed complete without the overture to La 

Dame Blanche." The Times (16 January) described Boieldieu as a 

"representative of the intermediate school between Mozart and the modern 

school." The composer’s instrumentation, the reviewer felt, was "an 
improvement over that of Mozart"; Boieldieu's melodies were considered 

"a little restrained by a too obvious regard for form, but nevertheless 

pure and beautiful."
The reviews of the German opera troupe's performance of Tannhauser, 

on 18 January, reflect two points of view concerning the music of Wagner. 

A conservative view of the opera was expressed by Fry (Tribune, 19 

January), who discussed the reforms instituted by Wagner. Fry 

acknowledged the prerogative of a composer to seek reform, but noted 
that "the person who disparages everything and attempts to prove in 

effect that all before him is wrong, is simply very indiscreet." Fry 

described Wagner's meters as "commonplace . . . and the most unsuggestive 

as regards melodic forms"; the plot, Fry complained, was "simply stupid 

and dreary." Discussing the hostile reception Tannhauser had received 

in Paris, where the audience "hissed the opera down," Fry noted that New 

York audiences expressed their opinions differently: they simply stayed
away from the theatre. Although Fry failed to acknowledge the fact 
that Tannhauser had been performed earlier in New York, the Times critic
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pointed out that the work’s first performance in New York, "some years 

earlier" (1859), was a "complete failure." Since then, however, the 

public had become familiar with the overture and a "potpourri of 

numbers"; this familiarity was noticeable the previous night in the 

"frequent outbursts of applause" throughout the work's performance.

The critic noted that he had "seldom seen a more attentive and 

appreciative audience." The reviewer expressed his approval of the 

opera's reception, but was quick to add, however, that his approval 
should not be misconstrued as an endorsement of Wagner's music. He 

would simply hate to see "a rude outburst" in New York like the uproar 

that occurred in Paris. The critic also cited the influence of 
Tannhauser on composition: "if it has not revolutionized music, it
has precipitated changes in the relationship of the great masses of the 

operatic drama." The chief merit in Wagner's opera, the writer concluded, 
was that it "preserved homogeneity in the orchestra, chorus and among 

soloists." Leading singers in Wagner's operas, he added, were "not 

indulged in the graceful vanities of the Italian stage."

An "experiment" in English opera at the Park Theatre in Brooklyn 

under manager Gabriel Harrison was reported in the Times (9 January 

1864), which announced, happily, that the performers, conducted by 
Theodore Thomas, were all American. The company's first performance, 

Balfe's The Bohemian Girl, was pronounced a success by the Times. The 
following week, when Harrison's company moved to Niblo's Saloon, Fry 
(Tribune, 15 January) praised the endeavor as "much more than an ordinary 

appearance of English or American opera." Fry reported that Niblo's 
Saloon, which seated six hundred and had recently been converted from 
a concert hall to a theatre for small stage performances, was "completely
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crowded by a most elegant and distinguished audience" who heard The

Bohemian Girl, conducted by the "brilliant young director, Theodore

Thomas." Expressing the hope that Harrison's endeavor in "nationalizing"
opera in "our own tongue" would prove successful, Fry lashed out at

what he felt was the decline in musical taste brought about by the
popularity of minstrel shows:

If the taste of the mass of people here has not been deteriorated 
and debauched by fifteen years of the nightly beastly, and brutal 
exhibitions of sham negro-minstrelsy, by which in a so-called 
Christian community, the enslaved American has been burned in 
the hell-fire of fresh shames and caricatures, as if chains, 
whips, and bloodhounds were not enough to make him 'curse God 
and die’— if this lowest of filthy dregs which has supplied the 
place of lyrical entertainment in the vernacular during this 
long period, has not crushed the taste of the masses beyond 
redemption, the opportunity to support well and make a permanent, 
honorable, and national institution of American music will be 
received with special satisfaction by the public, and opera will 
again flourish here in our language . . .

Despite good performances of such audience favorites as The Bohemian

Girl and Wallace's Maritana, and a great amount of support from the

critics, Harrison's season of English opera failed to succeed, and
ended in early February.

During July of 1864, D. A. Baker began a series of English operas 

with a small company, featuring the stars from Harrison's former 

troupe, Mme. Borchard, Castle, and Campbell. The company, performing 
at the Olympic Theatre, presented Maritana, Auber's Fra Diavolo, The 

Bohemian Girl, and a premiere of The Rose of Castile (1857), also by 

Balfe. The Times (30 July) described the plot of the opera as "like 
a hundred others of the same school, full of intrigues, disguises, 

and passionate love at first sight." The Tribune’s earlier warnings 
of the "hazards of attempting summer opera" were borne out, and Baker's 

company experienced only a moderately successful series of performances.
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A two-week season of German opera at the Academy of Music began 

on 12 September, with a company directed by Leonard Grover and conducted 
by Anschutz. The troupe presented Faust, Martha, Per Freischutz, La 

Juive, Don Giovanni, and Robert le Diable, which featured Carl Formes, 
who had received acclaim for his performance in the opera six years 

earlier. Grover's company was next heard the following spring, when 

it began a series of operas at the Academy of Music on 26 April with a 

performance of Robert le Diable, again featuring Formes in the leading 

role. The company also performed Faust, Fidelio, Martha, The Magic Flute, 

Les Huguenots, and La Juive, before it folded, prematurely, due to 

"discord" (Tribune, 9 May). The Tribune lamented the fact of the 

company's disbanding, and declared that the troupe had been "the best 

German company ever heard in New York."

Choral Music
Despite the fact that fighting had not yet erupted, the threat of 

a civil war prompted Fry (Tribune, 26 February 1861) to comment that 
"the production of a work of American art at such times of political 

turmoil is not fortunate for the artist." The work to which Fry was 
referring was a "new oratorio" by Bristow, Praise to God, which had been 

heard on a concert by the Harmonic Society on 19 February. Both the Times 
and the Tribune reported this event as the premiere of Bristow's work, 

although a performance of a Te Deum by Bristow had been reviewed in the 

Tribune of 8 April 1857; no reference to this earlier performance was 

made in the 1861 review. Concerning Bristow's composition, Fry 

discussed the difficulties inherent in setting the words of the Te Deum 
to music. The text, Fry observed, exhibited a "lack of color or
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variety"; the words were "all exultant," and offered "nothing dark, 

terrible, impassioned, or erotic— the latter so necessary to music."

The critic judged Bristow’s treatment of the text "copious as to detail 

and large as to scope." Although Fry felt that Bristow paid appropriate 

attention to the "few dramatic words" of the text, the Tribune critic 
suggested that in the soprano solo Bristow modulate from the minor to 

the major mode on the word "heaven." The Times (25 February) was 

both briefer and more general in its evaluation of Bristow’s oratorio.

The review declared that the work exhibited "much vigor of thought, 
superior instrumentation, and successful combinations of choral forces." 

The "melodic forms," the critic added, were at times somewhat "stretched 

and overwrought."
The annual Christmas performance of Handel's Messiah by the 

Harmonic Society drew some especially caustic comments from Fry (Tribune, 

30 December 1861). The critic recommended that "as but so few of the 

pieces [of Messiah] suit the public taste, being antiquated, either in 

music or words, it would be better to give extracts from this work."

He further questioned "why the public should be drugged with the tooty- 
tooty violinism of Handel, and that meanest and stupidest forms of 

vocal music, the fugue, by the hour." It was "understandable" that 

Handel's music would be popular in England, "where the worship of old 
bones is a part of rubric," Fry declared, but not in "a young country 

with genius, [where] the antique opiates are an overdose."
The year 1862 saw more choral performances of varied types of 

New York, but none of them elicited much response from the newspapers. 

Appearing in the music columns were brief notices of such events as 

a Glee and Madrigal Society concert (13 January), a performance by the
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Mozart MSnnerchor on the occasion of Mozart's 106th birthday (29 

January), a repetition of Bristow's Praise to God (22 April), the summer 

Liederkranz Festival (9 August), and that society's first subscription 

concert of its 1862-63 season (19 November). In addition, two of the 
popular "singing families" were heard in the autumn of 1862. The Times 

(10 November) reported a concert by "The Old Folks under Father Reed"

(it is not known whether this was the same group as "Father Kemp's 
Old Folks," who performed during the previous decade). The Times 

review described Father Reed's singers, with their "white hair and 
yellow stockings" as "resurrectionists of popular art. They have dug 
up the festive morsels that used to regale the palates of our fore

fathers, and with an antique array of strange costumes serve them up 

for the enjoyment of the present generation." Unfortunately, the 

reviewer failed to list any of the "festive morsels" the Old Folks 

offered. Of the other performance that fall, a concert by the "Singing 

Hutchinsons," the Times (12 December) stated that of the original 

members of the group, only Asa and Abby remained; they had been joined 

by a group of younger singers.
The Tribune of 7 January 1864 reported the first appearance of the 

Brooklyn Orpheonist Choir Boys, under the direction of C. Jerome 

Hopkins, who, it may be remembered, had been the founder of the 
American Music Association. The composer-pianist had recently instituted 
what the Tribune referred to as "free schools of instruction" for the 
youth of Brooklyn. In a "novel and interesting program," the choir, 
assisted by an orchestra and members of the New York Harmonic Society, 

sang, among other works, the "Hallelujah" from Messiah. The second



concert of the Orpheonists was reported in the Tribune of 5 May, in a 

brief article which stated only that the group, under Hopkins, sang 

"various sacred and secular choruses."

An interesting item was found in the Tribune of 25 March 1864, 

announcing the forthcoming appearance of "Dr. Colton and the Excelsior 

Old Folks," in a "combined entertainment of laughter and song." The 

music was, of course, to be offered by the Old Folks, while Dr. Colton 

was to supply the laughs, not through his own humor, but in a 
demonstration (with audience participation, no doubt) of nitrous oxide, 

or "laughing gas," as the announcement described it. Unfortunately, 
there appeared no further report of the event, but it may be assumed 
that the affair proved highly entertaining.

The only other noteworthy choral event during the period under 

consideration was a concert by the New York Harmonic Society, reported 
in the Tribune of 26 June 1865. The free concert at Irving Hall 

featured selections from Bach, Mendelssohn, Fesca, Franz, Beethoven, 

Schumann, Bishop, and Wallace. The Tribune judged the performances of 

the soloists, all members of the Society, as "moderate," and stated 

that the "vocal strength" of the Society's seventy members was "limited.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Orchestral Concerts
As concert life in New York entered a new decade, such composers 

as Schumann and Wagner, the German "non-melodists," as they were called 
by the press, were heard with ever-increasing frequency on both orches

tral and chamber music concerts. In spite of the steady exposure to 
the music of these composers, critics remained staunch in their
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opposition to these "modern" compositions. The Times (18 March 1861), 

in its review of a recent New York Philharmonic Society concert, 

acknowledged the "usual dose of Schumann" on the program (in this case, 

his overture to Genoveva). The Times critic wryly explained that the 

"dictatorial" overture suggested, "as we comprehend, the claims of 

slumber, claims which no one would dispute."
The New York Philharmonic opened its twentieth season on 9 

November 1862 in new headquarters, the recently constructed Irving 
Hall, which was located opposite the Academy of Music. Fry, writing 
in the Tribune (11 November), stated that, although the new facility was 

perhaps too small, it was acoustically much better for orchestral 
concerts. The Academy, he declared, was poor for concerts because the 

stage sets and tiers of boxes absorbed the sound. Shanet stated that 

the Society moved to Irving Hall because the directors feared that 
attendance would slacken due to the war; the management of Irving Hall 

charged $800 rent for the season, whereas the Society had paid $2,500

to lease the Academy the previous season. As Shanet observed, the

move proved costly, because while the smaller hall held capacity crowds 
for the Philharmonic concerts, there was a concomitant drop in receipts 

due to the smaller size of the hall. The orchestra played in Irving 
Hall for two seasons before moving back to the Academy of Music.

On the Philharmonic's first concert in its new home the orchestra
performed compositions by two "non-melodists"” Berlioz's Roman Carnival 
Overture and Wagner's overture to Rienzi. Although Fry declared that 

Berlioz "cannot compose," he acknowledged the composer's "marvelous

5Shanet, pp. 127-128
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sense of color," a talent not exhibited by Wagner. Fry continued: 

"rhythm, phrasing, and other such oddities, though deemed essential by 

Mozart and Rossini, are very vapory with this critic of melody as it 

is." The Times critic focused on the more "positive" aspects of the 

performance, singling out for praise Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and 
Chopin's Piano Concerto in F Minor, performed by S. B. Mills. Citing 
Mills' performance as "absolutely faultless," the reviewer declared 
that if "classical music could always be made so interesting, it would 

speedily become the fashionable rage."
The inclusion of Brahms' Serenade No. 2 in A , for sixteen strings, 

on the Philharmonic's concert of 1 February 1862 represents one of the 

first times music by the twenty-eight-year-old composer had been heard 

in New York. Brahms failed to create a favorable impression with the 

Times critic (3 February). Describing Brahms' work as "night-disturbing 

and dismal," the reviewer sarcastically commented that "the emotions of 

the victim subjected to the honor of a performance of such a lugubrious 

serenade, may feebly be described in the word idiotcy [sic], but his 

wrath if he lived in an age of revolvers, would certainly be fatal to 
some of the performers."

The final Philharmonic concert of the 1861-62 season was praised 

by the Times (18 April 1862) for its content, of not for its 
"arrangement." The critic questioned the wisdom of placing a violin solo 

(Lipinsey's Concerto militaire, performed by Wollenhaupt) immediately 
after Schubert's Symphony No. 6 in C. The effect of the violin piece 

was totally lost in the "contrast of merit" between the two compositions. 

The concert also featured Mozart's Piano Concerto in D Minor, K. 466,
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performed by Richard Hoffman; Liszt's Poeme symphonique, Orph^e; a 

trombone concertino by Felician David (1810-76), and Beethoven's over

ture to Fidelio.
The year 1862 was notable for the young violinist-conductor, 

Theodore Thomas. During that year Thomas joined Theodore Eisfeld as 

alternate conductor of the Brooklyn Philharmonic; he also organized 

and executed the first of his own symphony concerts in May 1862. In 

announcing the approaching program, to be held on 13 May, the Times 

(9 May) declared that it would be "the orchestral concert of the 

season." The event was to serve as the American premiere for a number 

of important works, the article continued, among them Wagner's over

ture to The Flying Dutchman, Meyerbeer's incidental music for the drama 

Streunsee, and Schubert's Grand Fantasia in C, op. 15, arranged for 
piano and orchestra by Liszt, as well as a "Grand Piano Quartet” for 
four pianos by Moscheles, and vocal selections by Mme. de Lussan.

Despite the publicity the Times gave Thomas's concert, there appeared 
no report of the event in the newspaper. The Tribune, however, did 

carry a review of the concert. As usual, Fry (15 May) focused his 
criticisms of Wagner's music on melodic considerations. Referring to 

the overture as "ingeniously destitute of melody," the critic called 

the work a "ghastly rumpus." By contrast, Fry praised Meyerbeer's 

music for its "beautiful, well-phrased, and . . . varied meaning."
Meyerbeer's incidental music to Streunsee was repeated on Thomas's 

next orchastral concert, which occurred the following fall (18 

September 1862). Fry lauded the fifty-cent price of admission, and 

described Thomas as "ardent and liberal in giving good concerts."
The conductor's practice of programming, on the Mason-Thomas chamber
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music concerts, both the most modern compositions as well as works by 

such "neglected" composers as Bach and Handel, was carried over to his 

symphony concerts. On this particular program, Thomas's orchestra per- 

formed a "venerable old composition," a symphony by C. P. E. Bach, 

composed in 1776. In addition, the group played Auber's most recent 

composition, the Grand Inaugural March written for the 1862 London 
Exhibition. The march was "spirited and dashing for a man of eighty," 

Fry observed.
An indication of the gradual acceptance of Wagner may be noted 

in a Times review (3 February 1863) of the Philharmonic's third concert 

of its 1862-63 season. The critic described the orchestra's performance 

of Wagner's Tannhauser overture as "gorgeous" and "one of the most 

enjoyable morceaux of the program." This assessment may be compared 
with the Times review of the first performance of this work seven years 

earlier (26 November 1855), in which the critic condemned the work as 

"pretensions" [sic] and containing "no rest for the ear."
The acceptance of Wagner by the critics was not yet complete, 

however. Wagner's Faust Overture, programmed on the Philharmonic's next 

concert, was characterized by the Times critic (16 March) as "stormy, 

boisterous, and overwhelming"; the only merit the reviewer found in 

the work was in its "broad and showy mechanism." The Philharmonic on 

this occasion also played Schumann's Overture, Scherzo, and Finale, in 

E Major, op. 52, which was praised by the critic as "very effective."
Although most of the music inspired by the Civil War was limited 

to songs and marches, there were also larger-scaled, more elaborate 
compositions written under patriotic influences. One of these, by New 

York pianist-composer Richard Goldbeck, was his Victory Symphony, which
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was first performed at a special concert on 21 March 1863 at Irving Hall. 

Conducted by Theodore Thomas, the work was divided into three movements, 

entitled "Peace," "Struggle," and "Triumph." The Times critic (24 March) 

described the work as "filled with startling forms and gorgeous colors,” 

but had several criticisms of the symphony as well. These criticisms 

were confined chiefly to the "Struggle" movement, which the writer 
termed "overwrought,” "pretensious [sic] [and] untelligible to the ear, 

although perhaps logical to the musician of the future." The critic 

added that Goldbeck's "musical nature had not yet learned to restrain 

itself."
An orchestral concert organized by conductor Carl Bergmann on 

23 May 1862 featured another premiere, Liszt's Faust Symphony. Tribune 

critic Fry's review of the concert (26 May) briefly touched on other 
musical representations of the legend of Faust. The first of these 

compositions was Spohr's opera Faust (1816), characterized by Fry as 
filled with "many nice things," but "wanting in melodic genius."

Referring next to Berlioz's La Damnation de Faust (1846), Fry continued: 

"Hector Berlioz next thrusts the Doctor into an infernal vocal and 

instrumental symphony hideously dull and ugly." The critic then 

declared that "if Faust is to be represented by the anti-melodious 
school, Liszt has succeeded; for anything more ghastly and uninteresting, 

it is impossible to conceive." Fry acknowledged Liszt's stature as a 
pianist, but "as a melodist," the critic described Liszt as "worse than 

bad." "Melody is the soul of music," Fry declared, "all instrumental 

music derives its charm from its likeness to the human voice— and not 
to the grunt of a pig or the chirrup of a bird; and when this philosophy 

is overlooked, we have the new 'broken crockery' school, as it is aptly 

termed."
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Although Liszt’s Faust Symphony received its New York premiere by 

Bergmann in 1862, it was not until nearly two years later that the work 

was heard on a regular concert by the Philharmonic Society. In 
reporting the first performance of Liszt's Faust Symphony by the 

Philharmonic on 30 January 1864, the Times (1 February) announced that 
conductor Bergmann, "true to Weimar propaganda, has introduced another 

work of its high priest, Franz Listz [sic]." The Times critic's 
judgment of the composition was actually more favorable than his 
introductory comment would indicate. Describing the audience as "rest

less and weary" while the piece was being performed, the reviewer 

declared that the symphony, Liszt's "most meritorious orchestral work," 

deserved a better reception from the listeners. The mistake, the critic 

continued, was in programming Liszt's composition with other works of 

"too similar” a character; these works included Weber's overture to 

Euryanthe ("the extremest point of the old school") and Wagner's 

introduction to Lohengrin ("one of the extreme points of the new").
In assessing Liszt's work, the Times reviewer offered an enlightening 

explanation of the composer's use of the leitmotiv, a device found first 
in operas of Weber, the critic noted, but new to symphonic composition.
The symphony's first two movements were the best written, the writer 

determined. The third, "Mephisto," was labelled as "bizarre"; the 
reviewer questioned whether it was "necessary to have a whole orchestra 

chattering like a forest of Brazilian monkeys." In his overall estimation 

of the work, however, the critic was highly laudatory: "no modern

production is so truly consistent, so thoroughly of a piece, so 
thoroughly completely dramatic, so amazingly vigorous."
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JJhe public exposure to the German "modernists" offered by such 

men as Bergmann and Thomas not only effected a gradual acceptance of 

the music of these composers, but also caused the older masters to be 

examined in a new light. Haydn's "Symphony No. 3 " [sic] in E-flat, 

heard on the Philharmonic's next concert (12 March 1864), was praised 
by the Times (14 March) for its "wonderful counterpoint and ingenious 

writing," but did not come off as "very exciting, in these days of 
orchestral brilliance." On the other hand, such a work as Mendelssohn's 

Lobgesang, heard for the first time in its complete version, was praised 
by the Times reviewer. "Mendelssohn may be the object of scorn among 
certain sects— but we search in vain to find a work so rich in grandeur, 

grace and beauty."
Like other musical organizations in New York, the Philharmonic 

contributed its share toward the Union cause in the War Between the 

States. An appropriately patriotic overture by Bristow, entitled 

Columbus, was featured on an extra concert by the Philharmonic on 2 

April 1864. The concert was given to benefit the Metropolitan Fair, 
which had been organized to raise money for the Sanitary Commission 

(the forerunner of the Red Cross). The Times (4 April) praised the 
program as "an artistic success," but noted, regrettably, that because 
of poor publicity, the concert was a financial failure. The Times 
critic described Bristow's overture as "highly descriptive and sugges

tive," and added that Bristow "always writes in a clear and masterly 
vein with evident proclivities towards the classicists."

The New York Philharmonic opened its 1864-65 season on 5 November 

in its former headquarters, the Academy of Music. The directors' 

recent decision to raise the price of a subscription from five to eight 

dollars did not please the critics. In discussing the "money-grubbing"
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the inertion [sic] of its members, or their greed for larger dividends. 

It is worthwhile remembering, however, that the Brooklyn Philharmonic 

Society, with a picked orchestra of sixty performers, and a constant 
succession of first-class singers, charges but six dollars for the 

season."
An even better bargain was offered by Theodore Thomas, whose sub

scription orchestral concerts were priced at only five dollars. The 

first of Thomas's series of orchestral programs, or Symphony Soirees, as 
they were advertised, occurred on 3 December at Irving Hall. The 

Tribune (9 December) reported that the concert, which featured an 

orchestra of sixty (the same players who comprised the Brooklyng
Philharmonic) , was attended by a "large, closely attentive, and 
unusually appreciative" audience. Although the orchestra was "imprecise 

on occasion, the "accidents were few and passed unnoticed by the 

audience," the critic added. Thomas offered two premieres on his 

program, an orchestral suite by Franz Lachner (1803-1890), and portions 
of Berlioz's Romeo and Juliet. Regarding the symphony by Berlioz, the 

Tribune critic elucidated his ideas concerning the role of the 
composer: "the direct illustration of human sentiment and emotion is
the noblest purpose to which a composer can devote himself"; thus, the 

story of Romeo and Juliet offered a "tangible and palpable musical idea. 

Other works on Thomas's Soiree included Beethoven's Symphony No. 8, two 

movements from Chopin's F minor piano concerto, performed by S. B.

Mills, and arias by Mercadante and Mozart, sung by Fanny Raymond.

g
Shanet, p. 155.
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The addition of Thomas's Symphony Soirees to the New York concert 

season was greatly welcomed by the critics. In its review of Thomas's 
second subscription program, the Times (9 January 1865) termed the 

concerts "in the artistic sense . . . the most important musical inci
dents of the season." The Tribune described the Soiree as "illustrated 

by most liberal means and various schools of old and new orchestral 
composers." These "various schools" of composition were represented 

on this particular occasion by Bach's Toccata in F, arranged by Esser; 

Schumann's Symphony in C, no. 2, op. 61; Weber's overture to Euryanthe; 

and Beethoven's Piano Concerto in E-flat, no. 5, op. 73, performed by 
Carl Wolfssohn; as well as Cornin' Thro' the Rye and other selections, 

sung by Mme. Van Zandt. The Tribune praised the "broad purpose" and 

"clear conception" of the Bach toccata, but the Times felt that the 
work's orchestration contributed little to its effectiveness, and added 
that the organ was "grand enough" for such compositions. Both critics 
cautiously cited the "large and individual merits" of Schumann's 
symphony, but the Tribune reviewer expressed his doubt that Schumann 

would ever rank with such orchestral composers "of the first standard" 

as Mozart, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn. Although the vocal portions of 

most concerts received little or no comment from the critics, the Times 

reviewer on this occasion took time to criticize Mme. Van Zandt's 

performance of Cornin' Thro' the Rye. The song, the critic complained, 

x\ras "entirely spoiled by the superfluity of commonplace runs and 

flourishes," which, he continued, were "out of place and tawdry in the 

last degree."
Thomas's next concert featured the first symphony of Joachim Raff 

(1822-82), entitled An das Vaterland. The work, in five movements, was
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criticized in both the Times (20 February) and the Tribune (21 February) 

as too long. The Tribune questioned the practicability of the ideas on 

which the composition was based; the "plan" seemed "too metaphysical for 

musical treatment," the critic continued. The Times characterized the 

themes as "inconsequential" and added: "it is sad to think that only

four years ago so poor a work was regarded as the best Germany could 

produce."
The fourth concert of the Philharmonic on 11 March 1865 featured 

the Liederkranz Society, which sang two interesting yet highly 

contrasting choral selections, Palestrina's Fratus Ego and a Credo by 
Liszt. The Times critic termed the Palestrina motet a "wonderful 

piece of solid harmony," while Liszt's work was indignantly described 
as "unintelligible rigamarole": "had it been offered by a resident

composer, [the work] would have been rejected by the whole Society."
Thomas's fifth and final program on 8 April prompted the Times to 

discuss the conductor's plan of presenting both newly composed and 

seldom performed (and, consequentially, seldom accepted) compositions. 

"To grow in art one must not only know what has been done, but what is 

doing," the writer explained, "Mr. Thomas has given us many new works 

which we praised, and a few we have fairly pitched into." One of the 

works of the final program which the critic "fairly pitched into" was 

an orchestral arrangement by Esser of Bach's Passacaglia and Fugue in 

C Minor; the reviewer compared Bach to a "treadmill: respectable and
dull like a superannuated church warden." Even Mozart, who was 

venerated by the critics, failed to go unscathed in the Times review. 
Referring to Mozart's "symphony for violin and viola" ( the sinfonia 

concertante), a work that "was generally avoided in Europe," the
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critic declared: "on the whole, one would prefer death to a

repetition of this production."

Chamber Music
Chamber Music in New York during the Civil War continued to be 

dominated by the Mason-Thomas Quartet. Reports of two concerts by the 

ensemble were found in the newspapers during 1861. The first of these 

events took place on 26 February and featured Schumann's Piano Trio No.

3 in G Minor, op. 110; Beethoven's Quartet in F Major, op. 59, no. 1; 
as well as a cello solo by Strausky, and a piano composition by Mason.

Of the Schumann work, the Times critic (28 February) declared that "in 
ideas," the trio was "even more barren than the ordinary run of his 
ambitious nothings." However, the reviewer judged Schumann's "treatment" 

as "ingenious." Mason's composition (no title given) was described by 
the critic as possessing "originality of a high order." In regard to 

the quartet by Beethoven, the reviewer declared that the composer, in 

"redundance [sic] of idea and episodical brilliancy of treatment, has 

hardly a parallel in music." The work "abounds in rhythmical 

peculiarities," the critic continued. The next concert by the Mason- 

Thomas Quartet occurred a month later, on 26 March, and was attended 

by a "livelier audience than usual," according to the Tribune (28 March). 

Works performed on this concert included Mendelssohn's Piano Quintet in 
B-flat, op. 57; Mozart's Quartet No. 6 in G (the "Dissonant"); Raff's 
Violin Sonata, op. 73; and Beethoven's Piano Sonata in C-sharp Minor, 
op. 27, no. 2. The Tribune termed the concert, as a whole, "less 

interesting" than others in the series.
In announcing Mason and Thomas's next season of chamber music 

concerts the following autumn, the Times (21 October 1861) listed the 

programs for the six "soirees." Of the works listed, Beethoven dominated
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the concerts with seven works performed. The list also included four 

compositions each by Mozart, Haydn, Schumann, and Schubert; and one 

work each by Bach (a "prelude and fugue for violin"), Spohr, and Robert 

Volkmann (1815-83). Perhaps because of the increased amount of column 

space demanded by the coverage of the war, reviews of Mason and Thomas's 

concerts during their 1861-62 season were more scarce. Brief reports
-*S*.of programs were found in the Times editions of 9 and 23 December 1861, 

and of 3 February and 3 March 1862. Although the writer offered little 

critical comment in any of the reports, he did compliment the group (3 
February) on its "devotion," and cited the fact that several years of 
performing together were necessary to attain a cohesive and unified 

sound.
The success of the Mason-Thomas Quartet concerts prompted other 

New York performers to organize chamber music programs. The Times (10 

February 1862) reported the first of a series of "classical soirees" 

by S. B. Mills and Edward Mollenhauer. Performed on Mills and 

Mollenhauer's first concert were Beethoven's Quartet in E Minor, op. 59, 

no. 2; a Schumann piano quintet; a violin sonata by Gade; and Chopin's 
Berceuse; as well as a ballade by Mills. The critic complained that 

the first violinist in the Beethoven quartet displayed too much 

"sentimentality," a quality the reviewer found lacking in Mills's 
performance of the Berceuse. The pianist's rendition was "technically 

perfect," but lacking in "dreamy quietude," the reviewer added.
The only other report of a concert by Mills and Mollenhauser was 

found in the Times (19 May 1862). The program included Mollenhauerfs 

own Concert Etude; Beethoven's Piano Sonata in D , op. 10, no. 3; 

Mendelssohn's Variations for Piano and Cello, op. 17 (performed by



Henry Mollenhauer) ; Beethoven’s String Quartet No. 11 in F Minor, op.

95, and a piano trio by Rubinstein. The critic’s comments were devoted 

to Mills's performance of the Beethoven sonata; the pianist was 

"deficient in largeness," the reviewer declared. This "deficiency” 

was not in a "largeness of power," but rather in one of "style"; 

Beethoven, "more than any other master, demands broad and large handling, 

the critic explained.
Mason and Thomas's 1862-63 season, the eighth of their series, 

began in December 1862. Programs for the six concerts were printed in 
the Times (8 December). Works by Beethoven again dominated the 
quartet's repertoire; five pieces by the composer were to be performed.

In addition, the list included four works by Mozart, three by Schumann, 

two by Bach (Violin Sonata No. 3 in E and the Double Concerto in C) and 

Schubert, and one each by Hummel, Cherubini, Mendelssohn, Chopin, and 

Haydn. Tribune critic Fry, who generally ignored the Mason-Thomas 

concerts, offered Tribune readers some of his ideas on chamber music in 

a review of the quartet's third concert (16 February). Fry described 

the music presented on the concert as "pure music: that is, music
devoid of admixture with anything else— not even with great resonance—  

depended solely upon the sequences of the notes or melody; on the 
simultaneous utterance of the notes, or harmony; and on the form of 
the pieces, which is rhetoric." Fry continued by declaring that 
although this type of music is "less difficult to write" than operatic 
music, "it is pure high music, nevertheless, and as it is studied and 

appreciated, will Music rise in estimation as a first-class intel

lectual science; along with Astronomy, or Chemistry, or the science of 

growing rich.”
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The Quartet's fifth concert on 24 March was described by the Times 

(30 March) as "varied"; the works on the program included Bach's Violin 
Sonata N. 3 in E , Mozart's Quartet No. 4 in E-flat, Mendelssohn's Octet 

in E-flat, op. 70, and three Novelettes by Schumann. The critic expressed 

his disappointment that the performance of Bach's "perriwig-pated sonataV 

"failed to satisfy." Mendelssohn's Octet was praised by the reviewer as 

one of the composer's best productions. The critic characterized the 

work's "ideas" as "wide apart, like the stations on a railroad, the way 

between which is not always interesting, but is travelled rapidly."

In his review of the Mason-Thomas Quartet's second concert of its 

ninth season, the Times critic (1 February 1864) discussed at some length 
the late quartets of Beethoven. Referring to the group's performance on 

Beethoven's Quartet in E-flat, op, 127, the reviewer noted that the work 
was just then "coming into professional acceptance." In comparing 

Beethoven's early and late periods, the critic termed the early compo
sitions as containing "episodes of rich and irrepressible fancy," whereas 

in Beethoven's late compositions the "episodes are of more hardy form."

The reviewer then cited the "old theory" of the string quartet as a 

discussion of musical subjects "in a purely conversational manner, some

times leading to a warm altercation before the matter is settled."

The critic extended this analogy by adding that "it seems that in 
Beethoven's last quartets the discussion frequently borders on the 

garrulous."
The tenth series of the Mason-Thomas Quartet Soirees began in new 

headquarters, the concert room of the recently completed Steinway 
Showroom. The move was not for the better, the Times (27 January 1865) 
complained: "the room lacks size, visual ability, and ventilation."
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The critic noted that the quartet's intentions in programming the works 

on this particular concert were to "exhibit the worst— or commonest—  

periods of three different composers." The three composers and their 

works were Beethoven, Septet in E-flat, op. 20; Chopin, Cello Sonata in 

G Minor, op. 65; and Schumann, Quartet in A Minor, op. 41, no. 1. The 

critic added that while "contrast used to be the order of the day at 

these concerts," the pieces on this concert "seemed to have been arranged 

to a gradual density and dullness."
For its second performance of the season, the Mason-Thomas Quartet 

moved back to Dodworth's. A piano trio by Joachim Raff (1822-82) was 

the subject of most of the critical comments by the Tribune critic (7 

February), who predicted that the young composer was "destined to take 
a foremost position in the world of art." Although the first movement 
of Raff's trio exhibited "a wealth of melody," the reviewer observed, 

the work as a whole evinced a "decided tendancy towards Schumannism 

and Wagnerism" in its lack of "spontaneity."

The music critic who succeeded Fry at the Tribune was obviously 

more interested in chamber music than his predecessor had been. The 

reviewer had some criticism of Thomas's playing in a review (9 March) 

of the quartet's fourth concert. Referring to the group's less-than- 

perfect rendition of a quartet by Mozart, the reviewer noted that the 

quartet was more at home with Schumann and Beethoven: "there is [in
Mozart's quartet] a tender grace, refined sentiment, and delicacy of 
fancy . . . which Thomas lacks." This was due, the critic maintained, 

to the "stiffness" of Thomas's bow arm, as well as "too much shoulder" 

and "too little wrist."



In his review of the sixth and final concert of the Mason-Thomas 

Quartet's tenth season, the Times critic (16 May) noted the revival of 

interest in chamber music in Europe, and declared that New York was 
large enough for "all kinds of art-study to flourish." The reviewer 

expressed his hope that an increased interest in other types of 
musical entertainment would lessen the domination he felt pianists held 

in New York's concert life: "piano playing is destructive of taste— it
is a cold, mechanical operation," the critic added. Two cities were 

cited by the critic as examples of the destructive influence incurred 

by piano music: London, where music was, for many years, "as it still 
is here, in the hands of the piano-bangers"; and Paris, which " a few 

years ago was the great pianopolis [sic] of the world," and since which 

"has quickly grown as a music center." The reviewer concluded by casti

gating pianists as "professors of piano," who "have made the word 

'classical' odious."

Solo and Miscellaneous Concerts
Throughout the period of the Civil War, piano music continued to 

dominate New York's concert rooms. With the absence of any touring 
European virtuosi during the war years, New Yorkers relied primarily on 

American-born soloists to provide their piano entertainment. Although 
the number of native concert artists was gradually increasing, the list 

remained relatively small. "America is not productive of great pianists, 
declared the Times (10 February 1864) in a review of the debut of young 

American pianist Alfred Pease. The critic continued by stating that 

this country's "specialty" was "pretty girls with pretty voices." The 

reviewer did list, however, a number of American pianists who had 

achieved, in varying degrees, a certain amount of success. Chief among
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them were Mason and Gottschalk (the two of "entirely opposite schools,"

the critic noted); also listed were Joseph Pattison, Harry Sanderson,
and a performer named Wood. Pease was the latest name to be added to

the list; fresh from study with von Billow, the pianist was praised for

a "successful debut" by the Times reviewer.
The most famous of the American concert pianists, Gottschalk, 

performed frequently in New York from 1862 through 1865. Upon his 

return to New York in February 1862, Gottschalk created an even greater 

success than he had in his New York debut nine years earlier. The 

Times (17 February 1862) reported that the pianist’s reappearance the 

past week had created excitement in the "fashionable, music, and 

journalistic worlds." The newspaper credited Gottschalk with contrib

uting to America's gains in "respectability" in the world of the arts.

The reviewer further described Gottschalk as "unique," and compared him 

to Mendelssohn in "forming his own paths"; Gottschalk's style differed 
as much from the German as that style did from the Italian, the critic 

continued. Gottschalk was characterized as "never eccentric," but 
"frequently learned and abstruse [qualities apparently more evident to 
the Times reviewer than to today's critics] . . . he is never vulgar and 
pedantic, but [is] light as a breeze in summer." The reviewer added 

that, like "the color in Byzantine architecture," Gottschalk's "accom
paniments and adornments" were not written to "imitate nature," but 

rather, were simply for "decoration." The critic concluded by stating 

that Gottschalk's "refined taste" was not exhibited in this "bravura 

style" as clearly as it was displayed in his "exquisite little morceaux," 

such as The Last Hope, Marche de nuit, and Pastorello. Fry concurred 
with his colleague at the Times in assessing Gottschalk as equal to any
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European virtuos.o, "on an instrument the most [frequently] played and 

the least expressive in singing qualities." In comparing Gottschalk's 

latest performance with his previous concerts, Fry felt that the pianist 
"failed in the poetic sentiment for which he was formerly distinguished." 

The critic advised Gottschalk "to 'sing' more and play less."

Although Gottschalk's concert repertoire consisted primarily of 

his own compositions, from time to time the pianist performed classical 

works, such as the Andante movement of Beethoven's Pathetique Sonata, 

which was heard in a concert on 30 April. The Times critic (1 May) 

admired Gottschalk's interpretation of the work, but he noted that 

"German admirers might not like his excessive brilliancy." In announcing 

a concert by Gottschalk on 5 May, Tribune critic Fry answered critics 

who complained that Gottschalk "doesn't play Chopin." "Who then does?" 

Fry questioned. "What is the mystery, the fire, the melody, the harmony 

in one author beyond all others that nobody can play him?"
Gottschalk began another series of concerts in New York during 

October 1862. The Times, announcing the first of his concerts on 2 
October, commented on the social nature of Gottschalk's performances:

"Mr. Gottschalk, who studies society as well as the piano, has timed his 
first concert to coincide after the debut of fall fashions." Gottschalk's 

first concert was actually more nearly a "miscellaneous" program; in 

addition to the pianist, the entertainment featured solo performances by 

J. R. Thomas, baritone; Jenny Kempton, contralto; Theodore Thomas, 

violinist; Mr. Schreiber, cornetist; as well as a chamber ensemble 

(performers not named) who played movements from two string quartets 

by Mendelssohn and Haydn.
Gottschalk continued performing in New York periodically through

out the remainder of the Civil War. His final performance in New York
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prior to his departure on a tour to San Francisco occurred on 1 April 

1865 at the Academy of Music. The Times (4 April) reported that the 

hall was crowded from "pit to dome" to hear, among other works, a 

"Grand Piano Sextette." This performance would be the last time New 

Yorkers had the opportunity of hearing the renowned performer, who 

died in 1869 after travelling to South America from San Francisco.

Gottschalk's concerts in New York during the war years were almost 

invariably well attended and favorably received by the public and the 

press. Gottschalk's formula for offering varied types of entertainment, 

both vocal and instrumental, and his inclusion of more serious works on 

his programs, in addition to his own compositions, no doubt contributed 
to the popularity his concerts enjoyed. Yet the primary reason for 

Gottschalk's success centered around the pianist's own personal charm 

and magnetic stage presence, as well as the fact that, as America's first 
international musical celebrity, Gottschalk symbolized the emergence of 

the United States as a serious and significant cultural and musical 

force.

Gottschalk was generous in encouraging young talent he encountered. 

One such youthful prodigy whom he met in 1862 was eight-year-old Teresa 

Carreffo, a remarkably gifted young pianist from Caracas, who had recently 

been brought to the United States by her parents. Miss Carreno met 

Gottschalk in the autumn of 1862, and prior to her debut in November of 

that year, the young lady had several lessons with Gottschalk. In his 

biography of Gottschalk, Vernon Loggins reported that one of the pieces 

on which Gottschalk had coached Miss Carreno was his "extremely difficult" 
Jerusalem fantasy. The child had learned the work from memory in just
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five days, Loggins reported, and played it with "such finish," that 

Gottschalk had "found little to criticize."^
Teresa Carreno's first performance in New York was at a private 

"Soiree Musicale" at Irving Hall on 7 November. The Times (10 November), 

observing that New York had become a "favored center for prodigies," 

declared that the young pianist displayed a great amount of "spirit and 

clearness." The writer warned, however, that her "genius should be 
devoted to study," rather than being exploited at so young an age. 
Following her public debut three weeks later, again at Irving Hall, the 
Times critic was more thoroughly impressed with Miss Carreifo, who, he 

declared, deserved to rank "not as a child-prodigy, but as a first- 

class artist." Following the pianist's second concert, Fry (Tribune,

1 December) declared that Miss Carreno exhibited not only "remarkable 

dexterity," but also displayed "more meaning, sentiment, and expression 

than we thought possible for someone her age."

Miss Carreno followed her triumph in New York with successful 

appearances in Boston and Havana, before returning to the United States 

in the autumn of 1863. On her return she was invited to perform at the 

White House for President Lincoln, whom she greatly pleased by perfor
ming, at his request, an improvisation on his favorite song, Listen to

g
the Mockingbird. Miss Carreno again appeared in New York the following 

spring, where she was heard on 9 and 15 April 1864. Although there were 

no reports in the newspapers of any further concerts by the young pianist

^Vernon Loggins, Where the Word Ends (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1973), p. 196.

8Israel Pena, Teresa Carreno (Caracas: Fundacion Eugenio
Mendoza, 1953), p. 20.
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during the remainder of 1864 or 1865, both the Tribune and the Times' 

reported that Miss Carreno was among the assistants on the concert of 

another former child prodigy, violinist Camille Urso. The Times (24

February 1865) noted that the young pianist was "rapidly maturing"

since her debut three years earlier, and praised her "unusually 

brilliant touch."
Although perhaps not as popular as they had been in the previous 

decade, novelty concerts continued to be found in New York from time to 
time. Most of these programs were only briefly reviewed by the press,
when not ignored altogether. A concert featuring "Herr Zirom" who

performed on "a little machine the size of a piece of chalk and on the 

order of a harmonium," was reported in the Tribune (28 April 1864).

While the Tribune failed to identify the name of the instrument, the 

newspaper's description indicates that it was probably a harmonica. The 

review also noted that Herr Zirom was assisted by two "charming boys,” 

ages six and twelve, one of whom sang and the other of whom played the 

violin, and by pianist Richard Goldbeck, who performed his Faust 

fantasy.
The chief curiosity in another performance heard the following 

year lay in the performer himself rather than in the instrument on 

which he played. This performer was a pianist billed as "Blind Tom," 
who was presented in a series of entertainments in October 1865. Blind 

Tom, an ex-slave, was described in the Times (10 October) as "an extra
ordinary creature," who was capable of performing "many musical tricks." 

Tom not so much played the piano, the review continued, as he hammered 

at the instrument "with infinite glee." The pianist's talent lay in 

his "extraordinary ability" to play by ear any piece he happened to hear.
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The Times critic noted that Blind Tom possessed perfect pitch and was 

able to play simultaneously one tune in his right hand, another in his 

left hand, and sing yet a third, each in a different key.
Although New Yorkers during the mid-nineteenth-century boasted 

many fine churches, with excellent choirs, splendid organs, and talented 
organists, organ music as a concert form was relatively late in 

developing. It was not until the 1860s that the organs began to be 

installed in New York's concert halls. Perhaps one event which spurred

interest in organ music was the installation of the "grand organ” in

the Boston Music Hall in November 1863. The Tribune sent a special 

correspondent to cover the ceremonies surrounding the unveiling of the 

organ, which had been seven years in construction under the supervision 

of organ builder Walcker. Several leading organists from Boston 
and New York participated in the festivities; the program as listed in 

the Tribune (6 November 1863) reflects the prevailing taste in organ 

literature of the day. Pieces performed included Bach's Toccata in F 

and his Trio Sonata in E-flat, performed by John Knowles Paine; Grand 
Fugue in G Minor, also by Bach, performed by Eugene Thayer; tran
scriptions of two choruses from Handel's Israel in Egypt and the
"Hallelujah" chorus, performed by Geroge W. Morgan; Mendelssohn's Sonata 

No. 3 in A , performed by B. J. Lang, organist for the Handel and Haydn 

Society; transcriptions of movements from masses by Palestrina and 

anthems by Purcell, played by S. P. Tuckerman; and Lef£bure-Welys' 
Offertoire in G, performed by John Willcox.

One of the participants in the program, twenty-four-year-old John 

Knowles Paine, was heard in a solo concert in New York the following 
month. The Times (7 December) reported the performance in a brief review



in which it praised Paine as "a young American organist of positive 

attainments." Paine was "admirable," the reviewer continued, partic
ularly in the works by Bach. Another organist from Boston, Eugene 

Thayer, was heard in New York in 1865. Concerts by Thayer were 

reported in the Times (4 May 1865) and the Tribune (16 May 1865). The 

Tribune, calling Thayer "one of the most talented and rising musicians," 

listed the organist's program performed at Christ Church. Included in 

the works performed were Bach's Toccata in B Minor and Fugue in G Minor; 

Mendelssohn's Sonata no. 2; the Larghetto from Beethoven's second sym

phony; in addition to two of Thayer's own compositions, his Sonata in F 

and Meditation Offertoire.
One further organ concert in the spring of 1865 was reported in 

the Tribune (26 June). The performer was another young organist, Henry 

E. Browne, who played an overture for organ by Thomas Adams (1785-1858); 

Mendelssohn's Sonata No. 5 in D Major; Toccata in F by Bach; Fugue in 

B-flat by Albrechtsberger; Beethoven's Corialanus overture, transcribed 
for organ; another transcription, the Andante movement from Mozart's 

String Quartet in D Minor; Nocturne by Kalkbrenner; and a transcription 

of the William Tell overture, in addition two of his own works, the 

first movement of his Life Symphony, and the Allegro from his Second 

Symphony in A . The Tribune praised Browne as a "good student," but 

advised that his own compositions needed a "closer study of their models.

Improvements in the Piano
In his social history, Men, Women and Pianos, Arthur Loesser 

wrote that by the beginning of the Civil War, "the American Piano had
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9achieved complete victory on its own ground." As American pianos 

gradually came into the forefront, an increasing number of manufacturers 

and builders launched into piano construction, each one with a device or 

invention guaranteed to be the most revolutionary innovation in piano 

design thus far. Some of these innovations were lasting improvements, 

others were more or less fanciful inventions. The Tribune, in an article 

on the recent development of the "cycloid pianoforte" by the New York 

firm of Lindeman and Sons (9 March 1865), discussed at length the 

numerous changes and improvements pianos had undergone in the past twenty 
years. The article listed these accomplishments: 1) the enlargement of

the "scale," 2) the increased length and breadth of the strings, 3) the 
increase in the area of the sounding board, 4) heavier hammers and the 

greater power in the action, 5) the iron plate, and 6) the cross- 
stringing of the bass. All of these innovations had been accepted and 
incorporated by virtually every American piano builder. The improve
ments displayed in the new Lindeman Cycloid Piano, the writer continued, 

would surely be added to the list of definite improvements. The 

Lindeman innovation was primarily external rather than internal; the 

Cycloid Piano, as it was described in the article, was basically a 

square grand piano with the end corners rounded off, similar to the 

later baby grand. Thus, the "ugly square box was transformed into an 

elegant piece of furniture." The writer explained that besides the 
esthetic improvement, the "Cycloid arch shape” of Lindeman’s piano was 

stronger than the square ends of other, more conventional pianos.

Arthur Loesser, Men, Women and Pianos (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1954), p. 511.
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Questioning the value of "professional testimonials," in which 

celebrities were routinely engaged by various companies to "make a 

pitch" for their products (a practice still carried on today), the 

writer warned readers not to put much faith in such testimonials. In 

the next paragraph, however, the article noted that none other than 

Gottschalk had tested the Cycloid Piano "every way to the utmost, and 

acknowledged that it triumphed over the test he had applied." Loesser 
reported that due to the small size of the Lindeman firm, the company 

managed to sell only a few of its pianos. The larger, more prestigious 
Steinway firm developed a piano of a similar design which it brought out 
in 1879. "Feminine customers were likely to find ’baby' a rather more 

attractive word than 'cycloid’," Loesser concluded.^
One of the piano builders whose innovations received more cover

age in the press than any other builder was Spencer B. Driggs. The 

Tribune (11 November 1861) printed a short item concerning a new device 

which Driggs had invented, a string damper that allowed the "board and 

bridge to be completely removed from strain." This innovation would 

allow greater freedom for the sound to resonate, the article explained. 

Driggs’ "patented pianos" were further praised in a Tribune article 

two years later (21 November 1863). The writer declared that the 
"superb, passionate human-like tone" of the piano placed its "sounds 

above mere mechanical or brute noise." The "scale" of Driggs' "patented 
pianos" was constructed with straight, rather than harp-shaped bridges, 
and the iron frame, independent of its case, allowed for more vibration 

of sound in the sounding board. The writer added that even a player 
"with very little finger dexterity can produce superb effects on this

^Ibid., p. 566.
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piano." The Times (18 February 1864) discussed Driggs' latest "grand 

pianoforte invention" (presumably the same as discussed in the Tribune 

three months previously). The Times declared that Driggs' invention 

deserved to "rank above anything yet accomplished." The writer declined 
from explaining the piano's "technical peculiarities," but praised the 

tone quality of the instrument as "beautiful." In a more general 
discussion of the popularity of American pianos, the writer called the 
instrument "truly a domestic orchestra, a real condenser of polyphony, 

the solitary muse of the parlor." "The day is not distant when America 

will supply Europe with pianos," the writer prophesied, noting the prizes 
Steinway's instruments had been awarded at the 1862 London Exhibition.

The following summer, the Times (12 July) announced that Driggs had 

recently organized a manufacturing company with an operating capital of 

a half-million dollars, and that due to a strike by the piano workers, 

demand far exceeded supply. The writer added that Driggs' company 

manufactured both the "square and the oval" styles of instruments.
Despite all of the publicity the press gave to Driggs and his 

piano inventions, he never really achieved any substantial success with 
his instruments. Loesser's thorough discussion of the important period 

in American piano construction failed to mention Driggs at all. Other 
piano inventions discussed in newspaper articles during this period 
included the Decker piano firm's innovations concerning the bearings of 
the strings on the iron plate, allowing for "easier tuning and a fuller 

tone" (Tribune, 13 April 1864), and "Worcester's improvement," the 

hinged plate, which won endorsements from Gottschalk, Mason, Muzio, and 

Thomas (Times, 21 July 1862).
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The Cabinet Organ

Concomitant with both the increased interest in the pipe organ as 

a concert instrument and the developments in the American piano was the 
development and subsequent rise in popularity of the home cabinet organ, 

melodeon, or harmonium, as the instrument was variously called. The 
chief manufacturer of reed organs was Mason & Hamlin, founded in Boston 

by William Mason's brother, Henry, and Emmons Hamlin in 1854. The Times 

noted the firm's success in a short article (7 December 1863).

Describing the Mason & Hamlin cabinet organ as "small, cheap, and hand

some," the article predicted that the instrument would become as popular 

in American homes as pianoforte. The cabinet organ did indeed have 

several advantages over the piano, among them its smaller size and 

cheaper price. The Tribune the following February noted that Mason & 

Hamlin’s instruments were a success "from Boston to San Francisco."

The organ's tone was praised "by music professors," the Tribune article 
noted, "as having no equal in Europe." In a country rapidly expanding 

westward, the instrument was capable of withstanding "rough handling 
and bad usage," and could live in climates "that kill American 

missionaries," the writer declared.



CHAPTER V

POST-CIVIL WAR PERIOD —  RISE OF OP^RA BOUFFE

(1865-1871)

During the period following the end of the Civil War, musical 

activity in New York flourished as it never had before. New forms of 

musical entertainment which had begun during the Civil War continued 

into the latter half of the decade; added to these forms were further 

developments in the concert life of New Yorkers. Perhaps the one person 

most clearly responsible for the increased musical activity in New York 

was Theodore Thomas. Thomas's efforts as a musical force in New York 

were significant both directly and indirectly. His tireless activity 

in offering the public new works and in increasing standards of perfor

mance created a healthier artistic climate by serving as a catalyst 

for similar activity by other musicians. For example, after the success 

of Thomas's series of nightly summer concerts at Terrace Garden, begun 

in 1866, Carl Bergmann initiated a similar series of programs two years 

later. Many important European compositions received their American 
premieres from Thomas's orchestra, before they were performed by the 

New York Philharmonic.
In the realm of opera, the postwar period saw the rise in promi

nence of French opera bouffe, which, under its chief composer, Offen

bach, took New York by storm beginning in 1867. No longer could critics 

write that comic opera was unpopular with New York audiences. The

256
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phenomenal (albeit short-lived) success achieved by opera bouffe accom

panied a precipitous, if also temporary, decline in New York's most 

esteemed form of musical entertainment, Italian opera.

VOCAL MUSIC

Italian Opera
Even before the arrival of op^ra bouffe in New York, comic opera 

of other origin was beginning to be more widely accepted. One of the 

greatest successes of the 1865 fall season at the Academy of Music was 

the premiere of the Italian comic opera Crispino e la comare (1850), 

by Luigi Ricci (1805-59) and his brother, Federico (1809-77). The opera 

was described by the Tribune (25 October 1865) as a "great and decided 

success." The critic praised Crispino as combining "airy hearty gayety" 
with "broad and genuine humor." Musically, the work was composed in 

the style of Donizetti the Times (26 October) reported, and its tunes 

were "fluid and graceful." With Clara Louise Kellogg in the leading 

role, Crispino was an immensely popular opera at the Academy that fall; 

it was presented a total of fourteen times in New York and Brooklyn.

Odell called this "an astonishing record for that day."1

Other operas produced by Maretzek's company that fall included 

Faust, Poliuto, Lucrezia Borgia, lone, Un Ballo in maschera, II Trova- 

tore, I Puritani, Martha, La Traviata, Lucia di Lammermoor, Norma,

Robert le Diable, Rigoletto, Don Giovanni, La Sonnambula, and on 1 Decem
ber, another American premiere, Meyerbeer's L 'Africaine, which had been 

presented in Paris only seven months earlier. The work, performed in

kldell, 8:51.
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Italian, featured Mmes. Carozzi-Zucchi and Ortolani, as well as tenor 

Mazzoleni and bass Rovere. With L'Africaine Maretzek had another hit. 
The Times (2 December) noted that while Meyerbeer's operas usually 

required several hearings before they were satisfactorily received, the 

audiences' acceptance of L'Africaine was "immediate and positive.” The 

Tribune (2 December) reported that the "abundance of melody" in Meyer

beer's last opera "surprised" the audience. In a full-scale review of 

L'Africaine the following week, the Tribune critic (8 December) declared 

that Meyerbeer "above all other operatic writers requires to be deeply 

studied," and added that while the composer "left nothing to chance," 

he made a "great geographical blunder"; the title character in the 

opera was actually a native of India (the discrepancy arose from changes 

in the libretto by Meyerbeer and his librettist Scribe; Meyerbeer died 

before the changes were completed). In ranking Meyerbeer's opera among 

his other works, the Tribune placed L'Africaine second to Les Huguenots. 

L 'Africaine, like the season's other premiere, Crispino e la comare, 

created a tremendous success, and received a total of nine performances.

Maretzek's season of opera that fall of 1865 was one of the most 

prosperous and well attended on record. In discussing the impresario's 

success, the Tribune (18 December) reported that the Academy had aver

aged a nightly attendance of three thousand and receipts for the three 

months of the season totaled nearly two hundred thousand dollars. 
Maretzek's spring season at the Academy, which began on 1 February 1866, 

was similarly successful. The popularity of L'Africaine, added to the 

number of other Meyerbeer operas performed during the Academy's fall 

and spring seasons, prompted the Times (3 April 1866) to declare that a 

"Meyerbeer fanatacism" was sweeping New York at the present. Although
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Meyerbeer was "accepted charily ten years ago," he was now received 

"with greatest civility," the critic noted. The remarks were made in 

a review of the company's revival of Les Huguenots, the presentation of 

which boosted the number of Meyerbeer's operas performed at the Academy 

that season to four: Robert le Diable, L'Africaine, L'Etoile du nord,

and Les Huguenots. This number is significant when one considers the 

fact that Meyerbeer had only composed six operas during the previous 

thirty years.
Maretzek ended his season at the Academy on 14 April 1866 with a 

performance of Les Huguenots. After an unsuccessful two-week engagement 

by a German company, the Academy was returned to the Italians, in this 

instance to Jacob Grau's Havana Company, which took possession of the 

opera house on 7 May with La Traviata. In comparison to the superior 

company of Maretzek, Grau's troupe was rather "uneven," the Times (8 May) 

reported, but the newspaper charitably credited the cast with possessing 

"youth and earnestness." In addition to La Traviata, the company 

presented II Trovatore, Faust, Saffo, Un Ballo in maschera, L 'Africaine, 

Ernani, and on 21 May, La Juive. The performance of the Halevy work was 

the final production in the Academy of Music, which on the night of the 

presentation was destroyed by fire. Fortunately, the opera had ended 

and the building was vacant except for a few employees.

Although the directors of the Academy immediately set about 

rebuilding the opera house, Italian opera was without a home for the 

remainder of 1866 and the first two months of 1867; the new structure 

was opened on the first of March. Furing the interim, Maretzek's com

pany performed both at the Winter Garden theatre in New York and the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music. (Ironically, the Winter Garden was also
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destroyed by fire shortly after the troupe had moved back into the 

rebuilt Academy of Music.)
The regular fall season for the company began on 10 October 1866 

at the Brooklyn Academy of Music with Crispino e la comare starring 

Clara Louise Kellogg and the great Italian basso buffo, Giorgio Ronconi 

(1810-90). The company's engagement at the Brooklyn Academy featured 

a new soprano, Amalia Hauck (1851-1929), later to be known as Minnie 

Hauk, one of the great American sopranos of the late nineteenth century. 

Miss Hauck, at the tender age of thirteen, had recently come to her 

native New York -from New Orleans, where she had been living with her 

parents. The Times critic (15 October) wrote that Miss Hauck's debut 

in the role of Amina in La Sonnambula was the most successful initial 

performance he had witnessed, with the exception of the debuts of 

Adelina Patti and Clara Louise Kellogg. The Tribune (13 October) 

observed that the presentation of Miss Hauck "gave undoubted promise of 

future eminence." The soprano's first performance in New York (it should 

be remembered that Brooklyn at this time was considered a separate city) 

occurred on 30 November 1866, in a performance of Meyerbeer's L'Etoile 

du nord at Winter Garden. The Times (1 December) declared that Miss 

Hauck's "power is quite equal to her beauty," and predicted that the 

young prima donna would in time "rank among the foremost."
The newly rebuilt Academy of Music opened its doors on 28 February 

1867 with a charity ball benefiting the Firemen's Widows and Orphans 

Fund. Opera was first heard in the new facility on 7 March, when 

Maretzek's company headed by Miss Kellogg and Ronconi, brought out The 
Barber of Seville. In discussing the impending reopening, the Times 

(5 March) noted that New York opera-goers had not been comfortable
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attending opera in any other locale than the Academy of Music, and added 

that opera "has become an essential element in the social life of our 

people."

The only premiere offered during the reconstructed Academy’s 

spring season, which lasted until 4 May, was The Carnival of Venice by 

Errico Petrella, whose lone had been successfully produced four years 

earlier. The Tribune (4 April) judged the work as "an advance over 

lone," but complained that Petrella had "dressed a good theme vigor

ously but trashily." The review further criticized the opera for con

taining "nothing characteristically local." Despite his criticisms 

of the opera, the reviewer praised the performance as "careful and 

animated," and declared the production on the whole "a popular success."

Besides the premiere of The Carnival of Venice, the only other 

performance of interest was that of Herold's Zampa (1831), performed in 

Italian on 17 April. The Tribune (19 April) noted that the seldom- 

heard work had "the force of a novelty." The reviewer declared that 

Zampa was the "most interesting" opera that Maretzek had produced that 

season. Praising the choruses as "sound and striking," the critic 

characterized Herold's work as belonging to that "high class of operas 

which are always original if never great."

The final performance of Maretzek's troupe occurred on 4 May with 
La Sonnambula. The Times (6 May) assessed Maretzek's season as "varied 

but not unsuccessful." The critic reported that the company had played 
seventy-five performances since it began on 26 November: nineteen at

Winter Garden, fifteen in Brooklyn, and forty-one at the new Academy 

of Music. The forty-one performances at the Academy represented nine

teen different operas, a record unparalleled in London or. Paris, the
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reviewer noted with some satisfaction. During the entire season from 

26 November, a total of twenty-one works had been performed. The critic 

listed these operas, which are found in Table 2.

TABLE 2

OPERAS PERFORMED IN NEW YORK DURING THE 

1866-67 SEASON

Opera Composer Number of 
Performances

Carnival of Venice 
Crispino e la comare 
Faust
The Barber of Seville 
La Sonnambula 
Fra Diavolo
Zampa
L ’Etoile du nord 
II Trovatore 
La Favorita 
Norma
Lucia di Lammermoor 
I Puritani
Don Giovanni 
Ernani
Les Huguenots
Un Ballo in maschera
Lucrezia Borgia
Don Pasquale
L ’Africaine
Linda di Chamounix

Petrella 6
Ricci 5
Gounod 5
Rossini 4
Bellini 4
Auber 3
Herold 3
Meyerbeer 3
Verdi 3
Donizetti 2
Bellini 2
Donizetti 2
Bellini 2
Mozart 2
Verdi 1
Meyerbeer 1
Verdi 1
Donizetti 1
Donizetti 1
Meyerbeer 1
Donizetti 1

In his evaluation of the opera season just ended, the Tribune 

critic (6 May) reported a "prosperous season" for Maretzek, but ex

pressed his dissatisfaction at the lack of novelty in the works performed-. 
With the exception of The Carnival of Venice and Zampa, the reviewer 

continued, the season was nothing more than a "shuffling of old cards."
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"The public does not ask so much of novelty as to be relieved from 

absolute triteness," the critic declared.

The 1867 fall season of Italian opera at the Academy began on 

23 September, again with Maretzek's company, which produced on opening 

night Don Giovanni. The Times (24 September) remarked on the "peren

nial popularity" of Mozart's masterpiece, and praised the performance, 

which featured last season's favorite, Miss Hauck, as Zerlina, in 

addition to Mme. Parepa-Rosa and Mile. Ronconi (daughter of the great 

buffo) as Donna Anna and Donna Elvira, respectively, and Ronconi as 

Don Giovanni. Referring to past years, when Don Giovanni was invari

ably heard only at the end of the season, the Tribune (24 September) 

noted that it was "refreshing to hear a great work in the foreground of 

the season." Maretzek's fall season progressed smoothly and success

fully, despite competition from the French Theatre, where Offenbach's 

operas bouffes were being received with great success (see below). The 

first noteworthy performance at the Academy took place on 25 September, 

when Rosini's Othello (1816) was revived. The Times the following 

morning praised the revival, but mistakenly noted that Othello had 

received its first production in New York in 1849; Mattfield reported 
that the premiere of Othello occurred in 1826 at the Park Theatre.2 

The Times judged the music of Rossini's opera to be "not as great" as 

that of other works by the composer, but the opera "is never dull," 
the critic added. The performance served as the New York debut for a 

new "tenor robusto," Sig. E. Pancani. The Tribune critic (26 September) 

felt that theatrically, Othello represented "higher tragedy than the

^Mattfield, p. 68.
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Verdian point of view." Citing the extreme floridity of Rossini's 

music, the reviewer noted that from the viewpoint of the "disciples of 

Beethoven and Schumann," the opera exhibited "extravagant fancy rather 

than legitimate power."

Perhaps in reaction to the immense success of French opera bouffe 

in New York that autumn, Maretzek's troupe brought out, for the first 

time in America, the opera buffa Don Bucefalo (1847), by Antonio 

Cagnoni. (One act of this work had been performed in 1855 in a program 

of operatic excerpts at the Academy.) In comparing Cagnoni's opera 

with French counterparts, the Tribune (24 October) noted that the opera's 

"musical pretensions are much higher than in French comic opera." The 

Times (21 October) was less than enthusiastic about the merits of the 

work, declaring that the opera could not be classed as an "entirely 

inspired labor." "The composer's aim," the critic continued, "seems 

to have been to show how much downright fun was to be extracted from a 

confusion of musical notes." The reviewer concluded that the opera's 

"effect" was "lost because of a lack of contrast of characters."
Maretzek, no doubt feeling the effects of the French competition, 

announced a plan in November to lower Academy admissions prices to 

"pre-war" levels: one dollar general admission plus an additional

fifty cents for reserved seats. The Times (11 November) expressed its 

doubt that Maretzek's endeavor would succeed, due to the "high prices 
of everything else." "Italian opera is substantially a luxury," the 

article declared, and "is supported mainly by the wealthier classes."

The critic added, in a hopeful tone, however, that "the taste for it 

[Italian opera] becomes more and more extended every year."

The final noteworthy production at the Academy during the 1867
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fall season was the premiere of Gounod's Rom^o et Juliette, produced in 

Italian as Romeo e Giulietta. First performed in New York less than 

seven months after it was first brought out in Paris, the Maretzek 

production was heard on 15 November, and featured Miss Minnie Hauck (as 

she was now so billed) and Pancani as the star-crossed lovers. Con

sidering the phenomenal success that Faust had received since its pre

miere four years earlier, it was inevitable that comparisons between the 

two works would be made, those operas being the only two stage works of 

Gounod known to New York audiences. The public awaited eagerly to 

assess the progress made by Gounod since his last work. Specifically, 

according to the Tribune review (16 November), many critics were anxious 

to determine whether Romio et Juliette showed further movement toward 

"the new school" which the critic had foreseen as developing in Faust 

four years earlier. Faust, according to the reviewer, had established 

Gounod as "the recognized representative of a new and what claims to be 

a progressive school." Although Gounod is today by no means considered 

to have been an exponent of Wagner's "Music of the Future," from the 

Tribune critic's perspective, Gounod appeared to be on the verge of 

dramatic reform in opera. However, the reviewer was disappointed in 

Romeo et Juliette:

The so-called "music of the future," whose highest aim is not the 
creation of melodious phrases, but the logical adaptation of words 
and tones, or rather, the expression of a dramatic conception—  
that half-understood music toward which Wagner is struggling through 
a tumult of grim forms and tempestuous fancies— Gounod seemed 
quietly to have grasped. In Faust he appeared to have made a long 
stride toward the establishment of a new lyric school. He hinted 
at a way in which music could become an intensely dramatic poem 
without ceasing to be melody. He cut loose from many of the 
traditions of the composers. He evolved from his art new beauties, 
of which we had before no conception. Still his theory, whatever 
it may have been, was not yet completely explained. He had brought 
us to the borders of a garden of surpassing and surprising
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loveliness, but he had not yet led us within. We waited to be led 
further. We watched eagerly for the fuller development of his 
principles and the growth of his genius. The appearance of his 
latest great work was therefore looked for with absorbing interest.
It does not show the development which was hoped for. Charming it 
is undoubtedly; but to musicians who expected not to be charmed 
but reformed, it is a disappointment. We have made no progress.
We are still hovering around the boundaries of the flowery land. 
Gounod has gone no nearer the music of the future in Romeo and 
Juliet than he went in Faust.

In comparing Gounod’s two operas, the reviewer felt that Faust was

"more original," and that in Romeo et Juliette the composer had "turned

back and imitated himself."
The Times review of Romeo et Juliette (18 November) focussed on 

the relationship between Shakespeare's play and its musical adaptation 

by Gounod. The reviewer declared that Shakespeare's lines were "so 

perfect," that they needed "no assistance from physical melody. Any 
change of inflection by musical arrangement weakens [Shakespeare's] 

language." Americans and Englishmen should be grateful, the critic 

continued, "that the immortal bard's verses have been translated into 
trifling Italian." The reviewer expressed reservations about the 

viability of operatic adaptations of Shakespeare's plays, but he admitted 

that as a subject for opera, Romeo and Juliet was "eminently fitted."

In assessing the production by Maretzek's troupe, the critic felt that 
although Gounod "labored faithfully to express the poetry" of Shake

speare's work, many of the artists in the cast did not fully understand 
the composer's intentions. The Times (22 November) provided further 

commentary on Romio et Juliette in a review of a concert performed by 

pianist Oscar Pfeiffer, in which Miss Eliza Lumley sang an aria from 

Vaccai's operatic version of the play. The critic regarded Vaccai's 

opera as "a work that Gounod by no mean9 has surpassed in his latest
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and mildest works.”
Due to a-strike by members of the Academy of Music chorus, the 

second performance of Rom^o et Juliette did not occur until 25 November. 

The Tribune (20 November), in announcing the strike by the chorus, 

reported that the singers, who were currently being paid sixteen dollars 

a week, were striking for compensation for extra rehearsals. The 

writer condemned the chorus members for the "impertinence of their 

actions." The choristers and management quickly came to terms, and the 

strike ended in time for performances to resume on 25 November. Fol

lowing performances of Romeo et Juliette, The Barber of Seville, Linda 

di Chamounix, Crispino e la comare, and II Trovatore, Maretzek's company 

ended its season on 7 December with a second performance of The Barber 

of Seville in addition to scenes from Romeo et Juliette.

For the first time since its original construction, the Academy 

of Music faced competition from a rival Italian opera house, when Pike’s 

Opera House opened on 9 January 1868. Built by Samuel N. Pike of 

Cincinnati, the edifice was located on Eighth Avenue at 23rd Street. 

Odell described the house as "a beautiful structure, one hundred and 

eighty-five feet in length, and eighty feet in breadth, with a height 

of seventy feet from parquette to dome." Smaller than the Academy, 

Pike’s opera house seated 1883, but the stage, according to Odell, was 

"one of the largest in the country."3 The company engaged to sing in 

the new opera house was managed by Max Strakosch and featured two 

Academy veterans, Mme. La Grange as prima donna and Sig. Brignoli as 

first tenor. Both the Times and the Tribune (10 January) praised Mme.

30dell, 8:341.
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La Grange's "rentree" as being better than she had ever been heard 

before. The aging prima donna, heard in Norma, the next performance at 

Pike's, was again praised by the press; the Times (11 January) called 

her "unquestionably the best artistic Norma we have had in this country." 

Stralcosch's company performed at Pike's Opera House for four weeks, and 

ended its engagement on 8 February 1868. The troupe's series of per

formances was successful; the Times (20 January) reported that "despite 

the opposition of the large influential and wealthy class (the stock

holders of the Academy of Music)," Strakosch's company was "doing well." 

Following its engagement at Pike's, Strakosch's forces moved to the 

Academy of Music on 12 February.
A brief operatic war broke out in New York on 24 February, when 

Maretzek's company, headed by Mme. Parepa-Rosa and Sig. Pancani, opened 

at Pike's in a performance of Norma. As Odell noted, New York was not 

able at that time to support two opera companies, and Strakosch's com

pany closed at the Academy on 29 February.1̂ Maretzek's troupe remained 

at Pike's until 14 March. Although no novelties were presented,
Maretzek introduced two singers new to the operatic stage, viz., con

tralto Eliza Lumley, who was heard as Azucena in II Trovatore on 

11 March, and soprano Izora Elder, who made her debut as the heroine 

in Crispino e la comare on 12 March. Both singers were received 

favorably by the press and public. Strakosch's company returned to the 

Academy for a week of performances on 16 March. Following the troupe's 

engagement, the Times (23 March) described the series as "the most 

disastrous of the season." "Two opera singers [La Grange and Brignoli]

4Ibid., 8:348
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do not make a company," the critic declared, and added that the com

pany's initial performance, Un Ballo in maschera on 16 March, was "a 

cheerless exhibition of absolute slovenliness." The sets, the chorus, 

and the orchestra were "all bad,” the reviewer complained. Strakosch's 

early success, the writer stated, was due more directly to the fact 

that the company was performing in the new Pike's Opera House.

Strakosch was wrong, the reviewer concluded, in engaging "two or three 

good artists" to attract audiences, while neglecting the other aspects 

of the company.
One further brief attempt at presenting Italian opera at the 

Academy during the spring of 1868 occurred in April when a company 

billed as "the Artists Union," featuring Minnie Hauck, Natali Testa, 

Lotti, and Antonucci, with Carl Bergmann conducting, opened in Martha 

on 13 April. The company offered only two other performances before 

folding. The Times (24 April) praised the singers and the orchestra, 

but announced that the company had received "no encouragement" from the 

public. The reviewer, in discussing the fortunes and misfortunes of 

opera in New York the past season, declared that "Italian opera gives 

vitality to every other form of opera." Noting that New York now had 

"two of the handsomest opera houses in the world," the critic questioned 
why opera managers had so many difficulties in succeeding. An article 

in the Times (26 April), which reported the gross receipts of various 

New York opera houses and theatres for the first three months of 1868, 

may perhaps be useful in determining the reason for Italian opera's 

lack of success. Gross receipts at the Academy of Music during this 

quarter (which included an engagement by Miss Richings' English Opera 

Company in January) totalled $24,621; at Pike's Opera House, receipts



totalled approximately twice those at the Academy, $49,075. These 

figures by no means compare to the receipts of the leading establish

ment for the period, Niblo's Garden, which with one production, The 

White Fawn, a spectacle on the order of the previous season's hit,

The Black Crook, took in, over the three-month period, $126,471. The 

French Theatre, which was the home of the fabulously successful opera 

bouffe presentations, had receipts totaling $56,642 during the same 

period. In a report of the receipts for the entire year of 1868 

(Times, 27 January 1869), the Academy of Music finished next-to-last 

among receipts of the seventeen theatres and opera houses listed, with 

$39,743. Niblo's Garden was again the establishment with the largest 

amount of receipts, $359,879 for the year. After being taken over by a 

French op^ra bouffe company in October 1868, Pike's Opera House could 

boast at the end of the year of receipts totaling $198,599 for its first 

year of existence.

No more Italian opera was heard at the Academy of Music until 

October 1868, when New Yorkers welcomed back Clara Louise Kellogg, who 

had recently returned from a successful European tour. Miss Kellogg's 

initial appearance at the Academy following her return was in a con

cert on 19 October, which also featured her in the third act of Faust. 

Referring to her positive reception in Europe, and the tremendous 

ovation she received on her reappearance in New York, the Tribune 

(20 October) noted with some cynicism, that Americans were "afraid to 
approve anything in the way of art very heartily until it has received 

European endorsement." Miss Kellogg was actually no better now than 
before her trip to Europe, the critic declared; she in fact seemed to 

have lost some of her "simplicity," he added. Following her final
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appearance at the Academy, a performance of The Barber of Seville on 

28 October, the Tribune reviewer (31 October) provided some further 

comment on Miss Kellogg's "loss of simplicity." The soprano, he rioted, 

had received "lofty, rather than patronizing praise," in London, which 

in turn generated "raves" in this country. The critic warned that the 

"loss of simplicity" he felt was generated by Miss Kellogg's European 

successes, "might decline into artificial vocalism." He added that any 

singer who "sacrifices expression for brilliant execution" is not a 

"true artist." "The true artist forgets himself in the effort to give 

adequate interpretation to a grand or beautiful idea."

Maretzek again brought his company to the Academy of Music in a 

short, two-week season that opened on 16 November and closed on 

28 November. The impresario presented a "combination company" of German 

and Italian artists, who were in one or two instances heard "in com

bination" on the same performance. The Times (25 November) reported 

that despite the fact that Maretzek offered both "German and Italian 

nights," his company was failing to prosper. Works performed during 

Maretzek's two-week stay at the Academy included II Trovatore, Fidelio, 

Robert le Diable, Per Freischiitz, I Vespri siciliani, Ernani, Don 

Giovanni, Fra Diavolo, Un Ballo in maschera, and La Traviata.

Maretzek's company returned to the Academy on 11 February 1869, 

in I Vespri siciliani, starring Agatha States. Mme. States's voice was 

praised by the Times critic the following morning as "not excelled on 

any stage." The prima donna would probably be highly praised "if she 

hadn't the misfortune to be American," the reviewer noted. Noteworthy 
performances by Maretzek's troupe during its spring season included the 

revival of Donizetti's Belisario (1836), which had not been heard in
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New York for twenty years. The Times (19 February) expressed the opinion 

that the opera was one of Donizetti's best works, and predicted that 

its revival would "add a new pulsation to operatic music." On 1 March 

Miss Kellogg joined Maretzek's forces in a performance of Faust. The 

Tribune made no reference to its earlier discussion of her "loss of 

simplicity." Instead, the review described Miss Kellogg's "rentrle" 

as the "musical event of the year," and observed that "the defects” 

she exhibited prior to her trip to Europe were not now apparent. The 

reviewer in fact praised her acting as "natural" and her "vocalism" as 

"unaffected and simple." Another revival was heard at the Academy on 

12 March when Maretzek brought out Le Proph^te with an "ample" and well 

prepared orchestra and chorus (Times, 15 March). The Tribune praised 

the revival as "a grand production in the true sense of the word."

Le Proph^te enjoyed a successful series of five performances, the final 

one ending Maretzek's season on 27 March.

Besides a performance on 3 April of The Barber of Seville for the 

benefit of Susini, who had suffered a long illness, the only other 

operatic performances at the Academy took place in May, when William 

Vincent Wallace's opera Lurline was given its American premiere. The 

work was written in New York, but was first performed at London's Covent 

Garden nine years earlier, and had been heard in New York only in con

cert form. In an interesting arrangement, Lurline was performed on 
consecutive nights by two different companies, the first performing 
the original English version, the second singing an Italian translation. 

The Times (14 May) praised Lurline for its "brilliancy, romantic fervor, 

[its] wealth of melody, [and] its fine harmonic coloring," and declared 

that the work contained "greater scientific skill than most compositions
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of its class.” The main criticisms the critic made of the opera were 

that its libretto was "awkward and harsh," and that the work was "too 

strongly suggestive of the English ballad style." The performance of 

Lurline in English "seemed to overtax the powers" of the cast, although 

the orchestra and chorus both performed well, the Times observed.

Lurline's second performance at the Academy, this time its Italian 

version, was much more favorably received. Although Lurline received a 

better performance in Italian than in English, the Times (15 May) com

plained that, regardless of the language of their performance, no modem 

English operas except those of George A. Macferren displayed "any 

national feeling or spirit." According to the Times review, all English 

composers tried to produce "as many mellifluous and marketable ballad 

melodies" as they could in each of their operas.

Maretzek’s 1869 fall season began on 3 November at the Academy, 

with two new operatic stars, Mme. Carline Briol, soprano, and "tenor 

robusto" C. Lefranc. The impresario's new company was less than 

enthusiastically received by the press; the Times (4 November) described 

the company's opening performance, II Trovatore, as "characterized by 

tolerant discretion." However, Sig. Lefranc proved to be an audience 
favorite. Following the second performance of II Trovatore (10 Novem

ber) , the Tribune reported the following day that Sig. Lefranc "con

quered the audience with a single note," the ut de poitrine, or "high 

chest C." The reviewer admitted that the tenor also possessed "other 

powers and qualities." Noting that there were less than "half a dozen 

operas in the repertoire which contained a high C for the tenor role, 

the critic stated that the high C in II Trovatore had been "inter

polated" by Lefranc (Henry Pleasants credited Enrico Tamberlik with
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this achievement),5 The reviewer commented on the beginnings of the 

ut de poitrine in the "modern Romantic School," and named William Tell 

as the first such opera to contain the note for the tenor. In this 

assertion the reviewer was mistaken; Pleasants reported that the role 

of Roderigo in Rossini's Othello contained many high C's. However, 

these notes were, in all probability, meant to be performed falsetto.6 

Miss Kellogg's position as New Yorkers' favorite prima donna was reaf

firmed when she reappeared at the Academy on 5 November in Linda di 

Chamounix. The audience on this occasion was larger than on opening 

night, the Times (6 November) reported.
The next noteworthy performance at the Academy was Maretzek's 

revival of William Tell, which was heard on 23 November. The care with 

which Maretzek had produced Rossini's difficult opera was acknowledged 

and praised by the critics. The Tribune reviewer (24 November) noted 

that the leading role suited Lefranc "to perfection." He also praised 

the chorus as "full and effective," and declared that the performance 

was "an honor to art in this country." The Times (also 24 November) 

focussed its comments on Rossini and his opera. Calling the composer 

"the greatest artistic genius of the nineteenth century," the critic 

described William Tell as instigating the "second manner" in French 

operatic composition. This was perhaps an overstatement; however, 

Pleasants cited William Tell and another late work by Rossini, The 
Siege of Corinth (1826), as pointing the way "to what would be known as 

grand opera."7 The revival of Rossini's opera was a hit with Academy 

audiences, and the work received three more performances by Maretzek's

^Pleasants, p. 171. ^Ibid., p. 160. ^Ibid., p. 139.
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troupe.
One other noteworthy production at the Academy during the autumn 

opera season was the premiere of a comic opera by Serafino de Ferrari 

(1824-85), entitled Pipele (1855). The opera was described by the 

Tribune critic (11 December) as containing "many popular elements," 

but no "elevation of style, no thoroughness of scholarship, or wealth 

of invention." The music was "lively and interesting throughout," 

the critic added. The Times (same day) described the music of Pipele 

as "gay and volatile."

When Maretzek's troupe returned to the Academy for its spring 

season on 31 January 1870, it opened once more, as was now customary, 

with II Trovatore. The Times (2 February) and the Tribune (same day) 

both acknowledged the fact that the opera was still capable of 

attracting crowds; the Times termed the opera "a permanent attraction 

for the public" and "an abiding fascination for singers." However, the 

critic was obviously rather tired of the work, calling it "Verdi's 

noisiest, and to our mind his worst, because it is his most meretri

cious opera." The star of the evening was again Lefranc, who was 

"received with tumultuous joy."
The Academy troupe's spring season featured nothing noteworthy 

in the way of novelties. The Tribune (24 February) reported that 

Maretzek was temporarily closing the opera season until after Lent, 

due to lack of attendance. Italian opera had not prospered in New 

York for several years, the announcement continued and the writer 

declared that the Academy needed better companies, new sets, and new 

costumes, if Italian opera were to survive.
Although Maretzek's closing was intended to have been only
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temporary, his troupe did not perform at the Academy for the remainder 

of the spring season. The opera house was occupied by an English opera 

company headed by Mme. Parepa-Rosa, during March. In April, a German 

company organized by Max Strakosch and featuring Carlotta Patti in 

Die Zauberflffte performed there. Italian opera was once again heard at 

the Academy in May. This latest attempt was, for once, not under the 

direction of Maretzek, but rather was headed by Sig. Albites, an 

Italian singer and conductor then living in New York. True to tradition, 

Albites’ first offering (16 May) was II Trovatore, featuring Miss 

Kellogg, Mme. Gazzaniga, and Brignoli. Other operas heard during the 

fairly successful nine-day season included Martha, Lucia di Lammermoor,

II Poliuto, and Un Ballo in maschera.

As Odell reported in his Annals, ’’the season of 1870-71 at the 

home of opera in New York was surely the leanest in its history. Max 
Maretzek had passed his usefulness in this sphere, and Max Strakosch 

had yet to show his qualifications; the public, meanwhile, starved."®

It was nearly one year before an opera company was once more engaged 

at the Academy. The troupe which was finally heard at the opera house 

was again headed by Sig. Albites. Albites' opening production, on 

1 May 1871, was II Poliuto, starring Miss Kellogg and a new "tenor di 

forza," Guiseppe Villani, who was only moderately well received by the 

critics. The Times (2 May), however, commended Albites for his "con

scientiousness . . . fidelity . . . and detail." The critic described 

the chorus and orchestra as "full and efficient," and the scenery and 

costumes as "highly creditable." The production of La Traviata on

8Ibid., 9:70.



3 May presented another new singer, a "tenor di grazia," Sig. Caroselli. 

As before, Sig. Albites' season of opera at the Academy was short

lived; the last performance noted in the newspapers was Lucia di 

Lammermoor, heard on 24 May. In discussing the current campaign, the 

Tribune critic (22 May) called the season "phenomenal," and reported 

that the company was prospering "despite drawbacks." The reviewer 

had some criticism of the less-than-perfect production of Robert le 

Diable (20 May): "we wonder what Mr. Maretzek thinks . . .  he never

produced anything half so bad as this, yet he failed a hundred and 

fifty times."

Opera Bouffe
The decline of Italian opera in New York throughout the latter 

1860s and early 1870s was brought about partially as a result of the 

phenomenal interest generated by the production of the species of the 

nineteenth-century French operetta known as op^ra bouffe. The first 

appearance of the genre in New York was on 24 September 1867, the date 

of the American premiere of La Grande duchesse de Gerolstein (1867), 

the latest work by op^ra bouffe's principal exponent, Jacques Offen

bach (1819-80). Produced at the Theatre Franjais by H. L. Bateman, 

Offenbach's operetta was performed in French by a company headed by 

Lucille Tostee and conducted by M. Lefevre of Paris. Despite the 

language barrier, the Times (25 September) reported that the American 

audience "received every point of the performance that a Parisian 

audience would." Unlike their later criticisms of op^ra bouffe, the 

reviewers' initial reactions to Offenbach's "extravaganza" were quite 

favorable; the Times described this "merriest of all comic operas" as
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a "naughty mixture of the witty, ridiculous, and the broad." The 

Tribune (25 September) noted that although the libretto, by Meilhac 

and Halivy, was "of little worth to literature," Offenbach's music was 

considerably more valuable to operatic composition. The Grand Duchess, 

as the operetta came to be called, was a hit with New York audiences 

from its opening performance. It played at first at the Th6&tre 

Fran<jais three nights and one matinee each week; in October an extra 

evening performance was added. As was the case with most long-running 

works, the press ignored the production after its opening, except for 

occasional reports on the progress of The Grand Duchess. On 26 November, 

the Tribune noted that after nine weeks of performances Offenbach's 

work was the longest-running opera in the United States. The Times 

(6 December) reported the debut of Mile. Fleury Longchamps in the 

opera's leading role, and added that she was the fifth prima donna to 

essay the role.

Although no further reference to Offenbach's opera bouffe was 

found in the Times and Tribune for the remainder of 1867, Odell reported 

that The Grand Duchess remained at the Theatre Franc^ais until 30 Decem
ber. 9 From there, Bateman took his French troupe to perform for the 

more reserved Bostonians. The Times (20 January 1868) reported that 

The Grand Duchess had enjoyed a successful engagement in Boston, where 

it was received well except by certain critics, notably J. S. Dwight:

"the opera seems to have excited the ire of Dwight's Journal of Music, 
which breathes 'full last' upon Offenbach and denounces him for not 

being Mozart, or Handel, or Haydn or Beethoven, or let us say, Dwight."

9Ibid., 8:297.
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On. 20 January, the same day as the Times report on the company's Boston 

engagement, The Grand Duchess opened again at the Theatre Fran^ais, in 

what was advertised as its one hundredth performance.

The Grand Duchess was played until 26 March, when another op^ra 

bouffe by Offenbach, La Belle Helene (1864) was brought out, again with 

Mile. Tostee in the leading role. The Times (27 March) praised the 

libretto of La Belle Helene (also by Meilhac and Halevy) as "capitally 

written." In a reference to New England author Nathanial Hawthorne, 

the reviewer added that the plot of the work was "burlesqued in a way 

that would make Hawthorne's blood run cold." The more proper Tribune 

critic (27 March) found La Belle Helene more offensive than The Grand 

Duchess. The reviewer judged the music "less sprightly and pleasing," 

and stated that "the comic elements" of the opera were "carried to 

their fullest extent" by the "superior actors" of the company. The 

critic then launched a barrage against the work by declaring that, in 

the first place, the legend of Helen of Troy was "intrinsically unfit 

for the stage." He denounced the text as "loaded with illicit innuen

does," the action in several instances as "simply vile," and certain 

costumes as "more lascivious than anything yet seen in a respectable 

theatre." Such a production "could not have been tolerated in New York 

two or three years ago," the reviewer added. The ultimate condemnation 

of Offenbach's work by the critic dealt with the fact that La Belle 
Helene was not a "satire," it contained no "reproof"; "vice is trium

phant," the reviewer declared emphatically. He concluded by decrying 

those people "who will fill the theatre all the more reading what we 
have written." The critic was undoubtedly correct in this final 

assumption.
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The Times view of Offenbach's works was considerably more tolerant. 

The critic acknowledged the fact that these operas were slightly risque 

in their subject matter, but he felt that they were essentially harm

less .
The stories of [Offenbach's] operas . . . belong to that class 
of pieces of which there are not a few on the Parisian stage, 
which are at once pleasant and wrong. To hunt the devil out of 
them would be to drive the fun out as well as the sin; and we don't 
see the necessity of doing that. It would result in a death in 
the cause of virtue, which virtue don't ask [sic] .

The Times (3 April) provided further comment on Offenbach's work in its

announcement of the opera's second week of performances. The critic

explained that Meilhac and Halevy "lampooned the past at the expense

of the present." Their lampooning was "not biting," the critic added,

it was a "laugh" rather than a "sneer." The reviewer also discussed

the difficulty in translating the several puns which Offenbach's work

often contained. Although La Belle H&L&ne was quite successful, its

stay at the French Theatre was by no means as long as the engagement of

The Grand Duchess had been. La Belle Heldne remained at the French

establishment until 2 May.
On 25 June Mile. Tostee was honored with a "farewell benefit" 

at the Theatre Fran^ais; the performance included excerpts from her two 

successes and a small "vaudeville" by Offenbach, entitled Lieschen and 

Fritschen. The entertainment was attended by the "Chinese Embassadors" 

(sic), the Tribune (26 June) reported. Earlier in the month of June, 

a French opera company from New Orleans, starring Mile. Aline Lambele, 

had begun a series of opera bouffe performances at the Theatre Franjais. 

The company’s first production, Orphee aux enfers (1858), presented on 

4 June, was described by the Times the following day as a "failure
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vocally" and "tame in every other way." The Tribune critic (5 June) 

again expressed his moral indignation at the opera’s display of 

"adultery onstage" and its "lascivious dress, gesture, and innuendo." 

The whole affair was "disgusting," the reviewer complained, and added 

that "certain scenes should have been hissed." "Ladies and gentlemen 

must bear the blame if they do not get up and leave the theatre rather 

than sit in silence,” declared the critic. Although the second per

formance of La Belle Helene by the New Orleans troupe was vastly 

improved over the first (Times, 8 June), the company disbanded shortly 

thereafter. Mile. Lambele was then engaged by Bateman, who brought out 

another Offenbach opera on 20 July, this time at Niblo's Theatre. The 

work, Barbe bleue, received its American premiere with this production, 

which featured a new leading soprano, Mile. Irma, as well as M. Aujac 

in the title role. The Times (23 July) praised the company as "the 

best yet." The work itself was described by the Times critic (21 July) 

as "on a larger plan" than Offenbach's other works, while possessing 

the "same light style." The Tribune's criticisms of the opera (21 July) 

dealt with dramatic as well as moral considerations:

There is one great fault in the opera as a work of art (if you can 
apply such an expression to anything of Offenbach's); the first act 
is the best, and if a ballet by Mile, de Rosa and others had not 
been thrown into the fourth, the climax would have been passed 
early in the evening. As it is however, expectation is hightened 
[sic] throughout the performance by the prospect of glorified legs 
toward the close, and after the blissful bewilderment of liberal 
and unembarrassed dancing, the sensuous audience goes home intoxi
cated with delight.
Bateman's company continued performing Barbe bleue at Niblo's 

until 8 October. It was inevitable, considering the tremendous popu
larity opera bouffe had enjoyed during the past season, that other 

companies would attempt to profit from this success. Jacob Grau,
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former Italian opera impresario, organized an opera bouffe company which 

opened at the Th£&tre Fran^ais on 5 October with The Grand Duchess. The 

Times (6 October) stated that Offenbach's operetta was "a challenging 

work” for Grau's company. The Tribune (same day), however, felt that 

Grau's troupe was "in many respects superior to the previous company." 

"Mr. Grau, therefore, had done a great deal to fasten [sic] opera 

bouffe," the critic continued, "and we are not at all obliged to him.

The essence of it is the degradation of two of the most lovely works of 

the divine Creator— woman and music; and the growth of a public taste 

for this species of entertainment is a misfortune for any community."

It seemed that the popular success of opdra bouffe in New York was 

directly proportional to the Tribune's condemnation of the works.

Although the newspaper had expressed no objection to The Grand Duchess 

at its premiere the previous year, the Tribune critic on this occasion 

declared that while the opera was "not as bad" as others in the genre, 

it was "lascivious enough itself to be a public evil."

Soon after Grau's company was established at the French Theatre, 

Pikes Opera House, which had failed to succeed as an establishment for 

Italian opera since its opening the previous year, was engaged by 

Bateman's company, starring Mile. Tostee, for a series of performances 

that began on 14 October with The Grand Duchess. As a result of the 

superior competition from Bateman, Grau withdrew his production of The 

Grand Duchess on 17 October, and retrenched his forces for the production 

of a new Offenbach work, Genevieve de Brabant, which was brought out on 

22 October. With this latest production, opera in New York had sunk 

to a "new low," for even the Times (26 October) complained (although 
less vehemently than the Tribune) about Genevieve de Brabant, calling
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it "the filthiest of all works," and describing its dialogue as "loathe- 

some." The critic’s denouncement was somewhat softened by his evaluation 

of the music as composed "in a happy vein;" the reviewer also added 

that the opera was "excellently interpreted."
The Tribune critic was more indignant than ever over the production 

of Genevieve de Brabant. Calling the work "the most revolting mass of 

filth ever shown on the boards of a reputable place of amusement in 

this city," the reviewer declared that this latest opera bouffe of 

Offenbach made La Belle Heldne "look clean." The opera was by no means 

redeemed by any "wit or charm" it might have exhibited, the writer 

stated, adding that it was "even below indecency." The critic con

cluded by questioning whether any lady could "look twice without 

sacrificing her reputation." In spite of its castigation by the Tribune 

critic, Genevieve de Brabant was a success and remained at the Theatre 

Franqais until 28 December.
Meanwhile, at Pike’s Opera House, Bateman's company performed 

The Grand Duchess until 3 November, when La Belle Helene was revived.

On 16 November, Mile. Irma, who had been on tour with the troupe of the 

previous summer, returned in Barbe bleue, and on 30 November, the two 

companies, combined by Bateman, presented Mme. Tostee in Lieschen and 
Fritschen, and Mile. Irma in Barbe bleue. On 9 December Bateman's 

troupe presented a new production, Offenbach's Les Bavards, which, 

according to the Times the following day, was based on a play by 
Cervantes. "Italian opera never enjoyed such a well balanced chorus," 

the Times critic declared in his assessment of the performance; the 
reviewer added that Mme. Tostee sang "with perfect abandon." The 

music was judged by the critic as ranking "with Offenbach's best,"
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although it was not composed in "his familiar style." One further 

Offenbach novelty was presented by Bateman's company in December 1868, 

that work being La Chanson de Fortunio, presented on 21 December. Like 

Lieschen and Fritschen, La Chanson de Fortunio was a short, one-act 

operetta, and was performed on a bill with Les Bavards.
A better known work by Offenbach was presented by the Bateman 

company two weeks later, on 4 January 1869, when La Pgrichole (1868) 

was brought out. La P^richole was much more acceptable to the critics. 

The Times (11 January) described the work as "singularly picturesque," 

and stated that it contained "no shocking of the decencies and pro

prieties of life," although the critic admitted that the opera lacked 

the "musical and dramatic interest of The Grand Duchess." The Tribune 

(5 January) noted wryly that "unfortunately for Bateman's treasury, 

there is no possible objection to the new opera bouffe on the sense of 

morality. It is as proper as the modern English school."

In spite of the "propriety" of La Perichole, the work was a hit 

and remained at Pike's Opera House until 6 February. During its engage

ment at Pike's, Bateman retired as manager and the opera house was sold 

to James Fisk, Jr. and Jay Gould (Odell reported that Gould's name soon 
disappeared from the p r o g r a m m e s ) .10 After it was sold, the opera house 

was called Fisk's Opera House for a time before the owners changed the 

name of the establishment to the Grand Opera House.

On 11 January, Grau's opera bouffe company opened again at the 

Theatre Fran^ais with L'Oeil creve (1867), a work by another French 

operetta composer, Herve (real name Florimond Ronger, 1825-92). Herve,

10Ibid., 8:455.
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a pupil of Auber, is credited by historians with establishing the French 

romantic opera bouffe genre brought to its fullest expression by Offen

bach. The Times and Tribune critics agreed in their assessments of 

Herve's music as compared to that of Offenbach. The Times (13 January 

1869) felt that Herve's opera lacked the "vivacity" of Offenbach; the 

Tribune (12 January) judged the music of Herve as containing "less merit 

and less liveliness" than that of his more famous countryman. Audiences 

apparently agreed with the critics' evaluations of L'Oeil creve; the 

Times (3 February) announced that Herve's opera did not "improve on

acquaintance," and that, although it had been "produced sumptuously,"

the work still suffered from "tameness and staleness." The opera was 

replaced on 1 February with Fleur de th£, a "burlesque of Chinese 

domesticity" by yet another French operetta composer, Charles Lecocq 
(1832-1918). Although the Times judged Lecocq's work as "bright, . . . 

melodious, and interesting," the Tribune (2 February) described Lecocq's 

music as "diluted, rather flat Offenbach."
On 29 March, Grau's company presented another Offenbach novelty

for New York audiences, La Vie parisienne (1866). The Times reviewer 

(30 March) did not regard this operetta by Offenbach to be "as pictur
esque" as Genevieve de Brabant, but he considered the story "funny" 

and the music "lively," nonetheless. The Tribune's critic (same day) 

noted that La Vie parisienne contained less music and more dialogue 

than other Offenbach works. He added that "for those who want to blush, 

La Vie Parisienne offers sufficient opportunity."
The series of opera bouffe presentations at the Grand Opera House 

(formerly Pike's) ended on 20 February, and the company reopened at 

the Fifth Avenue Theatre on 5 April after an engagement in Boston.
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The Fifth Avenue Theatre, formerly a minstrel hall, had been recently 

acquired by James Fisk, Jr., the owner of the Grand Opera House.H The 

company at the Fifth Avenue Theatre presented as its opening production 

La Perichole, starring Mile. Irma. The company's other leading prima 

donna, Mme. Tostee, was heard the following evening in The Grand Duchess. 

The two ladies alternated evenings at the theatre until 10 May, when 

the company brought out another premiere, Les Dragons de Villars (1856) 

by Aime Maillart (1817-71). Maillart's opera, which starred Mile. Irma, 

was welcomed by the critics, who seemed to have tired of Offenbach.

The Times (11 May) in fact announced that op£ra bouffe had been "finally 

replaced by opera comique," the latter considered by the critic to be 

more substantial musically and dramatically. The reviewer announced 

that Maillart's work had been "received with unexpected enthusiasm 

from the audience so long devoted to coarser musical extravaganzas."

The critic described Les Dragons de Villars as "exhibiting grace and 
delicacy," without being among the "highest rank" of French compositions. 

Its form, the reviewer noted, followed that established "a half-century 

ago by Auber.” The chief merit of the work lay in its "clearness and 

purety of style," rather than in its "invention," the critic continued; 

it was "very different from Offenbach's eccentric and irrational pen." 

The differences bethween Maillart and Offenbach were less evident to 

the Tribune critic (11 May), who described the opera as "the best of the 

Offenbach school." The reviewer did observe, however, that Maillart's 

work contained "fascinating melodies," exhibited "scholarship," and 

displayed little that was "trivial or commonplace."

11Ibid., 8:428.
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Op£ra bouffe-comique remained at the Fifth Avenue Theatre through 

the latter part of May, when the company disbanded and Mile. Irma moved 

to the Brooklyn Academy of Music for a series of performances in June 

(Times, 2 June). The opera bouffe season ended at the Theatre Fran<jais 

with one final premiere, Chilperic (1868), by Herve. This composer's 

latest work was favorably compared by the Times (2 June) to his L'Oeil 

creve". The critic noted that although Chilperic contained "fewer 

melodies," its music was "of a higher order." The Tribune critic (same 

day) was well impressed by the work; the reviewer paid Herve the highest 

compliment possible by declaring that "many airs" in Chilperic were 

"worthy of the Italian lyric stage."
Perhaps New Yorkers had becomed sated by the predominance of 

opera bouffe during the 1868-69 season, for there was no further report 

of an Offenbach production in New York for the remainder of 1869. A 

French grand opera company performed at the Academy of Music during 

September 1869; reviews of the operas presented by the troupe include 

one comic opera by HalSvy, Les Mousquetaires de la reine (1846), per

formed on 24 September. The Tribune critic the following day acknowl

edged the lively character of the opera's story, but declared that he 

had "seldom heard less comic music," and added that he could "instance 

any number of Italian requiem masses the music of which is exuberant 

in comparison." Hal£vy "never had the gift of natural melody," the 

reviewer concluded, and his lack of melody was "even more conspicuous" 

in his comic operas.
Although the demand for op^ra bouffe in New York may have sub

sided somewhat during the 1869-70 musical season, it did not yet dis

appear altogether. The Times (25 January 1870) included a brief notice
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of a performance of The Grand Duchess at the Theatre Franfais; the 

following month the newspaper (7 February) reported the revival of 

Genevieve de Brabant at the same establishment.
Opera bouffe returned to the Grand Opera House the following 

September with the premiere of Le Petit Faust (1869), a burlesque of 

the Gounod opera by Herve. The Tribune (27 September) condemned the 

work as "full of filthy conceits" and described the music as "worth

less." The Times review (same day) was more favorable. The critic 

characterized Herve's opera as filled "with all the glory of elegance 

and coarseness, of melody and ribald humor." The music the reviewer 
judged as "vigorous, spirited, and crisp," yet "overrunning at intervals 

with prurient equivoque." Le Petit Faust remained at the Grand Opera 

House until 19 October, when The Grand Duchess was once more revived.

The final newspaper report of op^ra bouffe during New York’s 1870-71 

musical season was found in the Times (22 December). The notice an

nounced the American debut of Mile. Aimee in The Grand Duchess and 

described the singer as "young and pretty," and possessing a "light 

soprano voice." The popularity of opera bouffe in New York by the 1870- 

71 season had evidently run its course, and after this season, the works 

which had been so well received by audiences passed into the hands of 

lesser talented English-language opera companies, all of which failed 

to achieve any further success with the works. Table 3 includes a list 

of the operas bouffes and related works produced in New York during the 

period under discussion, in the order of their premieres:
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TABLE 3

OPERAS BOUFFES PERFORMED IN NEW YORK, 

1867-1870

Opera

La Grande duchesse de Gerolstein 
La Belle Hdldne
Lieschen and Fritschen (vaudeville)
Orphde aux enfers
Barbe bleu
Genevidve de Brabant
Les Bavards
La Chanson de Fortunio (vaudeville)
La Pdrichole 
L'Oeil creve 
Fleur de the 
La Vie parisienne
Les Dragons de Villars (opera comique) 
Chilperic
Les Mousquetaires de la reine (opera comique) 
Le Petit Faust

Composer

Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Offenbach
Herve
Lecocq
Offenbach
Maillart
Herv4
Haldvy
Herv4

Other Opera

English and German opera (that is, opera by English and German- 

language companies) throughout the post-Civil War period continued to 

suffer the distinction, for the most part, of being considered as 

Italian opera's "poorer relations." The repertoires of these companies 

still consisted of works native to their respective countries along with 

translations of the most popular Italian and French operas. For example, 

the list of operas performed by Leonard Grover's German company during 

a brief engagement at the Academy of Music during April 1866 revealed 

no less than five works by French composers and only two by Germans.
The French operas included Faust, William Tell, La Dame blanche, Fra 

Diavolo, and Les Huguenots, while the German works performed were 

Tannhauser (only one act) and Die Zauberflote.

An English company performing at the Theatre Fran^ais during May
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and June of 1866 achieved some success with more distinctly English 

operas. The troupe presented on 28 May a new piece by Boston composer, 

Julius Eichberg (1824-93), entitled The Doctor of Alcantara. The Times 

(1 June) referred to Eichberg's work as "the first American comic opera" 

and described the music as "light and melodically pleasing." The 

Tribune (29 May) reacted similarly to the opera, and noted that the 

three leading ladies in the performance, Mmes. Richings, Mozart, and 

Harrison, had achieved a "positive success." In addition to Balfe's 

The Rose of Castile and Donizetti's Daughter of the Regiment, the 

English singers presented, on 26 June, another opera by Eichberg, A 

Night in Rome. The Times the following day congratulated Eichberg for 

another success, and praised him as "the Offenbach of New York."

Each new attempt at producing English or German opera in New York 

was greeted by the critics with encouragement and sincere wishes for 

the particular company's success. In reporting the opening of a new 

German troupe at the Thalia Theatre, the Tribune critic (7 January 

1867) expressed his opinion that the company would perform "many grand 

works which the fashion of the day ignores as obsolete." German 

audiences, he explained, demonstrated an "intelligent hunger for sound 
and substantial music." One would not hear "the best singers" in a 

German production, the reviewer continued, "but he would probably hear 

the best music." The company at the Thalia remained for two weeks, 

performing among other works, Die Zauberflote, Per Freischvitz, and 
Figaros Hochzeit. Members of this troupe were engaged by Grover in 

February at the Olympic Theatre. The most interesting performance by 
the Germans during their engagement at the Olympic occurred on 12 Feb

ruary 1867 when the company presented Tannhauser. Reporting a poor
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attendance at the performance, the Times (18 February) questioned 

whether Wagner's music could be made "acceptable to the masses."

"There is no greater difference of style imaginable than between any 

favorite of the Italian school and Wagner's fiery, untamed Tannhauser," 

wrote the Tribune critic (15 February). Wagner's attempt to "make a 

true musical drama" was "daring," the reviewer continued, and added 

that Wagner, "like his Tannhauser, . . . must suffer.”
Prior to the Germans' occupation of the Olympic, the theatre had 

hosted a three-week engagement by an English opera troupe under the 

direction of Miss Caroline Richings, one of the leading English sopranos 

active in New York during the 1860s and 1870s. Although Miss Richings' 

company presented nothing of consequence during its series of perfor

mances, the troupe was well received by the critics and enjoyed a suc

cessful engagement, German opera was considered by the critics to con

tain "the best music," works by English composers were less highly 

regarded. In a review of Balfe's opera The Enchantress (1845) per

formed at the Olympic Theatre by Miss Richings' troupe, the Times 

reviewer (9 April) described the work as "a good specimen of what 
'English opera' is— a collection of pretty airs that seek and generally 

retain the popular fancy."
The company organized by Miss Richings gained a certain amount of 

popularity in New York and was critically acclaimed as the best English 

company yet heard in America. In reporting the Richings troupe's 
engagement at the Academy of Music, the Times (9 January 1868) declared 

that the company was "steadily making its way" at the Academy, and 
added that English opera was "animated, fashionable, and remunerative." 

Miss Richings' company generally retained.the established formula in
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choosing its repertoire; works performed during its Academy engagement 

included both translations of foreign works (Faust, La Sonnambula, and 

Fra Diavolo) as well as English compositions that included The Bohemian 

Girl, Maritana, and two premieres: Julius Benedict's The Lily of

Killamey (1862), and William Vincent Wallace's The Desert Flower (1863). 

In assessing Miss Richings' engagement at the Academy, The Times 

(20 January) declared that "old operas are more popular than new ones." 

The two novelties of the series "fell flat," the critic noted. Although 

Miss Richings was praised as an "energetic manager," the reviewer stated 

that she lacked "culture" as a prima donna, and had the disturbing habit 

of "whooping intervals."
A new English company under the direction of Carl Rosa and starring 

Mr. Rosa's wife, well known soprano Euphrosyne Parepa-Rosa, opened at 

the Theatre Frangais on 11 September 1869. The troupe presented as 

their opening production the American premiere of Balfe's The Puritan's 

Daughter (1861). The Tribune (13 September) judged Balfe's work as 

"picturesque," and containing "many nice ballads and pieces." The Times 

(12 September) was not impressed with the opera. The critic questioned 

the "musical worth" of The Puritan's Daughter, which lacked "well 

constructed concerted pieces and fresh melodies." When the opera was 
replaced the following week with another, better known, work by Balfe,

The Bohemian Girl, the Times (18 September) declared that the latter 

opera "seemed delightful after the dull and ponderous Puritan's Daugh

ter. "
The Rosa English Opera Company remained at the French Theatre 

until 2 October, when it closed with a matinee performance of Martha 

and an evening presentation of The Bohemian Girl. The troupe headed
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by Miss Richings (now Mrs. Richings-Bemard) returned to New York for an 

engagement at the Grand Opera House on 15 November, after a tour of 

"the wilderness" (Tribune, 16 November). Following the company's first 

production, Maritana, the Times (16 November) described Mrs. Richings- 

Bernard's "rather worn" voice as "still pleasing." The single note

worthy presentation of the troupe, which performed at the Grand until 

11 December, was the premiere in English of Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots 

on 6 December. The production of such a difficult opera was quite 

ambitious for an English opera company more accustomed to the lighter 

English repertoire; the troupe's attempts were thus acknowledged by the 

critics, who were favorably impressed with the performance. The Times 

(7 December) even ventured so far as to suggest that the production was 

"perhaps never so well mounted in the United States, except at its 

original production in New Orleans" (1839).

One of the most interesting operas performed in New York during 

the fall of 1869 was Ascold's Tomb (1835) by Alexei Verstowsky (1799- 

1862; the composer was billed in the newspapers as Verstowskajo). The 

comic opera was presented by the Slaviansky Troupe, a touring opera 
company of seventeen Russian singers who had earlier performed a con

cert of Russian choral music at Steinway Hall. The Tribune (16 December) 

appeared to be somewhat perplexed by the operatic performance; the 
critic stated that the opera contained "little to please the American 

ear," and described the "structure" of the work as "more German than 

anything else." Verstovsky's music abounded in "monotonous inflections 

and ungraceful intervals," the reviewer continued, and added that an 

interlude composed by Glinka was the best portion of the work. Although 

no further notice of the opera was found in the Tribune or Times, Odell
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The Rosa English troupe returned to New York for a series of 

presentations at the Academy of Music in March 1870. The company, 

which had been receiving considerable praise since its organization 

the previous autumn, brought out as its initial production The Marriage 

of Figaro. The Times (15 March) acknowledged the merits of Mozart's 

masterpiece, but noted that its "instrumentation" seemed "thin" in a 

theatre as large as the Academy of Music, especially for contemporary 

audiences who were accustomed to more fully orchestrated operas. The 

Tribune reviewer (15 March) praised the Rosa troupe as "thoroughly 

competent" and noted that Mme. Parepa-Rosa as Susanna was "more 

sprightly" than he had expected (the soprano was a woman of rather large 

girth). Following the third performance of The Marriage of Figaro, the 

Tribune printed a review (17 March) in which its critic took exception 

with "one New York newspaper" (unnamed) that had declared the opera 

"too antiquated for the present generation." That publication, the 

Tribune reported, had written that "we might as well give up locomotives 

for the old stagecoach as to leave Verdi for Mozart." The Tribune 
reviewer responded rather indignantly by declaring that "great works of 

genius never become antiquated."
Two works by Weber appeared on the Rosa company's list of works 

performed during its Academy engagement: the quintessentially German

Per Freischiitz, described by the Tribune (22 March) as "perhaps not the 

opera to turn into English," and the composer's seldom heard English 

work, Oberon (1826). The company's performance of Oberon, Weber's last

12Ibid., 8:602.
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opera, was reported by the Times (30 March) to be its first production 

in New York; the Tribune (same day) qualified this claim by calling it 

the "first full performance" in the city. Mattfield cited the New York 
premiere of Oberon as 1828 at Park T h e a t r e . 13 The Times and Tribune 

were once again divided in their opinions of the opera. The Tribune 

discussed the "wildest and most romantic strains" of this "lovely 

musical reverie," while the Times complained of the "incomprehensible 

plot," which the critic blamed on the influence of The Magic Flute.

Mrs. Richings-Bernard returned to New York in the autumn of 1870 

heading an English opera troupe whose membership drew heavily on that 

of the Rosa company of the previous year. Works performed by Mrs. 

Richings-Bemard's troupe during its engagement at Niblo's Theatre 

included those that the Rosa troupe had sung previously, such as The 

Marriage of Figaro and Oberon. In addition, the company presented on 

9 November the revival of Bristow's Rip Van Winkle, not heard in New 
York since its premiere fifteen years earlier. The Times (10 November) 

described Bristow's music as "facile and genial;" the composer's "treat

ment" of the opera's motives was regarded by the critic as "scholarly 

and practical," but the opera revealed "little creativity," the 

reviewer added. "Bristow has all the attainments of an eminent com

poser, but has not the gift . . . Bristow's music is tuneful and sweet, 
but lacks conspicuous beauty or appropriateness." The critic's assess

ment of Bristow's work closely paralleled the Times review of the opera 

fifteen years earlier (28 September 1855), in which the reviewer had 

written that it "reflected the popular appetite for light and cheerful

•^Mattfield, p. 67.
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music." Rip Van Winkle received the two further performances by the 

Richings-Bernard Company, which ended its stay at Niblo's on 12 December.

Performances of German opera were quite frequent in New York 

during the 1870-71 season. However, the newspapers paid scant attention 

to the offerings of the German company performing these works at the 

Stadt Theatre. The Times (14 September) reported the opening performance 

of the company, Per Troubadour, a German version of Verdi's II Trovatore 

starring Frau Lichtmay. The company remained at the Stadt until the 

following January, at which time the Times (4 January 1871) reported 
that the troupe had been enjoying large audiences at their performances 

"for some weeks." The troupe attracted considerably greater attention 

from the Tribune, the following April, when it presented on 3 April the 

American premiere of Wagner's Lohengrin (1850). The performance at the 

Stadt was the first presentation of the opera outside of Germany or 

Switzerland, the Tribune reported (7 April). The Tribune critic's 

positive, albeit qualified, evaluation of Lohengrin may be seen as an 

early indication of the gradual acceptance of Wagner by New York critics. 

"Despite the lack of clear melodies, the frequent sacrifice of musical 

form to dramatic conceptions, despite the hardness of phrasing and the 

occasional monotony of important scenes," wrote the critic, "we must 

pronounce Lohengrin one of the most effective of modem iyric compo

sitions."

Choral Music
Choral music in New York during the postwar period continued to 

find expression through such established choral organizations as the 

Harmonic Society, the Mendelssohn Union, and the German Liederkranz
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and Arion Societies. The repertoires of these groups continued to 

consist primarily of the works of Haydn, Handel, and Mendelssohn, still 

the favorite oratorio composers of New Yorkers. Smaller compositions, 

including gees, madrigals, and part songs, were sung by such groups as 

the Glee and Madrigal Club, which attained a certain popularity during 

this period. Most of the works of this genre were composed by an array 
of lesser known nineteenth-century English composers, including George A. 

Macferren, Julius Benedict, and William Stemdale Bennett. Elizabethan 

madrigals were also a part of the repertoire of these vocal organizations.

The year 1866 saw two performances of Handel's Samson, the first 

by the Harmonic Society on 8 March, and the second on 20 November by the 

Cecelian Choir, recently organized as an all-male organization for the 

"thorough study and performance of sacred music" (Times, 21 November).

The Harmonic Society also presented its fifteenth annual Messiah per

formance on Christmas Day (Tribune, 27 December).
Oratorio the following year was much more prevalent in New York.

A series of oratorio performances by the Harmonic Society, under con

ductor Frederic L. Ritter, during the spring of 1867 included Messiah 
(4 March), Samson (5 March), and Judas Maccabeus (15 March). These per

formances were under the sponsorship of concert manager L. F. Harrison 

and included along with Theodore Thomas's orchestra and top New York 
singers as soloists, the "feature attraction," Mile. Euphrosyne Parepa. 

Mile. Parepa, highly acclaimed as a concert artist and oratorio soloist, 

had recently been brought to New York from her native England. She 

would subsequently make a successful operatic debut with Maretzek's 

company at the Academy of Music. Of the three Handel oratorios per

formed during this series, Messiah rated as the favorite of the Tribune
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critic. Samson lacked the "religious enthusiasm and variety" of Messiah 

(6 March), while Judas Maccabeus contained none of Messiah1s "torrent

like fugues" (18 March). Following the performance of Judas Maccabeus, 

the critic called for further performances of works by Handel as well 

as for oratorios by Haydn. The oratorio, the reviewer continued, is 

the "grandest form of sacred music." "What chorus is so good as a 

chorus from the Messiah?" he asked.

Perhaps in response to the Tribune's request for more oratorios, 

Harrison expanded his oratorio series to six performances the following 

season (1867-68). The performances again enlisted the services of the 

Harmonic Society, the Thomas orchestra, and Mile. Parepa. The first 

work in the series, Haydn's The Seasons, was heard at Steinway Hall on 

28 November. Of the six oratorios to be presented, the Tribune critic 

stated (29 November) that The Seasons exhibited the "least merits"; the 

work was "the most labored,” and lacked the "inspiration of The Creation." 

The performance was, nevertheless, "exceeding good," the reviewer 

admitted.
Samson (11 December) and Messiah (25 December) represented the 

second and third works in Harrison's oratorio series. The Times 

(16 December), which had ignored most of Harrison's oratorio performances 

thus far, provided some interesting comments on Handel and his fugal 

compositions. The critic noted a "growing . . . taste" for oratorio 

in America; but, he added, the taste for fugues was not so well accepted 
by some people: "fugues, it may be whispered boldly, are out of date

with all but school boys, pedants, and very old men." The reviewer 

continued by declaring that "Handel followed the fashion of his time, 

but he occasionally stepped aside into a way of his own, and never more
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successfully than in Samson." This was especially true in that com

position’s recitatives and arias, which the critic described as "always 

truthful and expressive." The remaining three works of the series, The 

Creation (23 January 1868), Judas Maccabeus (20 February), and Mendels

sohn’s Elijah (19 March), received only brief notices in the newspapers.

Although the critics welcomed the increased activity in the 
presentation of oratorios by the Harmonic Society, that group's con

ductor, F. L. Ritter, was not universally admired by the press. Fol

lowing the Harmonic Society’s performance of Elijah, the Times (23 March) 

called Ritter, who would achieve some note as author of one of the 

first comprehensive histories of American music (Music in America, 1883, 

rev. ed. 1895), "capable and energetic," but the Tribune (21 March) 

complained that the orchestra was "poorly conducted." Further comment 

on Ritter was provided by the Tribune the following summer, in an 
article discussing the Harmonic Society (28 August 1868). The writer 

described Ritter as an "excellent composer and a thorough theoretical 

musician," but criticized him for lacking "personal magnetism, strength 

of nerve, coolness of brain and disposition of temper."

In addition to the series of oratorio performances by the Harmonic 

Society, the Mendelssohn Union presented on 28 December 1867 at Steinway 
Hall the premiere of a new oratorio by George F. Bristow, entitled 

David. The Times (20 December) described Bristow's work as "exceedingly 

difficult," and praised the composer as "a master." The reviewer 

added that the oratorio lacked neither "skill nor daring." Bristow's 

David did not follow the "drowsy form" of the traditional oratorio, the 
writer continued, but was "much more dramatic," and exhibited "clear, 

flowing, and graceful melodies." The work was repeated at Steinway
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the season (30 April), Bristow conducted the group in a concert which 

featured the Mendelssohn Forty-Second Psalm and Beethoven's Mount of 

Olives. The Times (1 May) reported that both works were "well per

formed," under the conductor.

The most noteworthy choral event during the spring of 1869 was 

the American premiere of Rossini's Petite messe solennelle (1864, rev.

1869), performed by the Italian opera company at the Academy of Music, 

with Maretzek as conductor, on 29 and 30 April. The work, advertised 

as "Messe solennelle," was reported by the Times (30 April) as having 

received its American premiere "only a few weeks" after its first 

hearing in Europe (actually, the premiere of the work in its revised 

form). The Tribune (same day) referred to the mass as "a delight for 

all musicians," although the average listener may have been "bewildered 

by the work, which was described by the critic as "a solemn mass . . . 

breathing devotion." Although the critic was favorably, impressed with 

Rossini's mass, he added that he could not share "the ecstasies" French 

critics displayed in their reviews of the work. The reviewer praised 
the performance but criticized the substitution of a melodeon for the 

organ which was designated in Rossini's score. Soloists included 

soprano, Miss Kellogg, who was criticized by the Tribune for her "indif 

ference" and by the Times for her "lack of felicity," and Natali 
Testa, alto.

The first concert of the New York Glee and Madrigal Club's 1869- 

70 season occasioned the Tribune (19 January 1870) to write that the 

increase in the number of such organizations indicated "no more decided 

evidence of the progress of music in New York." In a brief and rather
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simplistic discourse on the history of the madrigal, the reviewer 
noted that "in the days when Italian composers were more serious in 

their studies and works than at present, they produced madrigal music." 

When Italy "forgot its cunning in this direction," the writer continued, 

"England took it up." The Times (19 January) conceded that madrigal 

concerts were not likely to become much more frequent in New York, due 

to the fact that there was "variety in dramatic music that older com

positions do not possess." An "occasional concert" of these older works 

would be "interesting and novel," the critic suggested. The Society's 

concert contained sixteen works, the Times reported, including pieces 

by Thomas Brewer (1611-?), Whittaker (?), Mendelssohn, Franz Abt (1819- 

85), William Horsley (1774-1858), Schubert, Sir Henry Bishop (1786- 

1855), Sir Julius Benedict (1804-85), Stivers (?), Thomas Ford (1580- 

1648), and Thomas Morley (1557-1602). The Tribune described the works 

performed as "simple in general structure, but full of subtle knowledge, 

of counterpoint, of quaint and unexpected conceits, of varied harmonies, 

of skillful treatment of the middle voices." These glees and madrigals 

were at once "charming to the uncultivated ear," yet "full of interest 

to the profouxxdest musicians," the reviewer concluded.

Two oratorios were heard in April of 1870. The Tribune (26 April) 

reported "the first oratorio of the season (and the last)," with the 

exception of Messiah, by the Harmonic Society, which performed Mendels

sohn's Elijah. The critic noted rather disparagingly that there was 

"still a taste for this somewhat severe style of music," and added that 

the audience has rarely heard a "tamer, more slip-shod performance."
The presentation of Handel's Alexander's Feast the previous evening by 

the Liederkranz, on the other hand, was praised by the reviewer (also
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26 April), who declared that it was seldom that Handel was ever sung 

"with more spirit." It seems that the Times had a different opinion of 

the Liederkranz's performance: "German singers are not fitted by their

culture for the performance of English oratorio music," the critic 

declared.
The Liederkranz presented the following November 1870 the American 

premiere of Liszt's oratorio, The Legend of St. Elizabeth. Oratorio 

audiences, accustomed to the established oratorio repertoire of Handel, 

Haydn, and Mendelssohn, were somewhat bewildered by the performance, 

which, according to the Times (14 November) proved to be an "unthankful 

labor." The critic praised the "superb" orchestration of the oratorio, 

a "fair portion" of which had been "excised," the reviewer reported, 

adding that only "two numbers" of the work proved to be "of real value."

Two new vocal societies were heard during the fall of 1870. One, 

the Euterpe Society, under the direction of John P. Morgan, consisted of 

fifty trained singers, a pianist, and orchestra, and was organized as a 

"joint-stock company" for the performance of little-known choral works 

for a small number of voices (Tribune, 17 October). The society's first 

concert, on 4 November, included the Pastoral from Bach's Christmas 
Oratorio, Mendelssohn's Responsorium et Hymnus (unpublished, according 

to the Tribune), Ferdinand Hiller's setting of the 125th Psalm, and an 

arrangement of the Cantate Domino by a New York composer, Otis Boise.

The Tribune critic expressed his concern that Boise had been "dazzled 
by the modern sensational school," with its "exaggerated fondness for 

bizarre effects." The Vocal Society was another group which made its 

first bow in New York during the fall. The society had actually been 

formed from members of the former Glee and Madrigal Society, under a
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new conductor, Joseph Mosenthal. The Tribune (16 December) expressed 

some disappointment in reporting that the concert was "rather inferior" 

to the programs of the previous season; only four pieces of the fourteen 

on the concert were madrigals. The critic added, however, that the 

choral singing had vastly improved.
Haydn's Imperial Mass in D minor was the featured work of a con

cert by the Church Music Association on 4 January 1871 at Steinway Hall. 

The Times (6 January) wrote of the mass that it portrayed "the peculiar 

characteristics" of its composer, and was "neither superficial nor 

popular." The conductor of the organization, James Pech, was the subject 

of an article the following day in the Tribune (7 January). Pech 

evidently had been criticized by some reviewers for the manner in which 

he had altered or rearranged portions of two works he had recently con

ducted. These works were Messiah, performed by the Harmonic Society 

the previous Christmas, and Haydn's Imperial Mass. The Tribune, without 

providing any greater detail, noted that Pech had defended his "turning 

the Messiah upside-down” and his "tampering" with Haydn's score, by 

citing Mozart and Mendelssohn as two composers who had "supplied or 

elaborated the scores for several of Handel's oratorios." The Tribune 

argued that these two situations were not comparable. "The customary 

omissions" in Messiah were "taken for granted," the writer noted, but 
altering scores was "like the editor of a poem editing the text of the 

author."
Following the Church Music Association's second concert, on 

21 February, the Times (22 February) noted that Pech's organization was 

"growing in favor," as well as "improving." The Times critic condemned 

the Association's selection of Beethoven's Mass in C and the "Spring"
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movement of Haydn’s The Seasons for lack of "contrast;" Beethoven's 

mass was "graver and deeper" than those of Mozart and Haydn, the reviewer 

continued. The Church Music Association's final concert of the 1870- 

71 season, which occurred on 3 May, featured Mass in B Minor by Louis 

Niedermeyer (1802-61), presented (Times, 5 May) in "good taste."

Vocal Concerts
Concerts by singers continued to account for a considerable por

tion of the solo performances in New York during the postwar period.

As with nearly all types of concert performers, vocal artists followed 

the custom of presenting on their concerts other performers, or "assis

tants," as they continued to be called. The most noteworthy concert 

performers, amid the plethora of vocal artists performing in New York 

during ’■his period, included Euphrosyne Parepa, Carlotta Patti, and 

Christine Nilsson. Mile. Parepa was brought to the United States in 

the fall of 1865 by manager H. L. Bateman and was assisted in her con

certs by violinist Carl Rosa (whom she later married), American pianist 

Dannreuther and the Thomas orchestra.

Following Mile. Parepa's first concert, at Irving Hall on 11 Sep

tember, the Tribune (12 September) praised the coloratura soprano as 
possessing a voice of "rare beauty and a compass of three full octaves. 

This range is not composed of notes forced out above and coughed out 
below." Mile. Parepa, whose selections included Ernani involami 

(Ernani), Gounod's Serenade, The Nightingale's Trill by Wilhelm Ganz 

(1833-1914), and a waltz, II Bacio, by Luigi Arditi, was also lauded 

by the Tribune reviewer for her "perfectly true" intonation, her "clean 

and rapid" execution, and her "unimpeachable" style. The Times (same
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day) was full of similar praise for the soprano: "Mile. Parepa is

unquestionably a great, a grand, and undeniable artist. Her voice is 

fresh, strong, round and beautiful." Mile. Parepa, who, with her 

assistants, continued her series of concerts at Irving Hall until 

30 September, was extremely well received by the public as well as by 

the press. The Tribune wrote on 23 September that the soprano’s "style" 

was "based upon the strict English oratorio school," but, the reviewer 
added, she was "equally at home in the ecclesiastical school, the 

ballad, the chanson, and the opera, Italian and English.”

The following month Bateman and Maretzek collaborated, and the 

result was a series of two "combination performances" of opera and con

cert. The first gala presentation, on 17 October, included the complete 

rendition of Lucrezia Borgia by Maretzek's artists, as well as nine 

vocal and instrumental pieces by Bateman's artists, who had recently 

been joined by a British cornetist, Jules Levy. Mile. Parepa, indis

posed by illness for the following evening's performance, was replaced 

by Clara Louise Kellogg.
Following Mile. Parepa's recuperation, she and her associates 

were taken by Bateman on a musical tour of "the West and East," and 

returned to New York the following January (Times, 8 January 1866).

Mile. Parepa proved to be in such demand in New York that she remained 

there, and was heard as a frequent guest soloist on symphony programs 

and oratorio performances. Judging from a Times review (22 January 

1866) of Parepa’s "testimonial concert" at Irving Hall, the soprano's 

reputation was, at least in part, unwarranted. The Times reviewer was 

critical of Parepa's management, which he accused of "blowing up" the 

soprano’s reputation. Mile. Parepa was "by no means the greatest
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artist ever heard in the United States," the critic declared, adding 

that the singer was vocally "defective . . .  in color and warmth," and 

that "the power of her voice" was her "main asset." This denouncement 

was somewhat surprising, considering the extremely favorable reviews 

the Times had heretofore given Parepa. Equally curious was the fact 

that no subsequent reviews of the artist indicated any such negative 

reaction to her, and ̂ she continued to be highly popular with New York, 

audiences. Parepa was also featured prominently on other series of 

light, of "miscellaneous," entertainments, such as the "Sunday Concerts" 

inaugurated by L. F. Harrison in September 1866 at Irving Hall; the 

concerts were moved to the newly completed Steinway Hall on 11 November 

(see below). In the spring of 1867 Parepa married violinist Carl Rosa, 

and in March essayed her operatic ability by appearing in a series of 
performances with Maretzek’s troupe at the Academy of Music, where she 

was declared by the Times (19 March 1867) "vocally and dramatically 

successful" in her role. Two years later, Mme. Parepa-Rosa (as she 

was now known) was featured as prima donna in the well received English 

opera company headed by her husband.
Following the early successes of Parepa-Rosa, the next vocal 

sensation in New York was created by Carlotta Patti, the lame but 

highly talented sister of Adelina Patti, who returned to New York in 

September 1869, following a successful and extensive tour of Europe.

The Tribune (27 September) noted that it could "detect no difference" 
in Miss Patti's voice then and when she left nearly six years earlier. 

The reviewer praised as the soprano's strong points her "accuracy and 

brilliancy of execution" and her "rapidity of articulation;" there 

was, however, an occasional "slight deviation from pitch." Unlike the
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Tribune, the Times (26 September) felt that Hiss Patti's voice had 

"vastly improved" during the period of her absence from New York; the 

reviewer added that "a greater success" had never been achieved in the 

concert room. Following Miss Patti's second concert, the Times (27 Sep

tember) waxed ecstatic, declaring that the soprano's voice was "so 

marvelous that it can't be heard without wonder."
Miss Patti's concerts were organized by Max Strakosch, whose 

brother Maurice had directed Adelina's early successes; other partici

pants in the concert series included pianist Theodore Ritter, violinist 

F. J. Prume, tenor Theodor Habeimann, and an orchestra conducted by 

Max Maretzek. Miss Patti sang a series of four performances during her 

September concert engagement, and returned for another group of concerts 

in October. The following spring, she presented two performances, on 

6 and 8 April 1870, with assistance from Ritter, Henry Squires, and the 

"promising" twenty-six year-old violinist Pablo Sarasate (Times, 7 April

1870). Odell reported that the "farewell" performance of Patti prior 

to her departure for South America occurred on 23 May; no record of the 

performance was found in the Times or the Tribune.
Carlotta Patti's successes, bright as they might have been, were 

soon eclipsed by an even more illustrious star, Mme. Christine Nilsson 

(1843-1921). The arrival of the well known Swedish soprano in September 

1870 created the greatest sensation in New York of any visiting European 

vocal artist since Jenny Lind toured America more than twenty years 

earlier. Miss Nilsson, whose American debut occurred on 19 September 

1870 at Steinway Hall, was accompanied by a concert troupe under the

140dell, 8:655.
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management of Max Strakosch and consisting of American mezzo-soprano 

Annie Louise Cary, tenor Brignoli, baritone N. Verger, pianist James 

Wehli, and noted French violinist Henri Vieuxtemps. The orchestra for 

the concerts was conducted by Max Maretzek. Following the opening 

performance by the soprano and her company, the Times proclaimed that 

Miss Nilsson "has come, has seen, and has conquered." The critic 

congratulated the management for not "puffing up" the advertisements 

of Miss Nilsson's forthcoming engagement and noted that her concert was 

marked by none of the "flavor of humbug which used to delight the many 

and disgust the few." Concerning the artist's voice, the reviewer 

wrote that it was "the pure soprano sfogato, of consummate clearness, 

strength and evenness of tone, . . . profoundly sympathetic in the 

lower register . . . with the soar and sweetness of a skylark in the 

ascending scale." The Tribune (20 September) marvelled that "so young 

a girl has majesty, richness, power, and delicacy." The Tribune reviewer 

cited as one of Miss Nilsson's most effective selections her rendition 

of Ophelia’s "Mad Scene" in Hamlet (1866) by Ambroise Thomas.
The Times critic was even more ecstatic following Miss Nilsson's 

second concert two nights later, and announced enthusiastically (22 Sep

tember) that New York had a "new goddess." Comparing the soprano to 

her fellow Swede Jenny Lind, the reviewer stated that Miss Nilsson's 

"passion, tenderness, and dramatic fire place her in a loftier and 

grander niche than her rival." The Tribune (22 September) was slightly 

more reserved in its praise, although the reviewer declared that the 

soprano's second concert had not altered his impression of her. He 

did note, however, that while Grisi, Parepa, and the Patti sisters 

(Adelina and Carlotta) might be "greater artists," Miss Nilsson was
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"incomparable" in the "absolute purity of her voice." The Swedish 

soprano’s initial series of concerts, ten in number, ended on 10 October.

Miss Nilsson began another series of concerts on 24 October, and 
as Odell noted, "the Nilsson craze was gripping the city."15 The 

Tribune (25 October) declared that the soprano’s latest performance 
revealed "no difference in excellence" from her previous concerts.

This concert also served as the American debut of German pianist Marie 

Krebs, who was reported by the Tribune to be the daughter of a German 

composer "of some note" (probably Karl August Krebs, b. 1804, d. 1880. 

Krebs succeeded Wagner as Kappellmeister at the Dresden court in 1852). 

Miss Nilsson’s second series of concerts ended on 31 October, after 

which the soprano embarked on a tour of other Eastern cities. Her 

first appearance in New York following her return was in a special 
performance of Messiah on 25 November, with the Mendelssohn Union con

ducted by Bristow. The Tribune admitted that in oratorio performance, 

the soprano was not equal to certain other singers. She might match 

these other vocalists (whom he refrained from naming) in "sweetness 

and purity of voice," but Miss Nilsson was "too much of an actress” 

for the performance of oratorio, the critic observed. All in all, 
however, the reviewer felt that it was the "best Messiah" he had heard 

in three years. The oratorio was repeated on 29 November.
After Miss Nilsson's "Western tour" New Yorkers next had the 

opportunity of hearing her the following March. The opening concert 

of the Nilsson troupe, which still included Miss Cary, Brignoli, Verger, 

and Vieuxtemps, revealed the "fatigue" of the artists, who had not

15Ibid., 9:94.
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recovered from their trip, wrote the Tribune (15 March 1871), which 

described the performance as "careless and ineffective." Miss Nilsson’s 

final series of performances during the spring of 1871 included a pre

sentation of The Creation on 16 March, again with the Mendelssohn 

Union, as well as three other concerts, the final one concluding on 

25 March. The Tribune (23 March) noted that although Miss Nilsson 

appeared to have recovered somewhat, she was not yet up to the level 

vocally that she had been prior to her tour.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Orchestral Concerts
Orchestral concerts in New York during the immediate postwar 

period, 1865-71, flourished amid the competition generated between the 

New York Philharmonic Society and Theodore Thomas's Symphony. The 

first concert of Thomas's second season of "symphony soirees" on 
11 November 1865 was attended by a "small but appreciative crowd" 

(Tribune, 13 November). Included on the program were Beethoven's 

Symphony No. 4; Liszt's Mazeppa; Weber's Invitation to the Dance, 

orchestrated by Berlioz; in addition to piano selections by William 

Mason and vocal assistance by Mme. Fleury-Urban.

The second concert of the Brooklyn Philharmonic, on 9 December, 
was noteworthy for the inclusion of a work by George F. Bristow, entitled 

Overture Characteristique— Columbus. In describing Bristow's work, the 

Tribune (11 December) reported that the composer had "endeavored to 

compress the life history of Columbus in the form of an overture." The 
Tribune felt that Bristow had succeeded in his attempt, although the 

critic suggested that Bristow should have used a "larger form." The
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composer handled the orchestra "with freedom, grace, and effect," the 

reviewer added.
Following Thomas's third Symphony Soiree on 13 January 1866, the 

Tribune (15 January) announced that the conductor was making "rapid 

strides in knowledge," as well as in "the practical duties and aesthetics 

of conducting." Thomas programmed on this occasion the Symphony in C, 

op. 30, by Woldemar Bargiel (1828-97), who was an associate of Schumann 

(and a half brother of Schumann's wife Clara), Brahms, and Joachim.

The Tribune described Bargiel's symphony as a "solid, well-considered 

work," in the manner of Beethoven, but with less "coloring" than 

Schumann. The Times was less charitable toward the work, calling it 

"uninstructive in the highest degree" and an "overgrown quartet." 

Bargiel's symphony was more important for its counterpoint than its 

"color," the Times continued. Other works performed on the concert 

included Mendelssohn's Die schone Melusine overture; Beethoven's Choral 

Fantasia, with pianist Carl Wolfssohn and the Liederkranz chorus;

Chopin's Fantasia in F Minor, performed by Wolfssohn; and Beethoven's 

concert aria, Ah, Perfido, sung by Mile. Parepa.
For some unexplained reason, there was no newspaper report of a 

New York Philharmonic program until the Society's third concert on 

27 January 1866. The concert was noteworthy for the American premiere 
of Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique, the "piece de resistance" of the 

program, the Times reported (30 January). The critic noted that only the 
work's first four movements, (1) "Reveries, Passions"; (2) "A Ball";

(3) "Scene in the Country"; (4) "March to the Gallows" were performed, 

and that the final movement, "Dream of a Witch's Sabbath," "the most 

characteristic of the suite," had been "dismissed airily" by the
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conductor, Carl Bergmann, as "only of particular effect!" This expla

nation greatly amused the Times critic: "why not speak the truth; say

openly we cannot get the instruments here, and don't like to encounter 

the expense of trying to get them elsewhere." The reviewer then 

explained that the score called for four harps, not one (the critic was 

incorrect, the score calls for two harps), and four bassoons, not two. 

The Times judged the work overall as "very interesting," but not equal 

to Harold in Italy. The Tribune (29 January) was vociferous in its 

denouncement of the work and declared that the Philharmonic had "wasted 
much valuable time in the vain endeavor to make Berlioz's fantastic 

ravings intelligible to a sane audience." The critic then declared 

that works by Beethoven, Gade, or Bristow would be "preferable to the 

mathematic, soulless calculations of Berlioz's fantasy." The reviewer 

did make an exception of the fourth movement of the work, which, he 
remarked, was full of "wondrous beauty"; however, the reviewer hastened 

to add that he had "never heard anything more dreary, passionless, or 

soulless," than the first three movements of Symphonie fantastique.

Wagner's prelude to Tristan und Isolde (1865) was the feature 
of Thomas's fourth symphony concert on 10 February 1866. Wagner had the 

misfortune of following Mozart on the program (the Concerto in E-flat 
for two pianos, performed by Mills and Mason). The Times (12 February) 

observed that Wagner's music "fell flatly" after the performance of 
Mozart's concerto. The prelude, the critic stated, was "not the sort 

of thing one takes to readily . . . [it is] unitelligible to the eye 

and unnerving to the ear. . . . Stripped of orchestral color, it would 

be mere puerility." The critic felt that with Tristan und Isolde,

Wagner had "failed" in his intentions, and added that he agreed that it
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was "natural" that the composer had been "thrust out of Munich" after 

the opera’s premiere. The reviewer then discussed his own position 

concerning Wagner, stating that he had "never joined the silly cry 

against the music of the future, nor madly extolled it." He cited other 

works by Wagner that he enjoyed, such as the overture to Tannhauser 

("magnificent") and Lohengrin ("the best musical drama on the stage"). 

The prelude to Tristan und Isolde was performed the following month in a 

concert by the New York Philharmonic. The Times critic (12 March) 

declared that he had never heard Wagner's work performed better, even 

by a Viennese orchestra, whose performance of the piece had been 

"perfect."
Thomas's fifth and final symphony concert on 24 March prompted 

the Times (26 March) to praise the conductor for having done an "excel

lent service to the cause of music." The critic added that Thomas had 

"torn himself from the grooves of custom." The reviewer had not been 

entirely satisfied with Thomas's programs during the season, and noted 

that most of Thomas's orchestra members also played in the Philharmonic. 

The writer added that until "this season, the programs of Thomas have 

been much better" than those of the Philharmonic. Works performed on 

Thomas's final concert included Beethoven's Consecration of the House 
overture; Schumann's Overture, Scherzo, and Finale; and Harold in Italy 

by Berlioz, as well as a selection of Schubert and Schumann songs 

(vocalist not named).
The final concert of the Philharmonic Society on 21 April was 

criticized by the Tribune (23 April) as "one of the least interesting 

programs of the season." The only work on the program the critic 

welcomed was Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, which, the reviewer declared,
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offered "enough pleasure for the whole evening." The Times (same day) 

referred to the symphony as "the grandest tone poem extant." Both 

critics complimented the Philharmonic’s excellent performance of the 

work. Also on the program were Burgmuller's Piano Concerto in F-sharp 

Minor, performed by William Mason; Wagner's Faust Overture; and Berlioz’s 

overture, Les Francs juges.
Although the summer brought an end to the regular concert season 

in New York, there was by no means any cessation of musical activity, 

only a change in the location and nature of the music performed. One of 

the most popular types of summer entertainment was the series of nightly 

garden concerts inaugurated by Theodore Thomas at the Terrace Garden.

In reporting the opening concert of the series the previous evening, the 

Tribune of 12 June noted that this type of entertainment was quite 

popular in Paris and Germany. Thomas's orchestra of thirty performed a 

"happy selection" of classic works combined with "light and popular" 

pieces. Although no specific compositions were mentioned in the article, 

the Tribune of 27 June reported that the programs consisted primarily of 

overtures, waltzes, galops, and selections from operas, "all admirably 

arranged." The Tribune noted that Thomas had kept his "classical 

instincts in the background." The 16 August edition of the Tribune 

included some comments on the fashionable nature of Thomas's summer 

concerts. Such public entertainments were not usually considered 
socially acceptable for more proper members of society, the article 

noted, but "ladies have discovered that they could attend with perfect 

propriety." Thomas continued his concerts for one hundred performances, 

ending on 29 September.

Thomas began his third season of Symphony Soirees on 20 October
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1866 at Irving Hall. The Times (26 October) noted that Thomas had 

improved the orchestra by increasing the number of players to seventy, 

and by marking the bowings in the string sections. Thomas, always 

eager to introduce new compositions to New York audiences, opened his 

concert with the introduction to Die Meistersinger by Wagner. The Times 
and Tribune critics were unanimous in their condemnations of the work. 
However, the Tribune critic's comments (24 October) were humorous as 

they were caustic. The reviewer stated that he supposed Wagner was 

"sent for some purpose not yet manifested. Perhaps he is to music as 

bowels are to the human system, absorbing all the vicious humors which 

might otherwise develop into something worse." Wagner's music was 

marked by "incoherence and confusion," observed the critic, who added 

that "such music is neither healthy nor elevating, and we regret to see 

it occupying a place in our classical programs. Anschutz and Thomas 

have attempted it and both have failed to render it intelligible."

The Times noted that the score of Wagner's composition was "regular in 
appearance, but to the ear it is a succession of diabolical dissonances." 

The Times critic described the "coloring" of the work as the "warpaint 

of a wild Indian." In "happy contrast to Wagner" (Times), the next

work on the program was Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4 in G, op. 58,
performed by Mason, which was followed by Schubert's Symphony No. 6 in C

("so melodious that children cry for it,” declared the Times); also

included on the concert was Gluck's Che faro from Orfeo ed Eurydice, 

performed by Antonia Henne.

The 1866-67 concert season marked the twenty-fifth year of the 
New York Philharmonic Society's existence. Following the orchestra's 

first concert on 17 November, the Tribune (19 November) praised the
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ensemble as the "finest orchestra on the continent," and added that the 

Philharmonic had "few superiors" in Europe. Works performed on the 

Society's concert included Schumann’s Symphony No. 2 .in C, praised by 

the Tribune as one of the composer's "finest inspirations;" Beethoven's 

Piano Concerto No. 5 in E-flat, performed by Carl Wolfssohn; one move

ment from Liszt's Faust Symphony, described in the Tribune as a "weary, 

dreary senseless stringing together of patches of irreconcilable dis

cords;" and Bristow's Overture Characteristique— Columbus, which had 

been performed by the Brooklyn Philharmonic the previous season. The 

Times review (19 November) took the occasion to list the instrumentation 

of the orchestra, conducted by Carl Bergmann: fourteen first violins,

twelve second violins, ten violas, ten cellos, nine basses, two flutes, 

one piccolo, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two 

trumpets, three trombones, one bass tuba, one tympani, one harp, and 

one cymbal, for a total of seventy-seven players.

The second concert of Thomas's Symphony Soiree series on 24 Novem

ber featured Beethoven's seldom heard Symphony No. 9, performed with the 

Mendelssohn Union chorus. The Tribune (27 November) lauded the 
endeavor, which also included Mozart's Marriage of Figaro overture and 

Schumann's Piano Concerto in A Minor, as "one of the finest concerts 

ever given in this city." Beethoven's final symphony was a "titantic 

work,” wrote the Tribune critic, who added that the "result of the 

departure in the use of voices" was "fully justified." The Times 

(26 November) declared that the symphony had been "superbly" played 

and sung by the groups involved. The critic expressed his lament at 

the lack of a full house at the concert at Steinway Hall, and added 

that "for classical music there is yet much pioneering to be done."
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An "extremely interesting" program by the New York Philharmonic 

was reported by the Times (28 January 1867) following the society's 

third concert of its twenty-fifth season. The program included two 

instrumental soloists, William Mason, who played Beethoven's Piano Con

certo No. 4 in G, with the pianist's own cadenza, and violinist Wenzel 

Kopta, who performed Vieuxtemps' Violin Concerto No. 5, op. 37, described 

the reviewer as "exceedingly difficult and fragmentary." The concert 

also featured Mendelssohn's Fingal's Cave overture, the overture to 

Les Deux journ^es (1800) by Cherubini, and "a new symphony" by a new 

composer, Robert Volkmann (1815-83). The critic described Volkmann's 

symphony as containing some merits, but also some "things which are 

simply ridiculous." The ensemble writing in the work was "skillful," 

the reviewer explained, but his "use of separate instruments" was 

"awkward."
The Suite in Canon Form for strings, by German composer Julius 

Otto Grimm (1827-1903), was featured on a Thomas symphony concert on 

23 February 1867. The Times (25 February) reported that the suite, 
new to New York audiences, had not yet been heard in Grimm's native 

Germany. The Tribune (25 February) praised the suite as "adroitly and 

exquisitely worked." The program also included the March and Chorus 

from Beethoven's Ruins of Athens, performed by the Mendelssohn Union; 

two movements from Liszt's Faust Symphony, and Beethoven's Eroica 

Symphony.
The programming of Mozart's Jupiter Symphony and the overture to 

Tannhauser on the New York Philharmonic's fifth and final subscription 
concert of its 1866-67 season prompted the Times critic (22 April) to 

declare of the works that "no two things in music are more utterly
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opposed in every respect.” The reviewer followed this assertion by 

questioning, rhetorically, which of the two compositions was "really 

music." Also on the program were Liszt's Piano Concerto No. 1 in E- 

flat, performed by S. B. Mills, and two movements from Berlioz's Romeo 

and Juliet. The Tribune (22 April) wrote of the Liszt concerto that it 

was "more melodious and genuine" than many of the composer's works; 

Berlioz's music was described by the Times as "vigorous and showy."

In celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding 

of the Philharmonic, the Society presented on 4 May an extra, gala 

concert at Steinway Hall. The program included a performance of 
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, which had been performed on the first con

cert of the orchestra twenty-five years earlier; Liszt's Les Preludes; 

a cantata, Frithioff's Jager, by Max Bruch; Weber's Jubilee Overture; 

and Mozart's Concerto for Two Pianos, no. 17 in E-flat, performed by 

William Mason and Emily Guyon. Liszt's work was praised by the Tribune 
(6 May) as "the triumph of the evening." The reviewer felt that Les 

Preludes, the "best" of Liszt's compositions, exhibited Wagner's "force" 

without his "harshness." Although the Tribune lauded Bruch's cantata 

as "a fine work," the Times stated flatly that a "more fatiguing piece 

had never been sung or listened to." The reviews of the concert 

reported the affair as successful; however, Shanet reported that the 

concert had "netted only the disappointing sum of $517.92."^ The 
entire season had seen a precipitous decline in the receipts of the 

Society's concerts from the previous year. This situation was due in

-*-̂ Shanet, p. 133.
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large part to the destruction of the Academy of Music in May 1866, 

forcing the Philharmonic to perform in the much smaller Steinway Hall 

for the season. According to Shanet, ticket sales fell from $13,900 

during the 1865-66 season, to $9,500 the following year.l?

Thomas repeated his popular Terrace Garden concerts during the 

summer months of 1867. The concert;; began on 10 June, while Thomas 

himself was in Europe searching for new works to perform. The orchestra 

was led in his absence by concertmaster George Matzka. Following the 

first Sunday night concert by the orchestra, the Times (17 June) included 

some words of praise for Thomas's endeavors in presenting music. "Pure 

music is the Credo and Amen of Mr. Thomas' faith," the reviewer declared. 

"Grotesque music, which most conductors since Jullien have thought 

absolutely necessary to success and popularity, obtains no favor in his 

esteem." Thomas's return was announced in the Times (8 July), which 

reported that among the "novelties" the conductor had brought back from 

Europe was Liszt's March of Victory, composed for the King of Prussia.

The Times noted that the piece "caught the popular ear."
Thomas's "perserverence in the cause for elevated music" was 

praised by the Times (28 October 1867), following the opening concert 

of the conductor's fourth season of Symphony Soirees. Presented for the 

first time on this program was the introduction to Act III of Cherubini's 

Medee (1797), which exhibited "bold traits" foreshadowing the "present- 

day attempts of Gounod and Wagner" (Tribune, 28 October). Other works 
on the program included Bach's Suite No. 3 in D, Schubert's Unfinished 

Symphony, and Beethoven's Symphony No. 5, which, the Times reported,

•^Ibid. , p. 128.
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"electrified the audience." The Times added that Thomas "believes in 

Beethoven as the Gospel, and preaches him like a veritable St. Paul."

Of Schubert's symphony, the Times critic stated that he believed that 

Schubert was "very depressed" when he wrote the work.

The New York Philharmonic's twenty-sixth season, 1867-68, saw a 

complete reversal in the fortune of the Society. The improvements were 

due partially to the fact that the orchestra was able to move back to 

the Academy of Music, and also to the efforts of the organization's new 

president, Dr. R. Ogden Doremus (1824-1906). Doremus, a professor of 

chemistry at New York Free Academy, was the first president of the 

Society who was not a professional musician. The innovations Doremus 

instituted included increasing the size of the orchestra to one hundred 

players, making programs more attractive, and spending a greater amount 

of money on advertising. As Shanet observed, Doremus "set out on a 
deliberate campaign to interest the fashionable elements of New York's 

social world in the Philharmonic concerts to a greater degree than 

ever before. He counted on the power of money, of glamour, and of 

advertising. "-*-8 The Society's first concert under its new president 

took place on 16 November. The orchestra played on that occasion 

Beethoven's Symphony No. 6 in F; Mozart's Piano Concerto in D minor (K. 

466), should be performed by Richard Hoffman; Schumann's Manfred overture; 
Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto, performed by Camille Urso; and Liszt's 

tone poem Mazeppa. The Tribune (18 November) noted that Schumann's 

overture was not, "as some newspaper critics suppose," the introduction 

of an opera. The critic stated that a "knowledge of the Poem [Byron's

■^Ibid., p. 134.
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Manfred] was "necessary for a full understanding of the work." As the 

reviewer observed, Liszt's Mazeppa, like Schumann's Manfred, was based on 

a literary work, in this instance a poem by Victor Hugo. The critic 

was not totally pleased with Liszt’s work, and complained that the 

composition's "finest movements" were "interrupted by bits of melody."

The Philharmonic's second concert, on 21 December, featured yet 

another literary-inspired work, the Othello Overture by New York 

composer-conductor F. L. Ritter. The orchestra, praised by the Times 

(23 December) as "stronger and better than ever," also played Schubert's 

Symphony No. 6 in C, Mendelssohn's Meerstille und gluckliche Fahrt, 

and Weber's Piano Concerto in F minor and Liszt's piano fantasia on 

Beethoven's Ruins of Athens, performed by Alida Topp. The Times 

(23 December) described Ritter's overture as "not lacking in invention," 

but "put together” in a "disorderly" manner.
Liszt's symphonic poem Die Ideale, based on a poem by Schiller, 

was the featured work on the third soiree of Thomas's concert series on 

11 January 1868. The work was "less violent" than many of Liszt's com

positions, the Tribune (13 January) reported, but added that the work 

dwelt "too much on one thought." Beethoven's Symphony No. 8; Schumann's 

overture to Genoveva; Chopin's Piano Concerto in E Minor, performed by 

S. B. Mills, and a group of Lieder by Schubert and Schumann, sung by 

Mme. August Balogh, comprised the remainder of Thomas's program. A 
work by Liszt's associate, Hans von Billow, received its New York premiere 

on Thomas's fourth soiree (15 February). Von Billow's composition, 

Ballade, op. 15, was described by the Tribune (17 February) as a "musi

cal illustration” of a romantic poem by German author Uhland. Von 

Billow's music was not familiar to New York audiences, a fact which
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prompted the Tribune critic to note that "any piece by the futurists, 

in light of the present controversy [surrounding the validity of 'music 

of the future'] is of considerable interest." The Tribune observed 

that von Bulow's Ballade exhibited the influence of Liszt in its 

orchestration, observed the Tribune.

Liszt's music was prominent on orchestral concerts in New York 

during the 1867-68 season. Thomas's fifth and final concert on 21 

March included the "G’retchen" movement from the composer's Faust Sym

phony . Liszt may have been a popular choice among New York conductors, 

but he was still not yet fully accepted by the critics. The Tribune 

(23 March), referring to Liszt as "the Frankenstein of music," declared 

that the composer "rages too furiously." The Times (same day) acknowl

edged the "great deal of dramatic and descriptive force" in the Faust 

Symphony, but stated that the work lacked Gounod's "delicacy." Thomas 

also introduced on this occasion the New York premiere of Berlioz's 

overture to Benvenuto Cellini (1838). The Tribune noted that the 

"school of the future" had "borrowed much from Berlioz, who to many is 

already of the school of the past." The Times critic's reaction to the 

work was negative. The reviewer described Berlioz's overture as a 

"strange agglomeration of sensational effects without real beauty," 

and added that Berlioz demonstrated "no understanding" of the "highest 

power” of his art, namely, "the power to touch the feelings and inspire 

the heart."
During the summer of 1868, New Yorkers were again treated to 

concerts by Thomas's orchestra, which had moved to the recently com

pleted Central Park Garden, a summer amusement center located in Central 

Park. That summer, the public also had the option of attending similar
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entertainments at Terrace Garden, which had employed the services of 

an orchestra under the baton of Philharmonic conductor Bergmann.

The Philharmonic began its twenty-seventh season, and second

year under the presidency of Dr. Doremus, on 28 November 1868. The

Times (30 November) reported a full house at the Academy of Music, and

added that the orchestra of 101 included the "cream of New York's

musical performers." The Philharmonic's program consisted Beethoven's

Eroica Symphony; Hamlet, an orchestral overture by Gade; two movements

from Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique; and vocal selections from Handel

and Gluck, performed by Adelaide Phillipps. Criticisms of the program

in the Tribune centered around the inclusion of program notes which

assigned "programmatic meaning" to Beethoven's symphony, as well as a

denouncement of the Symphonie fantastique. The reviewer quoted portions

of the program notes on Beethoven:
We had 'the faltering steps of the last gazers into the grave,' and 
'tears falling on a coffin and repeated faintly by an echo, ' a piece 
of idiocy for which the writer deserves instant incarceration. . . .
A good illustrative programme is much needed at our better class of 
concerts; but it should confine itself to the history of the works 
it mentions. This absurd attempt at verbal interpretation of 
thoughts which are intrinsically capable of any other than musical 
expression, is not much better than the late dreadful effort at a 
certain theater in New York to 'illustrate' the Pastoral Symphony 
by a troupe of ballet girls and a real wheelbarrow.

Of Berlioz's "nonsense," the reviewer wrote, "it is difficult to speak

with patience." The critic continued by declaring that the work was

"bad in itself, false, frightful, outraging every poetic expression."

"In plain English," the reviewer concluded, it is "a nightmare set to

music."
Thomas's first Symphony Soiree of his fifth season, on 12 December 

1868, featured three novelties, including the overture to Semiramis by
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Charles-Simon Catel (1773-1830). The Tribune (14 December) described 

Catel, a French composer, as "one of the best harmonists of the last 

generation." The concert also presented for the first time Schubert's 

Psalm Twenty-three and three motets by Mozart, sung by the Mendelssohn 

Union, which was now under the direction of Thomas, the Tribune reported. 

The three Mozart motets that the Mendelssohn Union performed were listed 

in the Tribune with English titles: 0 God, When Thou Appearest, Have

Mercy 0 Lord, and Glory, Honor, Praise, and Power. The orchestra also 

played Schumann's Symphony No. 1 and Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4, 

performed by Ferdinand von Inten.

Doremus's efforts at orchestral reform were apparently success

ful, for the Tribune (11 January 1869) reported "the largest attendance 

ever" at the Philharmonic's second concert two days previous, and the 

Times (13 January) added that the group was "regaining its old popu

larity." The symphony's program included the same Catel overture that 

had been heard a month earlier at the Thomas concert. The Times noted 

Catel's work seemed dated and less effective than later opera overtures. 

The Times was also critical of the inclusion on the program of two 

instrumental concertos by one composer, the first movements of Beetho
ven's Violin Concerto, performed by Camille Urso, and his Fifth Piano 

Concerto in E-flat, played by S . B. Mills. The novelty of the evening 

was Liszt's symphonic poem, Ce qu'on entend sur la montagne, which drew 

a negative reaction from the Tribune. "The task which Liszt undertook 

in this work," declared the reviewer, "was one for which God had not 

designed him." The critic added that there was "no inspiration" in 

the "harsh ravings" of the work.

The list of orchestral works heard in New York that were inspired
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by the legend of Faust increased by one when Thomas presented on his 

second soiree (16 January 1869) the American premiere of Anton 

Rubinstein's Faust— Musikalische Gharacterbild. The piece came off as 

"rather dry" to the Tribune critic (18 January), while the Times (same 

day) condemned the work as "without form and void." Also heard for the 

first time, and much more happily received, was Niels Cade's Fruhlings 

Fantasie, op. 23, in three movements, for orchestra, vocal quartet, 

tenor, and piano. The Times characterized the work as "cheerful and 

sweet," and the Tribune called it "charming."

Thomas concluded the fifth season of his soirees on 3 April 1869 

with yet another novelty by Liszt, the symphonic poem, Prometheus, 

condemned by the Times (5 April) as one of the composer's "craziest 

and most repulsive" works. Two other premieres presented by Thomas 

included the Festival Overture by Robert Volkmann, described by the 

Times as "more sedate than festive," and the Fantasia for piano and 

orchestra by local composer Otto Singer. The Times critic judged 
Singer's melodies "frequent and fresh," but added that they were "dis

cursive" and lacked "breadth."

As part of his continuing effort to make the Philharmonic's 

programs more attractive, Doremus engaged the great nineteenth-century 

tragedian, Edwin Booth, to read Byron's poem, Manfred, on the Philhar

monic's final concert, which included Schumann's Manfred overture.

The endeavor was not entirely successful; the Tribune (10 May) described 
the result as more valuable as "a curiosity than as a work of art."

The concert also included Gluck's Iphegenia overture, Beethoven's Fourth 
Piano Concerto, performed by Charles Jarvis of Philadelphia, and the 

overture to Oberon by Weber.
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The New York Philharmonic enjoyed a respite from competition by 

Thomas during the 1869-70 season, as the conductor abandoned his Sym

phony Soirees in order to tour with his orchestra. The Philharmonic's 

first concert of the season, on 27 November 1869, featured, as the 

final program had the previous season, a dramatic reading, in this 

instance excerpts from Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, which 

accompanied the performance of Mendelssohn's incidental music to the 

play. The orchestra also played Mozart's Symphony No. 39 in E-flat 

and Liszt's Piano Concerto in E-flat, with Alida Topp as soloist. The 

Times (29 November) described Miss Topp as a "conscientious artist," 

but felt that she was "not equal" to performing the complete Liszt 

concerto. The critic added that he had heard "only one lady," English 

pianist Arabella Goddard, who was capable of that task.

The Tribune's criticisms of the Philharmonic's second concert, 

on 8 January 1870, centered on the orchestra's program and its reception 
by the audience. The program was "good," the reviewer wrote, but not 

"strong;" the concert contained no music "of the highest class." While 

the three orchestral pieces on the concert (Raff's Symphony in C, 

Berlioz's King Lear overture, and Weber's overture, Jubal) were "coldly 

received," the instrumental solos (Mozart's Violin Concerto in D , 

performed by Ole Bull, and Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 2 in F Minor, 
performed by S. B. Mills) were applauded "with greatest rapture." The 

Tribune complained that because of encores, the orchestra had become 

"subordinate to the exhibition of individual proficiency." The 

reviewer then called for the end of encores on concerts. Raff's sym

phony, which received its first American performance on this occasion, 

was "full of learning," the Times (10 January) noted, but it lacked
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"genius." As usual the critics were uncharitable toward Berlioz; the 

Times described the King Lear overture as "hardly intelligible."

The Philharmonic's performance of Liszt's Dante Symphony on its 

fifth concert (2 April 1870), elicited, somewhat surprisingly, a 

favorable and enlightened response from the Tribune critic (4 April).

The performance of the Dante Symphony had been awaited "with greatest 

interest by critics and connoisseurs," the reviewer noted. In the 

critic's estimation, Liszt's work was "one of his grandest and most 

highly finished products, . . . remarkable for its scientific study and 
counterpoint." The symphony was "unattractive to less highly educated 

lovers of music," the writer continued, and "least likely to please a 

miscellaneous audience." Of the work's two movements, "Hell" and 

"Purgatory," the reviewer noted that the latter was "better suited to 

musical treatment." No composer could adequately portray the "suffering 

souls" and the "sad procession" that Dante saw, the critic declared; 

if music could express the "deprivation of harmony, which constitutes 

Hell, it would cease to be music." All in all, the critic doubted 

whether Dante's versus could ever be "wedded to more beautifully 

descriptive music."
The Tribune's review of a chorus from Liszt's oratorio, The 

Legend of St. Elizabeth, performed by the Arion Society on the Philhar

monic's sixth and final concert on 7 May 1870, was so damning that it 
must be questioned whether the review was written by the same critic 

who had only recently praised Liszt's Dante Symphony so highly. The 

reviewer called the work "little else than repulsive," and declared that 

"only the most fanatical devotee of the new school could bear it. We 

are not willing to call this music." In reviewing the orchestra's
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season, the critic added that New Yorkers had been "afflicted with 

modern vagaries far beyond our deserts."

Although Thomas had been absent from the New York musical scene 

during the 1869-70 season, he returned in May 1870 to begin another 

series of nightly summer concerts at Central Park Garden. In announcing 

the first of Thomas's entertainments that evening, the Tribune (9 May) 

reported that Thomas had been travelling "for months" with an orchestra 

of forty, had "conquered the provinces, and brought Boston to his feet." 

The following day (10 May) the Tribune reported that among the works 

Thomas's orchestra performed were several overtures, including those to 

Tannhauser, Per Freischutz, William Tell, and Wallace's Lurline. The 

only other newspaper notice of Thomas's concert series was in a Tribune 

item (2 July), which reported briefly Thomas's benefit concert, at 

which were performed the Medea overture by Bargiel, overtures to 

Lohengrin and Mignon, and Schubert's Rosamunde.

The New York Philharmonic Society began its twenty-ninth season 

under a new president, George Templeton Strong. Strong, founder of the 

Church Music Association, represented the conservative element of the 

Philharmonic Board of Directors, and sought to reverse the more liberal 

reforms that had been instituted by Doremus. Strong was also opposed 

to the modern, "Teutonic" music of Wagner, Liszt, Berlioz(!) and 

Schumann, but as president, he had little power over selecting reper
toire, and furthermore, the Philharmonic's conductor, Bergmann, was one 

of New York's leading exponents of the "music of the future." One of 

the changes Strong introduced during his first year as president was 
to initiate the policy of selling reserved seats for the Philharmonic's 

concerts. Heretofore, no seats, even though most had been sold by
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got the best seats. Strong’s experiment was successful, and the receipts 

for the 1870-71 season were the highest in the Philharmonic’s history to 

that time.
The Times (27 November 1870) reported a "large and fashionable 

crowd" at the Philharmonic's first concert the previous evening. The 

program, as usual, included Liszt (Piano Concerto No. 2, solo by Mills) 

and Wagner (Tannhauser overture), in addition to Beethoven's Symphony 

No. 8 and two vocal selections by Mine. Rosa Czillag, who sang an aria 

from Mozart's La Clemenza di Tito, with a clarinet obbligato performed 

by Edward Boehm, and Ah! mon fils from Le Prophete.

The featured composition on the Philharmonic's second concert 

(7 January 1871) was the Ocean Symphony by Anton Rubinstein, which 

received its American premiere on this occasion. Rubinstein's work was 

greeted with mixed reviews from the critics. The Times (8 January) 

was clearly disappointed with the symphony, calling it an "ambitious 

composition," but "neither original nor remarkable." The critic pre

dicted that it was "likely to become popular, in spite of— or because—  

of its weaknesses." The Tribune's reaction (9 January) was much more 

positive. The reviewer included a discussion on the relationship of 

Rubinstein's composition and the typical program music of the day: 

"Rubinstein's symphony does not belong to that bastard order of com
positions called 'program music,' which need a page of descriptions to 

explain what they are vainly trying to imitate— as if music had no 

higher aim than to reproduce the sounds of nature, or to describe, by

19Ibid., p. 148.
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inarticulate notes, scenes and sentiments which can better be expressed 

by written language." The critic then differentiated between "imitative" 

music, the type he had just discussed, and such "descriptive" music as 

Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony, in which nature was "suggested," rather 

than "imitated." Rubinstein’s Ocean Symphony was also an example of 

this latter, and more acceptable, genre, the writer declared. Also 
performed on the concert were Cherubini's Anaecreon overture; the first 

movement of Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 3 in C Minor and the 

Barcarolle from the Fourth Piano Concerto by W. S. Bennett, Richard 

Hoffman, soloist; and Mendelssohn's Ruy Bias.
Another Rubinstein premiere was heard on the Philharmonic's 

fifth concert (1 April 1871), when the orchestra performed, with Marie 

Krebs as soloist, the composer's Piano Concerto No. 4 in D Minor. The 

Tribune (3 April) reported that the concerto was "somewhat deficient in 

logical construction," but exhibited "exquisite texture and coloring."

The Times (same day) dismissed the work as containing "no claims at 

originality." Miss Krebs displayed "immense technical skill," the 

critic stated, but she demonstrated a "lack of appreciation and imagi

nation." The pianist also performed a fantasy on the Scherzo from 
Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's Dream. Other works on the program 

included Beethoven's Fourth Symphony; Niels Gade's overture, In the 

Highlands; and Liszt's symphonic poem, Tasso, described by the Times as 

"prolonged musical chaos."

The sixth and final concert of the Philharmonic Society on 6 May 

prompted the Tribune critic (8 May) to comment on the purpose of the 

organization. "The production of novelties is not the proper work of 

the Philharmonic Society," the reviewer stated. "We look to it for an
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interpretation of whatever is greatest in music, be it old or new."

The concert presented two soloists. One was Miss Krebs, who in this 

instance was heard as a singer rather than as a pianist. Miss Krebs 

performed a seena and aria from Per Freischutz m d  -a musical setting of 

a portion of Goethe's Faust, written by a New York organist and composer, 

Louis Dachauer. The other soloist was a man who would in time figure 

largely in New York's concert life, Leopold Damrosch, who had recently 

immigrated to New York from Germany. Damrosch performed the Beethoven 

Violin Concerto with "extraordinary execution," the Tribune reported.

The concert also included Mendelssohn's Third Symphony; Mozart's Idomeneo 

overture, a premiere; and Berlioz's Roman Carnival Overture, described 

by the Times (8 May) as "noisy and picturesque, but really eloquent."

Chamber Music
The Mason and Thomas Quartet continued to serve as the main 

vehicle for the performance of chamber music in New York through the 

1867-68 season. As it had from its founding in 1855, the quartet 
maintained high standards in the selection of repertoire, which, like 

that of Thomas's symphony programs, included works by both classical 

and modem composers. The first concert of Mason and Thomas's tenth 

season, on 13 January 1866, featured Brahms's Sextet in B, op. 18.

After having been heard on the quartet's first concert ten years earlier, 

Brahms was still relatively unknown to New York audiences. The Tribune 

(15 January) declared that Brahms's sextet had "much merit," but was 

"wild and extravagant in places" and "frequently obscure." The critic 

added that Brahms was a "fine writer," but noted that his latest 

compositions hardly filled "the promise of his early works." The critic
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was even more critical of Brahms's Piano Quartet in A , op. 26, which 

was heard on Mason and Thomas's third concert (21 February). In com

paring the work to another piece on the program, Haydn’s Quartet No. 1 

in G, the Tribune reviewer the following day declared that "one phrase 

of Haydn's Adagio contains more heart, more passionate pathos than 

Brahms' whole movement of long drawn-out platitudes." The Scherzo and 

Finale Allegro of Brahms's quartet contained " a few bold thoughts," 

the critic admitted, but these thoughts were "lost in a labyrinth of 

involved figures . . . betraying a poverty of invention." The reviewer 

found "no pleasure" in listening to the Brahms work, except for its 

"execution." Beethoven's Quartet in C, op. 29, no. 3, followed Brahms's 

piece "like the sun beaming out through a fog," the critic stated.

The Times announcement (7 January 1868) of Mason and Thomas's 

first chamber music soiree of the 1867-68 season reported that Mason was 

now alternating with S. B. Mills as pianist on the concert series.

Mills, whose "classical tastes" were "well known to the public," the 

Times noted, was heard on this concert in a performance with Thomas of 

Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata, op. 47. The critic praised the "fire and 

energy" of their performance. Also heard on the concert were a string 

quintet in G by Mozart and a quartet in D by Schumann.

Solo Instrumental Concerts
Concerts by solo instrumentalists in New York, like those by 

vocalists, continued to be more popular in nature than orchestral or 

chamber music concerts, and employed as a rule a number of performing 
"assistants." The repertoires of these instrumentalists, the majority 

of whom were pianists, violinists, and organists, usually consisted of
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an admixture of lighter parlor-type pieces, often of the performer's 

own composition, and works from the standard literature. Opera tran

scriptions, though perhaps not quite as prevalent as before the war, 

were still frequently heard. The majority of the scores of pianists 

heard in New York during the postwar period belonged to the category 

described by the critics as "fashionable" artists, following the mold 

of Gottschalk. The pianists included such men as James Wehli, Harry 

Sanderson, Richard Goldbeck, Charles Fradel, Alfred Pease, and Oscar 

Pfeiffer, many of whom performed series of matinee programs designed 

primarily to draw female audiences. Most of the performances by these 

artists received only brief acknowledgements in the critics' columns.

The Tribune reviewer (19 April 1867), however, commented at some greater 

length on these types of performances in a review of pianist Oscar 

Pfeiffer's third concert, on 17 April 1867. "So much of our pianism 

is prestidigitation," the critic complained, adding that most of this 

"brilliant playing" was merely a "washing-out of themes on the wash

board of the piano." The reviewer then declared that it was "a wonder 

that any original feeling and true musical conception" was left among 

pianists. This complaint was not meant to indict Pfeiffer personally, 

the writer hastened to add; his works were as "edifying" as most of 

those of Gottschalk.
The first pianist of international reputation to tour America 

was Leopold de Meyer (1816-83), a representative of the "fashionable 

school" of piano-playing, who first visited this country in 1845.

De Meyer returned to the United States in 1867, twenty-two years after 

his first visit here. He has been dismissed by historians as somewhat 

of a charlatan, but in its review of his first return appearance here,
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the Tribune (2 October 1867) declared the pianist to be "perhaps the 

most popular player living." The critic noted that de Meyer might only 

play "popularities," but the "genius of his touch" was widely recognized.

Although the "fashionable school" of piano music was the most 

prevalent in New York, there were those performers, and an increasing 

number of them, who were devoted to presenting the works of the classical 

masters to New York audiences. Such men as William Mason and S. B.

Mills had been prominent in this field for several years. Among other 

more serious-minded pianists to be heard in New York after the Civil 

War was Carl Wolfssohn, a German immigrant who, during the 1866-67 

concert season, began a series of "Beethoven Matinees." Reporting the 

first of Wolfssohn's concerts, the Tribune (12 November 1866) observed 

that the "difficulty with Beethoven" was not in "mastering the mechanism" 

of his music, so much as it was in grasping the "principal thought" 

and "mood" of the composer. This study required "a devotion rarely 

found in these degenerate days," the reviewer lamented. Noting that 

Beethoven was "essentially an orchestral writer," the critic expressed 

his opinion that Beethoven's subjects were "treated orchestrally." 

Subsequently, much of the composer's writing, especially that for the 

left hand, evinced a "poverty and weakness in details,” or "bald spots," 

which must be left to the pianist to "cover up." Reports of other 

"Beethoven Matinees" by Wolfssohn in the Tribune were all brief; the 

final concert of the series was heard on 15 March 1867.
An endeavor similar to that by Wolfssohn was attempted the next 

season by a young pianist and former pupil of Hans von Billow, Alida 
Topp. The Tribune (27 January 1868) announced Miss Topp's proposal to 

present a series of "Historical Concerts," which would include the
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compositions of Bach,. Beethoven, Haydn, Handel, Chopin, and Liszt, 

among other composers. Miss Topp, who began her series on 6 Feburary 

1868 at Steinway's smaller concert room, was the sole performer on the 

concert, an endeavor the Times (10 February) called "hazardous." The 

Tribune (7 February) agreed: "No other lady pianist, and few artists,

indeed, of either sex, with whom we are familiar, have attempted the 

dangerous experiment which Miss Topp tried last night of entertaining 

an entire evening without assistance of any kind, and with a selection 

of music fitted only for persons of somewhat refined and cultivated 

taste." Works performed by Miss Topp on her first concert, which was 

billed as "A Historical Survey of Classical and Modem Piano Music," 

included Beethoven's Appassionata Sonata, Handel's Aria and Variations 

in D Minor, Bach's Sarabande and Passepied, Schumann's Faschingsschwank, 

Liebesgespruch by Claussen (?), Chopin's Berceuse, and Liszt's La 

Campane11a and the Mephisto Waltz. The Tribune noted that the title of 

Miss Topp's concert would have been more appropriate if the works had 

been arranged chronologically. The critic praised the "cleanness" of 

her Bach and Handel, but was less pleased with her performance of 

Beethoven; he felt that she "failed to grasp" the "delicate pathos" 

of the Appassionata. Perhaps not surprisingly, Miss Topp fared best 

with Liszt. The reviewer noted that when she "reached Liszt, at the 

end of the programme, she seemed to launch forth into her native ele™ 

ment."
Although the critics applauded Miss Topp's endeavor, there were 

no reports of any further "historical concerts" by the pianist. A 
similar "historical series" was presented by F. L. Ritter in June of 

1868 at Vassar Institute, and the following year at Steinway's in New
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York. Ritter's plan was to offer a two-part survey of the history of

vocal and instrumental music, to be performed by his wife, soprano

Fanny Raymond Ritter, and pianist S. B. Mills. The Tribune (8 March

1869) briefly reported the first of Ritter's concerts at Steinway’s

smaller concert room, but failed to mention any works specifically.

The critic did call Mrs. Ritter's performance "unexeeptionably bad."

The Times the following week (15 March) reviewed the concert in slightly

greater detail, and reported that the program included works in the

"Old English School" (Byrd, Gibbons, Purcell, Blow, and Carey); the

"old Italian School" (D. Scarlatti, Cavalli, Porpora, Galuppi, Marcello,

and Pergolesi); as well as "folksongs, and piano compositions founded

on that form" (e.g., Chopin's mazurkas). The Tribune (5 April) reported

the second of Ritter's Historical Concerts; this particular program

included "Old French" compositions (Rameau and Couperin) and "classical

German" works (selections from Bach's St. John Passion; Handel, Gluck,

and Mozart). The Tribune critic felt that of the two schools, the

German was "a hundred times richer" than the French. The reviewer also 
*»

added a humorous comment on the performance by Mrs. Ritter, which he 

clearly disliked: "Mrs. Ritter is heard to greatest advantage at a 

distance— say of about a half-a-mile."

Two other women pianists making their New York debuts in 1870 were 

Miss Anna Mehlig (1846-1928), first heard in January, and Miss Marie 

Krebs (1851-1900), who first performed in the autumn. Both Miss Mehlig 

and Miss Krebs came to America from their native Germany, and repre

sented the serious, German school of piano performance as opposed to 
the fashionable school so popular in New York. Miss Mehlig's opening 

concert featured Beethoven's Piano Trio, op. 97; a nocturne by Chopin;
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Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in G Minor, for organ, transcribed for piano 

by Liszt; and Schumann's Camaval, in addition to violin solos by 

Matzka and vocal selections of Schubert Lieder (performer not named).

The Times (20 January 1870) complained that Miss Mehlig’s program was 

"deficient in variety." A Tribune review (8 March) of another concert 

by the pianist declared that none of the works on the program were 

"trashy." The selections included Schubert's Piano Trio in E-flat, 

Schumann’s Fantasiestiick, a prelude and fugue by Mendelssohn, Liszt's 

fantasy on themes from The Flying Dutchman, and a four-hand arrange

ment by Liszt of his Hexameron, a set of variations on an aria from 

I Puritani. The Tribune reviewer was unaware of the background of 

Hexameron, and questioned the title. A letter to the editor by an 

anonymous reader on 11 March clarified the matter for the critic. The 

reader explained that Liszt's work was actually a series of six vari

ations (hence the title) on the Puritani aria, each one written by a 

different composer (Liszt, Thalberg, Henri Herz, Chopin, Carl Czerny, 

and J. P. Pixis) with an introduction and finale supplied by Liszt.

The four-hand version, arranged by Liszt somewhat later, was unpublished, 

and constituted "virtually a new piece" from the original, the reader 

stated.
Marie Krebs, who had made a favorable impression in the fall of 

1870 in her performance on Christine Nilsson's concerts, began in 

January 1871 a series of "Pianoforte Recitals" at Steinway's concert 

room. (This was one of the first uses of the term "recital" in the 

newspapers in regard to a solo performance.) Miss Krebs's first 

recital occurred on 14 January .1871 and was attended by a small crowd 

of "genuine connoisseurs" (Tribune, 16 January 1871). The program
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Sonata; Schumann's Novelette No. 4 in D; Scarlatti's Katzenfugue; 

Rubinstein's Waltz in F; Chopin's Ballade in A-flat, op. 47; and Liszt's 

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 4. Miss Krebs's sole assistant was her mother, 

Mme. Krebs-Michalesi, who sang. The Tribune praised Miss Krebs highly 

for both her technique and the "fire of her genius.” Although the 

Times (16 January) reported that the pianist planned to include four 

recitals in her series, Miss Krebs continued performing each Saturday 

afternoon until March 18, for a total of twelve recitals, each program 

similar to that of her first concert. Following Miss Krebs's seventh 

recital, the Tribune (27 February) observed that the pianist had some

what "relaxed . . . the stern severity" of her "classical taste." 

Included on the seventh recital were works by Bach (the Italian Con

certo) , Chopin, Mendelssohn, Rameau, Thalberg, and Liszt. Rameau was 

even "more novel" than Bach, the critic noted, adding that there was 

"a question now even among respectable authorities, whether Rameau was 

a genius or merely a perriwig-pated trifle."

The increasing number of larger, more powerful Romantically 
designed organs in New York churches and concert halls in the later 

1860s and 1870s was naturally accompanied by a growing interest in 

organ music as entertainment. In 1866, two prominent institutions, 
Irving Hall and Rev. Henry Ward Beecher's Plymouth Church in Brooklyn, 

each presented a "Grand Organ Exhibition" for the unveiling of their 
newly completed organs. These instruments were designed for the typical 

organ literature of the day, a repertoire which embodied the Romantic 

concept of the organ as a "one-man orchestra." Prominent on most organ 

concerts were operatic fantasies, transcriptions of orchestral overtures
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and symphonies, and arrangements of choral works. Typical of an organ 

program of the period was the opening concert (31 July 1866) displaying 

Plymouth Church’s new organ, built by Hook of Boston. The concert, 

performed by three organists, J. H. Wilcox, G. W. Morgan, and the 

resident organist, F. F. Muller, included Introductory Prelude by Wilcox; 

a Bach chorale prelude; a "Grand Fugue and Chorus" from Handel’s 

Israel in Egypt; a fantasy on a theme from II Trovatore by Morgan; a 

fantasia for four hands by Hesse; a fantasia on the Star-Spangled Banner 

by Morgan; a transcription of the William Tell overture; a fantasia by 

Muller; a transcription of Auber’s overture to Zanetta; and Finale by 

Morgan. The Tribune critic (2 August), evidently knowledgeable in 

respect to organs, criticized the instrument’s foundation stops for 
being too weak "to sustain the brilliant superstructure." The reviewer 

felt that Hook had "sacrificed solid grandeur of power to show and 

brilliancy." While the voicing of the solo stops was "unsurpassed," 

the critic complained that the tuba mirabilis was "too blatant."

Overall, the reviewer declared the organ to be "unexcelled in the 

perfection of its mechanism."

Beginning during the 1869-70 concert season, Plymouth Church 
initiated a series of Saturday afternoon organ performances of a popular 

nature featuring various organists. The Tribune (10 January 1870) 

reported a concert at the church by three brothers named Carter from 

Canada, described as "good players in the true organ style, but better 

in ’solo' pieces than in fugues." The reviewer then declared that 

there were "probably not more than three or four organists in America 
who can really play fugues well . . . with absolute accuracy of touch 

and with due observance of the rhythmical movement."



A favorite practice with many organists of the period was to 

feature on their concerts pieces which imitated natural phenomena, 

particularly thunderstorms. One such work, performed by John Zundel at 

Plymouth Church on 15 January 1867, was described by the Times (21 Janu

ary) as a musical interpretation of the "storm-crossing scene at Gali

lee." Mr. Zundel, evidently carried away by the rage of his musical 

storm, was forced to interupt his performance when the organ's blower 

malfunctioned. While such representations may have pleased audiences, 

the critics were appalled by these tricks. In a review of a miscel

laneous concert at the newly constructed Y.M.C.A. Hall which featured 

an organ solo by L. Mora (work not named), the Times (9 January 1870) 

declared that "few people realize the difficulties of the noble instru

ment." When the organ was permitted to merely "imitate orchestral 

effects and deafen one with thunders," the reviewer continued, the 

result was "wearisome." He added indignantly that if an orchestra was 

needed, one could be supplied.
A more serious and critically acceptable series of "organ recitals" 

at the Y.M.C.A. Hall was begun in January 1870 by the organist of Grace 

Church, S. P. Warren. These were not "popular" concerts, the Times 

(20 January) noted, but were devoted to "classic" compositions. The 

first program included Bach's Prelude and Fugue in B Minor and two 

chorale preludes, a movement from Mendelssohn's Sonata No. 3, Two 

Pieces in Canon Form by Schumann, the Concertsatz in C Minor by Thiele, 

and vocal selections by Henrietta Beebe. Bach's music attracted most 

of the critic's attention; it was likened by the reviewer to a "problem 
in abstract mathematics, it only interests those who are willing to 

study it earnestly." The critic continued: "Bach weaves his webs and
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leaves one to follow the main thread; he leads into a labyrinth of 

melody and variations, and he who treads it must mark each step, or 

become hopelessly entabled in a vain effort to-follow the main passage." 

The performance of Bach's music required "every talent most organists 

possess," yet it was "never appreciated by most hearers."

Two performances of a novelty nature were reported in the news

papers during the spring of 1866. The first concert was by the black 

pianist, Blind Tom, who had been introduced to New York audiences the 

previous fall. Blind Tom was heard at Irving Hall on 9 April 1866.

The Times the following day praised the former slave's "marvelous 

imitative and musical powers," and described Blind Tom as "eccentric, 

not retiring," and "blind, but not stupid." In May, New Yorkers were 

offered the opportunity of attending a performance of musical glasses 

by Prof. Comingio Gagliano. The Times (23 May 1866) reported briefly 
that the professor had performed with "cleanness, precision, and musical 

effect," but declared that the result was "amateurish." The concert 

room was "not the place" for such performances, the critic added.

Neither the Times nor the Tribune (25 May) took note of the pieces 

performed. The Tribune critic complained that the upper pitches of 

Prof. Gagliano's glasses were flat, and advised that accompaniment by 

a square rather than a grand piano would create a better balance with 

the glasses.

Miscellaneous Concerts and Music Festivals

One of the most popular types of musical attractions in New York 

during the postwar period was the "miscellaneous" concert, which 

included a variety of instrumental and vocal artists, who performed
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music of a light, accessible character. An excellent example of this 

type of program was represented by the series of Sunday evening concerts 

sponsored by L. F. Harrison which began at Irving Hall on 2 September 

1866, and later moved to Steinway Hall after that building opened on 

the last day of October. The performances were advertised as "sacred 

concerts," but they were by no means devoted solely to religious music. 

Following the first Sunday concert in the new Steinway Hall, the Times 

(12 November) reported that three thousand persons had attended the 

performance of sacred and secular pieces performed by a combination of 

Bateman's concert troupe, featuring Mme. Parepa, the Harrison artists, 

and Thomas's orchestra. The only works on the program mentioned in 

the review were the pieces played by the orchestra; the overture to 

Cherubini's Die Wassertrdger (Les Deux joumees), Wagner's Rienzi 

overture, and Meyerbeer's Coronation March. Bateman and Harrison began 

the next day a similar series of "Monday Popular Concerts," designed, 

the Times (13 November) reported, to present "the best vocal and instru

mental works of the classical and miscellaneous schools." The series 

again employed the services of Thomas's orchestra, whose purpose, the 

reviewer continued, was to familiarize the "fifty-cent public" with 

"what is good, be it Beethoven or Strauss." The program included, among 

other works, a fantasy on Tannhauser, the overture to Martha, a quadrille 
by Strauss, and the first two movements of Beethoven's First Symphony. 

Thomas's plan was to perform all nine of Beethoven's symphonies during 

the Monday series.
The number of Harrison's Sunday concerts reached forty by the end 

of the series on 2 June 1867. The Times (3 June) reported that Harrison 

had "kept the vogue by good selections and admirable performances."
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Rather than taking a vacation from so much musical activity, as one 

might have expected him to do, Harrison immediately launched his first 

"Grand Musical Festival" at Steinway Hall the very next day following 

his final Sunday concert. Harrison's festival presented musical per

formances throughout the week and concluded on Sunday, 9 June. Promi

nently featured on the concerts were oratorio performances, including 

the ubiquitous Messiah, The Creation, and Elijah. Orchestral and 

miscellaneous programs comprised the remainder of the concerts. Most 

of the Tribune's critical comments were reserved until the final per

formance, which included selections from Rossini's Petite messe 

solennelle, the overture St. John the Baptist, an oratorio by New York 

organist G. W. Morgan, and the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto, performed by 

Carl Rosa. The Tribune reviewer's criticisms were most noteworthy in 

respect to the vocalists who appeared on the second half of the program. 

The writer was especially critical of their highly sentimental and 
melodramatic style of vocalization, a style the critic referred to as 

the "Demon of Gush.” He continued:
We shall not describe it— the whole world of music knows its 
lachrymal features and pumping elocution. We import it largely 
from Italy. In the singing of Mme. Poch and Sig. Bellini, both 
theatrical artists of considerable reputation, we had a combination 
of explosion of gush as natural as a geyser. We offer our salaams 
to the fact that this is popular style, and that these are loud 
voices— but is it much, after all to sing without truth? We are 
not certain that such a passage as Meyerbeer's Beggar's Song improves 
the case, for the master is sometimes as false as his pupil. From 
Bellini to Meyerbeer, most of the composers have written for this 
same demon of Gush . . .  We enter our protest against a style of 
deluge, a school of spasm and melodrama, grown commonplace with 
very cheapness of tears, sighs, and exultations— which explodes its 
passion, pumps its feeling, and afflicts our ears with the sturdiness 
of its trembling and quaking.

Harrison repeated his Sunday concerts the following season (1867 — 

68). The Times (12 September 1867) reported that the first concert,
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including Mme. Parepa-Rosa and her violinist husband, along with 

harpist, Sig. Rocco, and other artists, featured "the choicest old- 

time favorites from never-tiresome operas," in addition to a few "quasi

novelties ."
"A novel feature" was presented at Harrison’s Sunday concert on 

5 January 1868. The Tribune the following day reported that the con

cert included zither player Michael Turner, who performed a selection 

of original compositions, which he encored with a medley of popular 

tunes, including Pop Goes the Weasel. The critic observed that the 

instrument's tone was "too soft to be heard in every part of the hall.

Works by local composers were frequently heard on Harrison’s 

miscellaneous concerts. The newspapers usually dismissed the concerts 

with a few sentences briefly mentioning the performers, and ignoring 

the works on the program. On one occasion, however, the Tribune 

(30 March) reported that on the twenty-sixth Sunday concert the previous 

day, the orchestra performed a "dirge" by local composer C. Jerome 

Hopkins, The critic declared the piece "ghastly in form and harrowing 

in expression. The best thing Mr. Hopkins can do with his extraordinary 

dirge," the reviewer wryly recommended, "is to reserve its next per

formance for the occasion of his own obsequies."

New York critics were kept busy during the month of May, as they 

not only covered Harrison’s Second Grand Musical Festival, but also 
travelled to Boston to report on the Music Festival of the Boston Handel 

and Haydn Society. In discussing the two upcoming festivals, the Times 

(6 May 1868) stated that festivals were "important and improving ocur- 

rences . . . they state practically the point at which we have pro

gressed, and hint clearly at the future." The Tribune (4 May) discussed



the festivals as having "done more to dignify the art of music, educate 

the taste of the masses, and inspire a just and refined critical spirit 

than any other form of musical presentation. Following the first con

cert of the Boston festival, which featured Mme. Parepa-Rosa in a 
performance of Handel's Samson, Tribune critic John Rose Green Hassard 

(who signed his article with the initials J. R. G. H.), echoed a pre

vailing sentiment of the time when he declared that in "musical appre

ciation, New England" was "superior to all other parts of America."

The Boston festival, like Harrison's festival in New York, included 

performances of oratorio as well as orchestral, vocal, and instrumental 

concerts. New York artists contributed greatly to the success of the 

Boston endeavor; besides Mme. Parepa-Rosa, the Times (9 May) reported 

that mezzo-soprano Adelaide Phillipps and pianist Alida Topp had been 
greeted with "applause and cheers" following their performances. The 

Times correspondent reported that Boston's critics were appalled by 

the audience's energetic reaction to the artists, and added that the 

encore received by Miss Topp following her performance of Liszt's 

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1 had been condemned by certain critics as "a 

waste!"

Harrison's Second Grand Musical Festival opened in New York one 

week after the close of the Boston celebration, with the same work that 

had begun the festival the previous year, Handel's Messiah, New Yorkers 

"favorite oratorio" (Times, 19 May). Following the second performance 

of the festival, a concert of "classical" music by the Thomas orchestra 

the Tribune critic (20 May) declared that he had not heard a program 
"so thoroughly artistic and complete in many years." The concert 

included the New York premiere of Mendelssohn's Reformation Symphony,
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which Thomas had recently played at the Boston festival, and Bach's 

Suite in D . The Tribune (22 May) later thanked Thomas for "exhuming 

Bach and other masters." The final day of the festivities (23 May) 

saw two performances, matinee and evening, both miscellaneous in nature 

and both "rather weak," judged the Tribune correspondent (25 May). The 

critic commented regarding the "popular" music on the concerts that 

"in a wilderness of trash" there had been "several compositions of true 

merit,” among them Schubert's Unfinished Symphony, which was performed 

on the final concert. The program also included the first New York 

performance of Beethoven's Wellington's Victory, which the Times (25 May) 

described as "at best, trash."
The Sunday concert series at Steinway Hall was again a prominent 

feature of the 1868-69 season, and as usual, Thomas’s orchestra figured 

prominently in the series. Thomas was offered some competition when 

Mollenhauer and Dodworth organized the Mendelssohn Orchestral Union, 

which presented a similar series of Sunday popular concerts at Irving 

Hall. In comparing the two series, the Tribune (18 January 1869) noted 

that the programs at Irving Hall consisted of the "lighter and noisier 

kind of music." The Irving Hall concerts frequently presented more 

brass music, such as the performance by cornetist Jules Levy, who was 

heard there on 14 February 1869. "There is nothing like a good comet 

to tickle the popular ear," noted the Tribune (17 February).

In June 1869 there occurred one of the largest and most contro

versial music festivals the United States had yet seen, the Boston 

Peace Jubilee. Organized by bandmaster Patrick S. Gilmore, himself a 

figure of some controversy, the Jubilee was planned on a grand scale.

A special coliseum seating more than thirty thousand persons was
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constructed, and Gilmore assembled a chorus of ten thousand and an 

orchestra of a thousand. He also engaged some of the leading artists 

in America, including Mme. Parepa-Rosa and Miss Phillipps, who had both 

performed at the Handel and Haydn Society Festival the previous year, as 

well as violinist Ole Bull. The opening concert of the festival,

15 June 1869, was surely a sight to behold. The program opened, rather 

appropriately, with the singing of Ein feste Burg. Following were 

America; the Tannhauser overture; two solos by Parepa-Rosa, the Inflam- 

mat us from Rossini’s Stabat Mater and Gounod's Ave Maria, with obbligato 

performed by two hundred violins in unison; The Star-Spangled Banner; 

and the "Grand Coronation March” from Le Prophete. The piece de resis

tance , however, was the finale, described vividly by H. W. Schwartz in 

his book Bands of America:20

Topping even the phenomenal vocal demonstration by Madame Parepa- 
Rosa was the Anvil Chorus from Verdi's II Trovatore. As Gilmore, 
with six-foot baton, swung the unwieldy chorus, band, orchestra, 
and organ into this number, one hundred firemen, dressed in red, 
wearing regulation helmets and carrying blacksmith hammers at 
"right shoulder shift" like muskets, marched down the aisle in two 
files toward the stage. Reaching the orchestra, the two files 
separated and framed the orchestra on each side in red, each fire
man stopping beside an anvil. At a signal from Gilmore the fire
men lifted their long-handled hammers and started pounding the 
anvils in time with the music. From a desk beside the podium 
Gilmore began punching buttons, wired electrically to cannons 
outside the building, which created a tremendous boom at the 
beginning of each measure of the music. Simultaneous with the 
booming of cannons the bells of the churches and cathedrals in 
the city began ringing and clanging. Never, since the world began, 
had human ears been assaulted by such a cacophony of sound.

The Peace Jubilee continued for five days, and, naturally, the New York

press was present to report the events that took place. The Times

coverage of the Jubilee, though thorough, was more reportorial than

^Schwartz, p. 68.
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critical in nature. The Tribune did send its critic, Hassard (whose 

articles were again signed J. R. G. H.), to cover the Jubilee, but 

refrained from detailed critical analysis until the festivities had 

concluded. The editors then requested none other than J. S. Dwight 

to submit to Tribune readers a "careful critical summary of the net 

result" of the Jubilee. Dwight’s three-column summation appeared in the 

Tribune of 26 June. Dwight had refused to participate in any part of 

Gilmore’s endeavor, arid'according to Schwartz, had not even attended 

the opening concert.21 Dwight, of course, failed to mention this fact 

in his lengthy discourse on the festival; he did note, however, that at 

the fourth concert, he had the "fortune to sit very near the stage."

The Boston critic's comments were chiefly confined to his own opinions 

of Gilmore's enterprise and how it compared with similar festivals in 

Europe. Dwight observed that Gilmore’s plan to have so many thousands 

of singers in his chorus was actually "calculating greatness upon a 

mere material scale of numbers." Even the "grandest Handelian Choruses 

are better sung by 1,000" the critic declared. Dwight acknowledged 

America's musical progress, but he questioned whether the U. S. could 

yet compete with "the Old World" in the quality of its music festivals. 

The following excerpt from Dwight's article aptly expresses Dwight's 

(and hence, much of cultured America's) overriding reverence for 

European music:
To a true musical character, which were the rarer godsend (to 
hear, at least, if not to see): a greatest Jubilee like this, or
say some festival at Dusseldorf, with seven or eight hundred per
formers, but with Mendelssohn for a conductor, and such an orchestra

21Ibid.
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as only can be found in Germany, and such a programme (not only 
Handel Oratorios, but Passion Music or Magnificat of Bach, and, 
as it was at this last Whitsuntide, with a Joachim to play Beetho
ven’s concerto, instead of an Ole Bull with "Mother's Prayer); 
and above all, with such a spirit of sincere true art and poetry 
and piety pervading the whole feast, to the exclusion of all 
hetorogeneous [sic] nonsense, all flattering of varieties, 
catering to all tastes and no taste, startling ad captandum clap
trap, substitution of effect for meaning, to which add decent 
self-respecting abstinence from the "swell" style of advertise
ment?

Schwartz reported that the Boston Peace Jubilee was financially 

successful, and showed a net profit of seven thousand dollars, which, 

when added to the profits from a benefit concert honoring Gilmore, 

amounted to a total of forty thousand dollars.22 Following the tremen

dous popular success of the Boston Peace Jubilee, Gilmore set his 

sights on New York, and the next year, 1870, the centennial of Beetho

ven’s birth, he organized there a similar festival, which he called the 

Beethoven Jubilee. The New York endeavor was by no means comparabler
to that of Boston; the concerts were held at the Third Avenue Rink, 

which only held twelve thousand. The chorus was estimated by the 

Tribune (14 June 1870) to number only between 1500 and two thousand, 

and the orchestra contained a mere 350 players. The popular selections 

from the Boston Peace Jubilee were again heard in New York. Parepa- 

Rosa 's Inflammatus, The Star-Spangled Banner (complete with electric 

artillery), and Gounod's Ave Maria; the Hallelujah Chorus; and once 

more, the piece de resistance, the Anvil Chorus, performed, the Tribune 

(16 June) reported, by "red shirts, artillery, orchestra, organ, and 

two thousand voices." The fact that Gilmore neglected to program any 

of Beethoven's music, save for two performances of the Fifth Symphony

22lbid., pv 69.
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and one performance of his Fidelio overture, did not go unnoticed by 

the critics, who were indignant over the exclusion. In reporting the 

third day's performances, which introduced Gilmore's Band to New Yorkers, 

the Tribune (16 June) noted that on this program "the absurd pretense 

of honoring the memory of Beethoven was abandoned," and the reviewer 

henceforward referred to the jubilee as the "musical Festival." There 

was "hardly a scrap of classical music on either performance," grumbled 

the critic, who added that a "love of the Slam-bang attracted the mul

titudes” to hear the afternoon performance, on which was featured the 

celebrated Anvil Chorus. The reviewer also observed that these were 

the first two performances that had drawn full houses. To the critic, 

the only bright spots among any of the festival concerts were the per

formances of the Boston Handel and Haydn Society, which performed half 

of Mendelssohn's Elijah on 16 June. The Society had earlier participated 

in a performance of The Creation on 14 June; that concert had evinced 

little enthusiasm, the Tribune (15 June) noted, mainly because nearly 

one-fourth of the singers had left at intermission! Following the 

final performances, the Tribune critic (20 June) provided some comments 

on the success of the "Beethoven Jubilee." The writer reported that 

financially the festival was a disaster and, artistically, also a "bad 

failure." The critic called Gilmore's music "meretricious and worth

less" and added that it ought not be the "principal feature of a musical 

program." The writer then compared the New York festival to the Boston 
Peace Jubilee of the previous year. Declaring the Beethoven festival's 

"effect" on art "unfortunate," the review continued:

The Boston Jubilee, with all its little absurdities and short
comings, gave an extraordinary impulse to musical enterprise all
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over the country, infused vitality into scores of choral societies, 
developed a latent popular taste for works of the best masters, 
and set forward the average musical culture of New-England a good 
half-generation. The Jubilee in New York, on the contrary, has 
discouraged musicians, disheartened musical societies, and 
strengthened the vulgar prejudice which calls Handel stupid and 
Mendelssohn a bore. . . . The Festival of last week has developed 
nothing but the popular taste for gunpowder, and that was strong 
enough already-,

Conspicuous by his absence from Gilmore’s festival was Theodore 

Thomas, who had continued to perform his nightly concerts at the Central 

Park Garden while the festivities proceeded. The Tribune (24 June) 

"warmly congratulated" the conductor for "keeping clear of the 'Beetho

ven' festival." As the Tribune had noted earlier, due to all of Gil

more's "clap-trap," the German inhabitant of New York had stayed away 

from the Jubilee. The various German societies in New York did pay 

tribune to Beethoven, however, in December 1870, at the time of the 

composer's birthday. On 16 December a German opera company presented 

Fidelio at the Academy of Music, the event sponsored by the Beethoven 

Mannerchor. On 17 December the Philharmonic Society presented an extra, 

all-Beethoven concert, featuring the Seventh Symphony; the Emperor 

Concerto, performed by Marie Krebs; and the Egmont overture. The 

Liederkranz also sponsored a concert of Beethoven's works on 18 December, 

on which was performed the Fifth Symphony; Leonore overture, no. 3; 

the Appassionata Sonata, played by Miss Krebs; and selections from 

Fidelio. In discussing these legitimate Beethoven celebrations, the 

Tribune critic (17 December) lauded the composer as "a genius," and 
declared that he had created "new forms of beauty." Beethoven was 

"too great to become old-fashioned like Bach, Mozart, and Haydn," 
the reviewer solemnly proclaimed. The writer then noted that cele

brations honoring Beethoven were being held in Europe, as well as in
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America. Among American cities, Boston led in celebrating the com

poser's birth, the critic reported, but similar celebrations were being 

held in Philadelphia and the "Western cities, even Chicago."



CHAPTER VI

THE EMERGENCE OF WAGNER 

(1871-1876)

Musical activity in New York during the first half of the 1870s 

may be seen as an intensification of the interest in and increasingly 

favorable reception of the "Music of the Future," particularly that of 

Wagner. This acceptance on the part of New Yorkers was due in large 

part to the efforts of Theodore Thomas. Thomas's diligence in exposing 

New York audiences to Wagner's orchestral music and to excerpts from the 

composer's operas conditioned listeners to the extent that they could 

readily accept full-scaled productions of Wagner's music dramas. For that 

reason, attention will be given first to orchestral music in this Chapter.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Orchestral Concerts
The 1871-72 concert season in New York began with a novelty, the 

appearance of the Vienna Lady Orchestra in September at Steinway Hall.

The orchestra, composed of twenty "blushing maidens in purest white," 

was, according to the Times (13 September 1871) the first orchestra of 
women in the United States. Both the Times and the Tribune (12 September) 
were critical of the orchestra's lack of lower woodwinds and strings, and 

of brass. The Tribune criticized the players as "indifferent musicians" 

who played "out of tune," and stated, rather condescendingly, that the

353
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young ladies might have succeeded in creating "a profitable sensation 

in the provinces."
The increase in the popularity of Wagner's music among New Yorkers 

accompanied the rise of the Thomas orchestra to a position of superiority 
over that of the New York Philharmonic. Thomas interrupted his series 

of Symphony Soirees in 1869 to travel with his orchestra, and following 
concert tours from 1869 to 1872, he began the subscription concerts again 
in the 1872-73 season. The conductor had presented a special series of 

four performances, however, upon his return to New York from a concert 
tour in January 1872. In reporting the first of Thomas's concerts, the 

Tribune (9 January 1872) called Thomas "a missionary of art and amuse

ment," and praised his orchestra as "the finest body of musicians ever 

organized." The critic added that the group was "even better than the 

Philharmonic Society.” Among the novelties on this first concert was 

Wagner's introduction and finale to Tristan und Isolde, "a curious 

specimen of Wagnerism," the Tribune noted, the performance of which was 
not "intelligible apart from its place in Wagner's drama." The Times 

(sa.me day) observed that the excerpts from Tristan failed to "inspire" 
the audience in the same manner as did such other works by Wagner as 
the music from Tannhauser, Rienzi, or Lohengrin. The Times added that 

Thomas's string section did not have "quite the needed prominence for 
Wagner."

Pianist S. B. Mills was the featured soloist on the Philharmonic 

Society's second concert of the 1871-72 season. Mills performed the 
Piano Concerto in F-Sharp Minor, op. 72, by Carl Reinecke, the success 
of which, noted the Tribune (9 January), was due more to "Mr. Mills' 

execution" than to the work's intrinsic merit. Presented for the first
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time in New York on the Philharmonic concert was Raff's descriptive third 

symphony, Im Walde. Raff attempted in his symphony "what Beethoven did 

in his Pastoral Symphony," the critic observed, and added that Raff's 

attempts met with less success, because of a "lack of interest" in the 

work's first and final movements.
Those persons attending Thomas's series of concerts at Steinway Hall 

in January 1872 heard music by several composers who are virtually for
gotten today. Many of these men were contemporary European composers, 

such as Christian Horneman (1841-1906), whose Aladdin overture the Times 

(.10 January) described as, ''like most modern German music, the result of 
ingenuity in construction rather than inspiration or creative might."

Other little-known composers whose works were played by Thomas on his 

series included Robert Volkmann (Serenade for Orchestra), Henry Litolff 

(Concert-Symphonique), Louis Dachauer (Introduction and Triumphal March), 

and Goltmann (?) (Violin Concerto). These composers were heard with the 
ever-present Liszt and Wagner, in addition to classical masters Haydn, 

Beethoven, and Weber.
With Thomas having departed on another concert tour, following his 

appearance in January, orchestral music was again in the hands of the 
Philharmonic for the remainder of the spring of 1872. After the orches
tra's sixth and final concert on 4 May, the Times (6 May) complained, 

not without reason, of a "very ordinary season." When Thomas returned 

the following week from a tour of the "South and West" (Tribune, 14 May) 
to begin his popular Central Park Garden concerts, he was welcomed with 

open arms by the critics. The Times (14 May) declared that one could not 
find an orchestra in Europe "with a wider range of repertoire." The 

conductor's opening program was not limited "to the melodious author of
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Tell and the strange and erratic genius to whom we owe Lohengrin," the 

Tribune noted, but also included Mozart's Magic Flute overture, Bee

thoven’s Andante, op. 97, Wallace’s overture to The Desert Flower,
Gounod's Salterello, Strauss waltzes, and Weber’s Preciosa overture.

During his nightly series of concerts at Central Park Garden,

Thomas frequently presented programs devoted to a particular composer 
or "school." One of the indications of Wagner's acceptance by New York 
critics and audiences may be seen in the reaction to Thomas's all-Wagner 

concert at the Garden on 17 September, Thomas's program evidently had 
generated much interest among the public, for the Tribune (18 September) 

reported that the audience "was quieter than usual" in anticipation of 

the performance. The program Thomas selected included the Kaiser March, 

the introduction to Lohengrin, the Faust Overture, the Vorspiel to Die 
Meistersinger, the Vorspiel und Schlussatz to Tristan und Isolde, the 

Tannh'auser overture, ballet music from Rienzi, and Huldigungsmarsch.

The big "surprise" of the evening, however, was the Ritt der Walkiire, a 
work which "electrified the house." The Tribune declared the famous 
music from Die Walkiire to be "one of the strangest and most fascinating 
movements ever scored." He added that "such an emphatic demonstration" 

on the part of the audience was "rare at a summer Garden concert."
Thomas programmed with equal success another excerpt from Die 

Walkiire, "Wotan's Farewell," on the first of his six Symphony Concerts on 
9 November 1872. Thomas's success in conducting a wide variety of musical 

styles was praised by the Times the following day: "the most delicate

portions of Gluck [Iphegenia in Aulis overture], the most tremendous 
scoring of Wagner, the clearest parts of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony,
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and the most chaotic portions of Liszt’s Tanz in dem Dorfschenke were 

handled with equal appreciation."
The principal attraction of the opening concert of the Philharmonic 

on 16 November was pianist-composer Anton Rubinstein, who had been per

forming in New York for nearly two months. The pianist performed his own 
concerto in D minor, as well as a group of Chopin preludes and Liszt's 

transcription of Schubert's Erlko’nig. The Times (18 November) complained 

that the remainder of the opening concert was "as unsatisfactory" as those 

of the previous season. The Times critic offered "no congratulations” to 

the evening's novelty, Prinzessin Use overture by Erdmannsdorfer; the 

reviewer complained that the work was "as pretentious a specimen of program 

music as was ever listened to." Both the Times and Tribune pointed up 

the Philharmonic's mistake in programming Beethoven's seventh symphony so 

soon after the Thomas orchestra had played it.
Thomas's second symphony concert on 28 December featured three pro

grammatic works: Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, Berlioz's King Lear
overture, and Liszt's symphonic poem, Die Hunnenschlacht, in addition to 

the introduction and finale of Tristan und Isolde and Ritt der Walkiire 

by Wagner, and a Bruch violin concerto performed by Jacobssohn. The 

Times (30 December) stated that "Mr. Thomas's partiality for program 

music has happily not changed his reverence for the older and certainly 

purer purpose of his art."
The Philharmonic Society had a regular policy of holding one public 

rehearsal before each concert. These sessions were usually ignored by the 

critics, but, preceding the orchestra's fifth concert, the Times (9 March

1873) provided some comments relating to the state of music in New York. 
Noting that many people had been complaining that the Philharmonic's
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programs contained too little Beethoven, and that several others were 

objecting to the selections of Haydn (Oxford Symphony) and Liszt (Dante 

Symphony) for the upcoming concert, the critic declared that "amateurs in 

general are little in sympathy with the music of the future, or with that 

of the far past." Regarding Liszt's Dante Symphony, which had been intro

duced in New York three years earlier, the reviewer related to his readers 

his feelings toward the work: "We awaited the 'Inferno Symphony' with
much the same feeling as one approaches a cold bath, a dentist, or any 
other nervy shock. It was more painful, more revolting, more suggestive 

of ghastly images on the second hearing than on the first. Art, however, 
must live her own life, tread her own path; and if in this, our time, her 

feet are bleeding and her garments torn, we must, nevertheless, swell the 

mournful procession which follows her." The critic then compared Liszt's 

composition to "the grimiest and dirtiest of Dore's Pictures of London.

The means by which Liszt produces these effects are powerful, imaginative, 

masterly, but also . . . destructive of the rules and traditions of com
position. The ear is harrowed by discords . . .  in hope of a resolution 

which never comes."
Although Liszt continued to be greeted with resistance by the 

critics, Wagner's status was improving considerably. Another indication 
of Wagner's acceptance in New York was the formation of the Wagner Union 
in the spring of 1873, As might be expected, Theodore Thomas figured 
prominently in the new society. The Tribune (29 March) gave Thomas, and 
Bergmann, "to a lesser extent," credit for New Yorkers' exposure to Wagner, 

and noted that America was "ahead of England" in the performance of 
Wagner's music. The reviewer was ambivalent in his reaction to the recent 

musical developments:
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We cannot reconcile ourselves either to the loss of the older 
treasures which we are commanded to give up, or to the wild and 
wonderful creations which are offered in their place. The music 
which soothes the fancy, and softens the feelings, and brings a 
gentle repose to the weary mind, seems to be passing away; and in 
its place comes a terrible and tempestuous art, racking the intellect 
and inflaming the imagination. Yet it would be absurd to deny that 
Wagner is an extraordinary poet, and that much of his work seems 
destined to immortality.

Works performed on the Wagner Union’s concert included the overtures to 

The Flying Dutchman and Lohengrin, the Faust Overture, two scenes from 
Die Walkiire, the Kaiser March, and Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony. Both 

critics agreed that the excerpts of Wagner's operas lost some of their 
effect when they were transferred to the concert room; the Tribune re

viewer felt that it was a violation of Wagner’s "fundamental principle" 
that excerpts were performed "without scenery or action." The most 

interesting performance of the evening, according to the Tribune, was 
the selection from Die Walkiire, "Wotan’s Farewell," which was "wonder

fully eloquent in the proper setting."
As the 1873-74 concert season in New York opened, the Thomas orches

tra was in a position of equal stature with the Philharmonic, and threaten

ing to overtake the older society. Both groups, however, suffered the 

adverse effects of a severe financial panic which swept the country in the 

fall of 1873. Shanet reported that the Philharmonic was particularly hard 
hit from the disaster, and in one season the orchestra’s receipts fell 
more than six thousand dollars.!

Following the season's first Philharmonic concert, the Tribune 
(17 November 1873), citing the "healthy stimulus of competition," observed

"^Shanet, p. 153,
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that the rise in the Thomas orchestra made comparisons between the two 

groups more and more likely. The Times (16 November) complained, as 
usual, of the Philharmonic programs' "lack of interest." The only 

"welcome parts" of the concert were Beethoven's Symphony No. 4 and 

Liszt's Les Preludes. The remainder of the program included two move

ments from a Spohr violin concerto, performed by Herr Schiever, Bruch's 

introduction to Lorelei (the U.S. premiere), and vocal selections by Anna 
Drasdil.

The opening performance of Thomas's symphony concert series the 

following week provided the Tribune with the opportunity of comparing 

further the Philharmonic and Thomas orchestras. Thomas was "far in 
advance of everyone in the production of novelties," the reviewer 

admitted. However, the critic defended the Philharmonic's more con
servative programming by declaring that it was not "the chief duty of a 
conductor to be forever playing something new. The perpetual craving 

for fresh fare is a symptom of a depraved and vulgar appetite, and there 
is something honest and brave in the reverence with which the Philharmonic 

Society turns back, year after year, to the old masterworks which must 

always be the foundation of whatever is greatest in art." The critic 

added that Thomas acknowledged "the old masterworks"; for example, he 
programmed Beethoven on every concert. Thomas did not introduce novelties 

because they were "new," the reviewer continued, but because they were 
"good," or exhibited "tendencies of contemporary style." The "test of 

merit in an orchestra," the critic concluded, "is not the success with 

which it tickles the uninstructed public with fresh sensations, but the 
intelligence and sympathy with which it gives voice to those sublime
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creations which the consent of the whole world has placed among the 

grandest works of genius."
The Tribune again came to the Philharmonic's defense in its review 

(19 January 1874) of the orchestra's third concert. The society had been 

subjected "to a great deal of censure," the reviewer observed, censure 
which was both "ungenerous and undeserved." These statements by the 
critic were not made, however, before he had leveled some criticisms of 

his own. The reviewer called the performance "excellent," but added that 

he missed in the strings "some of the wonderful unity and pure resonant 
tone which are always conspicuous in the Thomas orchestra." The critic 

admitted that the Philharmonic lacked the "constant and uninterrupted 

association among its members" that the Thomas orchestra enjoyed. Fea

tured on the Philharmonic's next concert was a new programmatic compo

sition by Bristow, the Arcadian Symphony. The Times (15 February 1874) 

described Bristow's work as "not pretentious, though of considerable 
magnitude." The "Indian War Dance" movement of the symphony was judged 

by the Times as marked by "rather conventional quaintness." The detailed 

program notes describing the composition were criticized by the Tribune 

reviewer (16 February), who declared that Bristow's work "conceived in 
a higher spirit" than as mere program music, the critic declared.

The fact that the Tribune felt compelled to defend the programs and 

performances of the Philharmonic merely indicated the superior position 

the Thomas orchestra now occupied in New York. Observing that Thomas's 
fourth concert included "no solos, . . .  no concessions to the imaginary 

demands of an uneducated miscellaneous public," the Tribune (2 March) 

stated that it had been "apparent for some time that New York is prepared 

to follow Theodore Thomas as far upward as he chooses to go, and the
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higher he aims the more cordial will be the response of his audience." 

These words of praise greatly contrasted with the Tribune's terse 

observation (16 March), following the Philharmonic's fifth concert two 

weeks later, that the solos on the program were as "prominent as in a 

miscellaneous concert."
Thomas's efforts in presenting new music to New Yorkers was not 

limited solely to Liszt and Wagner. In April of 1874, he presented the 

Variations on a Theme of Haydn by Brahms, who was still virtually unknown 

to New York audiences. The work was heard on a concert of the Brooklyn 
Philharmonic conducted by Thomas on 11 April, and two weeks later at the 

last of the conductor's symphony concerts in New York. The Tribune 

(13 April) called the work "ingenuously varied" and exhibiting "a good 

deal of taste and technical merit." The only fault of the piece was its 

"prolixity," a fault shared by many new works, the reviewer noted. The 

Times (26 April) was "not deeply impressed" with Brahms's variations, 
mainly because of "the subject." The Times critic described Brahms's 
orchestrations as "dense," but "more quaint than grateful to the ear."

Another work Thomas introduced to New York audiences was the Grieg 

Piano Concerto in A Minor. Performed on Thomas's first symphony concert 

of the 1875-76 season, by Friedrich Boscovitz, soloist, the concerto by 

the thirty-one year-old composer was described by the Times (9 November
1874) as "full of healthful spirit, but rather savage and disconnected, 

if breezy and virile in thought." Once again, the Tribune (9 November) 

took the occasion to sing Thomas's praises in establishing "the first 

real orchestra America has ever heard." The critic then cited the 
"revolution in public taste,” and added that "thanks to him [Thomas]
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the U.S. has now outstripped both France and England in cultivating an 

enjoyment and comprehension of symphonic music."

The Philharmonic's thirty-third season began at a low ebb. The 

Tribune (16 November 1874) reported that subscriptions for the Society's 

concert season were "somewhat meager," and the critic was once again 
condescendingly charitable in comparing the Philharmonic and the Thomas 

orchestras. The reviewer noted that although the Philharmonic was infer

ior to Thomas's orchestra in "clear tone, precision, vigor, and brilliant 

color," the former group compensated for these defects in the "greater 
mass" of its string sections. The Philharmonic suffered even in the 

novelties it presented. A new piano concerto by Raff on the orchestra's 

first concert was praised by the Tribune reviewer as "charming, although 

not as fresh" as the Grieg concerto, which had been featured on Thomas's 

concert the previous week.
The Times (13 December) echoed the Tribune's earlier observation 

that Thomas's "energy and industry" had vaulted his orchestra into a 

position above that of the Philharmonic. One of the main reasons for 

the Philharmonic's loss of status, the Times pointed out, was its lack 
of consistency in presenting the highest calibre of soloists on its 

concerts. Thus, the debut appearance of Miss Julia Rive (1857-1937) on 

the Philharmonic's final concert (24 April 1875) surprised and "delighted 

the whole house" (Tribune, 26 April). Miss Rive was a native of Cincin

nati who had studied with Mason and Mills in New York before travelling 
to Europe in 1872, where she worked with Reineck and Liszt. Harold 

Schonberg called Miss Rive "America's first great woman pianist," and 

compared her contributions in American music to the accomplishments of
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Theodore Thomas.  ̂ The Times (26 April) praised the "uncommon talent" of 

Miss Rive, who performed Liszt's piano concerto in E-flat, and declared 

her "one of the most finished pianistes ever heard in a local concert 

room."
Thomas continued to occupy his summers by conducting nightly con

certs at Central Park Garden. He presented each week a "classical" 

evening, in which the concert program was somewhat more substantial 

than those of other evenings. These performances usually attracted 

greater attention from the critics. Thomas's first classical evening, 
on 27 May 1875, featured Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, selections from 

Wagner's Lohengrin, Festival Overture by Edward Lassen (1830-1904), a 

waltz by Strauss, and a series of keyboard works transcribed for orches
tra, including a "praeludium" of Bach, Schubert's Impromptu, in E minor, 

and Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1. Such orchestral arrangements of 

piano pieces "by the best musicians of the present day mean something 

much more serious and artistic than such works used to be in former 
times," declared the Tribune (28 May 1875). In July of 1875, the news

papers reported that while Thomas was on a "holiday" the Garden concerts 

were being conducted by Dudley Buck (1839-1909). The Tribune (5 July) 

called the organist and composer "one of the soundest and most accomplished 

musicians." Thomas, who returned to the Central Park Garden on 22 July, 

also devoted occasional concerts to the music of one composer or school. 

During the remainder of the summer, he presented Schubert, Mozart, and 
Wagner programs, and in September, offered a pair of concerts which were

2Harold Schonberg, The Great Pianists (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1963), p. 249.



designed to contrast the modern English school with the German "School 

of the Future." The English composers, a group designated by the Tribune 

(10 September) as the "conservative" school, included Bennett, Heinrich 

Pierson (1815-73), Macfarren, Wallace, Thomas, and Arthur Sullivan (1842- 

1900). These men were the "most recent composers of a school which has

reached a state of decadence," the Tribune critic declared. On the other

hand, Berlioz, Liszt, and Wagner, the composers "of the future," repre

sented a "new pattern of art" which had not yet reached its "full develop

ment." In comparing the three, the critic reaffirmed his favoritism 
toward Wagner by calling Berlioz and Liszt "somewhat puzzling and indis

tinct," while Wagner was as "open as noonday." The reviewer wrote 

regarding the English composers that Bennett was "probably the greatest 

composer produced by England" with the exception of Purcell. Of the 

younger composers, the Tribune felt that Sullivan was the "most accom

plished melodious, and interesting." Pierson was actually more closely

aligned with Germany than with England, the reporter continued.

The opening concerts of the 1875-76 season for both the Thomas 

orchestra and the Philharmonic occurred on 13 November 1875. The Phil

harmonic was suffering more than ever from the effects of the competition 

provided by Thomas, as well as from internal problems in the orchestra.

The Tribune (15 November) declared that the Philharmonic's first perform
ance of the season was "so far below what we have a right to demand from 

from the Society that it is impossible to disregard it." The program was 
notable, however, for the premiere of Brahms's Piano Concerto No. 1 in 

D Minor. Both the Tribune and Times praised the concerto as "scholarly" 
and "masterly," but were less taken with the work's performer, Mme. 

Averbach of Baltimore, who was "not equal to the task," the Times
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reviewer (14 November) felt. Following the Philharmonic's second concert, 

the Tribune (13 December) again commented on its "downward course," and 

noted that, as the society had been forced to reduce the number of strings, 

it had lost "the one advantage" it had over the Thomas orchestra.

"Perhaps the most perfect concert of Thomas's New York career," was 

the Tribune's description (24 January 1876) of the conductor's third sub

scription concert. Thomas's program was "a Beethoven night" and fea

tured the composer's first symphony, his violin concerto, and his ninth 

symphony. Observing that the concert "reflected Beethoven's growth," 

the Tribune reviewer added that "between the first and ninth symphonies 

lies the whole vast development of modern choral music." The choral 

portions of the Ninth were sung by the three hundred voices of the 
Oratorio Society, led by the group's founder, Leopold Damrosch. The 
Tribune questioned the wisdom of using two conductors in the performance 

simultaneously.

The decline of the Philharmonic was exacerbated by the personal 
problems of its conductor, Carl Bergmann. Although he had made a repu

tation as a talented and industrious orchestral leader, Bergmann had 
become an alcoholic and, as Shanet reported, was "now professionally so 

sloppy, spiritually so depressed, physically so decayed, and continually 
so drunk that only the great affection that his men bore him kept him in 

his post.Bergmann's condition became so bad that he was no longer able 

to function as conductor, and shortly before the Philharmonic's fifth 

concert in March, violist George Matzka took over as conductor. The news

papers reported the substitution but refrained from discussing the personal

^Shanet, p. 154.
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problems of Bergmann. The Times (19 March 1876) reported that the per

formance was "tasteful and correct, but lacked fire, . . . force and 

magnetism under Mr. Matzka." Among the works performed on the program 

was Raff's Symphony No. 2, in C major, which was highly praised by the 

Tribune critic. Raff, the reviewer declared, was "probably the best 

symphony composer living with the exception of Rubinstein." Matzka also 

conducted the Philharmonic's sixth and final concert on 22 April. The 
final program was noteworthy for the inclusion of the Romeo and Juliet 

symphony by Tchaikovsky. This was the first reference in New York news
papers to a work by the Russian composer. The Times (24 April) reported 

that the work exhibited "the full and powerful instrumentation of this 

period," but the critic objected to the composition's "strange themes 

and violent passages."

Visiting European Artists

During the first half of the 1870s, New York was visited by a 

number of performers, conductors, and composers from Europe. Two of 

these artists, Franz Abt and Johann Strauss, made appearances in New York 
during the summer of 1872. Abt's visit was sponsored by the Liederkranz, 

and attracted little interest outside of the German community. Abt 
conducted a concert of his own choral and instrumental works on 18 May, 

and on 29 May directed a performance of Tannhauser by a German opera 

company. Strauss appeared in New York briefly following his partici
pation in Gilmore's World Peace Jubilee in -Boston (see below). The 
"Waltz-King" conducted three concerts of his music in July 1872 at the 

Academy of Music. "No better illustration" of the waltz could be found 
than in Strauss, the Tribune (9 July) declared, following the composer's 

first concert. The reviewer added; "Strauss's type of music appeals to
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a wider variety of persons than any other class of music ever written." 

Following Strauss's, final concert, the Times (13 July) reported that an 

"overflow crowd" heard among other favorites the composer's newly written 

Manhattan Waltz.
Two of the most notable European concert artists who toured the 

United States during the 1870s were pianists Anton Rubinstein (1829-94) 

and Hans von Billow (1830-94). These two nearly exact contemporaries were 

wide apart in their musical tastes and philosophies. Von Biilow was one 

of Liszt's chief disciples and proponents of contemporary German music; 

Rubinstein was an unabashed conservative who despised "Wagnerism" and 
lamented that musical composition had ended "when the last incomparable 
notes of Chopin died away."4

Rubinstein was brought to the United States in the fall of 1872 by 

the Steinway piano company under the management of Jacob Grau, and was 

contracted to play two hundred concerts at two hundred dollars, in gold, 

per concert. Rubinstein, who toured America with Polish violinist Henri 
Wieniawski (1835-80), created the greatest sensation of any European 

pianist yet to visit the United States. Following the pianist's opening 

concert on 23 September 1872, the Tribune declared that nothing like 
Rubinstein's performance had ever been heard in America. Rubinstein 

possessed with equal ability, the Tribune observed, the "strength of a 
giant and the delicacy of a poet." Rubinstein's opening program included 
his own concerto in D minor, Handel's Air and Variations in D minor, 

Mozart's Rondo in A , Beethoven's march from the Ruins of Athens, and 

Schumann's Etudes symphoniques. Rubinstein remained in America until

4Quoted in Schonberg, p. 262.
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May 1873, and his appearances in New York were interspersed with tours 

to various other parts of the country. In November 1872, Rubinstein and 

Wieniawski presented a series of chamber music concerts in New York. The 

opinions of the critics regarding the success of Rubinstein's chamber 

music performances were not as consistently favorable as they had been 

for his opening concerts. The Tribune (16 November), noting that the 

second of Rubinstein's chamber concerts the previous evening had been 
attended by one of the largest audiences ever to witness a chamber music 

concert in New York, reported that the "tendency of the two stars to pre

dominate" was "very little perceptible." The Times, on the other hand, 

preferred Rubinstein's "miscellaneous" concerts to his chamber music 

performances because, the critic explained, "Rubinstein reduces to insig

nificance the executions of his associates."

In late December 1872 and January 1873, Rubinstein and Wieniawski 

teamed with Theodore Thomas in a more critically acceptable series of 

concerts at the Academy of Music. The opening program, reviewed in the 
Times and Tribune (1 January 1873), included Cherubini's overture to 

The Water Carriers (Les Deux journees); the first movement of Beethoven's 

violin concerto; Liszt's tone poem, Tasso; Schumann's Kreisleriana; three 

piano works by Chopin; and Wagner's Huldigungsmarsch; as well as selec
tions of Rubinstein's and Wieniawski's own compositions. The Tribune 
praised Rubinstein's "respect for classical forms, yet free and brilliant 
style." Of the works performed on the program, only Schumann's Kreis

leriana received critical comment in the Times or Tribune, although the 

two newspapers' reviewers expressed differing opinions of the work. The 
Times called Schumann's composition "interminable and meaningless," 

whereas the Tribune praised it as an "eccentric and beautiful group of
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fantasies." In regard to Rubinstein's performance of the Chopin works, 
the Times expressed the preference for a "less Titanic artist." Follow
ing the final concert by the three men, Rubinstein appeared on the third 

of Thomas's symphony concerts on 11 January 1873, in a performance of 

Beethoven's fourth piano concerto. Rubinstein, Wieniawski, and Thomas 

resumed their series in March, and on the first concert (31 March), 

Rubinstein's Ocean Symphony was performed. The newspapers (1 April) 

noted that although the symphony had first been performed in New York 

two years previously by the Philharmonic, this present performance was 

the first time that the work had been heard in its newly revised, six- 

movement form. The Tribune reported that the performance, conducted by 

the composer, "drew a remarkable assemblage of artists and connoisseurs."

Rubinstein's final appearances in New York were in a series of 

seven "Historical Recitals" in May 1873. The pianist's first program, a 
matinee, took place on 12 May at Steinway Hall, and included works by 
J. S. Bach, C. P. E. Bach, Handel, Haydn, Scarlatti, and Mozart. The 

second program was devoted exclusively to Beethoven; the third, to 
Schubert, Weber, and Mendelssohn; and the fourth to Schumann. Through

out his career, Rubinstein was known for the extreme length of his 

programs. The Times (20 May) complained of the excessive length of 

Rubinstein's fifth, all-Chopin, recital (forty-three of the composer's 
works were played), but praised Rubinstein's memory. The Times critic 

once again expressed his opinion that Rubinstein.'s performance of Chopin 
was "too vigorous." Rubinstein's penultimate recital was devoted to 

modern composers Liszt, Thalberg, and Henselt; in addition, the pianist 

played three nocturnes by John Field. Following Rubinstein's seventh, and 

"farewell" recital, a program of his own compositions, the Tribune (23 May)



declared that the concert had "closed one of the most remarkable tours 

ever undertaken in the United States." The critic added that Rubinstein 
had, "without a doubt, . . . advanced musical education in Boston and 

New York." In discussing Rubinstein's own compositions, the Tribune 

reviewer felt that the pianist's "advances" were not in the direction of 

Liszt, but were more guided by the "older masters." The Times (23 May) 

was less impressed with Rubinstein's piano music; except for a few 

"Melodies" and the German Waltz, the critic called the pianist's music 

rather "unimaginative." In reviewing Rubinstein's tour of America, the 

Times reported that the pianist had given fifty performances in New York, 

which earned him $150,000. Rubinstein performed a total of 215 concerts 

in America, and received $350,000.
Perhaps no two more disparate performers were heard in New York in 

the late nineteenth century than Rubinstein and the next European star to 

come to America, Hans von Biilow. With Rubinstein's phenomenal successes 
still fresh in the minds of New Yorkers, the appearance of von Bulow in 

November 1875 inevitably led to comparisons between the two men. Von 
Biilow's performance may have been "less potent to sway the feelings than 

that of his predecessor in this country," the Times (16 November 1875) 
observed, "but for the critical listener who looks for the composer first 

and virtuoso next, who regards the piano not as the rival of the orchestra 

but as an adjunct to it, and as an instrument as distinct as the violin 

or the flute, judgment inclines toward the talent of the newcomer." Von 

Biilow was accompanied on his first series of performances, at Chickering 

Hall, by an orchestra under the baton of Leopold Damrosch. The pianist's 
first concert featured piano and orchestral works by Beethoven, including 

the fourth piano concerto the Appassionata Sonata, the Larghetto from the
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Second Symphony, the Eroica Variations, and the Egmont Overture. Von 

Biilow, who presented seven concerts in his first series of performances 
in New York, combined on his programs the best works of the classical and 

modern composers. The critics agreed that von Biilow was most effective 

in the modern school, particularly Liszt and Henselt, but they also 

praised the cleanness and precision of his bach. His performances of 
Chopin, however, were less successful. If Rubinstein's Chopin had been 

too "vigorous" and "titanic," von Biilow's interpretations of the composer 
were a "little too sharply cut and formal" (Times, 18 November). One of 

the most noteworthy features of von Bulow's series of programs was his 

performance of Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1, in B-flat minor. Von 
Bulow had played the world premiere of the work, which was dedicated to 
him, earlier that fall in Boston. The New York critics were divided in 

their appraisals of the work. The Times (23 November) called the con
certo's "uneven themes" "melodious, but trivial," and the "writing more 

eccentric than vigorous." The Tribune critic (same day), on the other 
hand, exclaimed that "a more original piece" he had not heard "in many 

a day." The "whole work," the reviewer continued, "suggests in an 

incomprehensible manner, a society half tamed, copying the external 

splendors of civilization, while its blood runs hot with savage passion 
underneath."

In a magnanimous gesture, von Biilow dedicated his sixth concert to 

Rubinstein, and performed several of the Russian's compositions, including 
the Third Piano Concerto, a prelude and fugue, Barcarolle, and the Valse 

brillante, in addition to Liszt's fantasy on Beethoven's Ruins of Athens. 
The Tribune (.25 November) observed that this program was "inferior in 
intrinsic interest, but well performed." The Times (same day) expressed
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doubt as to whether Rubinstein's works could be effective if performed by 

anyone other than the composer.
Like his predecessor, von Biilow included among his New York appear

ances a series of chamber music concerts, which were more favorably 
received by the critics than Rubinstein's had been. Von Billow's char

acter and style of playing made him better suited for the performance of
chamber music, and the Times (30 November) praised his "scholarly and

eloquent interpretation." Included on the first chamber music concert, 

in which von Biilow was assisted by Damrosch, Matzka, and Bergner, were 

Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, Handel's Suite, in D minor, Mozart's 

Piano Quartet, in G minor, K. 478, and Beethoven's Grand Trio, op. 70, 

no. 2 in E-flat, in addition to vocal selections by Emma Thursby.

Von Bulow's more restrained and intellectual approach to the piano 

was not always admired by the critics. The Times (4 January 1876) wrote 

of the pianist's performance of Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata, with Leopold 

Damrosch, that von Bulow's "interpretation may have been a little defi

cient in color and force," but "lacked neither spirit nor precision."

The Tribune (8 January) commented on the disparity among reviewers in 
their assessments of von Biilow; "whatever differences of opinion there 

may be as to the Doctor's interpretation of a particular composition, 

there can be none regarding his influence on correcting musical taste in 

this country. His twenty concerts have been equivalent to a course of 
instruction in pianoforte music."

The final series of concerts by von Billow in New York took place in 

late March 1876. Included in the series, which von Biilow presented un

assisted, were three all-Beethoven programs, among which were performed 

the seldom-heard late sonatas; op. 101, in A major; op. 106 in B-flat
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(the Hammerklavier); op. 109, in E major; and op. 110, in A-flat. The 

Times (21 March) described von Bulow's performance of the first program 

as "wholly intellectual, wholly unemotional." Following the third Bee

thoven concert, however, the Times (25 March) declared that von Biilow had 

performed the Hammerklavier "not only technically well, but 'con amore'." 

The Tribune (same day) praised the sonata itself as ranking with the 

ninth symphony in "majesty in thought and freedom in expression." Such 

esoteric performances may have delighted the critics, but they failed to 

attract the public at large. Reporting a small audience at the final 

Beethoven concert, the Tribune complained that "a large majority of those 
present were not able to understand the feast spread before them." The 

reviewer noted that "the better the concert, the smaller the attendance. 

The taste of New York's great public is yet somewhat crude."
The Beethoven programs were followed by von Bulow's three final per

formances in New York, in which were included an all-Chopin concert, 

recitals of Schumann and Mendelssohn, and the last one, a program of Liszt 

and Schubert. As before, von Bulow's interpretation of Chopin was the 
least acceptable to the critics. Referring to one of the leading art 

critics of the time, John Ruskin, the Times reviewer (28 March) stated 
that von Bulow's performance of Chopin was "wanting in what Mr. Ruskin 

would call 'the mystery'." On the other hand, von Biilow was "never more 
powerful or brilliant" than in his rendition of Liszt (Times, 1 April).

Among other illuminaries who appeared in New York at the same time 

as von Bulow was the English pianist Arabella Goddard (1836-1922), who 

came to America with German dramatic soprano Theresa Titjens (1831-77). 
Miss Goddard, the most famous English pianist of her generation, excited 
almost as much interest upon her appearance in New York as that of Mme,
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Titjens. The critics were disappointed, however. While acknowledging 

her "skill and taste," the Times (5 October 1875) reported that Miss 
Goddard, whose first program included Thalberg's Don Giovanni fantasy, and 

the final two movements of Beethoven's Emperor Concerto, "beats the piano 

more as an instrument of percussion than as an orchestra placed in a rose

wood box and intended to be cruelly punished." The critic added that the 

pianist exhibited a "sovereign command of the keyboard as it was looked 

upon fifteen years ago." Following Mme. Titjens1 opening series of con

certs, Miss Goddard appeared in a solo recital later in October. A brief 

notice of the performance in the Times (23 October), reported that among 
the works played on the recital were a fantasy by Schubert, Beethoven's 

Thirty-Two Variations, and a fantasia by W. F. Bach. Although the Times 

critic praised Miss Goddard's performance as "exceedingly intelligent and 

tasteful," he felt that her style was not "impressive enough for a whole 

series of recitals."
During May and June of 1876, New Yorkers hosted Europe's foremost 

composer of opera bouffe, Jacques Offenbach, who, during his visit in 

New York, conducted both concerts of his music and performances of his 

operas. Although the heyday of opera bouffe in New York had passed, 

Offenbach received an extremely cordial welcome by the citizens of the 

city. Upon his arrival, the composer was honored with a reception on 
6 May 1876 by members of the Lotos Club, a social organization of artists, 

actors, journalists, and critics. The Times the following day reported 
that a "large number of distinguished guests" had been present at the 

affair, over which Times critic Frederick Schwab, who was vice-president 
of the Lotos Club, had presided. Schwab, the article reported, "first
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addressed the Club in English, . . . then turned to M. Offenbach, and 

speaking in French, welcomed him to the United States."
Offenbach, who conducted a series of concerts of his music at Gil

more's Garden, was characterized in the Tribune (12 May) as a "Silver-Gray 

Whig," because of the "elegance of his manners and the delicacy of his 

person." The Tribune reviewer described the previous evening's concert, 

which had been attended by five thousand persons, as "monotonous," but 

performed with "fine taste and feeling" by the 102 players of the orches

tra. The Tribune critic echoed earlier condemnations of Offenbach's 

works by complaining that the composer had "done harm, by making vice 

fascinating." Offenbach was "little worthy of serious thought when he 
gives voice to frivolous fancies and feelings of the instant," the re

viewer declared. But, the critic hastened to add, Offenbach had also 

"voiced tender emotions and innocent mirth" and had given "musical lan

guage to the harmless caprices of a bright mind."
The Times (19 May) referred to Offenbach's current season of 

concerts as "light and informal musical entertainments, more to the 

taste of the general public than those [concerts] of a higher character." 

These lighter programs were also more popular with the European public, 

the reviewer noted, adding that people "with the highest artistic stan
dards" seldom attended plays, concerts, or the opera. Offenbach continued 
his series of concerts to the end of May, and in June conducted a number 

of performances of his operas bouffes at Booth's Theatre, including La Vie 
parisienne, starring Mile. Aimee. These productions attracted standing- 

room crowds, but drew little comment, critical or otherwise, from the press.
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Organ Recitals
Organ recitals continued to be a popular form of musical entertain- 

ment in New York during the early 1870s. The Church of the Holy Trinity 

on 42nd Street began, during the 1874-75 concert season, a weekly series 

of matinee organ concerts each Wednesday, by different organists. Among 

those appearing at various times during the course of the season were 

S. Austen Pearce, who performed on the opening concert (25 November);

G. W. and S. P. Warren; and G. W. Morgan. Organ repertoire as represented 

on these recitals was more substantial than that of earlier concerts, al

though symphonic and operatic transcriptions were still regularly per
formed. A typical example of a program at Holy Trinity was the fourteenth 

weekly concert, reported in the Tribune (18 February 1875). The Tribune 
critic commended the "conscientious concert," which, he felt deserved 
"attention in a city where real organ playing is so rare." The program,

performed by S. P. Warren, included a sonata in E minor by A. G. Ritter;

a choral prelude on Schmucke Dich by Bach; a fugue in C by Hauptmann 
(probably Moritz Hauptmann, 1792-1868); the Andante from a Haydn symphony; 

Spohr's Jessonda overture; Concert Variations by New York composer John 

Henry Cornell (1828-94); Bridal Song by Jensen (probably Adolph Jensen, 
1837-79); Liszt's Prelude and Fugue on B-A-C-H; and Concert Piece in 

E-flat minor by Louis Thiele (1816-48). A "purely classical" program 
by Warren at Holy Trinity on 5 May was reported in the Tribune (7 May).

The concert consisted of a prelude by Krebs; Schumann's Fugue on B-A-C-H;

an organ sonata by Van Eycken (?); an arrangement by Liszt of Ein Feste

Burg; and two vocal pieces, "Pious Orgies" from Judas Maccabeus and "My 

Soul Ever Faithful," performed by Miss Ida Hubbell.



The Holy Trinity organ concerts were repeated the following season, 

1875-76. In addition to the organists who had performed on the series 

the previous year, New Yorkers had the opportunity of hearing on 10 Novem

ber 1875 organist Dudley Buck, who had earlier been active in New York as 

an assistant to Theodore Thomas. Buck, who performed a Bach prelude and 

fugue, Variations on an Original Theme by Richter, his own Sonata and 

Idyl, and Thiele's Concert Piece in E-flat minor, was praised by the 

Tribune (11 November). The Tribune critic declared that Buck’s "tech

nical dexterity and taste were above the level of ordinary New York 

organists." Two programs by S. P. Warren at Holy Trinity during the 

1875-76 season were noteworthy. The Tribune (3 February 1876) reported 
that Warren performed Passacaglia in B-flat by Frescobaldi; Gavotte by 
Martinij a Mozart motet, arranged by Best; a sonata by Friedrich 

Kuhmstedt (1809-58); Andante by Henry Smart; Thiele's Theme and Vari
ations ; and Spohr's overture to The Last Judgment. Regarding the work 

by Frescobaldi, a composer certainly unfamiliar to New York audiences, 

the Tribune reported that "the too simple strains of that antique master 
have been elaborated by Gottschalg [Alexander Gottschalg, 1827-1908], 

and might almost pass for the work of the modem hand." The final Holy 

Trinity organ concert in May, performed by Warren, was praised by the 

Tribune (19 May) as "a remarkable program of some of the very highest and 
most difficult class of organ compositions." Works performed by Warren 

included The Ninety-Fourth Psalm, an organ sonota by Julius Reubke 
(1834-58); Liszt's Ad Nos; a Bach prelude; Fantasy and Fugue by Ritter; 

Adagio by Thiele; and Schumann's Canon, op. 56, no. 4. The critic com
mended Warren for setting a "high standard" for organ music and intro
ducing ''important new works to the United States."
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MUSIC FESTIVALS

In an effort to surpass the grandeur of his 1869 National Boston 

Peace Jubilee, bandleader Patrick Gilmore staged in the summer of 1872 the 

World Peace Jubilee. Gilmore, whose motive was ostensibly to celebrate 
the end of the Franco-Prussian War, produced a festival that was twice as 

large and grand as the previous Peace Jubilee: included were a chorus of

twenty thousand, a combined band-orchestra of two thousand, and a coliseum 

seating sixty thousand. The chorus was composed of 165 choral societies, 

including the Boston Handel and Haydn Society, which had not participated 

in the 1869 Jubilee. Other choral groups travelled from as far away as 

San Francisco to sing in the festival. In addition, Gilmore invited 

composer Johann Strauss, as well as some of the finest bands in Europe, 

including the Band of the British Grenadier Guards, the Prussian Kaiser 

Franz Grenadier Regiment Band, and the French Garde R^publicaine Band. 

Gilmore's festival lasted for more than two weeks, beginning on 17 June 
and ending on the Fourth of July. In keeping with the international theme 

of the Jubilee, Gilmore devoted each day of the festival to a different 
country. The first performance, the "American Day," was in three parts 

and included the U.S. Marine Band, as well as Johann Strauss, who con
ducted On the Beautiful Blue Danube, and Mme. Erminia Rudersdorff of

London, who sang Rossini's Inflammatus. In addition, Gilmore included 
the favorite features of the previous Jubilee, the Star-Spangled Banner

and the Anvil Chorus, again, complete with artillery and anvils. In

comparing Gilmore's two festivals, Tribune critic Hassard (18 June) 
noted that what had been written "three years ago on the artistic result
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of mammoth jubilees expresses what must be the deliberate judgment of all 

competent critics as to the character of the performance of to-day, with 

the important exception that, at this second festival, everything except 

the solos is better done that at the first." As the newspapers reported, 

attendance at the first few days of the Jubilee was slim. The opening 
ceremony was witnessed, the Times (18 June) reported, by about fifteen 

thousand spectators, which was fewer than the number of persons on the 
stage. The Tribune found it odd that Boston and its environs were bus

tling with so much activity, yet the audiences at the concerts were so 

small. The critic surmised that many persons did not feel compelled to 

pay the high admission price of five dollars, when they could stand 

outside the coliseum and hear just as well. The great interest in hear

ing the European bands, coupled with a reduction in the admission price, 

resulted in capacity crowds as the Jubilee proceeded. Following the 
fourth, "French" day, on which was featured the French Garde Republicaine 

Band, Hassard reported in the Tribune (21 June) that "with a cheaper 

admission and a plenty of Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Prussians, and a 

great deal of the divine Strauss, over whose ungodly waltzes Puritan New- 

England is now raving crazy, the Jubilee may yet avoid the financial 
disaster which on Monday seemed inevitable." Less successful than the 
bands were the soloists, both vocal and instrumental, who were simply too 

lacking in volume to be heard in such a cavernous building. The most 
notable success was attained by German soprano, Mme. Peschka-Leutner, 

whose "penetrating voice" was not absorbed even by the "immense spaces 

of the Coliseum" (Times, 18 June). Pianists at the festival were Herr 
Franz Bendel and Arabella Goddard, both of whom performed on a piano 

especially constructed for the Jubilee by Hallett and Davis. Even the
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increased volume of the piano did not keep the instrument from sounding 

like anything more than a music box, the Times noted. Representation by 

American composers was, as might be expected, virtually neglected. The 

first concert included a chorus from John Knowles Paine's oratorio,

St. Peter, and Lowell Mason's hymn, Nearer My God to Thee; on the 

second day another choral work, Festival Hymn, by Dudley Buck, was per

formed.
Criticisms of the World Peace Jubilee centered around the musical 

value of including so many thousands of performers for the production of 
musical works. The Tribune (21 June) acknowledged the fact that the 

previous Jubilee had greatly stimulated the establishment of musical 

organizations in New England (two-thirds of the societies which partic

ipated in the 1872 Jubilee had been formed as a result of the earlier 
festival). Critic Hassard expressed his point of view that the eight 

hundred voices of the Handel and Haydn Society, singing in an "appro
priate hall, were infinitely superior to the twenty thousand voices 

singing in a shed a quarter of a mile in circumference." Hassard re

ported that following the first Jubilee, Bostonians had gloated because 

they felt that their festival had vaulted them into a musical position 

superior to that of New York. As the second Jubilee approached, Hassard 

noted, some Boston critics began to question, even in print, "the ar

tistic value of the huge exercises," and had "vied with New-York 
correspondents in pointing out the faults of the chorus and the blunder

ing roar of the Coliseum organ."
While Boston may have boasted of its Peace Jubilee and its Patrick 

Gilmore, New York still had Theodore Thomas. In 1873, Thomas presented, 

at the much more intimate confines of Steinway Hall, his own musical
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festival, an enterprise that was predictably different from Gilmore's 

grand endeavors. In announcing the upcoming festival, the Tribune 

(17 April 1873) commented rather smugly that Thomas had not resorted 'to 
"these arts for stimulating vulgar curiosity and fanning a vulgar excite

ment upon which the Boston Jubilees depended for so much of their 

success." Rather ironically, however, Thomas's festival depended 

heavily on the services of the Boston Handel and Haydn Society, which 

was the chorus of the festival. On the opening night of the celebration,

22 April, five hundred voices of the Society presented what critics the 

following day called the finest presentation of Elij ah ever given in 

America. Other performances by the chorus included Handel's Israel in 

Egypt and Mendelssohn's Lobgesang on the second concert, and on the 

final program, Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, which was criticized for lack 

of rehearsal (Times, 27 April). The most noteworthy performance of the 
remainder of the concerts occurred on the fourth day, on which was pre

sented Bach's Triple Concerto, performed by Rubinstein, S. B. Mills, and 

William Mason. The Times (26 April) reported that the three pianists 
appeared onstage, "somewhat after the fashion of an enlarged edition of 
the Siamese twins." The Times critic reported that the reception of the 

soloists was "more for the agreeable historical remembrance to grow out 

of the sight of the trio than for the special merit of this united effort." 
The critic stated that he personally preferred Rubinstein's solo per
formance of a Weber piano sonata.

Other works performed on the fourth concert of the festival included 

the Adagio from Beethoven's Prometheus; a violin piece by Wieniawski, 

performed by the composer; Gluck's overture to Iphegenia in Aulis; the 
William Tell overture; and Introduction and Bacchanale from Tannhauser.
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The Tribune explained that the Wagner selections were unpublished, alter

nate portions that the composer had written for the Paris production of 
Tannhauser. The closing day of the festival, 26 April, saw two perform

ances, matinee and evening. Wieniawski and Rubinstein were again the 

featured instrumentalists on the matinee, each artist performing his own 
composition. Thomas’s closing performance that evening was virtually a 

marathon. Besides the Beethoven Ninth, the program contained Bach's 

third Orchestral Suite, in D, Schubert's Unfinished Symphony, and a 

Handel aria, sung by tenor Nelson Varley. Concerning Beethoven's sym

phony, the Times critic (27 April) commented that he shared the opinion 

of von Biilow that "not one person in ten can understand the D minor," 

and added that he was not positive that "comprehending" the work could 

"compel one to admire it." Discussing the success of the festival in 
general, the Tribune (28 April) declared that Thomas had "won fame, 
respect, and public confidence," and no longer had "any rival in 

America."

Grateful of the contribution by the Boston Handel and Haydn Society 
in making his festival a success, Theodore Thomas reciprocated by taking 

his orchestra to the Society's third triennial festival in May 1874. The 

opening night of the festival featured Handel's Judas Maccabeus, performed 

by the six hundred members of the Handel and Haydn Society, and a festival 

orchestra that included Thomas's players. Other works performed during 

the choral festival included the "Spring" section of Haydn's The Seasons 
and the Beethoven Ninth Symphony, selections from Mendelssohn's unfin

ished oratorio Christus, Dudley Buck's God Is a Refuge, the premiere of 
Bach's St. Matthew Passion, and, on the final concert, John K. Paine's 
oratorio St. Peter. In reviewing the Beethoven performance, the Times
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critic (7 May 1874) felt that the work should have been transposed down 

a half-step. The Tribune (same day) reported that Thomas used some of 

Wagner's reorchestrations of the instrumental parts. The performance 

was one of the best renditions of the Ninth the Tribune critic had ever 

heard. Declaring that Beethoven's symphony expressed the "highest kind 

of joy," the reviewer stated that under Thomas the work "musically" had 

"lost much of its enigmatic character." The Times (9 May) paid Dudley 

Buck the highest compliment following the performance of his choral work 

by calling him an "excellent German scholar." The Times and Tribune 
critics were divided in their assessments of Paine's oratorio. The 

Times (10 May) cited as the work's weakness its lack of a "central char

acter," and declared flatly that Paine's oratorio was "so near mediocrity" 

that it would "hardly be known to the next generation." The Tribune's 

reaction (12 May) was favorable, if guarded. Stating that the work could 
"hardly be judged in a single hearing," the Tribune critic observed that 

Paine's style had changed from his earlier Mass, and that he had now 

"entered the fold of modern music."

AMERICA'S CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

The year 1876 witnessed considerable excitement as America cele

brated the centennial of the Declaration of Independence. Music 
naturally played a large part in the festivities, and although Phil

adelphia was the focal point of the celebration, New Yorkers figured 

prominently in musical aspects of the centennial. Among works commis

sioned by the United States Centennial Commission for the opening of the 

Exhibition in Philadelphia on 10 May 1876 was a cantata, the Centennial 
Meditation of Columbia, by Dudley Buck, set to a poem by Sidney Lanier,
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and conducted at the inaugural festivities by Theodore Thomas. The 

Tribune (31 March) announced the publication of the centennial cantata 

by G." Schirmer, and described the music and text of the work in detail. 

"There is nothing in it which the unlearned cannot understand," the 
reviewer observed, "and nothing which the educated will not respect."

Despite the pride in America's accomplishments and the patriotism 

that was fostered by Americans celebration of their country's centennial, 

there was no real emphasis placed on American music. Caught up as musi

cal circles were in the Wagner furore, it was not surprising that 

Theodore Thomas, on behalf of the Centennial committee, commissioned 
Wagner to compose the Grand Centennial Inaugural March for the opening 

of the Exhibition. Wagner's march was discussed by the Tribune 
(17 April). Noting that some persons had criticized the fact that an 

American had not been chosen to compose the march, the reviewer defended 

Thomas's choice of Wagner as the best selection. Dudley Buck and Sidney 

Lanier, who had written the Centennial cantata, "satisfied national 
claims," the critic argued. "Thomas sought to recognize the interna

tional character of the celebration by obtaining an important orchestral 
work from the most eminent living composer of the world." The reviewer 

included in his article Wagner's letter of acceptance, in which the 

composer applauded Thomas for "fostering the spirit of German music in 

America." In discussing the financial aspects of the agreement, which 
were not disclosed, the Tribune reviewer defended the terms as not at all 

"unreasonable, considering the actual market value of everything he 

[Wagner] sets his name on, and the enormous profits by very inferior 
composers such as Verdi," who, the critic reported, received nearly a
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hundred thousand dollars for his Requiem.  ̂ The Women's Centennial Unions 

of New York and Philadelphia had guaranteed to finance Wagner's commis

sion, and had sponsored a series of benefit concerts toward that end. The 

Tribune critic also presented an analysis of Wagner's march, and included 

musical examples of several of the motives of the composition. The 
reviewer called the work a "masterpiece of counterpoint," In conclusion, 

the critic thanked the Women's Centennial Commission "for saving us from 

reproach and for having music in the true and high sense of the word to 

show visitors from the cultivated cities of Europe. We might have had 

to resort to 'Yankee Doodle' or 'Hail, Columbia' from the Marine Band." 

Following the performance of the march at the opening festivities on 

10 May, the Tribune critic Hassard praised the work further. Declaring 

that Wagner's composition was unlike any "military music" ever heard 
before, the reviewer compared portions of the work to Die Meistersinger, 
while others were more reminiscent of Tristan und Isolde. Hassard even 

felt that the march was "perhaps one of the most original things Wagner 

has written since 'Tristan'."

The opening celebration included another American work composed for 

the event, the Centennial Hymn by John Knowles Paine, set to a text by 

John Greenleaf Whittier. Hassard noted that Paine's hymn was "a success 
quite as marked in its way as the Wagner March. There was only one thing 

that it could be, and that was a simple choral melody." Hassard called 

Paine's composition "a beautiful piece of work," and added that Paine had 
put into it "true religious feeling and great elevation and dignity. As

^George Martin, in Verdi-His Music, Life and Times (New York:
Da Capo Press, 1979), p. 480, wrote that Verdi had himself paid for cost 
of publishing of the Manzoni Requiem.
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it poured forth from the throats of the 800 ladies and gentlemen in the 

chorus, with that superb orchestral accompaniment, I think the whole 

audience . . . felt a stirring of the heart." The remainder of the musi

cal portion of the ceremony included the playing of a number of national 

airs of those countries which sent representatives to the exhibition: 

Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, Great 

Britain, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzer

land , and Turkey.

BAND MUSIC

New York in the mid-nineteenth century boasted several first-rate 

bands, the best of which were Dodworth's Band and Grafulla's 7th Regiment 

Band. Band music received a boost during the 1870s, however, from two 

directions. One impetus was the visit to the city in 1872 of the three 

celebrated European bands that had been featured at the World Peace 
Jubilee. The first of the three ensembles to appear in New York was 

the British Grenadier Band, which performed one concert at the Academy 

of Music on 5 July 1872. The Tribune (6 July) reported that an "enormous 

crowd" had braved one-hundred-degree heat to hear the band. The Times 

(same day) priased the English band for the "perfection" of its solos, 

intonation, tone, and its phrasing. Led by Dan Godfrey, the band played 

waltzes and opera tunes, in addition to the Star-Spangled Banner. The 
The Tribune declared the British band "superior to any ever heard before 
in the United States," a distinction the English band held until the next 
band, the Garde Republicaine, appeared five days later at the Third 

Avenue Rink. The French Band's superior virtues were its "timbre and 

expressiveness," which were achieved through the use of "Saxhorns" and
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"Saxophones," reported the Times (11 July). The repertoires of the 

French band and of the Prussian band, the final European band to visit 

New York, were comparable to that of the English Grenadiers.

A more permanent influence on band music in New York began during 

the 1873-74 concert season, when Gilmore accepted an invitation to organ

ize a band for New York's 22nd Regiment. Gilmore's goal was to build a 

band of first-class musicians that would compare to Theodore Thomas's 
orchestra. The first concert by Gilmore's new band occurred on 18 Novem

ber 1873 at the Academy of Music. The Times the following day praised 

the band as "uncommonly effective," although "not faultless." The 

program, the review reported, included military music and opera selec
tions. Gilmore's band was such a popular success that the following 

February the bandmaster began a series of Sunday concerts at the Grand 

Opera House. The Times (9 February 1874) reported that the band was 
"making rapid progress toward perfection." The critic for the Tribune 

(same day) noted rather snobbishly that the concert "seemed to suit the 
taste of the people for whom it was arranged," and added that the program 

was "successful . . . but not in the least intellectual entertainment." 

More "delicacy" by the band was needed for playing indoors, the reviewer 
stated, and the appearance of violinist Wieniawski at a band concert was 
completely "out of place." Among soloists on the concert were E. A. 

Lefebre, saxophonist, and Matthew Arbuckle, cornetist, both virtuoso 
performers who had been members of Gilmore’s band in Boston.

Following the example of Theodore Thomas, Gilmore secured successes 

for his band not only by presenting concert series in New York, but also 
by touring around the country with his men. In the summer of 1875,
Gilmore opened his own summer entertainment establishment, Gilmore's
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Garden, where he presented nightly concerts similar to those of Theodore 

Thomas at the Central Park Garden. The Times (30 May 1875) reported 

that a crowd of five thousand attended the opening of Gilmore’s Garden, 

which had formerly been the Hippodrome, home of Barnum's Circus. Gil

more's nightly series ran until 24 October, and four days later, a concert 
benefiting the conductor was held. The Tribune critic (25 October), again 

rather condescending, reported that Gilmore's concert had been a "high 

popular success" and announced that the conductor's upcoming benefit was 

to be reminiscent of the Boston Jubilee. The reviewer then launched an 

attack on the Jubilee, declaring that it was still a "sore point" with 

some Bostonians. The writer charged that the Jubilee had "taught people 

to value what is gigantic . . . rather than what is good." Turning his 

attention again to Gilmore's band, the reviewer criticized certain 

members of the New York press who built up the band "for more than it is"; 
Gilmore's ensemble "plays roughly and carelessly," complained the critic.

VOCAL MUSIC

Choral Music

A positive result of the Civil War and the liberation of the slaves 

was the establishment of universities for the education of black students. 

One such institution, Fisk University of Nashville, Tennessee, attained a 
national reputation as a result of a group of eight of its students, the 

Fisk Jubilee Singers, who travelled around the country performing concerts 
to raise money for the university. The Singers were heard in New York in 

February 1872 in a performance at Steinway Hall. The Tribune (24 Febru
ary) was kindly disposed toward the students, but wrote that "in strictly 

musical regards," the performance called for little attention. Vocally,
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the singers were ’’naturally slight," and "not equal to, or certainly not 

above that of an ordinary village choir." The men's voices were "rough, 

feeble and inharmonious," the reviewer stated, while the sopranos were 
"strong and resonant, but not pure in quality." In their performances 

of plantation melodies and camp-meeting hymns, such as Sooner in the 

Morning and Go Down, Moses, their part-singing was "tolerable," but they 

were "weak and incorrect" in their attempt at Hail, America, a work set 

to a chorus from Elijah. The reviewer added, however, that the audience 
was not in a "critical" frame of mind, but had attended in order "to aid 
a useful charity and hear real negro melodies," which were "as different 

from the burnt-cork article as well may be." Despite the "rudeness of 
their music," the critic concluded, the Fisk Jubilee Singers were "curi
ously fascinating.”

The Jubilee Singers were extremely successful during their first 

year of touring. The Tribune (15 January 1873) reported that the group 
had raised twenty thousand dollars, and hoped to double that amount the 

next year. The group did indeed reach its goal, a fact which the Tribune 
(8 April 1873) reported in a brief notice of the Singers' performance the 

previous evening at Steinway Hall. The success of the Fisk Singers en

couraged other institutions to organize similar groups. One such college 
was the Hampton Institute of Hampton, Virginia, another black educational 

facility, whose Hampton Coloured Jubilee Singers performed at Steinway 

Hall in March 1873. The chorus's "reminiscences of slavery touched singer 
and listener alike," reported the Tribune (15 March). Their performance 

was similar to that of the Fisk Singers, the article noted; although they 
were perhaps "less polished," the reviewer suspected that their renditions 
were "more genuine."



Choral music in New York, as performed by resident societies, 

continued to be divided between groups such as the Oratorio Society and 

the Church Music Association, which were devoted to the performance of 

large sacred works, and those ensembles, like the Vocal Society, whose 

repertoire consisted of madrigals, glees, and part songs. Two noteworthy 

performances by the Church Music Association during the spring of 1872 

included the Mozart Requiem on 14 February and the Beethoven Missa 

Solemnis, heard on 3 May. Regarding the Mozart Requiem, the Times 
(15 February) congratulated the group and its conductor, Dr. James Pech, 
but questioned the wisdom of including on the program with the Requiem 

selections from Wallace's opera, Lurline. In his review of the final 

performance of the Association, Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis on 3 May, 

the Times critic the following day noted that the work was "seldom 

attempted," even in Germany. "On each hearing," the reviewer declared, 

the mass gained "in melody." Also performed on the concert was Mendels

sohn's unfinished Lorelei, a "fragment" which had been "unearthed" 

following the composer's death, the writer explained. The critic was 
partially correct in this assertion; Mendelssohn began the opera Lorelei 

shortly before his death, but the fragment's existence was common knowl

edge and could therefore hardly have been "unearthed."

After hearing a concert of the Vocal Society on 22 February 1872, 

the Tribune critic the following day described the ensemble's efforts as 
"gratifying proof of the level to which a pure musical taste and the 

desire for thorough technical training have gained ground among our cul
tivated classes within the last few years." The reviewer praised the 
group's seventy members, and their conductor, Joseph Mosenthal, in their 

performance of "miscellaneous choruses," including a madrigal by Marenzio.
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The increased size of the Romantic symphony orchestra was discussed 

by the Times critic (29 December 1872) in his review of the Church Music 

Association's first concert of the 1872-73 season. The program of the 

Association included Mendelssohn's Walpurgis Night, Haydn's Coronation 

Mass in D, and Stemdale Bennett's orchestral overture Nerjaden. "Critics 

both here and in Europe are continually lamenting/' the critic noted, "that 

the voices of singers are drowned in the tremendous noise of a modem 

orchestra," a fact which was evident at the concert the previous evening.

One of the results of the intense promotion of the Music of the 

Future in New York by such men as Theodore Thomas was that the public and 

critics, no matter what their professed opinions of such music may have 

been, began to perceive works by the earlier nineteenth-century com

posers as dated and no longer effective. One such composer who became 

a casualty of the "new wave" was Ludwig Spohr, whose oratorio, The Last 
Judgment (1822), was performed by the Church Music Association on 20 Feb

ruary 1873. The Times critic (23 February) discussed the current status 

of Spohr's music. While the reviewer felt that Spohr had been neglected 

the "past few years," the critic added that Spohr was "more melodious 

than Schumann and the present generation of Germans." The term "inef

fective" had been "launched against Spohr long ago," the reviewer declared, 

and to a certain extent, that term was applicable. "Today, Spohr's music 

seems dull," the critic concluded.
New York's German community during the 1870s continued to support 

its own musical organizations, such as the Liederkranz and the Arion 

Society. The musical repertoires of these groups naturally consisted 

primarily of German compositions, such as a cantata by Max Bruch, Scenen 

aus den Irrfahrt der Odysseus, which was performed by the Liederkranz on
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25 January 1874. Although the cantata was well performed by the ensemble, 

the work was not favorably received by the Times critic (26 January), who 

wrote that Bruch's music was characterized by "ineffable dreariness."

The reviewer continued: "the wanderings of Ulysses as illustrated by

Herr Bruch, although completed within two hours, are twice as weary to 
the listener as they can have been to the hero." The inclusion on the 

program of pianist S. B. Mills, who performed Chopin, demonstrates that 
the Germans were not totally segregated from the remainder of New York's 

musical community.

The Times (12 February 1874) reported an interesting concert by 
Mrs. Richings-Bemard's Old Folks, a group of singers patterned after 

such earlier groups as Father Kemp's Old Folks, whose performances of 
18th-century songs and choruses in period costumes had been popular 

twenty years earlier. Mrs. Richings-Bernard, a leading English opera 
singer and director in New York, was criticized by the Times for not 

maintaining historical accuracy in the music presented on the program.
"If we could have the music as well as the dresses of the period," wrote 

the reviewer, "the concert would have an almost historical interest."
As it was, however, the inclusion on the program of a saxophonist de

stroyed "any illusion" Mrs. Richings-Bernard's company may have first 
produced.

The most noteworthy choral event of the 1874-75 concert season in 

New York was the American premiere of Verdi's Requiem, performed by a 

choir of twenty singers and a "passable quartet" (Times, 26 October 

1874) with organ accompaniment at St. Anne's Church on 25 October.
Although the Times and Tribune critics were both favorably disposed 
toward the Requiem, they refrained from detailed criticism because of
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the less-than-perfect circumstances of the work’s performance. The 

Tribune (27 October) wrote only that the work was, "in some particulars, 

far in advance of anything else Verdi has written." The Times noted that 

the Requiem had received its world premiere just six months earlier in 

Milan, and added that it included "some number of exceeding beauty."

Verdi’s Requiem did in fact receive a much more appropriate per
formance the following month at the Academy of Music, by members of the 

Strakosch opera company, which was currently performing at the opera 

house. The Times, evidently disregarding the previous performance at 

St. Anne's, even reported that this was the work's "first recital in the 
United States." Citing von Billow's description of the work as "opera in 

ecclesiastical costume," the Tribune (18 November) stated that Verdi's 

Requiem "contains charming melodic phrases and startling dramatic effects, 

and betrays, besides many surprising crudities, a contempt for scientific 

formalism and the solemnities of genuine church music which could not 
readily be found in Germany." The reviewer characterized the work as a 

"sacred music drama," rather than a "text for religious worship," and 

added that "every page" was "theatrically effective." The Times (18 No

vember) disagreed.. Verdi's work was not "severely religious in spirit," 
the critic wrote, but it was "not theatric." The reviewer observed that 

puhlic reaction to the Requiem was favorable, but "not as deep" as in 

Italy, and required "more than a single hearing" to be appreciated fully. 

The critic praised the Requiem as "noble in thought, symmetrical in force, 
and admirably instrumental," and characterized the Dies Irae as a 
"tremendous tone picture."

Led by orchestral music and opera, choral music in New York slowly 

but steadily followed the path toward the "Music of the Future." No
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longer were choral groups content to perform the traditional Handel-

Haydn-Mendelssohn oratorio repertoire. Portions of Liszt's Legend of

St. Elizabeth had been performed in New York in 1867, and in February
1876, the Oratorio Society, led by Damrosch, and accompanied by the

Thomas orchestra, presented the first section of the composer's Ghristus in

a concert at Steinway Hall. The Times critic clearly disliked the work,
and in his review the following day, his attempts at a fair and impartial

summary of the oratorio were not too successful. The reviewer wrote:

It is manifestly unjust to form an opinion of a work of the magnitude 
of most of Liszt's compositions after a single hearing, and the more 
so when, like Christus, the work abounds in curious methods of treat
ment, the liberal use of the old ecclesiastical modes and of harmonic 
combinations in Palestrina's style becoming prominent traits of this 
oratorio. It is impossible, however, to resist the impression of a 
performance, elaborate though its subject may be, and the impression 
of the first part of Christus last night was that nothing drearier, 
more meaningless or more pretentious was ever perpetrated by a man 
of genius straying after false gods.

In April 1876, Damrosch5s society performed Schumann's seldom- 
heard choral work, Paradise and the Peri. The Tribune (27 April) praised 

the performance, the first complete rendition in thirty years, as a "cred
itable finish to a season of artistic work." The reviewer added that 
because of the composition's difficulty, it was unlikely that it would 

''ever be popular with choral societies." The work did not fit into any 
one category or form, the critic observed. In it, Schumann gave "loose 

rein to poetic feeling," and wrote for many different combinations of 

ensembles.. The orchestra was employed not merely as an accompaniment, 
but instead belonged to the ''essence of the poem."

In addition to his endeavors in the field of band music, Bostonian- 
tumed-New Yorker Patrick Gilmore attempted his hand at conducting 
choruses. The Tribune (8 March 1876) reported the first concert by the 
newly formed New York Choral Union, under its leader, Gilmore, in a
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performance of The Creation. This group was actually the same society 

that had been organized by L. F. Harrison as the Centennial Choral Union, 

conducted by C. E. Horsley and George F. Bristow. The Tribune critic 
reported that The Creation had not been performed "in many years," and 

described the performance as "creditable," but exhibiting "little expres

sion." The chorus was "not refined or carefully finished," the reviewer 

complained, and the orchestra was "vigorous" and "painfully coarse."

Opera
If opera in New York during the late 1860s had been dominated by 

French opera bouffe, the trend in the 1870s was, as might have been 

expected, directed towards Wagner. This advancement was aided consid

erably through the efforts of conductors Carl Bergmann and Theodore 
Thomas, whose seemingly tireless and often unrewarded efforts in pro

moting Wagner's music in New York brought about its acceptance by critics 

and public.
The 1871-72 opera season was more noteworthy for personalities than 

for works performed. The first operatic star to appear that season was 

the great German tenor, Theodor Wachtel, whose New York debut occurred on 
18 September 1871 at the Stadt Theatre in a German performance of Adolphe 

Adam's Postilion de Lonjumeau. The Tribune the following day praised 

Wachtel's voice as "robust and spirited." The Times (same day) cited 

Wachtel's "marvelous natural power," but noted that the critics had been 
less "taken" with the tenor's performance than the audience had been.

Other notable performances by Wachtel included La Dame blanche, Martha,

Fra Diavolo, and in a special appearance with the Parepa-Rosa English 
Opera Troupe, II Trovatore, on 21 October. The production, in Italian,
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created extraordinary interest among the public. The Tribune (23 Octo

ber) reported that speculators had sold tickets to the performance for as 

much as twenty dollars, and that the evening's receipts had totaled 

nearly nine thousand dollars. It was "the most brilliant performance of 

Trovatore ever seen in New York," the Tribune declared.

Shortly after Wachtel's successes, Christine Nilsson, the Swedish 
soprano who had so greatly impressed New Yorkers in her concert series 

the previous autumn, made her New York operatic debut on 23 October 1871, 
in Lucia di Lammermoor, the opening performance of the Academy of Music's 
fall season. Despite the brilliance of Miss Nilsson's reputation, her 

reception by the critics was not totally positive. The Times (24 October) 

praised the soprano as strong both dramatically and vocally, but the 
Tribune (same day) disappointedly disagreed, stating that her success was 

"dramatic rather than vocal." The reviewers were more greatly pleased 
with Miss Nilsson's subsequent impersonations, particularly in Martha 

and Faust, but felt that the soprano was less successful in such "piquant" 

roles as La Traviata. As Violetta, Miss Nilsson was described by the 

Times (31 October) as "sweet, but too stately." In the one novelty of 
the season, Ambroise Thomas's Mignon (1866), the Times (23 November) 

declared that Miss Nilsson had found "one of her best roles." Of the work 

itself, the Times critic wrote that it exhibited exquisite taste, "vague" 
melodies, and a "lack of development," but was not "deficient in sensuous 
beauty." The reviewer also praised Thomas as a master "of counterpoint 
and the science of orchestration."

A critical, if not popular, success was attained the following 

February with the production of Cherubini's The Water Carriers (Les Deux 
joumees) by the Parepa-Rosa Opera Company. In a review entitled "The



New Birth of Cherubini," the Times critic (12 February 1872) declared 

that "as long as pure harmony and contrapuntal writing shall be studied, 

Cherubini's production will be admired." Contemporary composers were not 
"likely to imitate his style, however," the critic continued; Cherubini 

was "devoid of the expression of deep emotions, of vigorous contrasts, 

and of the gorgeous coloring of Meyerbeer, Gounod, or Wagner." The 

Tribune reviewer (same day) wrote that the score contrasted as much with 

"the artificial and florid technicality of much of the modern Italian 

school, as with the sentimental melancholy and mystic symbolism of the 

new light." Cherubini's "simple melodies" reminded the critic of the 
"hearty naivete of Handel or the perennial warmth and sweetness of Mozart, 

while the composer's orchestrations suggested the "symphonic skill of 

Beethoven."
A second opera by Thomas, Hamlet (1868), was presented in Italian 

as Amieto at the Academy of Music in March of 1872 by the Strakosch 
troupe, starring Miss Nilsson. In his latest opera, Thomas had failed 
to re-create the successes of Mignon, the Tribune (23 March) noted, 

adding that Miss Nilsson had "saved" the opera in Paris and London by 
her superior performance in the leading role. In comparing Thomas's two 
operas, the reviewer judged that, musically, Hamlet had little of the 

grace and melody of Mignon; the work was "ingenius without being 
striking," although "scholarly," and "painfully and unpleasantly elab
orated." The Times (same day) repeated the usual complaint of New York 

critics concerning operatic representations of Shakespeare's plays. "It 

is not possible for true success with operas based on Shakespeare." The 
reviewer suggested that Wagner "would have done better" in setting Hamlet
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to music. The closer relation between voice and orchestra in Thomas's 

opera revealed the influence of Wagner, the critic added.
Miss Nilsson's appearances at the Academy contributed greatly 

towards making the season of Italian opera one of the most successful 

in several years. As the Times (2 April 1872) reported, however, the 
soprano's final performances, "grand as they were," were soon eclipsed by 

the opening production, II Trovatore, of the Parepa-Rosa Company, which 

had employed the services once again of Herr Wachtel, as well as the 
great English baritone, Charles Santley (1834-1922). Santley (later to 
be Sir Charles Santley, one of England's foremost voice teachers) was 

touring the U.S. with the Dolby English Concert Troupe. With contralto 
Adelaide Phillipps completing the illustrious quartet, the Parepa-Rosa 

Company's series of Italian opera at the Academy in April 1872 received 

high accolades from the press. Reflecting on the multitude of great 

artists with which his city had so recently been blessed, the Times 
critic proclaimed that "there can no longer be any doubt that New York 

is destined swiftly to attain the rank of one of the first cities for 

lyrical drama in the world."
The 1872-73 musical season in New York opened in September 1872 

with a noteworthy series of concerts by Carlotta Patti and Giuseppe Mario, 

who were presented under the management of Maurice Strakosch at Steinway 
Hall, It had been twenty years since Mario, the greatest tenor of his 
generation, had first toured America with his wife, soprano Giulia Grisi. 

Grisi was now dead, and whatever vocal powers the sixty-two year-old 

tenor had once possessed were now clearly dissipated. The Times (17 Sep
tember 1872) observed, following the opening concert, that Mario's "art 
remains, but that is nearly all." The reviewer added that "recollection
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of the youthful Mario'1 was "painful." Miss Patti, he found, was no dif

ferent from when she had last been heard. She still possessed "the same 
astonishing tricks of vocalization, the same phenomenal purity and compass 

of voice, . . . and the same lack of real sentiment." Patti and Mario 

were assisted by a variety of artists, among them vocalists Annie Louise 

Cary, Giorgio Ronconi, and L. M. Gottschalk's younger brother, Gaston; 
pianist Teresa Carreno, and violinist Emile Sauret. Mario and Patti pre

sented three further concerts at Steinway Hall, in a series that was only 

moderately successful.
Opera in New York during the 1872-73 season was a success from a 

financial point of view, but featured nothing that was particularly 
artistically noteworthy. The following season, however, opera patrons 
witnessed a variety of notable events. The opera season began on 29 Sep

tember 1873 with the reappearance of Nilsson as prima donna of the 
Strakosch company, which performed La Traviata at the Academy of Music. 
Strakosch shortly afterwards presented to New York audiences a new tenor, 

Italo Campanini (1845-96). The Tribune (2 October) called Campanini "the 

best tenor of the real Italian school" to be heard in New York since 

Mario had first appeared eighteen years earlier. For the first time in 

several years, New Yorkers were presented with the opportunity of hearing 

two different Italian opera companies, when Max Maretzek began a series 

of performances at the Grand Opera House on 6 October. Maretzek's troupe 

included soprano Pauline Lucca (1841-1908) and tenor Enrico Tamberlik 
(1820-89). Tamberlik was one of the most celebrated artists of the nine

teenth century, and like Mario, had come to the United States as his 
vocal career was declining. The Tribune review (7 October) praised 
Tamberlik's "magnificent acting" and "conscientious" singing in the
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opening performance, II Poliuto, but lamented that the tenor's voice was 

"sadly decayed." On Maretzek's second production, La Sonnambula, lima 

di Murska (1836-89), a Hungarian soprano with a wide reputation in 

Europe, made her New York debut. Mme. di Murska excelled in the florid 

coloratura school of singing of which Adelina Patti was the principal 

exponent. The Tribune (8 October) declared the soprano by far "the most 

brilliant vocalist" to be heard in New York.

The most interesting event of the 1873-74 operatic season in New 
York was the American premiere of Verdi's Aida (1871), presented on 

26 November 1873 by Strakosch's artists at the Academy of Music. The 

press proudly reported that Verdi's latest work was being presented in 
New York before it had been heard in Paris or London. In reviewing Aida, 

the Times and Tribune critics observed strongly perceptible changes in 

Verdi's compositional style from his earlier operas. The Times (27 No

vember) noted that the opera was "totally different from Verdi's familiar 
productions. . . . Where most of Verdi's compositions are mainly more 

or less shapely suites of happy inspirations, 'Aida' is clearly the off

spring of an almost Wagnerian system. . . .  in respect to plan, develop
ment, and coloring, the influence of modern theories is clear. 'Aida' 
is a grand lyrical drama, not likely, perhaps, to arouse the masses to 

tumultuous- demonstrations of enthusiasm, but rich in beauties perceptible 
at once to the practical ear, and unfolding themselves with overpowering 

elegance to the least gifted listener." The Times (.27 November) concur
red with the Tribune in recognizing evidences of Wagner's influences in 
Aida, particularly in the "increased importance of the orchestra."

Verdi's latest work was "lacking in those distinguishing qualities which
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made 'Trovatore' and 'Traviata' popular"; in other words, Aida was 

"destitute of clap-trap effects."
The first American cast of Aida included German soprano Ostava 

Toriani in the title role, Annie Louise Cary as Amneris, Campanini as 

Rhadames, and Victor Maurel as Amonasro. While Mme. Torriani was only 
partially successful as Aida, Miss Cary immediately made the role her own; 

as late as 1937, Odell declared that Amneris was a role in which Miss Cary 
had never been surpassed. Aida was well received by the public and had

two further performances during the 1873 fall season at the Academy.

Clara Louise Kellogg, the veteran American soprano, returned to the 

New York stage in January 1874 as head of an English opera company which 

appeared at the Academy of Music. Despite brief interludes of success, 

opera in English had never developed into a serious and viable alter

native to Italian opera in New York. In reporting the Kellogg troupe's 
first performance, Lucia di Lammermoor, the Tribune (22 January 1874) 

noted that "opera in the vernacular is welcomed, not as an honored guest,
but as a poor relative. . . .  it is not fashionable to sing them or to

like them." The critic continued by stating that much was "lost by 
turning hackneyed Italian operas, such as 'Lucia,' into English," al

though the opera possessed one of the soprano's best roles. The Kellogg 
company achieved some success during its ten-day season, which featured 

Martha, Maritana, The Bohemian Girl, The Marriage of Figaro, Rigoletto, 

and Faust.

The acceptance of Wagner by the New York public and critics re- 

cived a great impetus in March 1874, when, for the first time, the 
Italian company at the Academy of Music presented an opera by the com
poser. The work chosen for presentation was Lohengrin, and its



production, in Italian, generated great interest among the New York press. 

In announcing the premiere that evening, the Tribune (23 March) declared 

the event to be "of the very first importance in the field of art." The 
fact that Lohengrin had been performed three years earlier by a German 

company at the Stadt Theatre was acknowledged by the writer, who, how

ever, dismissed that production as strictly "for the Germans" and 

attracting "little attention from the native population." The Times 

editor (24 March) felt that the presentation of Lohengrin at the Academy 

of Music was of sufficient importance to merit an editorial comment. The 

editorial, entitled "Wagner and his Music," stated that the production 

of Lohengrin marked "another conquest over vast difficulties as the 

results of steady persistent effort." Unlike his Tribune counterpart, 
the Times reviewer failed to mention the earlier, German performance of 

Lohengrin at the Stadt Theatre, and declared the production at the Acad

emy to be the first in America. The critic responded favorably to 
Lohengrin, and described the music throughout the opera as "of the most 

thoughtful and elaborate kind." In a discussion of Wagner's theories, 

the Tribune reviewer stated that the work was not an opera, but "a new 
form, an ’Art-work1."

As the New York public and critics gained a new perspective toward 

Wagner's music, Verdi's operas began to be perceived in a different light. 
Arias such as those in II Trovatore and La Traviata "may be good or bad 

as absolute music," the reviewer noted, "but they have no sort of dramatic 

character, no significance, no expression." If Wagner's music dramas were 

to succeed in New York, the critic continued, the public would have to 
learn to judge each work as a whole, rather than the "attractiveness of 

individual scenes." The Academy production was conducted by Muzio and



featured Mme. Nilsson as Elsa, Miss Cary as Ortruda, and Camapanini in 

the title role. The Times critic praised the principal singers, but 

felt-, that Nilsson had "not quite mastered" her role. The production 

itself was perhaps the best aspect of the performance. The "mise-en- 

sc&ne," the Times reported, "would satisfy Wagner himself." Contrary to 

the predictions of some critics, Lohengrin was an immense success with 

the public. The second, third, and fourth performances of the opera 

passed off even more smoothly than the first, and Nilsson improved in 
her role so much that the Times (26 March) predicted that the soprano 

would become "the ideal Elsa." The reviewer also reported that the audi

ence at the second performance of Lohengrin listened to the opera "with 
a reverential spirit." Following the fourth presentation, the Tribune 

gave Theodore Thomas the credit for the success that Lohengrin had en

joyed, and noted that the production of the opera by the Academy artists 

had signalled a reversal in Italian opera's fortunes. "True connoisseurs," 

the reviewer noted, had been "abandoning the opera for the symphony 

concert."

Although the Academy of Music continued to present works in the tra

ditional Italian repertoire, the success of Lohengrin completely over

shadowed other productions. Mme. Lucca had the misfortune of appearing 
at the Academy in La Favorita immediately following the Lohengrin furore. 

Donizetti's opera seemed "indifferent after the much higher class of 

music" audiences had recently heard, noted the Tribune (2 April).
Maretzek's troupe, undistinguished except for prima donna lima di Murska, 

opened at the Academy in La Sonnambula on 6 April to similar responses 
from the press. The critics acknowledged Mile, di Murska's "unsurpassed" 
vocal abilities, but the simple mellifluousness of Bellini's score and
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di Murska's lack of dramatic emotion were evident to audiences which had 

so recently enjoyed a "higher class" of music.
Dramatic as the impact of Aida and Lohengrin had been, the New York 

public did not yet yield completely to the new order. Following the 

Strakosch company's performance of Aida at the Academy of Music in Sep

tember 1874, the Times reviewer (1 October) reported that the work was 
"far more impressive" than La Traviata, which had been presented the 

previous night. Aida was unlikely, however, "ever to enjoy the popu
larity of Sig. Verdi's previous achievements," the critic lamented. "If 

science and patience could accomplish everything in music, half a dozen 

graduates of the Paris Conservatory would win fame and fortune every 
year."

The Tribune reviewer, on the other hand, perceived a definite trend 

in the public's attitude toward the modern repertoire. In his review 

(8 October) of Daughter of the Regiment, the critic stated: "it may be
questioned, however, whether not merely this bright little opera of 
Donizetti's . . . but the whole class of works it represents, has not 

seen its day. People are no longer content with the music over which one 

gently smiles. They look for more stimulating entertainments— tears, 
madness, agony, and heroism at the opera house, and the heartiest sort of 

farce on less pretentious stages."
The Strakosch company presented one novelty at the Academy during 

its 1874 autumn season, On 14 October, the troupe brought out the first 
American performance of Ruy Bias (1869) by Filippo Marchetti (1831-1902). 

The Times (16 October) described the opera, based on the tragedy by 
Victor Hugo, as "more of a lyric drama than nine out of ten modern op
eras." Without "casting the old forms aside," Marchetti had reached "a
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happy medium between the German and Italian schools." While the Times 

critic was favorably impressed with the opera, he predicted that it 

would not "hold a very prominent place in the repertoire." To the 
Tribune critic (15 October), Marchetti's opera was a strictly conven

tional example from the Italian repertoire, "with all its sensuous 
charms, its intellectual barrenness, and its emotional insensibility, 

from which the world the past ten to fifteen years has been steadily 

drifting away."
Following the premiere of Ruy Bias, Strakosch introduced a new ■ 

soprano, Emma Albani (1852-1930), to New York audiences. Born Marie 
Lajeunesse, the Canadian-American soprano had changed her name to an al

ternate spelling of her hometown of Albany, New York. Miss Albani had 

recently returned to New York for her first American tour after she had 

established a reputation abroad. Her debut performance at the Academy of 
Music, in La Sonnambula, was pronounced a "brilliant and unmistakable 

triumph" by the Tribune (15 October). The Times declared Miss Albani's 

singing "perfect," and proclaimed that "never in the memory of the 
present generation has 'Ah, non giunge' been given with the same wealth 

of tone, brilliancy and surety." Although the Tribune found the soprano's 
voice and vocalism "beautiful," the reviewer felt compelled to add that 

Miss Albani was "not a genius . . . she will never deeply stir feelings 

or take rank among the great dramatic artists." Subsequent performances 
by Albani did not change the Tribune's opinion of her; following her 

appearance in Rigoletto, the reviewer (29 October) reported that she 

seemed to "rise higher and higher in the public's estimation," while he 
himself observed: "she does not personate, she merely sings." Her
"action," however, was at all times "refined and appropriate."
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Three notable operatic performances occurred in New York during 

the spring of 1875, each one by a different troupe. In January, Miss 

Kellogg returned with her English Opera Company and presented on 10 Feb

ruary, for the first time in America, Balfe's The Talisman, which had 

received its world premiere at London's Drury Lane the previous year.

The Tribune (11 February) welcomed the opera as "a valuable addition to a 

limited repertoire," but noted that Balfe's forms were "already anti
quated." The Times (same day) found the opera's libretto "quite 

undramatic" and the music "deficient in charm, power, science, or 
novelty."

One of the most admirable traits of the nineteenth-century Amer

ican was his charity toward persons less fortunate than himself. New 

Yorkers were particularly active in raising money for such causes as 

indigent widows and orphans, aged and infirm musicians, and victims of 

war, pestilence, or natural disaster at home or abroad. Citizens also 

often sponsored fund-raising events for such local projects as the 

"Women's Free Cooking and Training School," which was the beneficiary 

of an operatic performance on 27 February 1875. The presentation was 

noteworthy as the American premiere of Johann Strauss's operetta Die 
Fledermaus (.1874). It is somewhat amusing to present-day readers to 

find Strauss's work being referred to as a "German opera bouffe," which 
was the way in which the Times reviewer (28 February) designated the 

operetta. The critic described Strauss's music as "lively and fluent," 
but not "especially original." The opera contained none of the "numbers" 

which had made Parisian works so popular," the reviewer added.
In a brief series of performances at the Academy of Music in April 

1875, Maretzek's company presented, in Italian, the American premiere of
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Flotow's opera comique, L'Ombra (L TOmbre, 1870). Flotow's latest work 

"bore a strong resemblance" to his masterpiece, Martha, (Tribune, 10 

April). The Times (same day) characterized the opera as "very melodious 

and unpretentious," but criticized the Italian translation, with its 

"heavier recitatives," as "far less intelligible."

The 1875-76 opera season in New York was dominated by the presence 

of yet another celebrated artist from Europe, Theresa Tietjens (1831-77). 

Mme. Tietjens, a German soprano (contemporary New York sources spelled 

her name "Titiens") took her first bow before New York audiences in a 

series of concerts with pianist Arabella Goddard (see above), which began 
on 4 October 1875 at Steinway Hall. The Times (5 October) pr’obably was 

over-enthusiastic in declaring that Mme. Titjens displayed "the finest 

singing heard in the memory of the present generation," especially as 
regarded her tone, technique, and phrasing. The Tribune review (same day) 

more realistically observed that although Mme. Titjens’ voice was "some
what impaired from twenty-five years ago," the soprano was still a 

"triumph in art." Regardless of the critics’ opinions of Mme. Titjens, 
her reception in New York was enthusiastic. She performed concerts in the 

city throughout the month of October, and on the 20th of that month, she 
sang in a production of Handel’s Messiah by the recently organized centen

nial Choral Union, conducted by George F. Bristow. The Times (21 October) 

declared Titjens "at her best" in oratorio.
Renewed critical interest in Mme. Titjens appeared following the 

soprano’s New York operatic debut in Bellini's Norma on 24 January 1876. 

The reviewers raved over the soprano, while at the same time condemning 
the opera she sang, and the company with which she performed. "It was 

remarkable," the Tribune (25 January) declared, "that Mile. Titiens [sic]
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made a hackneyed opera like Norma interesting, with a troupe scratched 

together in haste and with meager appointments." The "meager appoint

ments" to which the Tribune critic objected were the production's sets; 

"Druidical [sic] worship at the foot of a statue of Jove in an elegant 

Grecian temple" was "ridiculous," the reviewer fumed. The Times (same 
day) waxed ecstatic over Titjens' performance in Norma; "in the musical 

perfection of Mme. Titiens' work and in its tragic breath, intensity of 
power, the well-worn themes and antiquated forms which make up Bellini's 

score vanished to make way for a lyric drama in which the passions of a 

personage become well-nigh legendary have their fullest play." The 
Tribune critic further displayed his modernist proclivities as he 

discussed the "simplicity of early Italian methods" and the "lack of 

connection between sentiments and formulas of expression" which "jar 

upon the ear more used to Meyerbeer, later Verdi, and especially Wagner." 
During her short series of operatic presentations, Titjens also per

formed in Lucrezia Borgia, II Trovatore, La Favorita, and Don Giovanni, 

but none of these operas drew the overwhelming critical response that 
Norma had created.

The most significant operatic event of 1876, and perhaps of the 

entire decade, was the premiere of Wagner's Per Ring des Nibelungen at 
Bayreuth in the summer of 1876. The forthcoming production generated 

great excitement among New York critics. The Tribune (28 August 1875) 
nearly a year before the festival commenced, printed a full-page report 

on the recently completed cycle by Dr. Franz Hueffer. Datelined "London, 

July 10," the report included a detailed analysis of Wagner's cycle, 
complete with musical examples. The article no doubt served to increase 
general public and critical interest in the forthcoming premiere.
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Both the Times and Tribune sent their staff correspondents to cover 

the four-day festival, which began on 13 August 1876. In addition to 

relaying reviews of each of the four works in the Ring, the newspaper 

critics also included preliminary reports which discussed in great detail 
the background of Wagner's endeavor, the organization of the festival, 

the construction of the theatre at Bayreuth, and the opera's rehearsal.
The Times (.13 August 1876) observed that nearly twenty-five years had 

passed since the four operas constituting the complete series were begun 

and since Wagner had conceived of the manner in which he would present 

the Ring. The Times credited Wagner's friend Carl Tausig with being the 

person most instrumental in the execution of Wagner's idea, by suggesting 

a plan of selling subscriptions to the festival in order to finance the 
construction of the opera house. In his preliminary report of the Ring 

cycle, the Times critic also included a detailed summary of the plot of 

each of the four operas. He refrained from a thorough review of the 

music of the operas, except to note that a "hasty perusal" of the scores 
revealed "passages of wondrous illustrativeness, impressiveness, and 

beauty." The only real complaint either newspaper made concerning the 
event, was over the lack of ventilation in the theatre, which was a twenty- 

minute walk along a dusty road from the city of Bayreuth.
In discussing Wagner's theories concerning the relationship among 

the arts, and the success of the composer's attempts at their synthesis 

in such, a tremendous undertaking, Tribune critic Hassard (23 August) 
declared the performance to be "one of the most stupendous successes the 
stage has ever witnessed. The most extravagant expectations which have 
been formed abroad of the effect of this music, sung as the composer 

meant it should be sung, with the aid of the best acting, the most
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magnificent stage effects, and an orchestra of exceptional size and 

beauty, are very far surpassed by the reality. Familiar as we deem our

selves in New-York with Wagner's music, I must confess after this that we 

do not deem to know it. . . .  nothing in the remotest degree approaching 

the grandeur and effectiveness of what we are now hearing has ever been 

presented on the lyric stage. The victory of Wagner is overwhelming."

Times critic Schwab (14 August) was no less enthusastic towards the 

Ring cycle than his Tribune counterpart, but he cautioned, following the 

first evening's performance, Das Rheingold, that a "knowledge of the score 
or familiarity with the opera" was "indispensible to a full appreciation 
of the work. . . . Whoever attends future similar representations must 

do so with the intent to labor if he would be pleased. This may be the 
temper of the music-lover of the future, but it is certainly not that of 

the music-lover of the present." Despite his own positive impression of 

Wagner's work, Schwab was not optimistic of its acceptance among the 
public in the manner in which the Ring had been so presented at Bayreuth: 

"as it is, the Baireuth [sic] performance is a wonder in itself, but only 
asserts the impossibility of the complete realization of Herr Wagner's 
theories."

In his review of the final opera of the Ring cycle, Die GStterdam

me rung, Tribune correspondent Hassard (1 September) noted "a constant 
upward progress in the four divisions of Wagner's enormous opera. . . . 
Music, decoration, and dramatic interest here in Die GQtterdammerung rise 

to what the bewildered spectator believes must be their last expression." 
In his summary of the festival, Hassard noted with satisfaction that his 
expectations of the cycle's success had been more than realized:
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You will have no difficulty in gathering from what I have written 
that the success of Wagner's experiment is not only complete, it is 
triumphant and unquestioned. Certainly I have nothing to retract 
of the confident language which I used after the first day; on the 
contrary, the effect of the work has been steadily more and more 
marked, and minor defects in tne representation have been smoothed 
away. Some unnecessary criticism has been expended upon the singers 
and too much attention paid to little hitches (during "the Rheingold" 
only) in the machinery, and vagaries of the clouds. But we did not 
come thirty-five hundred miles to criticize a tenor or a steam pipe; 
we came to witness a great attempt in art, whose merit is quite inde
pendent of the persons chosen to set it forth. It may truly be said 
however that all the principal singers are good and well imbued with 
the spirit of their parts, so that Wagner has had an adequate albeit 
not a perfect interpretation. But Wagner's style of musical decla
mation requires much better vocalists than Germany now produces; men, 
especially, who do not sing in the throat, and can keep a voice 
fresh under hard work. One of the first results of the revolution 
in operatic music must be a revolution in the German methods of 
vocalism.

EPILOGUE

The middle nineteenth century in American history was above all a 
period of transition. Social upheaval prevailed as a result of the Civil 

War and the abolition of slavery. In addition, the United States was 
rapidly gaining ascendancy in science, technology, and as a major polit
ical power. This evolution at the broader, national level was accompanied 

by changes in the cultural and musical life of New York. Although tran
sitions at these two levels may have been contemporaneous, we may observe 

a certain paradox in the fact that, as Americans were boasting of their 

advancements in the fields of science and literature, musically, they were 
being more closely drawn to Europe, especially Germany. New York's 
position as a major center for the settlement of German immigrants, many 

of whom were musicians, is perhaps an important reason for Europe's 

continued influence. The fact remained, however, that while America was 
bragging about its "home-grown" artists, such as Patti and Gottschalk, its 

citizens who were serious in their pursuit of a musical career still
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looked to Europe for final acceptance. This ongoing reliance on European 
approval, despite popular chauvinistic claims to the contrary, was perhaps 

symptomatic of a continuing subconscious sense of inferiority on the part 

of Americans.

Changes in musical taste in New York during the period under exam

ination were evident in all musical genres. However, due perhaps to its 

more fashionable nature, "Italian" (i.e., grand) opera in New York evinced 

the most pronounced changes: from the vocally florid music of Rossini,

Bellini, and Donizetti; through what Rey Longyear called the "impassioned 

musical declamation of Verdi's mature w o r k s " to the positive public and 

critical reaction to Wagner's "Music of the Future." The vagaries and 

caprices of the New York public were also displayed, through the course 

of these changes, in the tremendous, albeit short-lived, popularity of 

opera bouffe. During the late 1860s, these sparkling and slightly 
risque works temporarily turned New Yorkers' heads away from Italian 
opera. All of these developments must of course be regarded as general 

trends rather than as clearly defined periods. They also reflect an

other paradox: the increasingly dramatic works of Verdi and Wagner were

accompanied by what Henry Pleasants called "a sudden flowering of vir

tuoso sopranos [Patti, Lucca, di Murska, Albani, and Nilsson], all 

schooled in the traditions and objectives of bel canto. . . .  A curious 

consequence was the artificial perpetuation of the Rossini-Donizetti- 
Bellini-Meyerbeer repertoire into the age of Wagner and the later Verdi.

fyley M. Longyear, Nineteenth-Century Romanticism in Music (2nd 
ed., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 136.



These singers were an anachronism . . . . Pleasants added that the 
attempts of these coloratura artists at the newer repertoire (e.g., Nils

son’s portrayal of Elsa in the 1874 production 'Of Lohengrin at the 

Academy of Music) were made haltingly and in Italian.® This observa

tion has been shown in the fact that Wagner's opera succeeded in New 
York only after it was performed in Italian, "the only great method and 

style," as Fry had observed. Thus, in respect to opera, this period 
concluded in a state of transition, not as the final domination of con

temporary German music, but rather as the beginning of an age in which 
the New York public was becoming both more enlightened and more receptive 

to a broader range of musical works. The penchant for Italianized Wagner 

would gradually fade and the demand for operas performed in their original 
languages would grow, as New York moved into the final decades of the 

nineteenth century. As early as 1877, in fact, the second opera of 
Wagner's Ring cycle, Die Walkiire, was performed in German at the Academy, 

and the following year, Rienzi, received its first performance there, 

also in German. The remainder of Wagner's operas were not performed until 
the 1880s or afterward, and all of them received their New York premieres 

at the Metropolitan Opera House, which, upon its opening in 1883, super

seded the Academy of Music as the primary center for the production of 

opera in New York.
Changes in instrumental music in New York during the same twenty- 

five-year span were both more consistent and less pronounced than those

Pleasants, p. 208. 

8Ibid.
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in opera. The period witnessed the first two serious attempts at estab

lishing chamber music in the city: the Eisfeld Quartet Soirees and the
Mason-Thomas Quartet concerts. However, in the age of "humbug" and 

"clap-trap," of P. T. Barnum and Patrick S. Gilmore, these two early 
efforts were, in the final analysis, commendable more as artistic 

achievements than as popular successes. Due to their more conser
vative, "classical" nature, the chamber music concerts of Eisfeld and 

of Mason and Thomas were less subject to modernist tendencies and thereby 

displayed fewer changes.
In orchestral music, the changes during the period occurred at 

several levels: in the increased size of the orchestras, in their

higher levels of performance, and in their repertoires. These various 

levels were of course interrelated, since Romantic orchestral composi

tions called for larger orchestras and more technically proficient 
performers and conductors. That this period was one of transition in 

orchestral music is especially evident when one reads that in 1876 Raff 

was praised as the greatest living symphonic writer, with the exception 

of Rubinstein. Such a statement should not be surprising when one 
realizes that Mendelssohn, Schubert, and Schumann had died, and Brahms 

and Tchaikovsky had not yet achieved status as major orchestral com
posers .

As was repeatedly emphasized by the critics of the period, many of 

the improvements in orchestral music in New York were due to Theodore 

Thomas. Although the industry and talent of such men as Theodore Eisfeld 

and Carl Bergmann must not be discounted, Thomas’s ability as a conduc
tor, combined with his knack in presenting programs that were of a high 

musical standard yet at the same time pleasing to the general public,
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succeeded in making him the most influential American conductor of the 

nineteenth century. Thomas figured prominently, both negatively and 

positively, in the changing fortunes of the Philharmonic Society. The 

rise in stature of his own orchestra, during the first half of the 1870s, 

combined with the physical and mental decline of the Philharmonic’s 

conductor, Bergmann, brought the latter orchestra to a low point in 

1876. Conversely, when Thomas assumed the position as the Philharmonic’s 

conductor, for one season in 1877-78, and then as permanent director from 

1879 to 1891, the Society enjoyed unparalleled prosperity.
In solo instrumental music, the period under;: discussion was consis

tently dominated by the piano, yet during that: domination there was a 

perceptible change in the kind of piano music that was performed. This 
transition did not lead to the "Music of the Future," but was, rather, 

directed more toward the standard classical piano repertoire of today, 

and away from the ubiquitous opera fantasies and transcriptions that had 

been so popular before the Civil War. Through such performers as William 
Mason, S. B. Mills, Anna Mehlig, Marie Krebs, Rubinstein, and von Billow, 

piano concerts began to reflect the past as well as the present. It is 
important to realize, however, that there were no clearly defined bound

aries between "classical" and "fashionable" pianists. Gottschalk occa

sionally performed Beethoven, while all of the performers listed above 
no doubt played opera fantasies. Detailed studies of pianists’ 

repertoires and concert programs may perhaps reveal more vividly the 

trends in the piano music of the period.

Similar research is needed in organ music during this time, 
although the organ as a concert instrument in New York was much later 

in developing than was the piano. The popular concept of the organ as
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an imitation orchestra is one that still lingers today, but the trend 

away from organ transcriptions of such works as the William Tell overture 

and Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, and the increasing amount of Baroque 

music (most notably, Bach), began as early as the 1870s.

The increasing interest in the past was also displayed in such 

curiously fascinating phenomena as the "Old Folks" concerts. Although 
these types of programs were hardly major forms of entertainment, they 

signify the rich and varied texture of New York's concert life. In 

addition, the various "Old Folks" groups may be looked upon as precur

sors of modern-day early-music societies, despite the fact that they 
were sometimes less than historically accurate in their programming.

The complex and diverse nature of the musical life of New York re
flected the multi-faceted role of the newspaper critic, who, at different 

times and in varying degrees, assumed positions as an instructor in cul

tural matters, as a chronicler of musical events, and as a spokesman for 

popular opinion. It is impossible, naturally, to be able to ascertain 

always the efficacy of a particular critic in any one of these areas, 

primarily because of the anonymous status of most of the reviewers.

Despite their anonymity, however, the critics as a group displayed a 
certain consistency in their tastes and ideas about music. They were 

generally a conservative lot, often greeting modern works with a mixture 
of scorn and consternation. Some of them, such as Fry (the critic whose 

opinions most clearly and consistently betrayed his anonymity), looked 
with equal disapproval on music of the far past, especially the contra

puntal compositions of Bach and Handel.



It is often easy today to read many of the reviews of this period, 

particularly those of Fry, with a condescending smile or, worse, a sense 

of dismay. Such feelings may especially be aroused when the critics 

became moralistic or didactic, as when Fry condemned Don Giovanni on 
moral grounds, or when later critics denounced opera bouffe. However, 

when these writings are viewed in toto and as documents of those musical 

times, they offer a great insight into the period, and help us to under
stand more clearly the forces that helped shape the musical life of 

New York.
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